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Wave Infrared 
Thesis directed by Professor David M. Jonas 
   
 Two-dimensional Fourier Transform (2D FT) spectroscopy in the short-wave infrared (1-
2 µm) enables high frequency and time resolution experiments of molecular dyes, third-
generation photovoltaic systems, and carotenoids – all rich in electronic transitions in this 
spectral region.  Such experiments require short pulses with broad spectra to probe fast 
dephasing or solvation dynamics as well as couplings between widely spaced electronic 
transitions.  Stable, low-dispersion interferometers at Brewster’s angle are introduced for 
multioctave-spanning nonlinear spectroscopies.  We adapt a compact, phase-characterized Mach-
Zehnder interferometer to the short-wave infrared; active stabilization produces accurate and 
evenly spaced time delays between the two excitation pulses in 2D FT spectroscopy.  An 
intrinsically phase-stable Sagnac interferometer is introduced to enhance the interferometric 
signal detection with respect to the copropagating local oscillator in partially collinear 2D FT 
spectroscopy.  These interferometers exploit the air-glass interface Brewster’s angle of thin-film 
metallic beam splitters to preserve expected output phase shifts and to minimize secondary 
reflections over multiple octaves.  A homebuilt short-wave IR noncollinear optical parametric 
amplifier with a periodically poled crystal provides broadband excitation and detection.  The 
output pulses are compressed with a deformable mirror using second-harmonic generation 
feedback in a genetic algorithm to pulse durations as low as 10 fs.  Together this light source and 
the interferometric 2D spectrometer have enabled the first 2D FT electronic spectroscopy in this 
wavelength range; we analyze the early time solvation dynamics of IR-26 dye.  Agreement 
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between experimental and simulated purely absorptive 2D spectra of this dye proves the 
feasibility of the spectrometer design.  Accurate evolution time delays in the partially collinear 
geometry reduce ambiguities in the phasing of these 2D spectra.  Finally, initial 2D spectra of 
lead chalcogenide quantum dots exhibit first exciton transition (bleach) peaks; weak negative 
peaks potentially reflect biexciton shifts.  These spectra lay the groundwork for broadband 2D 
FT spectroscopy to find exciton couplings and dephasing rates to help establish the mechanism 
of carrier multiplication for high-efficiency photovoltaics. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 ITRODUCTIO 
1.1. BACKGROUD OF EXT-GEERATIO PHOTOVOLTAICS  
 Growing interest in energy alternatives to fossil fuels has motivated significant 
photovoltaics research in recent years.  Most solar cells currently in operation use bulk 
semiconductors – generally silicon wafers.  These first-generation photovoltaics are based on 
single p-n junctions, in which a photon must have at least the energy of the semiconductor 
bandgap to be absorbed.  Excess energy above the bandgap is quickly lost as heat, and each 
absorbed photon yields only one charge carrier.  This fundamental power conversion efficiency 
limitation of single-junction photovoltaics is 31% (the Shockley-Queisser limit) [1].  Second-
generation photovoltaics, based on thin-film solar cell technology, aimed to improve the 
efficiency vs. cost of production ratio.  While material costs are reduced, these photovoltaics are 
limited by the same conversion efficiency as single-junction photovoltaics (and typically provide 
only 5-10 % efficiency) [2].  Current research focuses on third-generation photovoltaics with 
cost/efficiency ratios potentially comparable to those of fossil fuels [2].  One route to this 
improved efficiency involves quantum-confined semiconductor nanocrystals (quantum dots), 
which have been reported to generate multiple excitons (electron-hole pairs) by the absorption of 
a single photon [3] (carrier multiplication, or CM) and could possibly exploit the high energy 
photons of sunlight with their tunable bandgaps.  Nozik has argued that quantum dots are 
appealing for the CM route toward third-generation photovoltaics because of predicted slower 
carrier cooling and increased coupling between excitons [4].  Work to which I have contributed 
indicates rapid hot carrier cooling and suggests that electron-hole pairs above the reported CM 
thresholds are bulklike rather than excitonic [5]   
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 The viability of quantum dots as third-generation photovoltaics is dependent on efficient 
CM at the energetic threshold, which has not been demonstrated.  The mechanism and factors 
controlling efficiency are not known, but CM does require a coupling between hot one-exciton 
states (or hot carriers) and two-exciton states.  Furthermore, processes that dephase these two 
states (including those that cause energy loss) can reduce the efficiency of CM.  Two-
dimensional Fourier transform spectroscopy [6] could measure such poorly known couplings and 
help resolve the CM mechanism. 
 
1.2. TWO-DIMESIOAL FOURIER TRASFORM OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY 
1.2.1. Overview and principles of technique   
 The development of multidimensional nonlinear optical spectroscopy enables the 
separation of previously unresolved spectral features by spreading information across more than 
one frequency dimension.  Two-dimensional Fourier transform (2D FT) optical spectroscopy, an 
optical analog of 2D FT techniques used in magnetic resonance experiments, is now widely used 
as an electronic and vibrational spectroscopic tool [7-18].  Thus far, 2D FT spectroscopy 
experiments have focused on visible and near-IR wavelengths (electronic transitions) and mid-IR 
wavelengths (molecular vibrations).  Limitations in beam splitter optics, laser sources, and low-
noise detectors have prevented 2D FT spectroscopy from extending into the short-wave IR (1-2 
µm).  In the four-wave mixing technique of 2D FT, three pulses excite the sample; Fourier 
transforms are taken with respect to the evolution time delay, τ, and the detection time, t (Fig. 1.1) 
[6].  2D spectra illustrate how variable excitation frequencies affect all spectral frequencies, thus 
revealing molecular connections between transitions.  Additionally, 2D spectra enable one to 
disentangle a complicated absorption spectrum into separate component spectra in a second 
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dimension, ωτ.  Double resonance experiments create the simplest examples of 2D spectra and 
use continuous wave (CW) fields, but the fast movement of energy in electronically or 
vibrationally excited samples necessitates pulsed techniques for 2D spectroscopy.  A Fourier 
transform with respect to the delay between excitation pulses in a 2D FT spectrum overcomes 
the frequency resolution limitation with short pulses of the spectrally resolved pump-probe 
picture of 2D spectra.  In 2D FT, even with broadband spectra, the frequency resolution is 
dictated only by the maximum excitation pulse separation [7].   
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.1. 2D Fourier transform spectroscopy timing diagram. Pulses arrive at times ta, tb, and tc.  τ 
is oscillation (evolution) time, T is relaxation (mixing) time, and t is detection time.  (from Ref. 
[6]) 
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A 2D spectrum measures changes (such as absorption) in the detected signal field and 
links these changes to the excitation frequencies (indirectly detected via FT with respect to τ) that 
are responsible.  Figure 1.2 shows a cartoon four-level system and its associated 2D spectrum.  
The ground state (αe, βe) of this system is depleted by absorption of excitation frequencies, ωα 
and ωβ.  The diagonal peaks mirror the linear absorption spectrum of this system [6].  A 
spectrally resolved pump-probe spectrum would simply be the projection of the entire 2D 
spectrum to the detection axis, ωt.  However, the 2D spectrum provides more information.  The 
diagonal peaks at (ωα, ωα) and (ωβ, ωβ) are positive and represent the ground state bleach from 
the loss of population in the ground state.  The “cross” peaks at (ωα, ωβ) and (ωβ, ωα) reveal the 
coupling between the transitions with frequencies ωα and ωβ, as they arise from the same 
molecule.  The positive diagonal peaks also have contributions from excited state emission.  
Furthermore, electronic couplings are evident in the 2D spectrum as excited state absorption 
(negative peaks) energies are shifted to different frequencies (ωα' and ωβ') compared to excitation 
frequencies (ωα and ωβ).  This scenario of light absorption from singly to doubly excited states is 
illustrated in the Fig. 1.2 cartoon for the two cross peaks; a similar picture holds for diagonal 
peaks.  Because of these shifts, the negative induced absorption peaks do not cancel out the 
positive diagonal and cross peaks in the 2D spectrum. 
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Fig. 1.2. Four-level system energy level diagram and corresponding 2D spectrum.  In a coupled 
system with transitions α and β in the same molecule, initial excitation at ωτ = ωα or ωτ = ωβ 
results in the depletion of the ground state (αg, βg).  Excited state emission and ground state 
bleach (both positive peaks, solid lines) occur along the 2D spectrum diagonal but the common 
ground state of the two transitions results in ground state bleach at cross peaks (ωβ, ωα) and (ωα, 
ωβ).  Furthermore, electronic coupling reduces the energy of the doubly excited state (αe, βe) 
such that excited state absorption (negative peaks, dotted lines) is detected at reduced energies.  
The energy-level diagram on the left illustrates the off-diagonal positive peaks as well as the 
shifted negative peaks at (ωβ, ωα') and (ωα, ωβ').  The negative peaks at (ωα, ωα') and (ωβ, ωβ') 
arise through four-level, four-wave-mixing processes. 
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1.2.2. Solvation dynamics in 2D Fourier transform spectroscopy 
 Inhomogeneous spectral broadening in linear absorption spectra is removed by spreading 
the frequency information into two dimensions in time- and frequency-resolved 2D FT spectra.  
2D FT optical spectroscopy has been found useful in the study of incoherent processes such as 
vibrational relaxation or chemical reactions [12].  Specifically, the stabilizing of reactants, 
products, and the transition state in a charge transfer reaction can be controlled by solvent-solute 
polar interactions [19].  Here, inertial solvation is considered, which differs from diffusive 
exponential solvent relaxation in the following ways:  inertial solvation arises from preexisting 
thermal motion on the electronic energy gap; its solvation dynamics have a time scale as short as 
~100 fs in polar solvents [20].  An optical excitation changes a solute charge distribution, which 
affects the solvent in a t2 evolution; stabilization of the new charge distribution reduces its 
frequency by the dynamic Stokes’ shift.  Solvent responses and also intramolecular vibrations 
occur on the same time scale; both contribute to the rapid evolution (relaxation) with T of 2D 
correlation spectra for IR-144 in methanol (Fig. 1.3) [19].  At T = 0, excited-state wave packet 
and ground-state hole contributions coincide and a strong correlation between excitation and 
detection frequencies, ωτ and ωt, is present (Fig. 1.3); however, these contributions rapidly 
approach the equilibrium absorption and emission spectra in the ωt dimension on this inertial 
solvation time scale.  The shift of the emission spectrum to lower frequency causes the resulting 
product line shape to be positioned above the diagonal [19].  Furthermore, experiments [19] and 
simulations [21, 22] indicate that this inertial motion creates negative regions in the 2D spectra 
(Fig 1.3, top left).  The location of this negative region is dependent on the sign of the Stokes’ 
shift; the region’s magnitude corresponds to the magnitude of the Stokes’ shift and extent of 
polarity of solute-solvent interaction.  However, these experiments and impulsive simulations do 
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not account for the potential for larger laser spectrum overlap with emission and absorption 
spectra that could arise from broadband, ultrashort pulses.  
 
 
Fig. 1.3. 2D Fourier transform spectra of IR-144 in methanol.  For four values of T (top to 
bottom), real (left) and imaginary (right) 2D FT spectra are shown.  In the real spectra, 10% 
contours are drawn as solid or dashed for decreased or increased absorption, respectively.  The 
10% contours in the imaginary spectra are solid or dashed for increased or decreased refractive 
index, respectively.  As the relaxation time, T, increases, 2D spectra show a rapid loss of 
correlation between excitation frequency, ωτ, and detection frequency, ωt, due to vibrational and 
solvent motion.  (from Ref. [19]) 
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1.2.3. Experimental designs 
 Multiple geometries exist for 2D FT spectroscopy, ranging from fully noncollinear beams 
to fully collinear beams.  In the EASY (Echo Argument SpectroscopY) fully noncollinear 
geometry, the phase modulation of the signal field is detected in a stimulated photon echo 
geometry [6].  This square “boxcars” geometry (Fig. 1.4 inset) was used for the first 2D FT 
optical spectroscopy experiments by Hybl, et al. [12] using a four-beam interferometer for pulse 
replication (Fig. 1.4) [23].  A series of short pulses excites the sample, and the background-free 
signal is detected in the ks = - ka + kb + kc phase-matched direction (fourth corner of the square).  
In this geometry, the first two pulses create a molecular excitation grating off of which pulse c 
diffracts [6].  The signal, therefore, contains both real (absorptive) and imaginary (refractive) 
information and is interferometrically detected in the frequency domain with a local oscillator 
(L.O.) pulse derived from one of the excitation pulses.  A key advantage of this geometry over 
others is the separate path of the L.O., which allows time delay and attenuation adjustments to 
enable optimum interference detection of the signal [24].  Thus, the background-free detection 
offered in fully noncollinear 2D spectroscopy allows for stronger excitation pulses and increased 
signal intensity (higher signal to noise) [25]. 
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Fig. 1.4. 2D experimental setup with noncollinear pulse geometry.  A four-beam interferometer 
divides a laser beam into pulse trains where the delays between pulses a, b, and c are controlled 
by retroreflectors mounted on computer-controlled motorized translation stages.  The beam with 
pulse t traces the path of the signal, which propagates in the ks = - ka + kb + kc phase-matched 
direction (see lens view inset).  (from Ref. [23]) 
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 The detection sensitivity of fully noncollinear 2D spectroscopy comes at the expense of 
the directional filtering effect [26-28], which limits the off-diagonal range of a 2D spectrum 
because of crossing-angle smearing between noncollinear beams.  Since new and useful cross-
peak information in molecular and solid-state systems may lie well off the diagonal in 2D spectra, 
more collinear 2D geometries become useful.  A fully collinear 2D experiment produces a signal 
field in the same direction as all excitation pulses; because of the overwhelming background on 
the signal, this scenario is not practical without phase-cycling schemes [29] and highly stable 
lasers.  The partially collinear or HARD (Homotime Absorptive Response Detection) 2D 
experiment [21] employs a pump-probe beam geometry with a collinear pump-pulse pair (Fig. 
1.5).  Several groups have demonstrated this technique, using interferometry (mid-IR) and pulse 
shaping with spatial light modulators (SLMs) or acousto-optic modulators (visible and IR) to 
generate the pump-pulse pair [9, 11, 15, 25, 30, 31].  However, the use of a hard-edged, pixelated 
SLM can create nonlinearities or ghosting effects in the 2D FT spectrum [32]. Assuming clean 
pump-pulse pairs, the principal difficulty for the HARD 2D experiment remains: the signal is 
again generated at the ks = - ka + kb + kc phase-matched direction, but here ks =  kc.  Therefore, 
the signal travels in the same direction as the third pulse (at t  ≈ 0).  This third pulses then acts as 
a fixed (in time delay and intensity) L.O. with which to detect the signal interferometrically.  
Noise on the one excitation beam copropagating with the signal can, to a lesser extent than in the 
fully collinear geometry, be difficult to separate from signal amplitude variations.  So far, 
methods to improve or optimize the signal detection have involved polarization techniques [15, 
25] or phase cycling with stable (high repetition rate) lasers [31].  A robust method to combat 
these signal detection challenges is necessary to exploit this otherwise desirable, more compact 
form (fewer moving parts) of 2D spectroscopy.  One advantage of partially collinear 2D 
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Spectrograph
pumps
τT
sampleka
kb
kc
ks
probe
spectroscopy is the selective detection of only the real (absorptive) part of the 2D spectrum [21]; 
the collinear pumps do not create an excitation diffraction grating from which to measure 
refractive information in the imaginary part of the 2D spectrum.  Also, the probe (third) pulse not 
only provides an interaction field but enables intrinsic heterodyne detection of the signal, which 
eliminates the need for absolute t phasing [9, 21].  In other words, . .( ) 0probe L Oφ ω−∆ =  removes 
the ambiguity of phase in signal detection (no need for projections to spectrally resolved pump-
probe transients); the phasing is only dependent on the phase difference, ( )abφ ω ωτ∆ ≈ , between 
the pump-pulse pair. 
    
 
 
   
Fig. 1.5. Schematic of partially collinear 2D experimental setup.  A collinear pump-pulse pair 
(pulses a and b) with delay, τ, are incident on a sample.  An off-axis probe provides the final 
sample excitation at delay, T, after the second pulse, which creates a signal that propagates in the 
ks = - ka + kb + kc phase-matched direction.  The signal is interferometrically detected with the 
probe pulse using a spectrograph.  Additionally, pulses a and b are indistinguishable, so 
rephasing and nonrephasing data are collected simultaneously during this experiment. 
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1.3. ULTRAFAST PROCESSES I QUATUM DOTS:  2D FT SPECTROSCOPY 
 Recently, many research groups have performed various nonlinear spectroscopy 
experiments to gain a better understanding of the time scales of processes related to the creation 
and relaxation of multiple excitons in semiconductor quantum dots.  However, questions about 
excitonic couplings and dephasing as well as rates of competing energy losses remain.  
Employing 2D FT spectroscopy (Section 1.2) would provide answers to these questions and a 
better understanding of the mechanism of carrier multiplication (CM). 
 The coupling and dephasing of excitons in these quantum dots systems begin with the 
population of a high-energy exciton state.  In the cartoon Fig. 1.6, this high-energy state, labeled 
(2Pe,2Ph) is coupled to states with two electron-hole pairs, which then cool at rates of 
1
eτ
−  and 
1
hτ
−  to the final biexciton state (1Se,1Sh)
2.  Dephasing is also present between the hot single 
exciton state and two-exciton states.  Leading models of the multiple exciton generation process 
disagree in the amount of Coulombic coupling and dephasing between excitons, which results in 
different proposed lifetimes for the creation of a multiple exciton states in cadmium and lead 
chalcogenide quantum dots.  Klimov, et al. propose that multiple excitons form in <50-200 fs, 
which is the limit of time resolution of their experiments; they assign the dephasing to intraband 
relaxation that dominates the weak Coulombic exciton-exciton coupling [3].  In contrast, 
Ellingson, et al. report a much greater role of phonons in the dephasing process (energy loss 
through lattice vibrations); additionally a relatively large (~10 meV) Coulombic coupling is 
needed to explain their measured multiple exciton quantum yield.  Furthermore, a 10-fs 
formation of multiple excitons reported by our group implies an even stronger Coulombic 
coupling between single excitons and biexcitons or a greater role of the quantum dot surface in 
multiple exciton generation [5].  The disagreement of these models, which are based on transient 
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absorption spectroscopy, motivates 2D FT spectroscopy of single and multiexciton coupling as 
well as dephasing. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.6. Coupling between excited single exciton and biexciton states.  High-energy 
photoexcitation of a quantum dot creates a (2Pe,2Ph) exciton state (top center). Both Coulombic 
coupling, Vh* and Ve*, and dephasing exist between this hot single exciton state and the two 
biexciton states [(1Sh,1Se)(1Sh,2Pe), middle left, and (1Sh,1Se)(2Ph,1Se), middle right], which 
then cool at rates of τe
-1 and τh
-1 to the final biexciton state (1Se,1Sh)
2 (bottom center). 
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 A more complete understanding of the coupling between single excitons will help 
determine the role of such coupling in multiple exciton generation.  2D spectra of quantum dots 
produce the same diagonal and cross-peak features as the molecular example in Fig. 1.2.  
Replacing α and β with the first two exciton transitions 1Sh-1Se and 1Se(h)-1Ph(e), respectively, the 
picture of an electronic coupling term can be adapted to a biexciton binding energy.  Biexciton 
binding energies exist for both the symmetric and asymmetric interband transitions.  Thus, the 
1Sh-1Se or 1Se(h)-1Ph(e) transition shifts in energy after a (1Se,1Sh) or (1Se(h),1Ph(e)) exciton is 
created [symmetric case forming a (1Se,1Sh)
2 or (1Se(h),1Ph(e))
2 biexciton]; the 1Sh-1Se or 1Se(h)-
1Ph(e) transition also shifts in energy after a (1Se(h),1Ph(e)) or (1Se,1Sh) exciton is created, which 
results in a (1Se(h),1Ph(e))(1Se,1Sh) biexciton.  Resulting 2D spectra would have positive diagonal 
and cross peaks partnered with these shifted negative peaks.  The spacing between positive and 
negative peaks is a measure of the biexciton binding energy and thus coupling between excitons.  
The binding energies or biexciton shifts are generally expected to be negative [34].  Acherman, 
et al. measured the exciton binding energy between two of the same 1Se-h excitons in 7-nm 
diameter CdSe quantum dots to be -15 meV [35].  Measurements of Coulombic couplings 
between two different excitons, for example (1Se,1Sh) and (1Se(h),1Ph(e)) are crucial steps for 
subsequent efforts to probe the hot single exciton-biexciton Coulombic coupling relevant in 
multiple exciton generation.  Additionally, 2D FT spectra can be used to measure exciton 
dephasing.  Turner, et al. analyzed 2D FT spectra of CdSe quantum dots for T dependence of 
peak features [36], specifically the cross peaks between the lowest energy (599 nm) and second-
lowest energy (571 nm) excitons.  A coherence with dephasing time of ~15 fs (initial decay) has 
an oscillation that indicates an electronic and not vibrational coupling [37].     
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 Extending 2D spectroscopy to PbS and PbSe quantum dots should provide even more 
information about the exciton-exciton coupling and dephasing.  Stronger Coulombic coupling 
between excitons due to stronger exciton confinement, 8-fold degeneracy of the first exciton 
transition, and nearly equal effective masses of electron and hole make these lead chalcogenide 
quantum dots appealing.  Additionally, 2D spectroscopy of sizes of quantum dots such that the 
lowest or lowest two energy excitons fall in the short-wave infrared region would provide 
coupling and dephasing information in a relevant system for efficient creation of multiple 
excitons from the peak of the solar spectrum in the visible.  To this end, Wright and coworkers 
have recently performed coherent multidimensional spectroscopy (CMDS), a non-FT technique, 
on PbSe quantum dots with first two excitons at 1430 nm and 1150 nm [38].  One difficulty to 
extending 2D FT spectroscopy to these systems is existence of a laser source that can excite the 
widely spaced energy (and very wide in short-wave IR wavelength) 1Sh-1Se and 1Se(h)-1Ph(e) 
exciton transitions.  The frequency resolution of this experiment comes at the expense of time 
resolution; 1-ps excitation pulses are significantly longer than dephasing times in the quantum 
dots.  Thus, while the experiment could detect couplings and population dynamics, it cannot 
resolve the coherence dynamics of individual quantum states [38].  
 
1.4. ORGAIZATIO OF THESIS 
 Chapter 2 of this thesis presents a thorough analysis of spectral interferometry and the 
demonstration of an actively stabilized interferometer.  Spectral restoration by Fourier 
pseudodeconvolution with a recovered line-spread function and a Fourier transform spectral 
interferometry (FTSI) algorithm enable the recovery of the phase delay to the precision of 
measured active stabilization during the experiment.  The restoration algorithm’s accuracy is 
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tested on simulated interferograms and on spectra of femtosecond pulse pairs with known delays 
from an actively stabilized interferometer.  Additionally, improved precision of the slope delay 
corresponds to improved accuracy of spectral interferometry for direct electric-field 
reconstruction (Chapter 3).  Accurate constant (intercept) phase shifts are crucial for accurate 
line shapes in 2D spectra.  Here, these shifts are used to interpret frequency-dependent angular 
dispersion and to achieve a more accurate determination of group delay dispersion.  Remaining 
uncertainties in measurements are beyond the standard quantum limit. 
 Chapter 3 of this thesis introduces a tunable, nearly octave-spanning laser source in the 
short-wave infrared built and characterized to study the dynamics of molecular and solid-state 
systems.  This source creates broadband, short pulses (sub-20 fs) to enable collection of highly 
time- and frequency-resolved 2D electronic spectra.  These spectra will be especially useful to 
probe electronic couplings between relatively widely spaced energy separations in 
semiconductor quantum dots.  Adaptive-optic compression of the IR pulses using a genetic 
algorithm corrects for higher-order dispersion terms.  Near transform-limited pulses are 
measured with various characterization techniques, some of which introduce dispersion and 
necessitate broadband beam splitting (Chapter 4). 
 In Chapter 4 of this thesis, the principles and benefits of Brewster’s angle interferometers, 
i.e., interferometers using metallic beam splitters at the air-glass interface Brewster’s angle, are 
presented.  Broadband, symmetric-path interferometers with the expected phase shifts are 
important in broadband nonlinear spectroscopy; the minimization of secondary reflections that 
Brewster’s angle provides is necessary for accurate broadband interferometry and thus 2D 
spectroscopy.  I have designed and demonstrated the use of a low-dispersion, multiple-octave, 
Brewster’s angle interferometer that spans the visible and short-wave infrared spectral regions.  
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Stabilization of the adjustable interferometer time delay followed by time-domain FT 
interferometry enable the recovery of the small interferometer spectral phase difference.   
 Chapter 5 outlines both a new signal detection method for 2D spectroscopy and the first 
example of 2D FT electronic spectroscopy in the short-wave infrared.  An intrinsically phase-
stable Sagnac interferometer is introduced for optimized interferometric detection in partially 
collinear two-dimensional spectroscopy.  With a pump-pulse pair from an actively stabilized 
Mach-Zehnder interferometer, the Sagnac scheme is demonstrated in broadband, short-wave 
infrared, 2D electronic spectroscopy of IR-26 dye.  Comparisons of long mixing time 
experimental and simulated 2D spectra prove the feasibility of this 2D spectrometer design.   
 Chapter 6 of this thesis provides additional experimental details of short-wave infrared 
2D FT electronic spectroscopy and an analysis of IR-26 2D correlation spectra.  A stepping 
algorithm generates even and actively stabilized τ delays in a broadband, Brewster’s angle 
interferometer to improve the accuracy of 2D spectra.  Accurate determinations of these 
evolution time delays in a partially collinear 2D geometry reduce ambiguities in the phasing of 
the resulting purely absorptive 2D spectra.  A mixing time series of IR-26 dye in dichloroethane 
motivates a discussion of early time solvation dynamics.     
 Chapter 7 contains a preliminary 2D FT investigation of quantum dots.  Lead 
chalcogenide quantum dots are appealing as third-generation photovoltaics especially if carrier 
multiplication could occur near the energetic threshold.  Experimental and sample challenges 
exist, but initial 2D quantum dot spectra with potentially a biexciton shift lay the foundation for 
future studies to probe exciton coupling and dephasing.  
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CHAPTER 2 
FEMTOSECOD SPECTRAL ITERFEROMETRY WITH ATTOSECOD 
ACCURACY 
All components of our spectral interferometry experiment are analyzed:  spectral 
restoration algorithm, spectrograph calibration and response, interferometer time-delay 
locking stability, precision and accuracy of phase measurements, and Fourier and optical 
limitations.  The accuracy of our spectral restoration algorithm is tested on simulated 
interferograms and on spectra of femtosecond pulse pairs with known delays from an actively 
stabilized interferometer.  The wavelength-dependent line spread of pixelated spectrographs is 
corrected with interleaved atomic line spectra, retrieved with subpixel accuracy.  Spectral 
restoration by Fourier pseudodeconvolution with the effective line-spread function reduces 
systematic artifacts and allows recovery of the phase delay to ± 2.4 as over a 2 ps range (± 0.7 
nm path differences over 0.6 mm).  The precision of the slope delay, which corresponds to the 
accuracy of spectral interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction, is ± 20 as.  
Constant (intercept) phase shifts are determined to within ± 0.05 rad; exploitation of these 
phase shifts in phase changes enable interpretation of frequency-dependent angular dispersion 
and a more accurate determination of group delay dispersion.  Remaining small uncertainties 
in measurements are limited by Fourier filtering of the charge-coupled device and 
interferometer imperfections. 
 This chapter is adapted from the paper “Spectral restoration for femtosecond spectral 
interferometry with attosecond accuracy” published in May, 2010 in the Journal of the 
Optical Society of America B.  Specifically, this chapter contains introduction and 
experimental methods sections from this article and my contributions to data analysis and 
simulations (including appendices of original programs) that go beyond the work discussed in 
Michael Yetzbacher’s Ph.D. thesis.  The extended characterizations of detector nonlinearities, 
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interferometer dispersion, and the SPIDER technique in this chapter are also beyond the scope 
of the article.  
 
2.1. ITRODUCTIO 
 Spectral interferometry determines the phase difference between two mutually 
coherent beams of light from the frequency-domain power spectrum of the superposed beams 
[1-15].  Interference in the frequency spectrum of the output of white light interferometers 
lays the foundation for spectral interferometry and provides a single-frame measurement of 
displacement [1, 2, 16].  Because of its ability to measure time delays and constant spectral 
phase shifts between ultrafast pulses [11, 12], spectral interferometry allows single shot 
measurement of constant (carrier-envelope) phase shifts [17, 18].  Common applications of 
spectral interferometry include 2D spectroscopy, pulse characterization [19], characterization 
of optical components [20], surface profiling [6, 7, 15], and optical coherence tomography 
[21],  These applications could be powerfully enhanced by independent measurement of 
optical path lengths and phase shifts.  For example, by separating the optical path length to the 
surface from the material-dependent phase shift on reflection, spectral interferometry could 
accurately profile height for surfaces covered by more than one material.  However, the 
effectiveness of spectral interferometry in these applications depends on the precision and 
accuracy of time delay and phase shift measurements.  Therefore, after interfering pulses from 
two beams in an actively stabilized interferometer and collecting the interference, we must 
use enhanced spectral phase retrieval algorithms on accurate frequency-calibrated spectra that 
have been fully corrected for instrument response. 
 Algorithms for evaluating the spectral phase have always been crucial for improving 
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the precision and accuracy of spectral interferometry.  White light spectral interferometry and 
multi-point phase-retrieval algorithms have been used to measure path length differences with 
a precision of 1 nm over a range of 5 µm [7].  Fourier transform algorithms effectively exploit 
the entire spectrum [3-5, 8, 9].  For example, Dorrer used Fourier transform spectral 
interferometry (FTSI) to determine the nonlinear calibration error of a spectrograph [10].  
Further developments in Fourier phase-retrieval algorithms revealed that time domain 
accuracy requires a crucial order of Fourier transformation and interpolation since the data are 
unevenly sampled in the frequency domain [11, 13].  In an early attempt to improve FTSI by 
incorporating the instrument response,  Joffre and coworkers measured a spectrograph’s 
modulation transfer function (MTF) [13] to compare it with the Fourier transform of an 
atomic line spectrum.  After correcting for instrument response with the MTF, they measured 
group delay dispersion (GDD) with an improved precision (~0.25 fs2) [10, 14, 22] and an 
accuracy within the experimental error of ~ 1 fs2 (which could be attributed to uncertainties in 
the Sellmeier coefficients and path length for the dispersive material) [10].  Recently, Debnath 
et al. [15] demonstrated a 20-nm accuracy for optical path differences using the basic FTSI 
algorithm of Refs. [3, 5, 8]. 
 Accurate spectral interferometry requires performing phase-retrieval algorithms on a 
frequency-calibrated spectrum that is fully restored to the original, undistorted incident 
spectrum.  The measured spectrum is blurred by the effective line-spread function (eLSF), 
which includes line-broadening, shift, and sampling effects of a spectrometer/pixelated 
detector combination, or a spectrograph.  The measurements found in Ref. [13] retrieve the 
effective MTF; however, this function is only the magnitude of the Fourier transform of the 
eLSF and cannot fully restore a spectrum blurred by an asymmetric eLSF.  In contrast, our 
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general method of determining the eLSF and our fast spectral-restoration 
pseudodeconvolution algorithm combine to recover phases in spectral interferometry with a 
root-mean-square (rms) phase delay error of ± 2.4 as (attoseconds) for a wavelength-
dependent asymmetric eLSF with spatial frequency components above the Nyquist limit 
imposed by detector pixelation.  Nevertheless, limits to greater accuracy of spectral 
interferometry still exist.  They include differences in optical coatings within the 
interferometer, errors in pixel spacing of charge-coupled devices (CCDs), and the Fourier 
filtering of these interferometer and detector imperfections in the phase-retrieval algorithm.  
 
2.2. THEORY 
 A spectral interferogram is a linear intensity spectrum of a pair of interfering pulses 
recorded at a single time delay as a function of wavelength.  However, the measured 
interferogram is blurred by a spectrograph’s instrument response.  Since the spectral 
interferogram that is incident upon the spectrograph contains the true frequency-domain 
interference between the pulse pair, the detection (and blurring) of the interferogram causes 
the loss of true spectral phase information.  Existing methods of spectral restoration, i.e., 
correcting the measured spectrum to produce the incident spectrum, include the Richardson-
Lucy algorithm [23], singular value decomposition [24], and coordinate transformation [25].   
Before the incident interferogram is blurred, the spectral irradiance (spectrum) of two 
superposed beams of mutually coherent light is  
 2 21 2 1 2( ) ( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) cos[ ]I e e e eω ω ω ω ω φ ω= + + ∆ ( ) , (2.1) 
where ω is the angular frequency, ( )ie ω  (i = 1, 2) is a real-valued amplitude for each beam, and 
1 2( ) ( ) ( )φ ω φ ω φ ω∆ = −  is the phase difference.  For coherent pulses of light, 
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ˆ ( ) ( ) exp[ ( )]E e iω ω φ ω=  is proportional to the complex-valued frequency-domain electric field 
with spectral envelope, ( )e ω , and spectral phase, ( )φ ω .  An ideal interferogram has a fringe 
depth of 1 24 e e  and upper (lower) envelopes of 
2 2
1 2 1 2( )2e e e e+ + − .  For blurred interferograms, 
the fringe visibility, Vˆ , defined by fringe depth/(upper envelope + lower envelope) is less than 
the ideal fringe visibility, 2 2ideal 1 2 1 22 /( ) 1V e e e e= + ≤ . 
A spectrum’s intensity in the frequency domain is usually measured by using the spatial 
domain to encode the wavelength (λ) domain.  The irradiance, Ip, measured by a pixel p of a 
pixelated detector in a wavelength-resolving system is an integral of the product of the incident 
spectral irradiance ( )I λ  with Sp, the spectrograph-determined sensitivity of pixel p:   
 
0
( ) ( ).p p pI d I Sλ λ λ λ
∞
= −∫  (2.2) 
In general, the real and positive sensitivity, pS , of each pixel can be determined by either Fourier 
transform spectroscopy with a fully characterized interferometer and known incident spectrum or 
by tuning a sufficiently narrowband source.  Viewed as a function of p and λ, the set of 
sensitivities ( )p pS λ λ−  in Eq. (2.2) is a kernel for the linear integral transformation from the 
continuous spectral irradiance ( )I λ  into the discrete spectrum Ip; however, Eq. (2.2) is not a 
convolution when Sp depends on p. 
Our pseudodeconvolution method of spectral restoration applies to spectrographs with 
uniformly pixelated detectors and slow variation in pS  with p.  To restore a spectrum on a 
detector’s pixel axis, we extend the calibration relation, λp(p), to real values of a pixel variable, P, 
and substitute into the sensitivity, which gives us ( ) ( )p p pS s pλ λ− = −P , the eLSF.    Analogous 
to the effective point-spread function [26], the eLSF incorporates both the line spread of the 
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spectrometer and the pixelation of the detector.  For the special case where sp = s for all p, Eq.  
(2.2) is simply a convolution of I with s; spectral restoration in this case is a deconvolution. 
Our pseudodeconvolution algorithm involves, for each p, a division of the measured 
spectrum by the pixel-specific instrument response in the conjugate domain followed by an 
inverse Fourier transform of this quotient.  The Fourier transform with respect to P of the eLSF is 
the complex-valued effective optical transfer function (OTF, Tˆ ),  
 ˆ ( ) ( ) .eff ip ps e d
ξξ
∞ −
−∞
= ∫ PT P P  (2.3) 
We refer to the ξ domain [13] as the quasi-time domain [11].  Here, ξ is the Fourier conjugate to 
the pixel number (rather than the Fourier conjugate to the wavelength as in Refs. [11] and [13]), 
because wavelength is a nonlinear function of the known pixel numbers.  The absolute 
magnitude of Tˆ  is the modulation transfer function (MTF=| Tˆ |).  The MTF completely describes 
sp if sp is symmetric.  To complete the quasi-time division necessary for pseudodeconvolution (or 
for deconvolution), we need to transform the blurred spectrum, recorded on a discrete pixel axis.  
The discrete Fourier transform of the measured irradiance with respect to p is given by  
 
1
0
ˆ ,
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i p
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=
= ∆∑  (2.4) 
where ) is the number of pixels and 1p∆ = .  When sp [Eq. (2.3)] does not vary with p over its 
range of support, or the range over which the sp is nonzero, the restored discrete spectrum is 
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where 2 /n )ξ π= .  Since 2 / )ξ π∆ = , when ˆ ( ) 1effp ξ =T , Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) become the 
standard discrete Fourier transform of Ref. [27].  When ˆ ˆ( ) ( )eff effp ξ ξ=T T  is independent of p, Eq. 
(2.5) becomes a discrete deconvolution.  The restored spectral irradiance is then 
 00 ( ) ,p p
p
d
I I
d
λ
λ
=
 
=   
 PP
 (2.6) 
where ( )pd dλ =PP  is the Jacobian transformation from pixel to wavelength space evaluated at 
p=P .  We evaluate the Jacobian using the quadratic calibration relation 
 
2
0 1 2( )
2 2
) )
c c cλ    = + − + −   
   
P P P , (2.7)  
where 0 1 2, , andc c c  are experimental calibration constants referenced to the middle pixel ()/2). 
To test the success of our pseudodeconvolution algorithm, i.e., how well the 
pseudodeconvolved measured interferograms match their corresponding incident interferograms, 
we blur and restore simulated spectra.  We use an asymmetric wavelength-dependent eLSF for 
the blurring and restoration of interferograms resembling those of the experiment.  (Ideal 
interferograms with ( )φ ω ωτ∆ =  are calculated for time delay between pulses, τ, ranging from 0 
to 2500 fs.)  In one case, interferograms are blurred by an experimentally similar eLSF, and the 
spectrally restored interferograms produce experimentally negligible errors.  Blurring and 
restoration are also performed using an asymmetric eLSF with exaggerated widths and 
wavelength dependence; this case reveals the limitations of the algorithm.   
An accuracy test of the pseudodeconvolution algorithm in an exaggerated example (Fig. 
2.1) involves the restoration of an interferogram with fringe visibility reduced about twofold at a 
500-fs delay (with ~8.5 pixels/fringe) by an eLSF that ranges from 2 to 3.4 pixels in width [28].  
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The ideal interferogram is calculated from Eq. (2.1) for two identical pulses [28].  The 
wavelength-dependent eLSF, shown for 3 pixels, becomes wider and more asymmetric for 
shorter wavelengths.  As a result, the blurred interferogram calculated with Eq. (2.2) has lower 
fringe visibility for shorter wavelengths.  Furthermore, careful inspection of Fig. 2.1 shows that 
the blurred interferogram fringes are increasingly shifted to shorter wavelengths by the 
increasing asymmetry of the eLSF at shorter wavelengths.  To correct this problem, we employ 
spectral restoration using the pseudodeconvolution algorithm of Eq. (2.5).  This strategy leads to 
points that agree with the ideal interferogram to within ± 0.6% (rms error of 0.2% over 750 ̵ 850 
nm).  Given this significant error, we investigate our algorithm’s limitations with such an eLSF.  
The strong wavelength dependence of the wide eLSF in this exaggerated example causes the full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) of Sp to vary by 0.6% over its range of support; this variation 
suggests that residuals occur to the extent to which the condition of validity for Eq. (2.5) is 
violated.  In other words, the success of the restoration is not dependent on the extent of the 
blurring of the spectrum, but rather on the extent to which Sp varies with p over its range of 
support.  This hypothesis is supported by results in which the spectral restoration error remains 
constant with increasing time delay as the fringe spacing approaches 2 pixels (Nyquist limit), 
where fringe depth is reduced by a factor of 20.  
A second test of the accuracy of the pseudodeconvolution algorithm uses an eLSF similar 
to that of the experiment for blurring and restoring calculated interferograms.  In this case, the 
width of the eLSF varies between 1.23 and 1.39 pixels [29], and there are 17 pixels/fringe at 500 
fs delay.  Spectral restoration by pseudodeconvolution produces errors in the restored spectra of 
up to ± 0.004% (rms error 0.001% over 750 ̵ 850 nm).  Here, the FWHM of Sp varies by 0.03% 
over its range of support, which is closer to fulfilling the condition for validity of Eq. (2.5).  In 
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comparison to experiment, these pseudodeconvolution errors are far below the shot noise limit 
for our case of ~106 photons/pixel; thus the errors are experimentally negligible. 
 
 
Fig. 2.1. Simulation illustrating pseudodeconvolution for a spectral interferogram with 500 fs 
delay.  (top panel) Ideal interferogram I(λ) (gray line); blurred interferogram Ip (thick black line) 
calculated with Eq. (2.2) for a wavelength-dependent asymmetric effective line-spread function 
(eLSF), Sp; spectrum I0(λp) as restored by pseudodeconvolution using Eq. (2.5) on a 512-pixel 
array (diamonds); sum of pulse spectra [first two terms of Eq. (1)] (dashed line).  (bottom panel) 
Representative asymmetric pixel sensitivity functions Sp (thick black lines) with their pixel 
centers marked at 764, 795, and 827 nm; differences between restored and ideal interferograms: 
discrete (crosses) and as interpolated by zero padding (gray line).  The eLSF width increases for 
shorter wavelengths, resulting in decreased fringe depth for the blurred interferogram at shorter 
wavelength.  The fringes in the blurred interferogram are also shifted toward shorter wavelengths 
with respect to the ideal interferogram.  This shift is more pronounced at shorter wavelengths as 
the eLSF becomes increasingly asymmetric.  (Fig. 1 of Ref. [30]) 
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Experimentally, we do not have an incident spectrum with which to compare restored 
measured spectra; however, results of phase retrieval algorithms indicate the effectiveness of the 
restoration.  Nevertheless, to match the restoration success of the second simulated case, we must 
find the eLSF with certainty.  Determining the spectrograph’s eLSF and calibration are related 
challenges:  spectrometer coma [31] can cause an eLSF asymmetry that makes the separate 
determination of Sp and pλ  ambiguous.  Therefore, the assignment of a particular wavelength, λp, 
to a feature of the asymmetric function, Sp, cannot be unique.  Additional calibration issues 
include variation in Sp due to optical aberrations [32] in the spectrometer and unevenly spaced 
pixels due to step-and-repeat errors in CCD fabrication [33].  Given these issues, we still assume 
in the initial determination of Sp that the pixels are evenly spaced and that the Sp are invariant 
over the small range of 4 pixels.  We determine Sp and pλ  together, assigning pλ  to the 
maximum of Sp.  However, the ambiguity between Sp and pλ  is removed by using the same Sp in 
both pseudodeconvolution and the wavelength calibration used to determine pλ .   
 
2.3. EXPERIMETAL METHODS 
 To test the accuracy of FTSI, both the interferometer and spectrograph are characterized.  
The FTSI accuracy attained here requires particular care in five areas: construction and 
stabilization of the interferometer (section 2.3.1.), linear readout of the CCD (section 2.3.2.), 
calibration of the CCD spectrograph using the measured eLSF (section 2.3.3.), correction for 
motion of the CCD within the dewar (also section 2.3.3.), and ordering of steps in phase retrieval 
(section 2.3.4.). 
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2.3.1. Stabilized interferometry 
In the experiment (Fig. 2.2), a pulse train from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (~40-nm 
wide spectrum centered at 800 nm) is sent into a Mach-Zehnder interferometer built on a 2’ x 2’ 
internally damped breadboard and enclosed in a plexiglass/lead-foam box to reduce air currents 
and acoustic noise.  The interferometer generates mutually coherent pulse pairs from each pulse 
in the train.  Before the Ti:sapphire beam enters the interferometer, its polarization is rotated 
from horizontal to vertical with a zero-order half-wave plate so that broader bandwidth s-
polarized beam splitters can be used in the interferometer.  The dielectric-coated fused silica 
beam splitters (CVI, FABS-800-45S-PW-1025-UV) of the interferometer were chosen to be 
thick enough (6 mm) to separate multiple reflections at 45º from a 1-mm diameter beam.  This 
thickness was necessary because the antireflection coatings of the beam splitters are not effective 
at the wavelengths of the continuous wave (CW) lasers used for phase stabilization; multiple 
reflections of the red and yellow CW lasers from thin beam splitters were found to make 
stabilization difficult.  After the first interferometer beam splitter, the two beams of light 
propagate along separate optical paths until they are recombined at the second beam splitter.  The 
area enclosed by the separated beams inside the interferometer is ~20 cm2.  Finally, the polarizer 
(Newport 11B00UP.25) on the Ti:sapphire output arm of the interferometer eliminates 
orthogonal polarization components that reduce the ideal fringe visibility in such a way that Eq. 
(2.1) would not apply.  Thus, in this experiment, we maintain ideal 1V ≃ , so ideal
ˆ ˆ /V V V≃ .   
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Fig. 2.2. Stabilized Mach-Zehnder interferometer.  One arm of the interferometer has a 
retroreflector on a computer-controlled motorized-translation stage.  The other arm’s 
retroreflector is mounted on a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) that receives the feedback signal 
from the difference between the two interferometer outputs for the red continuous wave (CW) 
laser.  Stabilization is measured out of loop by monitoring the difference of the two yellow CW 
laser interferometer outputs.  SF: spatial filter; DBS1: dichroic beam splitter (transmits 
Ti:Sapphire, reflects red and yellow CW); C: chopper; DBS2: dichroic beam splitter (transmits 
yellow CW, reflects red CW); λ/2: half-wave plate (rotates Ti:Sapphire polarization from 
horizontal to vertical); BS: 50 ̵ 50 beam splitter, s-polarized; RR: trihedral retroreflector; P: 
ultrafast plate polarizer with plane of incidence parallel to polarization vector of vertically 
polarized light (transmits p-polarized light); DBS3: dichroic beam splitter (transmits red and 
yellow CW, reflects Ti:Sapphire); BB: beam block; F1: longpass filter (cut-on wavelength: 650 
nm); W: window; FC: fiber coupler; SMF: single mode fiber; F2: red CW bandpass filter (632.8 
± 5 nm); L: plano-convex lens, f = 25.4 mm; DPD: differential photodiode (for red CW 
interferometer outputs); F3: yellow CW bandpass filter (600 ± 5 nm); PD: single photodiodes for  
yellow CW interferometer outputs); PLL: phase-locked loop.  Protected silver mirrors are 
unlabeled.  (Adapted from Fig. 2 of Ref. [30]) 
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Active stabilization of the interferometer ensures that the time delay between pulses in 
each pair is maintained at an offset plus an integer number of CW laser periods.  The red CW 
laser intensities from both interferometer outputs are used in active stabilization of one 
interferometer arm.  The other arm is adjustable with a computer-controlled motorized-
translation stage (Newport MFN25PP, stepsize ~ 0.1 µm).  Yellow CW laser intensities from 
both outputs provide an independent check of interferometer stabilization.  The first arm is 
actively stabilized with a stiff piezoelectric transducer (PZT) (Piezomechanik PST 150/10x10/2, 
with a maximum displacement of ~1 µm at ~100 V) attached to a light-weight retroreflector 
(PLX OW-05-15, with a retroreflection accuracy of 5 arc seconds, trimmed to a mass of 3 grams).  
A complete description of the active stabilization and electronics is given in Ref. [30].  Active 
stabilization is achieved through the generation of a feedback signal for the PZT.  The feedback 
signal is generated by sending the red CW laser (Melles-Griot 25-LHP-111-249, vacuum 
wavelength = 632.9911 ± 0.0007 nm) through the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, measuring the 
CW intensity difference between the two interferometer outputs by focusing the output beams 
into a matched pair of photodiodes, and then using analog signal subtraction.  The intensity-
difference signal is conditioned by a loop filter [JILA electronics shop [34], operated in the -9 
dB/CPU servo mode [35] with the -9 dB corner set at 10 Hz and the proportional-integral (PI) 
corner (where proportional gain turns into integral gain) set to 1kHz].  A home-built PZT-driving 
amplifier then sends feedback to the PZT.  The servo-loop filter power is cycled with a rise/fall 
time of ~1 s for changing the time delay in the interferometer with the translation stage.   
This servo system typically maintains a locked position for several hours if no change of 
time delay is made.  In-loop measurements of the red intensity difference over several seconds 
suggest a stability of λ/1000, and out-of-loop measurements with the yellow CW laser (Melles-
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Griot, 25-LYP-173-249, vacuum wavelength = 594.1 nm) have yellow intensity-difference 
variations better than λ/200.  But, servo errors or frequency drift of the red laser may cause the 
actual stability to be worse.  This actively stabilized system enables the collection of 
interferograms with time delays locked with respect to the red CW laser.  Our spectra of 
Ti:Sapphire pulse pairs are recorded with known relative interferometer displacements of 
/cw cwj nλ , where j is the integer number of CW wavelengths (in air) by which the interferometer 
displacement is changed, cwλ  is the vacuum wavelength for the red CW interferometer-locking 
laser, and cwn  is the air index at cwλ .   
After the pulse pairs exit the stabilized interferometer, the selection of interferometer 
output and the detection method are the final steps in our interferometry experiments.  The two 
output beams from the interferometer have complementary fringe patterns [36] because of the 
introduction of phase shifts between transmitted and reflected beams at each beam splitter [37]; 
for a lossless interferometer, the frequency spectra of the two output beams add up to the input 
frequency spectrum.  We select the Ti:Sapphire pulse pair from the interferometer output beam 
with a symmetrical path (one beam splitter reflection and one beam splitter transmission for each 
beam) and a nominal central white fringe [38] at zero delay [ 0φ∆ =  in Eq. (2.1)] to send to a 
spectrograph via a single mode fiber.  However, before coupling this interferometer output into 
the single mode fiber, we use one first-surface reflection off a window (Fig. 2.2) in place of a 
mirror to reduce the nonlinear response of the CCD (Section 2.3.2.).  We use the same single-
mode fiber to couple both the pulse pairs from the interferometer and the atomic line spectra for 
spectrograph characterization into the CCD spectrograph to maintain spectrograph calibration 
accuracy [39].  The pulses are temporally stretched to the inverse of the spectrometer frequency 
resolution inside the grating spectrometer, so that they temporally overlap and interfere on the 
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CCD array.  The spectrum of the train of interfering pulse pairs has the form given by Eq. (2.1) 
but is blurred by finite spectrograph resolution, according to Eq. (2.2).   
2.3.2. Data recording 
All interferograms (and calibration spectra) are recorded by coupling the light through a 
microscope objective with numerical aperture (NA) = 0.10 (Newport M-5X) into a single-mode 
fiber with NA = 0.13 (Thorlabs 780HP).  The output of the fiber is fed into a 0.34-m Czerny-
Turner spectrograph (SPEX 340S, 300 groove/mm grating, f/4 optics) with a 256 x 1024 element, 
liquid nitrogen-cooled, front-illuminated CCD array (Princeton Instruments LN/CCD-1024E) 
with 16-bit digitization.  The manufacturer’s read noise specification is 4 ̵ 6 electrons per read.  
The CCD’s quantum efficiency is 32 ̵ 41% over the pulse spectrum, and its gain is set to produce 
one count for every four photoelectrons (~10 photons per count).  A front-illuminated CCD is 
used because higher quantum-efficiency back-thinned CCDs exhibit interference fringing (also 
called etalon effects) [33].  To eliminate perturbation of the collected spectrum, we use an off-
camera shutter, following Yetzbacher, et al. [30, 40].  
 A nonlinear CCD response is observed when binning charge on the chip when the 
register pixels are filled to ~30% of well capacity; this nonlinearity is visible as harmonic peaks  
of 0.8% of the amplitude of the main oscillatory peak (at τξ ξ= ) in the quasi-time domain at 
2 τξ ξ=  and 3 τξ ξ= .  Further Fourier processing of these peaks results in a determination that 
the nonlinearity shifts the fringe pattern; thus, coupling exists between counts from different 
pixels [30].  This cross-coupling phenomenon has been reported previously but not fully 
understood [41]. 
This CCD nonlinearity and other data-collection errors are minimized with six steps:  (1) 
The pixels are read individually and not binned on the chip to reduce the nonlinear response.  (2) 
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The image on the chip is confined to the top 90 rows of the CCD.  (3) Images are then taken by 
reading the upper 90 x 1024 elements of the detector individually, keeping the intensity and 
integration time constant, resulting in register pixels being used at less than 1.5% of full well 
capacity (maximum 1000 counts/pixel).  (This register pixel well capacity is much less than that 
of the preliminary data recording with nonlinearities.)  (4) The pixels from the CCD are read out 
at the slowest possible speed (50 kHz) to minimize the influence of read noise [42].  Though the 
data suffers from 90  times larger read noise when each pixel is read individually, 
complications from read noise are made up for by the decrease in nonlinear response.  (5) 
Because the integration time is 150 ms to help reduce nonlinearities, ten integrations are added in 
the CCD software to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.  (6) Additional data processing uses 
Fortran programs, beginning with integration over the 90 vertical pixels. 
All recorded spectra must be corrected for noise and pixel sensitivity, with background 
and flatfield corrections, respectively.  An average of the 50 background spectra recorded 
without illumination throughout data collection (each a sum of ten spectra with 150-ms 
integration time) is subtracted from experimental spectra.  (We also delete several cosmic ray 
hits [33, 42] from the 50 background spectra before averaging.)  The background spectra (which 
contain both read noise and dark noise) have a standard deviation of 31 counts (4.1 electrons per 
pixel read) compared to ~300,000 counts at the peak of a spectral interferogram.  The column-to-
column variation in pixel sensitivity (flatfield [33, 42]) appropriate for fiber illumination is 
determined by rotating the spectrometer grating to scan the spectrum of a single pulse across the 
chip in 14-pixel steps (step size ~8% of pulse FWHM).  We then numerically add these 
background-subtracted spectra.  The resulting flatfield has an average of 6 x 106 photoelectrons 
per pixel (shot noise 0.04%) and reveals long range sensitivity drifts of 7% over the width of the 
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spectrum along with pixel-to-pixel variations in column-integrated sensitivity of 0.7% [43].  
Background-subtracted spectra are divided by this flatfield (cosmic ray removal was not 
attempted on spectral interferograms because cosmic ray hits [33] would be obscured by shot 
noise).  Five such interferograms are recorded at each of 20 interferometer delays between 300 fs 
and 2 ps.   
2.3.3. Instrument response and calibration 
The instrument’s eLSF is required to restore and calibrate a spectrum.  Our eLSF 
recovery is similar to  an iterative procedure used to measure the effective point-spread function 
of a camera on the Hubble Space Telescope [26].  The initial process to interleave atomic spectra 
to sample a line shape resembles techniques used to oversample Raman spectra with pixelated 
detectors [44, 45].  The entire procedure for obtaining the eLSF is described elsewhere [30], but 
the necessary details are outlined below.     
 The spectrometer grating is rotated slightly across four pixels to dither 100 
undersampled argon (Oriel lamp model 6030) atomic line spectra, redistributing the intensity to 
neighboring pixels and enabling the recovery of the eLSF on a fine grid in P.  Again, intensities 
of atomic lines falling on the chip are attenuated to reduce the pixel-coupling nonlinearity of the 
CCD.  The undersampled nature of these spectra is verified by comparison to spectra of the same 
argon lamp recorded with a Bomem Fourier transform spectrometer (model DA3.002).  This 
spectrometer shows linewidths of less than ~0.03 nm at FWHM; our spectrograph’s eLSF has a 
FWHM tenfold greater (~0.35 nm or 1.4 pixels).  For each spectrum, nine unblended lines [46, 
47] in a spectral range of ~ 696 ̵ 912 nm are separately fit to approximate line shapes, yielding 
the 9 line maxima, maxP , at subpixel resolution [30].    Quadratic fits between the nine maxP  and 
the literature vacuum wavelengths [46], litλ , produce a set of three calibration constants in Eq. 
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(2.7) for each spectrum [48].  All 100 spectra are then interleaved on their wavelength axes to 
give 100 times the sampling of each line shape. 
The line-shape determination and spectrograph calibration depend on the initial guess for 
the eLSF, so iteration [26] is used to improve the eLSF shape employed in atomic line fits.  After 
the final (tenth) iteration, the nine normalized eLSF line shapes are interpolated in wavelength 
space to obtain the smoothly varying eLSF for all 1024 pixels to be used for 
pseudodeconvolution [30].  Widths of the measured eLSF vary by up to 12% from 696 ̵ 912 nm.  
Motivating the need for the complex-valued instrument response in spectral restoration is that the 
imaginary part of the OTF typically contains 7% of the amplitude, a small but significant 
asymmetry (discussed in Section 2.4.1.).  This asymmetry of the eLSF, which would not be 
corrected for with just the MTF, is primarily due to the spectrometer (rather than the CCD) as 
line-spread measurements of the red CW laser with a slit show similar asymmetry.   
Error in the eLSF is manifested as systematic trends in the pixel phase error e
P
 [26],  
 ( ) ( )max max max lite p λ− = −P P P P  (2.8) 
 where ( )litλP  is found by inverting the calibration law for each spectrum, ( )ps P  is maximized at 
maxP , and max maxp−P  is the deviation of maxP  from the nearest integer.  The precision of finding 
the line centers with the eLSF improves with iteration, as the average standard deviation of e
P
 
(over all 9 lines and 100 spectra) drops from 0.027 pixels on the first iteration to 0.0037 pixels on 
the tenth (after which changes to e
P
 are only changes to the constant offset of each line).  The 
low-amplitude tail of the measured eLSF (as opposed to symmetric wings of a Gaussian) 
provides more accurate centering.  Therefore, the average standard deviation of 0.0037 pixels is 
slightly better than the rms shot noise limit of 0.004 pixels expected for a Gaussian eLSF of 
similar FWHM calculated with Eq. (2) of Ref. [49].   Over the 9 lines and 100 spectra, the rms 
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constant offset in e
P
 is 0.005 pixels, which is just larger than the rms constant offset of 0.004 
pixels expected from step-and-repeat errors [50].   
We perform an independent test of how well we recover the eLSF.  Previously, Joffre and 
coworkers noted that spectral interferograms or line spectra could be used to measure the MTF 
of a spectrometer-detector combination [14].  Since we have measured both interferograms and 
the eLSF independently, we can test one against the other.  Joffre and coworkers made their 
measurement in quasi time, but we interpolate the eLSF (for a single wavelength) onto an evenly 
spaced frequency axis and Fourier transform to obtain the complex-valued fringe visibility ratio 
ideal
ˆ /V V  as a function of the time delay between pulses.  The modulus ideal
ˆ /V V  is compared with 
the recovered fringe amplitude (from the time domain fringe visibility, which is not equal to the 
quasi-time OTF) for that wavelength in interferograms at several time delays.  We compare these 
fringe visibility measurements at 764 nm and find that the complex-valued fringe visibility adds 
delay-dependent phase shifts exceeding 0.1 rad at 1 ps delay (Fig. 2.3).  Out to 3 ps delay, the 
agreement is 1.2% rms referenced to the maximum of the function.  A systematic difference is 
seen in the slope of the two functions from 0.4 to 2.8 ps.  This slope difference could result from 
either nonlinearities in the CCD detector or from the different smoothing characteristics of the 
quasi-time filtering versus the smoothing spline used to fit the eLSF in the wavelength domain.  
At larger time delays, low amplitude structure in the fringe visibility is not well reproduced by 
the Fourier transform of the eLSF; similarly, the low amplitude wings of the eLSF will be more 
difficult to measure via the fringe visibility. 
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Fig. 2.3. Time-domain fringe visibility and phase for the effective line-spread function (eLSF) 
determined at 764 nm with the algorithm described in section 2.3.2.  The time-domain fringe 
visibility ratio ideal
ˆ /V V  is calculated from the eLSF through a Jacobian transformation from 
wavelength to frequency, followed by a Fourier transformation to the time domain (solid line).  
Since ideal 1V ≃ , the ratio is compared to experimental measurements of the fringe visibility for 3 
sets of time delays (open squares, triangles, and diamonds).  The temporal phase that results from 
placing the wavelength origin of the eLSF at its maximum is plotted as a dashed line.  (Fig. 5 of 
Ref. [30]) 
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The final nine line shapes from oversampling and iterative fitting of the unblended argon 
lines are also used for wavelength calibration of the spectrograph.  Line spectra are taken 
intermittently throughout experimental data collection and under the same conditions as the line 
spectra used to determine the eLSF.  Lines in these experimental time-frame spectra are fit to the 
nine final Sp shapes and calibrated with Eq. (2.7) [48].  On a time scale of hours, the set of 
calibration constants c0 drift over a twentieth of a pixel, with an rms deviation (0.018 pixel) that 
is 2.5 times greater than their average standard error (0.0072 pixel) from single calibration fits 
(Fig. 2.4).  An explanation of this calibration drift is that CCDs can move within their Dewar 
housings [42, 51].  Over the course of a few hours, the linear (c1) and quadratic (c2) calibration 
constants do not deviate more than expected from their standard errors from single calibration 
fits [52].  Thus, during the experiment (~3 hours) the position of the CCD array translates by one 
twentieth of a pixel, which is consistent with thermal motion of cooled-CCD arrays detected 
previously [51].  However, over short periods of time, e.g., 5 minutes, translation of the CCD 
array is not detectable in calibration spectra (Fig. 2.4).  Therefore, we remove the slow 
translation of the CCD array by periodically recalibrating the spectrograph during data 
acquisition. Groups of three neon (Oriel model 6032 lamp) line spectra and three argon line 
spectra are recorded every 30 minutes, with experimental interferograms recorded during those 
30-minute intervals.  Each interferogram taken within a 30-min interval is given the wavelength 
axis defined by a calibration using average subpixel line maxima from the six bordering argon 
spectra (separated by 30 minutes).  The rms deviation of the argon spectra is 0.010 pixels, which 
is nearly a factor of two improvement over a universal calibration axis.  Six unblended lines [53, 
54] in neon spectra are used to estimate the effect of residual drift and step-and-repeat errors in 
the semilocal axes; the rms error of max litλ λ−  for the neon spectra is 0.003 nm (0.013 pixels).   
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Fig. 2.4. Spectrograph calibration drift over the time of the experiment.  A universal calibration 
law [of the form in Eq. (2.7)] over the course of the experiment yields calibration residuals that 
drift over time.  Calibration spectra taken intermittently during interferogram collection display 
residuals, averaged over 9 argon atomic lines (asterisks) and 6 neon atomic lines (open 
diamonds).  These spectra illustrate how the calibration constants drift over a twentieth of a pixel 
(~0.0125 nm).  To reduce this drift, semilocal calibration laws calibrate interferograms using 
only the 6 argon spectra that border a set of collected interferograms in time (the 3 argon spectra 
immediately before and 3 after).   
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2.3.4. Data processing 
We first correct the recorded pulse-pair spectra with background subtraction and flatfield 
division (Section 2.4.2.).  Then these corrected interferograms enter the following multistep 
phase-recovery algorithm:  (1) spectral restoration by pseudodeconvolution with the eLSF, (2) 
subtraction of spectrally restored noninterfering spectra from each arm, (3) multiplication by the 
Jacobian [11, 12] to transform the intensity spectrum from wavelength to frequency, (4) fast 
Fourier transformation from pixel space to quasi time, (5) isolation of the interference peak with 
the correct quasi-time delay using a filter, (6) inverse fast Fourier transformation back to pixel 
space, (7) calculation of the spectral phase difference, ( )φ ω∆ , from the complex-valued 
interferogram, (8) phase unwrapping, and (9) addition of integer multiples of 2π  to give 
(0)π φ π− < ∆ < .  Note that the final frequency axis is unevenly spaced.  If an evenly spaced 
frequency axis is required (for example, to reach the time domain), then the amplitude and phase 
are slowly varying and can be accurately interpolated as step 10 [11].  Also, spectral restoration 
by pseudodeconvolution could be moved after step 4 to reduce computation, but this is not 
necessarily possible with other spectral restoration algorithms. 
A few of the steps in the phase-recovery algorithm have details worth noting here.  The 
goal of step 2 is for the interferogram to have a zero average result after the subtraction, i.e., 
eliminating all noninterference terms.  For this dataset, a ± 5% scaling of the noninterfering pulse 
spectra is necessary for such a zero average result after subtraction, perhaps because of variation 
in shutter exposure time.  Resulting interferograms with only interfering terms are easier to filter 
in quasi time (step 5).  The quasi-time filter in step 5 is a hyperbolic tangent, 
 1 2( ) {tanh[( ) / 5] tanh[( ) / 5]}/ 2f ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ= − − − , (2.9) 
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where ξ1 and ξ2 are set 10 pixels wider than the points with 1% of the maximum amplitude on 
either side of the pixel with maximum amplitude in quasi time.  The resulting interferogram after 
an inverse Fourier transform (step 6) is complex valued, so that phase modulation replaces the 
intensity modulation of the original interferogram.  The phase difference in this complex-valued 
interferogram is obtained by ˆ ˆ( ) atan2(Re[I( )],Im[I( )])φ ω ω ω∆ = , where atan2 indicates the 
arctangent function with range ( , ]π π−  [55].  Phase unwrapping (step 8) progresses from regions 
of highest-to-lowest intensity, i.e., outward from the spectral center to the spectral wings, to 
reduce random phase jumps where little intensity is present. 
The final results of the phase-recovery algorithm are the recovered spectral phase 
differences ( )φ ω∆  in Eq. (2.1).  However, these phase differences are not accurately known in 
our experiments, because they are affected by differential dispersion of optical components in the 
interferometer, and possibly by other artifacts.  In contrast, the phase change between two phase 
differences, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )rδ φ ω φ ω φ ω∆ = ∆ − ∆ , (2.10) 
 is not affected by differential dispersion if rφ∆  is a reference phase determined in the same 
interferometer.  The actively stabilized interferometer with out-of-loop monitoring makes the 
spectral phase change accurately known as 
 ( ) ( ) /( ) ( ) /cw cw cwn j n c n jT nδ φ ω ω ω λ ω ω∆ = = , (2.11) 
where ( )n ω  is the refractive index of air [56], cwλ  is the vacuum wavelength for the red CW 
laser used to lock the interferometer, cwn  is the refractive index of air at cwλ , c is the speed of 
light in vacuum, and j is the integer number of CW wavelengths (in air) by which the 
interferometer displacement is changed.  The optical period of the locking laser is given by 
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/cwT cλ= .  The reference phase is determined as the average difference phase for 5 
interferograms at 545 fs delay.  The phase delay, as obtained from the spectral phase change, is 
 ( ) ( ) /[ ( )]cwn nφτ ω δ φ ω ω ω= ∆ . (2.12) 
This phase delay has been used to measure displacement with white light interferometry [7].   
Since the spectral phase change and thus the phase delay are accurately known given the 
locking laser characteristics [Eq. (2.11)], then experimental residuals reflect the accuracy of the 
measurement.  In this work, the accuracy of phase retrieval is evaluated with the phase error, 
 ( ) [ ( )]cwe n n jTφ ω δ φ ω ω ω= ∆ ( ) / − , (2.13) 
and the phase delay error, 
 ( ) ( ) /e eφτ ω φ ω ω= . (2.14) 
These two frequency-dependent errors directly reflect the accuracy of phase retrieval for each 
pixel within the pulse spectrum.  Small systematic errors in the phase or in the calibration can 
affect measurements of parameters, e.g., time delay, constant phase shift, or dispersion, that are 
determined from the phase.  Polynomial fits of the recovered phase changes provide checks for 
the influence of such systematic errors.  Following Albrecht et al. [11, 12], we determined time 
delays and constant phase shifts by least-squares fits to lines: 
 0[ / ( )]cw sn nδ φ ω ω ωτ φ∆ ( ) = + . (2.15) 
For positive frequencies, 0φ  is the negative of the time domain carrier-envelope phase shift [11].  
The extrapolation to 0ω =  in fitting to an intercept phase shift, 0φ , and slope delay, sτ , is 
particularly sensitive to systematic errors in both the retrieved phase and the wavelength 
calibration.  The slope delay error is 
 s se jTτ τ= − . (2.16) 
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Because the interferometer with a piezo-mounted retroreflector should have no source of 
constant phase change, any deviation from the expected value of 0 0φ =  is considered to be a 
constant phase error. 
 
2.4. RESULTS AD DISCUSSIO 
The precision of phase retrieval and the accuracy of interferometric time delays both 
improve with the spectral restoration of interferograms (Section 2.4.1.).  However, time-delay 
dependence of the phase delay error of interferograms motivates a frequency calibration 
refinement to further improve phase retrieval precision (Section 2.4.2.).  Interferometer 
characterization determines lock precision and stability, but it also reveals limitations to 
theoretical interferometric phase measurement (Section 2.4.3.).  Finally, implications of FTSI 
time delay accuracies are discussed regarding the SPIDER (spectral phase interferometry for 
direct electric-field reconstruction) pulse characterization technique (Section 2.4.4.). 
2.4.1. Spectral restoration 
When processed according to the outlined phase-recovery procedure (section 2.3.4.), 
interferograms with improved spectral restoration yield increasingly more precise determinations 
of interferometric phase differences with spectral restoration (Table 2.1).  The least computation-
intensive spectral restoration is a deconvolution with the MTF that requires a symmetric and 
pixel-invariant eLSF.  If the asymmetry and variation of the eLSF are ignored and spectral 
restoration proceeds by Fourier deconvolution with the MTF from the central eLSF, the phase 
delay error is changed from the no-restoration case by less than 2 as (less than 10% 
improvement).  Thus, even the 7% asymmetry and 12% width variation seen in the measured 
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eLSF can bias the measurement of time delays less than 2 ps by one order of magnitude greater 
than the amount needed to recover accurate single-cycle pulse durations through SPIDER [57].   
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.1. Summary of precision and accuracy of phase-recovery results in spectral 
interferometry:  modulation transfer function (MTF) and effective line-spread function (eLSF)  
 
Phase delay error Slope delay error 
Extent of spectral 
restoration Average ± rms 
(as) 
Maximum 
magnitude 
(2 ps 
delay)   
(as) 
Constant 
phase shift 
error 
(rad per ps of 
delay) 
rms 
(as) 
Maximum 
magnitude 
(2 ps delay) 
(as) 
No correction   
(MTF deconvolution 
within 20% in all 
categories) 
0.8 ± 10                  
(± 35 in Ref. [57]) 
-33 
0.37  
(factor of 3 
improvement 
over Ref. 
[11]) 
 227.4 
eLSF pseudo-
deconvolution 
-0.8 ± 2.5   (2.5 as ≈ 
λ800 nm/1000) 
-10  0.12  66.4 
eLSF pseudo-
deconvolution and 
frequency 
refinement 
-0.8 ± 2.5   (2.5 as ≈ 
λ800 nm/1000) 
-10  
0.006 ± 0.007                          
(2 orders of 
magnitude 
improved 
over Ref. 
[11]) 
19 40 
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Figure 2.5 shows an experimental interferogram without spectral restoration and one with 
spectral restoration.  The restored interferogram displays improved fringe visibility and a shift in 
the phase.  The shift in the phase arises from asymmetry in the eLSF.  The slight irregularities 
remaining in the restored fringe visibility (residuals from the calculated interference envelope) 
are larger than expected from shot noise and suggest additional instrumental imperfections 
(sections 2.4.2. and 2.4.3.). 
To verify that we are performing FTSI with a balanced interferometer and a properly 
restored interferogram, we look for a small GDD imbalance with no time delay dependence.  For 
comparison with prior work [14], we present the effect of spectral-restoration algorithms on the 
precision of GDD measurements.  The GDD, ''φ , is measured as a quadratic fit to 
 20( ) '' ( ) / 2tφ ω φ ω φ ω ω∆ = + + −i , (2.17) 
where 2.3530ω =  rad/fs.  Without spectral restoration, systematic phase delay errors result in a 
delay-dependent GDD determination, as seen by Dorrer et al. [14].  The GDD varies by up to 4 
fs2 over the 2 ps time delays, with a linear dependence on time delay of -2.67 ± 0.08 as (Fig. 2.6).  
Using deconvolution with the central MTF, the GDD shows a similar time-delay dependence 
(2.03 ± 0.12 as slope) to the case without spectral restoration.  By using pseudodeconvolution 
with the eLSF, we see no systematic trend in the measurement of the GDD; the magnitude of the 
GDD’s linear dependence on time delay is less than the uncertainty (-0.05 ± 0.07 as).  However, 
after pseudodeconvolution of interferograms, the interferometer still shows a GDD imbalance of 
-4.8 ± 0.2 fs2.  The precision is not improved over Ref. [10] for reasons discussed in section 2.4.3.   
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Fig. 2.5. Result of Fourier pseudodeconvolution with the complex-valued optical-transfer 
function on an experimental interferogram.  This method not only improves the fringe visibility, 
as seen in the both panels, but also shifts the phase of the interferogram, as shown in the bottom 
panel.  Comparison of the experimental interferogram Ip (black line in top panel, filled black 
diamonds in bottom panel) with the spectrally restored interferogram I0(λp) (gray line in top 
panel, open circles in bottom panel) shows improved fringe visibility.  The smooth curve (gray 
dots in bottom panel) for the restored interferogram is obtained by zero padding in quasi time.  
As a result of the asymmetric eLSF, the restored spectrum is shifted toward higher pixel numbers 
near several maxima and minima (e.g., pixels 480 and 481, pixels 491 and 492, and pixels 502 
and 503).  (Fig. 7 in Ref. [30]) 
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Fig. 2.6. Group delay dispersion (GDD) of interferograms as a function of time delay.  Obtained 
without spectral restoration (diamonds), GDD has a linear dependence on time delay of -2.67 ± 
0.08 as.  Deconvolved with a central modulation transfer function (MTF) (triangles), 
interferograms have a GDD vs. time delay slope of -2.03 ± 0.12 as.  When interferograms are 
pseudodeconvolved with the effective line-spread function (eLSF) (squares), no systematic trend 
between GDD and time delay is seen (slope = -0.05 ± 0.07 as). 
 
2.4.2. Frequency calibration refinement 
Examination of the phase delay error, ( )e φτ ω , obtained by pseudodeconvolution with the 
eLSF as a function of the time delay, reveals a systematic growth in oscillatory features (Fig. 
2.7).  This delay-dependent growth is not seen in simulations with a smooth calibration curve 
and the refractive index of air in the interferometer.  These oscillatory features could arise, a 
priori, from either refractive index variation 6( ~ 10 )n −∆  with frequency in the interferometer or 
calibration error variation 6( ~ 10  rad/fs)ω −∆  with frequency in the spectrograph.  If we assume 
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a refractive index variation, then the Kramers-Kronig dispersion relations imply integrated 
atmospheric absorption strengths that are orders of magnitude too large [58, 59].  Therefore, the 
contribution from refractive index variation must be negligible, and a frequency axis refinement 
could improve frequency accuracy over that achievable with a smooth calibration law from a 
small set of spectral lines.   
 
 
Fig. 2.7. Phase delay error in attoseconds for seven interferometric delays.  The phase delay 
errors are determined after a phase-recovery algorithm is performed on spectrally restored 
interferograms with the emission lamp frequency calibration described in section 2.3.3.  Lines 
grow in darkness and thickness with increasing delay:  270 fs, 422 fs, 545 fs, 871 fs, 1261 fs, 
1636 fs, and 1959 fs.  Each delay is normalized to reference pixel 496, and the oscillatory 
features are more pronounced as the delay increases.  This delay-dependent trend of phase delay 
errors translates to a calibration error that requires the frequency calibration refinement described 
in section 2.4.2.  (Fig. 8 of Ref. [30]) 
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Inspired by the frequency correction of Dorrer et al. [10, 14], we developed a frequency 
calibration refinement that differs in fitting a linear dependence on the delay of the phase delay 
error for each pixel.  The expected value of ( ) / ( )cwn nδ φ ω ω∆  is uωτ , where τu is the unknown 
true time delay, ω is the unknown true frequency, cwn  is the refractive index of air at the vacuum 
wavelength of the interferometer-locking red CW laser, and n(ω) is the frequency-dependent 
refractive index of air.  The phase delay error then becomes 
 ( ) /[ ]u pe e jTφτ ω ωτ ω ω= − − , (2.18) 
where ( )p peω ω ω= −  is the error in the frequency calibration for pixel p, and j is the integer 
number of CW wavelengths (in air) by which the interferometer displacement is changed.  The 
optical period of the locking laser is given by /cwT cλ= .  Since the calibration is accurate to 
better than 0.02 pixels, we can make the approximation:  /[ ] 1 /p pe eω ω ω ω ω− ≈ + .  Substituting 
this into the phase delay error gives ( ) /u u pe jT eφτ ω τ τ ω ω= − + .  The difference between the 
actual and predicted time delay is removed by subtracting the phase delay error at a reference 
frequency oω , yielding the relative phase delay error  
 ( ) ( ) / / .p o u p p u o oe e e eφ φτ ω τ ω τ ω ω τ ω ω− = −  (2.19) 
The error in frequency calibration peω  can be extracted from a fit of phase delay error vs. slope 
delay sτ ( )uτ≈  for each pixel, provided a reference pixel (‘o’) can be found where the frequency 
is known exactly [ 0oeω = ].  The pixel that has the least correlation between phase delay error 
and time delay (pixel 496) has the best known frequency.  Thus this pixel is chosen as the 
reference pixel, and its frequency error is assumed to be zero.  The rms value of peω  determined 
in this way is 4 x 10-6 rad/fs, or 0.005 pixels, a result consistent with the step-and-repeat errors 
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expected from the fabrication of the CCD.  Another result that suggests step-and-repeat effects is 
the 14-pixel (on average) separation of inflection points in the frequency refinement [50].   
Unfortunately, because of the absence of neon lines within the range of the frequency 
refinement [53, 54], the neon lines do not allow an independent experimental check on whether 
this procedure improves calibration accuracy.  However, the application of this calibration 
refinement to simulated spectral interferograms on a frequency axis with a Gaussian distribution 
of random step-and-repeat errors (-0.1 to 0.1 µm FWHM, from manufacturer) enables the 
quantification of calibration accuracy improvement.  Simulated interferograms at time delays up 
to 2 ps are built on a model step-and-repeat axis to achieve a frequency calibration error peω  
similar to that found in the set of experimental interferograms (Fig. 2.8).  The rms error of the 
wavelength calibration of the simulated step-and-repeat error interferograms (compared to 
interferograms on perfect frequency axes) shows a factor of two improvement when we use the 
frequency calibration refinement procedure.  Because of the filtered Fourier nature of the 
refinement, the frequency axis error has both overshoots and undershoots at the steps (Fig. 2.8). 
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Fig. 2.8. Modeled charge-coupled device (CCD) step-and-repeat error.  Interferograms at time 
delays similar to the experiment are built on a frequency axis with step-and-repeat pixel errors 
(squares) that follow a Gaussian distribution (full width at half maximum (FWHM) from -0.1 to 
0.1 µm, from manufacturer).  The interferograms are modeled to replicate the experimental 
frequency error.  Standard interferogram processing at multiple time delays yields phase delay 
errors and thus (by Eq. 18) an overall frequency axis error (asterisks), which qualitatively 
matches the experimental frequency axis error (open triangles). 
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Given the evidence for step-and-repeat-errors, we aim to verify whether or not our 
smooth data correction procedures are adequate for discrete errors.  Because the extrapolation to 
find the intercept phase shift φ0 is sensitive to systematic calibration errors, it provides a test of 
spectral restoration and of frequency refinement as a smoothed correction of discontinuous errors.  
Figure 2.9 shows the effect of spectral restoration and frequency calibration refinement on the 
constant (intercept) phase error.  The least-squares fit to 0δ φ ω φ ωτ∆ ( ) = +  from Eq. (2.15) has 
been reported to display a systematic increase in the constant phase error of 1 rad for each 
picosecond of delay [11, 12].   Without spectral restoration, the present results, shown in Fig. 2.9 
(open diamonds), have a systematic phase error of 0.37 rad per picosecond of delay.  The factor 
of three improvement over Refs. [11, 12] seen here is likely due to better frequency calibration.  
The maximum-magnitude slope delay error is 227.4 as at 1959 fs delay.  The slope delay error 
and constant phase shift error are strongly correlated; constant phase shift error is systematically 
related to the slope delay error by 0 0/seτ φ ω= −  with 0ω = 2.356 rad/fs (a frequency near the 
center of the pulse spectrum).  Deconvolution with the MTF yields less than 20% improvement 
(Fig. 2.9, asterisks).  Pseudodeconvolution with the eLSF reduces the systematic trend in the 
constant phase errors by a factor of three to 0.12 rad per picosecond of delay; the slope delay 
error is correspondingly reduced by a factor of three to a maximum magnitude of 66.43 as at 
1959 fs delay (Fig. 2.9, crosses).  Refining the frequency axis with the above procedure before 
determining the constant spectral phase further decreases the systematic increase in constant 
phase error with increasing time delay (over 2 ps) to 0.006 ± 0.007 rad per picosecond of delay 
(Fig. 2.9, open squares).  Over smaller delay ranges, local variation of up to 0.08 rad over 800 fs 
still remains, suggesting errors in the determination of the eLSF.  The final result over 2 ps of 
delay is a reduction of the systematic constant phase error by two orders of magnitude as 
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compared to Refs. [11, 12].  The rms constant phase error is 0.05 rad.  The slope delay error is 
reduced to an overall maximum magnitude of 40 as with an rms error of 19 as.  Table 1 
summarizes all errors. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.9. Constant phase shift error vs. absolute time delay between interfering pulses.  Linear 
least-squares fits of spectral phase change [Eq. (2.15)] from increasingly restored interferograms 
show increasingly less delay dependence of the constant phase shift.  Open diamonds – raw data 
subjected to phase recovery algorithm; Asterisks – phases recovered after Fourier deconvolution 
with the MTF from the central eLSF; Crosses – data subjected to phase recovery algorithm after 
spectral restoration; Open squares – phases recovered after spectral restoration and the frequency 
refinement algorithm described in section 2.4.2.  This figure is from Ref. [30] and differs from 
that in Ref. [40] by inclusion of the MTF, which provides minimal phase shift correction. 
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2.4.3. Interferometer characterization 
Except for brief comments about GDD, the above results have focused on ( )δ φ ω∆ , the 
spectral phase change, which is accurately known independently of the spectral interferograms.  
The discussion below focuses on the spectral phase difference ( )φ ω∆ , which contains 
information on the frequency-dependent phase shift of the interferometer when the air paths in 
the two arms are equal.  Beyond a dispersion imbalance expected from beam-splitter thickness 
differences, the measured ( )φ ω∆  contains expected contributions from the lock position of the 
stabilized interferometer [nominally 14( ) CWj λ+ , where CWλ  is the vacuum wavelength for the 
red CW laser used to lock the interferometer, and  j is the integer number of CW wavelengths (in 
air) by which the interferometer displacement is changed].  Therefore, the ( )φ ω∆  from each 
interferogram is fit to the sum of an air path difference and a beam-splitter thickness difference,  
 
( )( )
 ( ) 2 ,
cos[ ( )]
FS
FS
nn
m d t
c c
ω ωω ω
φ ω π δ
θ ω
  ∆ − = +   
   i
 (2.20)  
with a linear least-squares algorithm.  In Eq. (2.20), ( )n ω  is the refractive index of air 
(calculated from the Sellmeier coefficients in Ref. [60] and the local atmospheric pressure of 
~0.816 atm), d is the interferometer path-length difference in air between the two arms, c is the 
speed of light in vacuum, ( )FSn ω  is the  refractive index of fused silica (calculated from the 
Sellmeier coefficients in Ref. [61]), ( )FSθ ω  is the frequency-dependent internal angle of the 
beam in the beam splitters calculated from Snell’s Law and 45airθ = ° , and tδ  is the fused silica 
beam-splitter thickness difference between the two interferometer arms.  A phase ambiguity 
modulo 2π in the experimental phase differences enables the subtraction of the nearest multiple 
m of 2π as determined from a preliminary least-squares fit with a constant term.  After the fitting 
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of multiple interferograms to Eq. (2.20), the average thickness difference, avgtδ , is -167.3 ± 0.5 
µm, which is within the manufacturer’s thickness uncertainty of 250 µm.  This thickness 
difference is substantially different from that calculated with the ratio of GDD over group 
velocity dispersion (GDD/GVD) ( tδ  = -116 µm) because of the contribution from frequency-
dependent angles to the optical path length and temporal dispersion.  The tenfold improved 
precision of this measurement relative to the thickness difference precision calculated for GDD 
precision/GVD [(± 0.25 fs2/(357 fs2/cm)] ~ ± 7 µm given in Ref. [10] derives from exploitation 
of constant phase shift information in this fit.   
 The average beam-splitter thickness difference can be used to analyze the experimental 
locking precision of the interferometer.  Using avgtδ  tightens the error bars from individual phase 
difference fits for the air path difference, d, from ± 73.3 to ± 0.012 nm.  These values of d are 
used to find the locking point of the interferometer.  After substituting d, tδ , and the red CW 
helium-neon (HeNe) laser frequency into Eq. (2.20), the overall HeNe phase difference is 
divided by 2π to determine the difference in the number of HeNe waves between interferometer 
arms at the locking point.  Subtraction of the integer portion from each interferogram’s number 
of HeNe waves yields 0.4071 ± 0.0012 waves, which is 0.1571 waves greater than the expected 
lock point of a quarter wave.  This difference could be caused by imbalanced optical coatings in 
the interferometer (see below) or by electronic adjustments made to tighten the lock on the 
yellow HeNe.  The lock precision of ± 0.0012 HeNe waves translates to an interferometer path 
length variation d∆ of ± 0.76 nm.  Between two interferograms, one would therefore expect 
2d dδ∆ = ∆  = 1.1 nm = (0.0013)λ800nm; the dδ∆  error of (0.0009)λ800nm from the spectrally 
restored data set (rms phase delay error of ± 2.5 as) is slightly smaller than expected based on the 
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fits to φ∆  because the additional systematic spectral phase difference between arms in the 
interferometer is cancelled out when obtaining δ φ∆ . 
After fitting spectral phase differences to air path and beam splitter thickness differences, 
any residuals are attributed to interferometer phase differences.  The phase residual ( )residφ ω∆  is 
defined as the residual of the linear least-squares fit described by Eq. (2.20); it depends 
parametrically on the fit parameters , , andt d mδ .  The average and standard deviation of 10 
representative phase residuals are shown in Fig. 2.10.  Since the expected standard deviation of 
the mean [62] phase residual is 10  times smaller than the standard deviation of the phase 
residuals, Fig. 2.10 shows experimentally significant phase residuals (all less than ± 2 mrad) over 
most of the pulse spectrum.  These phase residuals are associated with interferometer phase 
shifts, which could limit improvements in GDD precision; we previously noted a lack of GDD 
precision improvement over Ref. [10] in section 2.4.1.  These interferometer phase shifts have a 
more rapidly varying frequency dependence than can be adequately described by the GDD’s 
quadratic coefficient in Eq. (2.17).   
Again if we assume the phase residuals represent interferometer phase differences, then 
the derivative with respect to frequency of the phase residual gives the frequency-dependent 
extra interferometer group delay difference.  If we take the derivative with respect to frequency 
of each interferogram in the set of 10 used to calculate the average phase residual in Fig. 2.10, 
we find an overall group delay difference minimum of -0.7 fs and a maximum of 0.5 fs (Fig. 
2.11); thus the dataset’s group delay falls within the range of ± 1.0 fs reported for a broader 
frequency range in a bare interferometer with dielectric beam splitters [63].  These group delay 
oscillations may be explained by differences between optical coatings on beam splitters [64]. 
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Fig. 2.10. The average phase residual (solid line) and standard deviation (dotted line) of 10 
interferograms ranging in delay from 199 to 1915 fs.  The dashed line is the standard quantum 
limit for the phase uncertainty, ( ) 1/[2 ( )]p pe Mφ ω ω= , where M is the mean number of photons 
in the interferometer detectable at pixel p.  (Fig. 10 of Ref. [30]) 
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The phase residuals provide information on the precision of experimental interferogram 
retrieval as we near the theoretical limit of phase measurements.  Specifically, the standard 
deviation of the phase residual may approach the standard quantum limit (SQL) on 
interferometer phase measurements, 1/(2 )e Mφ ≥ , where M is the number of photons in the 
interferometer [65].  The frequency-dependent SQL is qualitatively similar to the phase 
residual’s standard deviation (shown in Fig. 2.10).  The SQL is calculated by using the maximum 
number of detected photoelectrons at each pixel as M.  In other words, M is proportional to the 
spectrum of the Ti:Sapphire pulse with ~1.4 x 106 photons at the peak of the spectrum.  Note that 
read noise is insignificant compared to shot noise over the frequency range shown in Fig. 2.10.  
Although the phase residual and SQL have similarities in overall shape and range, they differ in 
curvature as a result of the interferometer phase shifts.  Processing of simulated spectral 
interferograms with small-amplitude periodic interferometer phase shifts shows that some 
Fourier components of the interferometer phase shift can be strongly attenuated by the delay-
dependent quasi-time filter in the FTSI algorithm, which may increase the phase residual.  
Another possible limiting factor in reaching the SQL with experimental phase residuals is that 
the quantum limit for phase precision could be reduced by the way the FTSI algorithm uses the 
whole spectrum and quasi-time filtering for phase retrieval.  Since the SQL derives from tiem-
domain interferometry with monochromatic sources, it is unclear whether spectral interferometry 
should have a different limit.  However, even with the extra interferometer phase shifts, the 
spectral phase difference φ∆  from a single interferogram is retrieved with an rms precision of 1 ̵ 
2 mrad (Fig. 2.10).  Thus, δ φ∆  should have a precision of 3 mrad, which exceeds the accuracy of 
interferometer stabilization (± 2.4 as, corresponding to 5 mrad). 
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Fig. 2.11. Bare interferometer group delay differences, as calculated from the derivative of the 
phase residual, or 
( )residd
d
φ ω
ω
∆
 of the 10 representative interferograms that are used to calculate 
the average phase residual.  All time delays show group delays within the range of ± 1.0 fs that 
could be attributed to optical-coating differences in the dielectric beam splitters. 
 
 
2.4.4. Implications for SPIDER techniques 
The present work demonstrates the stabilization and measurement of phase delays to 
± 2.4 as at approximately 1 ps delay (better than 3 parts in 106).  Slope delays, however, show 
errors of almost an order of magnitude larger.  Spectral interferometry is commonly used in 
reconstructing the field of few-cycle pulses through variants of the SPIDER technique that use 
nonlinear mixing with frequency-sheared pulses [66].  At lowest order, pulse chirp is quantified 
by GDD of the optics.  Errors in interferometer time delay ( )eτ  generate linearly proportional 
errors in the measurement of GDD ( ")eφ  via the shear Ω, " /e eφ τ= Ω  [67].  Birge et al. pointed 
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out that timing errors of 10 as for single cycle pulses can lead to errors in estimated pulse 
durations of 10% at 800 nm [57].  But, the question remains:  which time delay (phase or slope) 
must be accurately determined for SPIDER?  By treating the sensitivity of SPIDER to errors in 
the interferometer phase difference, the concatenation and discrete differentiation in the SPIDER 
algorithm can be shown to make the GDD error proportional to the slope delay error.  For pulses 
centered at 800 nm, measurements of slope delay with 20 as accuracy enable SPIDER 
measurements of pulse durations as short as 6.5 fs with 5% accuracy using a shear of 
/ 50ω∆ Ω ≈ .  Further, the accuracy of slope delay measurements is expected to improve with 
increasing frequency bandwidth.  Assuming the eLSF, flatfield, and calibration can be obtained 
with subpixel accuracy over the broader frequency bandwidth required for single cycle pulses, 
SPIDER with a shear of / 50ω∆ Ω ≈  could measure a pulse duration with 2% accuracy for 
single cycle pulses at 800 nm.  
 
2.5. COCLUSIO 
The accuracy of spectral interferometry is dependent on knowledge of the calibration and 
effective line-spread function of the pixelated wavelength-resolving spectrograph and on 
knowledge of the phase shift of the bare interferometer.  In grating spectrometers, the line-spread 
function is expected to be asymmetric and wavelength dependent because of coma and other 
aberrations.  Here, a method used to measure the point spread function for the Hubble Space 
Telescope is adapted to measurement of the calibration and eLSF of a spectrograph with 0.013 
pixel accuracy.  Once measured, the eLSF can be used for spectral restoration of the interference 
spectrum before recovery of the unknown field by Fourier transform algorithms.  The arbitrary 
choice of centering for an asymmetric eLSF has no effect on the restored spectrum so long as the 
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same eLSF center is used for calibration and spectral restoration.  When the wavelength 
dependence of the eLSF is slow, the pseudodeconvolution algorithm can greatly increase the 
accuracy of Fourier transform spectral interferometry when both asymmetry and wavelength 
dependence of the eLSF are present.  The accurately calibrated spectrograph provides 
information about frequency-dependent interferometer phase shifts, including the constant term, 
which provides a more precise characterization of beam-splitter thickness differences than GDD 
alone.  Using an actively stabilized interferometer with an external reference, we measure the 
displacement of an interferometer with an accuracy of 0.72 nm over a range of 0.6 mm when the 
effective line-spread function is accounted for in spectral interferometry.  For time delays 
spanning 2 ps, the rms phase delay error is ± 2.5 as; it is limited by λ/1000 interferometer 
stability at 800 nm.  The recovered phase changes have a precision of 2 mrad, with differences 
accurate to 7 mrad.  This precision indicates the accuracy of the eLSF, calibration, and spectral 
restoration, as well as FTSI measurements and algorithms.  The present work experimentally 
demonstrates the stabilization and measurement of phase delay to ± 2.4 as at around 1 ps delay 
(better than 3 parts in 106).  Slope delays, however, show errors almost an order of magnitude 
larger.  The constant (intercept) phase shift and slope delay are more sensitive to systematic 
errors in spectrograph calibration and interferometer alignment.  Eliminating spurious phase 
shifts requires an interferometer with retroreflectors in each arm, active stabilization using a 
retroreflector mounted on a piezoelectric transducer, and use of the interferometer to refine the 
spectrograph calibration between the atomic calibration lines.  By combining all the above steps 
for pulses with 43-nm FWHM bandwidth, we determine the constant phase shift and slope delay 
to accuracies of 0.05 rad and 19 as, respectively.  Such accuracy in the constant phase shift will 
enable better characterization of optical components, improved pulse characterization via 
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SPIDER  [57, 66, 67], higher resolution surface profiling, and more accurate line shapes in 2D 
spectroscopy. 
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CHAPTER 3 
CREATIO AD CHARACTERIZATIO OF ULTRASHORT PULSES FOR 
VISIBLE AD IFRARED SPECTROSCOPY 
 To study lower energy electronic transitions in molecular and solid-state systems, I have 
built a tunable, nearly octave-spanning laser source in the short-wave infrared (IR) spectral range 
(1 ̵ 2 µm) that generates pulses with less than 20 fs duration.  The broadband nature of these short 
time duration pulses also enables the collection of two-dimensional electronic spectra over a 
wide frequency detection range to investigate electronic couplings between levels with relatively 
large energy separations in molecules or semiconductor quantum dots.  While similar in design 
to a visible region (480-750 nm) homebuilt source, the IR amplifier uses a periodically poled 
nonlinear crystal that requires additional attention and analysis.  Broadband pulse compression 
requires higher-order dispersion correction, motivating the use of adaptive optics – namely, a 
deformable mirror compressor.  Near transform-limited pulses are measured with the following 
pulse characterization techniques:  ZAP-SPIDER (zero-additional-phase spectral phase 
interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction), SHG FROG (second-harmonic generation 
frequency-resolved optical gating), and TG (transient grating) FROG.  ZAP-SPIDER builds on 
the spectral interferometry techniques discussed in Chapter 2 and provides a complete 
characterization with the electric field of laser pulses with no extra optical transmissions.  
However, the other techniques require the same broadband beam splitting as the interferometry 
and nonlinear spectroscopies in subsequent chapters of this thesis.  
 
3.1. ITRODUCTIO 
 Ultrashort pulses in visible, near-infrared, and short-wave infrared wavelength regions 
are suitable for many time-resolved experiments in physics, chemistry, and biology.  Relatively 
short (~50 fs), wavelength tunable pulses were generated in the short-wave infrared region in the 
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early development of optical parametric generation (OPG) and optical parametric amplification 
with a Ti:sapphire amplifier pump source [1].  The lower bound of pulse duration is dictated by 
frequency-dependent dispersion and its resulting group-velocity mismatch (GVM).  The 
dispersion and GVM are even larger at shorter wavelengths; the first generation of frequency-
doubled Ti:Sapphire pumped optical parametric amplifiers (OPA) produced pulses of ~100 fs in 
the visible [2, 3].  A few methods to create shorter visible pulses include the upconversion of 
near-IR pulses with multistage setups, developing lower energy blue-pumped OPAs with quality 
continua [4], and creating multistage designs to amplify slightly different spectral regions in each 
pass.  Gale et al. introduced a noncollinear phase-matching geometry for a synchronously 
pumped optical parametric oscillator (OPO) to generate sub-20 fs visible (590-666 nm) pulses 
with ~2 nJ energy [5].  The noncollinear phase-matching geometry can reduce the GVM between 
the signal and idler over a wider spectral region, which enables a broader gain bandwidth [6, 7].  
This phase-matching scheme has been adapted to the simpler design of an OPA, which does not 
have the cavity-length restrictions of an OPO.  Such a noncollinear optical parametric amplifier 
(NOPA) has been demonstrated to produce microjoule energy in a single pass, with flexible 
bandwidth and pulse duration, and with wide tunability in the visible region [8-12]. 
 The time-resolved optical spectroscopy of many chemical and solid-state systems 
requires longer wavelengths than those in the visible and near-infrared regions.  However, the 
development of ultrashort IR pulses beyond the early ~50 fs collinear OPA threshold has proved 
to be more challenging than for visible pulses.  The idler of a visible NOPA pumped at 400 nm 
has frequency-dependent divergence and can only be compressed to 35-55 fs in the short-wave 
IR region [13] without a more complicated angular-dispersion compensator [14, 15].  Slightly 
shorter pulses with the same trend (longer duration with increasing wavelength) result from a 
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two-stage, blue-pumped NOPA with BBO crystals [16].  Sub-10 fs pulses in the near-IR (shorter 
than 1000 nm) are also possible from a multistage noncollinear BBO optical parametric chirped-
pulse amplifier [17].  Still, the only reports of sub-20 fs pulses in the 1.3-1.6 µm range with BBO 
result from nonlinear pulse reshaping effects at extremely high pump energies in a collinear OPA 
[18].  Broadband short-wave infrared amplification at reasonable pulse intensities is not allowed 
by the sign of the GVM of BBO, the most common visible OPA and NOPA crystal, in the longer 
wavelengths [19].  Periodically poled crystals provide a desirable signal-idler GVM in the 1.0-
1.6 µm region for a short-wave IR NOPA pumped with the fundamental of a Ti:Sapphire 
amplifier; sub-10 fs pulses have been reported with this design [20].  Similar periodically poled 
crystals have also been incorporated into a high-average-power short-wave IR NOPA with a 1 
MHz repetition rate [21].  However, the physical properties of these periodically poled crystals 
[22-24] must be quantified and incorporated in the characterization of a NOPA that uses them.  
One other demonstration of short-wave IR pulses that span an octave employs a Ti:Sapphire 
fundamental-pumped OPA with a BIBO crystal; however, the transform limit of 6.8 fs pulses has 
yet to be realized [25].  Finally, the future of these broadband spectrum efforts, including our 
own, is a multioctave-spanning laser source that could enable nonlinear spectroscopy over an 
enormous frequency range.  For example, optical parametric chirped-pulse amplifiers (OPCPAs) 
[26, 27] and BIBO-crystal OPAs [Riedle and coworkers, unpublished] can generate visible-to-
mid-IR continua. 
 Pulse compression and characterization become increasingly challenging with broad 
bandwidth pulses, especially in the short-wave infrared (1-2 µm) where a spectrum could span 
hundreds of nanometers.  Compressors consisting of double-pass prism pairs or gratings alone do 
not provide the higher-order dispersion control necessary for compressing broad bandwidths [19, 
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28].  Pulse compression by deformable mirrors [29] has enabled researchers to compress visible 
and infrared pulses to their transform limits in adaptive-optic grating compressors [20, 30, 31].  
Alternately, visible wavelength prism-based [32] and grating-based [33] pulse shapers and near-
IR grating-based pulse shapers [34] each use a liquid-crystal spatial light modulator (SLM) to 
achieve optimum dispersion compensation.  While widely used, SLMs have spaces between 
pixels that prevent complete phase modulation [29] and can cause nonlinearities (ghosting effects) 
apparent in the Fourier domain [35]; also, SLMs are much more prevalent in the visible as 
opposed to IR wavelength range.  In this chapter, I present results of a few techniques, including 
SHG FROG [36], TG FROG [37, 38], and ZAP-SPIDER [39-41].  Characterization challenges 
for these broadband IR pulses include the following:  phase-matching restrictions of crystals (all 
but TG FROG), wavelength-dependent responsivity of spectrograph (all spectrally resolved 
techniques), wavelength-dependence of beam splitting (all techniques except ZAP-SPIDER), 
introduction of dispersive material (all techniques except ZAP-SPIDER), determination of 
fundamental spectrum (ZAP-SPIDER), and sensitivity of detection.  All aforementioned 
techniques are background free. 
 
3.2. THEORY 
 This chapter includes the construction and characterization of broadband, coherent light 
sources.  A theoretical introduction builds from fundamental collinear and noncollinear OPG 
processes in oscillators and amplifiers [42] to quasi-phase matching in periodically poled 
materials [43], which are used here for optical parametric amplification.  Finally, a brief 
mathematical introduction is presented on the pulse characterization technique of SPIDER 
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(spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction), which is introduced for a 
new wavelength range (short-wave IR) later in this chapter.  
3.2.1. Optical Parametric Generation (OPG) process 
 The OPG process in pulsed lasers involves the transfer of energy from a high-power, 
fixed-frequency pump beam to a lower frequency, broadband seed beam (often a white light 
continuum) to create a signal beam.  In creating the signal beam, a third, even lower frequency 
idler beam is generated.  The OPG interaction conserves energy, i.e., 
 p s iω ω ω= +ℏ ℏ ℏ , (3.1) 
where ωp, ωs, and ωi are angular frequencies of the pump, signal, and idler, respectively.  By 
replacing the frequency terms in Eq. (3.1) with the pump, signal, and idler wave vectors, k, we 
obtain the momentum conservation (or phase-matching) condition necessary for an efficient 
interaction.  OPG provides frequency-tunable laser sources in the form of oscillators and 
amplifiers.  An OPO uses an OPG crystal within an optical cavity in which the gain exceeds the 
losses.  In contrast, an OPA has no cavity and simply amplifies the weak seed beam in at least 
one OPG crystal to form a signal (and idler). 
 A key to efficient amplification (maximum gain) in an OPA is to satisfy the phase-
matching condition, 0k∆ = .  Given that 2 / /k n n cπ λ ω= = , the collinear phase matching 
condition is  
 i i s sp
p
n n
n
ω ω
ω
+
= , (3.2) 
where nx and ωx are the indices of refraction and frequencies of pump, idler, and signal beams.  
However, in a uniaxial crystal, a phase-matching angle, θm, affects the refractive index of beams 
that have extraordinary polarization with respect to the OPG crystal axis.  Choosing an 
appropriate phase-matching angle enables the fine adjustment required to achieve phase 
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matching for a desired signal wavelength and crystal.  A Type I crystal has s i po o e+ → phase 
matching, and a Type II crystal has either s i pe o e+ → or s i po e e+ →  phase matching.  In an 
example relevant to the visible OPA presented in this chapter, a negative uniaxial crystal 
( e on n< ), such as BBO, has the following phase-matching condition:   
 ( )ep m p os s oi in n nθ ω ω ω= +i , (3.3) 
where the subscripts of n denote either extraordinary or ordinary polarization and pump, signal, 
or idler beam [42].  In a uniaxial crystal, the extraordinary index of refraction depends on the 
propagation direction [44]; a Type I BBO, for example, has an extraordinary-polarized pump 
index of refraction given by 
 
2 2
2 2 2
1 sin ( ) cos ( )
( )ep ep opn n n
θ θ
θ
= + , (3.4) 
where nep and nop are the literature extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices [42].  Note that 
the ordinary polarization (perpendicular to crystal axis) index is independent of crystal angle.   
3.2.2. oncollinear Optical Parametric Amplification 
 A noncollinear phase-matching geometry in an OPA adds an extra degree of phase-
matching freedom, which can be exploited to relax the wavelength dependence of the phase-
matching condition.  The treatment here is based on that of Ref. [42].  In this noncollinear optical 
parametric amplifier (NOPA), wave vector components parallel to the signal beam and 
perpendicular to the signal beam have their own phase matching conditions, given by   
 
cos cos 0,
sin sin 0,
par p s i
perp p i
k k k k
k k k
α β
α β
∆ = − − =
∆ = − =
 (3.5) 
where α is the angle (inside the crystal) between the signal and pump beams, and β is the 
wavelength-dependent angle (inside the crystal) between the signal and idler beams.  Assuming a 
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monochromatic pump, the signal and idler frequency changes, ∆ω, are inversely proportional; 
the first-order approximations of the parallel and perpendicular wave vector mismatches are 
given by   
 
cos sin ,
sin cos .
s i
par i
s i i
i
perp i
i i
k k
k k
k
k k
β
ω β ω β ω
ω ω ω
β
β ω β ω
ω ω
∂ ∂ ∂
∆ ≅ − ∆ + ∆ − ∆
∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂
∆ ≅ − ∆ + ∆
∂ ∂
 (3.6) 
For maximum NOPA gain, the wave-vector mismatch in both directions must be zero.  After 
setting the mismatches in Eq. (3.6) to zero, multiplying the first by cos β  and the second by 
sin β  to solve the system of equations results in 
 cos 0i s
i s
k k
β
ω ω
∂ ∂
− =
∂ ∂
. (3.7) 
Noting that the partial derivative of a wave vector with respect to angular frequency is the 
inverse group velocity [42], Eq. (3.7) can be rewritten as 
 cos 0gs giν ν β− = , (3.8) 
where gsν  and giν  denote group velocities of the signal and idler, respectively.  Since Eq. (3.8) is 
only satisfied when gs giν ν< , then the group velocity mismatch, 1/ 1/si gs giδ ν ν= − , must be 
positive for the wavelengths of interest.  The full gain bandwidth of the NOPA crystal is 
inversely proportional to the magnitude of this group velocity mismatch, i.e., 1/ siω δ∆ ∝ .  A 
helpful angle to know, in practice, is the pump-signal angle [42], or 
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3.2.3. Quasi-phase matching 
 In the short-wave-IR signal range, the group velocity mismatch of uniaxial crystals such 
as BBO is negative, which violates a condition necessary for amplification in this off-axis 
geometry:  the idler must travel faster than the signal so that the idler’s group velocity signal-axis 
projection matches the signal’s group velocity.  A favorable crystal for a near-IR NOPA is a 
periodically poled 1.0 mol% magnesium oxide-doped stoichiometric lithium tantalate (LiTaO3) 
crystal (PPSLT) [19].  The NOPA process now involves quasi-phase matching.  Consider 
polarization written as a function of the electric field (to third order), 
 (1) 2 (3) 3P 2d 4 ...oχ χ= + + +ε E E E , (3.10) 
where oε  is vacuum permittivity, 
(1)χ and (3)χ are first- and third-order nonlinear susceptibilities 
of the crystal, Eis the energy of the electric field, and d is a coefficient describing the strength of 
the second-order nonlinear effect of the medium [43].  The simplest case of periodic poling 
involves periodically turning the crystal upside down, which causes the discrete alternation of d 
between +d0 and –d0 at Λ/2 intervals, for an overall period of Λ.  The grating component to 
quasi-phase matching of the mth harmonic of light is given by 
 
2 /  
2 / ,c
G m k
m k mL
π
π
= Λ = ∆ ⇒
Λ = ∆ =
 (3.11) 
where the poling period is shown to be an integer, m, multiple of the coherence length, Lc [22, 43]  
For simplicity, consider the collinear case of phase matching in an OPA.  The condition to be 
satisfied is given in wave vector and wavelength notation as 
 2 2 22
,
p g s i
p i s
p i s
k k k k
n n nmπ π ππ
λ λ λ
− = + ⇒
− = +
Λ
 (3.12) 
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where kg is the grating wave vector of the PPSLT, in the same direction as the pump.  With the 
periodically poled crystal (no type, but s i pe e e+ →  in this application), changing the poling 
period is analogous to adjusting the phase-matching angle of a birefringent crystal to maximize 
the gain over the desired bandwidth.  A fan-out design [19] of the crystal allows for fine tuning 
of the poling period of the crystal.  For the noncollinear geometry of a NOPA, Eq. (3.12) would 
be expanded as in Eq. (3.5) to give the directional component phase-matching equations to 
satisfy for given wavelengths with the appropriate α and Λ. 
 Furthermore, the poling period and the index of refraction of the PPSLT are temperature 
dependent [23, 24].  Thus, the conservation of momentum equation for the collinear 
approximation to the NOPA with PPSLT becomes 
 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) 1
0,
( )
e p e s e i
p s i
n T n T n T
T
λ λ λ
λ λ λ
− − − =
Λ
 (3.13) 
where T is temperature, generally in degrees Celsius.  Therefore, crystal temperature adjustment 
and the fan-out design both allow for the selection of Λ for the PPSLT’s application. 
3.2.4. Spectral Phase Interferometry for Direct Electric-Field Reconstruction (SPIDER) 
 The following mathematical reasoning follows the treatment of Ref. [39] and is 
applicable to both traditional SPIDER and ZAP-SPIDER (zero-additional-phase SPIDER) 
techniques [39, 40].  Two interferograms of upconverted pulse replicas are collected at a fixed 
delay, τ .  The first also introduces a spectral shear, Ω , by which the frequency of one 
upconverted pulse is shifted with respect to the replica pulse upconverted frequency.  This 
interferogram is given by 
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2 2
1 2 1 2
1 2 1 2
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2 ( ) ( ) cos[ ( ) ( ) ]
I E E E E
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− Ω − Ω − −
, (3.14) 
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where ω  is the angular frequency,  ( 1, 2)iE i =  is a real-valued amplitude for each upconverted 
beam, and ( ) ( 1,2)i iφ ω =  is the spectral phase of each upconverted beam.  The second 
interferogram differs only in that no spectral shear exists between the frequencies of the 
upconverted pulses.  The unsheared, or calibration interferogram is given by 
 
2
2 2
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) cos[ ( ) ( ) ]I E E E E E Eω ω ω ω ω ω ω φ ω φ ω ωτ= + = + + − − . (3.15) 
The spectral phase difference, ( )φ ω∆ , equal to the cosine argument, is extracted from each 
interferogram (see Chapter 2); subtracting the calibration (unsheared) interferogram spectral 
phase difference, ( )calibφ ω∆ , from that of the sheared interferogram difference, ( )shearedφ ω∆  
yields the following phase change:  
 1 2 1 2 1 1( ) [ ( ) ( ) ] [ ( ) ( ) ] ( ) ( )δ φ ω φ ω φ ω ωτ φ ω φ ω ωτ φ ω φ ω∆ = − Ω − − − − − = − Ω − . (3.16) 
This resulting phase change indicates that, given the spectral phase for a frequency ω , the phase 
is known for the adjacent shear-step frequency, ω − Ω .  Thus, starting with the arbitrary phase 
assignment for the central frequency of the pulse spectrum, ( ) 0cφ ω = , concatenation of the 
phase change produces the spectral phase of the pulse at Ω  frequency steps.  
 
3.3. EXPERIMETAL METHODS 
3.3.1. Construction of oncollinear Optical Parametric Amplifier (OPA) 
 3.3.1.1. Visible oncollinear Optical Parametric Amplifier (OPA) 
 A wavelength-tunable NOPA for the visible spectral region was constructed based on the 
designs of Cerullo, et al. [10] and another visible NOPA (10 kHz repetition rate) in the Jonas 
group [45].  Pumped by the second harmonic (400 nm) of 100-fs pulses from a 1 kHz 
Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier, this NOPA (Fig. 3.1) is capable of producing spectra 
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corresponding to sub-10 fs transform-limited signal pulses in the 480-750 nm range (~5% energy 
conversion efficiency).  The seed is a white light continuum formed by single-filament focusing 
of a fraction (~2 µJ) of 800-nm light into a 2-mm thick sapphire window; the adjustable-delay 
pump beam is frequency doubled in a 1-mm Type 1 LBO crystal.  The internal angle, α, 
corresponds to an external angle ~6º between signal (seed) and pump beams for adequate phase 
matching over a broad visible regions of the signal, as found from Eq. (3.9).  The NOPA crystal 
is a 2-mm thick Type 1 BBO cut for a phase-matching angle of 30º; a horizontal tilt is applied to 
achieve the ideal phase-matching angle of 31mθ ≈ º for broad phase-matching in the visible [42], 
following Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4).  An achromatic lens improves the chromatic aberration of the 
white light continuum, which prevents collimation of the broadband signal; however, this thick 
achromatic lens imparts a large positive chirp, which limits the amplification bandwidth in the 
NOPA crystal without dispersive material also in the pump path.    
 A reflective, collimating telescope and double-pass two-prism compressor follow the 
NOPA.  Initial efforts to find the optimal compression of the NOPA signal involved intensity 
autocorrelation using a BBO cut for 600-nm frequency doubling and a silicon carbide detector.  
The tradeoff between temporal chirp and chromatic aberration reduces the bandwidth and 
lengthens the pulses beyond their sub-20 fs or sub-10 fs transform limits.  Replacing lenses in the 
NOPA with curved mirrors could potentially improve these limitations.  Complete 
characterization of the pulses could be done with FROG or with difference frequency generation 
(DFG) SPIDER with 400-nm pulses.   
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Fig. 3.1. Diagram of visible noncollinear optical parametric amplifier.  A Ti:Sapphire laser beam 
(seed) is unevenly split to form a seed and pump path.  The seed is further attenuated (~2 µJ) and 
sent through a 2-mm thick crystalline, birefringent sapphire window to form a continuum; the 
pump is frequency doubled, which rotates its polarization by 90º.  The focused 400-nm pump 
and visible portion of the seed continuum intersect in the Type 1 BBO crystal, generating an 
amplified signal and an energetically complementary idler beam.  The signal (seed) and idler 
have vertical, ordinary polarization with respect to the crystal’s horizontal optical axis; the pump 
beam has horizontal, extraordinary polarization.  For the largest gain bandwidth, the BBO 
[10]phase-matching angle and pump-seed external crossing angle are 31.3º and 6.1º, respectively.  
W: fused-silica, dielectric-coated window for unpolarized 800-nm light, with back-surface 
antireflection coating; M: dielectric mirror (800 nm); VLA: variable linear attenuator; L: plano-
convex lens; M2: dielectric mirror (400 nm); i: idler beam; p: pump beam; s: signal beam. 
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 3.3.1.2. Infrared oncollinear Optical Parameteric Amplifier (OPA) 
 The focus of this chapter is the creation and characterization of broadband short-wave 
infrared pulses.  Based on the design of Cerullo and coworkers [19, 20], a NOPA with signal in 
this wavelength region was constructed in a similar arrangement as the visible NOPA described 
in Section 3.3.1.1 (Fig. 3.1).  Our efforts push the signal spectrum to redder wavelengths than 
achieved previously with this design [20]. 
   As in the visible NOPA, 100-fs pulses from a 1 kHz Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier 
are split into seed and pump paths (Fig. 3.2).  Here, the seed is the IR portion of a continuum 
generated by focusing 800-nm light (~2 µJ) into a 2-mm thick sapphire window; the pump is the 
fundamental of the Ti:Sapphire.  As discussed in Section 3.2.3., a periodically poled 1.0 mol % 
magnesium oxide-doped stoichiometric lithium tantalate (LiTaO3), or PPSLT crystal serves as 
the gain medium in this NOPA.  The PPSLT used (HC Photonics Corp.) has a fan-out design 
yielding increasing poling period, Λ , that varies from 20.5-23.7 µm as the crystal is moved 
horizontally and orthogonally to the beam proparation direction; also, the PPSLT has a 
temperature-controlling oven.  Both of these features enable fine adjustments in the optimization 
of NOPA phase matching [Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13)].  This tuning of poling period in the quasi-
phase-matching calculations replaces the manipulation of phase-matching angle, mθ .  Therefore, 
the PPSLT’s refractive index is considered only frequency dependent (and not also dependent on 
mθ ) for the three beams (signal, idler, pump) of extraordinary polarization (all polarizations and 
crystal axis are vertical).  Still, a small angle between the signal and idler relaxes the quasi-phase 
matching; here, Eq. (3.12) is expanded to include pump-idler and pump-signal angles as in Eq. 
(3.5) to determine an ideal, fixed α corresponding to an external angle of 4.3º between the signal 
(seed) and pump.  With these parameters, the NOPA produces narrow pulses around 900 nm all 
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the way to octave-spanning (including spectral wings) pulses from 1-2 µm.  The energy 
conversion efficiency when pumping at ~35 µJ is 3-7 % (higher for bluer, narrower spectra).  
 
  
 
 
 
Fig. 3.2. Diagram of near-infrared noncollinear optical parametric amplifier.  A Ti:Sapphire laser 
beam (seed) is unevenly split to form a seed and pump path.  The seed is further attenuated and 
sent through a 2-mm thick crystalline, birefringent sapphire window to form a continuum; the 
pump is also variably attenuated.  The focused 800-nm pump and IR portion of the seed 
continuum intersect in the periodically poled stoichiometric lithium tantalate (PPSLT) crystal, 
generating an amplified signal and an energetically complementary idler beam.  All beams have 
vertical, extraordinary polarization with respect to the crystal’s vertical optical axis.  M: 
dielectric mirror (800 nm); W: fused-silica, dielectric-coated window for unpolarized 800-nm 
light, with back surface antireflection coating; VLA: variable linear attenuator; L: plano-convex 
lens; i: idler beam; p: pump beam; s: signal beam. 
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3.3.2. Compression of Pulses 
 As spectra become broader, pulse compression requires control of third- and higher-order 
dispersion; a simple prism pair is not capable of this compression.  The initial demonstration of 
IR NOPA compression included a slit into the dispersed beam within a prism compressor [19] to 
reduce the spectral bandwidth.  Cerullo and coworkers then adapted the idea of a deformable 
mirror compressor [29] in the output of a NOPA from Kobayashi and coworkers (visible NOPA) 
[31] to achieve nearly transform-limited pulses [20].   
 3.3.2.1. Design and construction of compressor 
 The deformable mirror grating compressor constructed for the experiments in this thesis 
comprises a gold-coated reflection grating (Richardson Gratings), a curved protected silver 
mirror (Newport), and a 19-actuator gold-coated deformable mirror (OKO Technologies) with 
255 V voltage source.  These three optics are spaced 25 cm apart (focal length of mirror) for a 4f 
design (Fig. 3.3).  We use gold-coated reflective gratings in first order blazed at 1.25 µm rotated 
to the angle of minimum dispersion as calculated from the grating equation [44], i.e., the central 
wavelength diffracts normal to the plane of the grating.  Given the 25-cm focal length of the 
compressor, a 150 grooves/mm grating assures the nearly octave-spanning (1-2 µm wavelength) 
spectra completely fill the 33-mm wide usable surface of the deformable mirror at the focal plane.  
For narrower spectra, a 300 grooves/mm grating is substituted such that the spectrum can be 
imaged to use more deformable mirror actuators (without risk of clipping the mirror) for 
optimum compression.  To reduce astigmatism caused by off-axis reflections, we employ vertical 
tilts and a pick-off mirror to avoid horizontal angular deviation between incoming and outgoing 
beams of the curved mirror (Fig. 3.3).   
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Fig. 3.3. Diagram of adaptive-optic compressor.  The collimated, horizontally polarized IR beam 
is incident on a grating (150 grooves/mm, blazed at 1.25 µm, s-polarization efficient) at the angle 
of least dispersion.  Grating-to-curved mirror and curved mirror-to-deformable mirror distances 
are set at the focal length, 25 cmf = , of this 4f system.  Vertical tilts in the compressor eliminate 
the need for horizontally off-axis curved mirror reflections and the associated astigmatism.  The 
19 actuators of the deformable mirror are computer controlled with an external voltage supply 
that outputs 255 V. 
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 3.3.2.2. Algorithmic adaptive pulse compression 
 The deformable mirror compressor requires an algorithm with feedback to find the mirror 
configuration for optimal pulse compression.  Thus far, the performance of the compression is 
measured by the second-harmonic generation (SHG) intensity of the beam after a 20- or 50-µm 
BBO crystal.  Future work to map a recovered spectral phase on a spectrally calibrated 
deformable mirror could provide improved feedback for actuator positions.  Initial attempts with 
a relatively simple, freezing phase algorithm [46] did not result in convergence of an ideal mirror 
configuration.  The inability to compress the pulse in this way is likely due to the fact that the 
algorithm optimizes each actuator individually before moving to the next.  Since many 
combinations of frequency addition in these broadband pulses generate each second-harmonic 
frequency, a successful algorithm must iteratively optimize all interdependent actuators.  We 
devised a genetic algorithm [29, 47, 48] with variable parameters in LabView, which uses the 
frequency-doubled feedback to converge on an ideal mirror configuration.  For experiments in 
this thesis, the standard algorithm consists of 75 generations of 20 mirror configurations 
(population).  The average and maximum SHG feedback (or fitness) is recorded; the maximum 
from each generation is saved, and the best 10% of configurations have their traits (actuator 
voltages) crossed over to form a new generation.  Each new generation includes mutations to 
avoid local fitness maxima.  Ideally, the average fitness of generations quickly reaches its 
maximum and remains there through the final generation.   
3.3.3. Pulse Characterization 
 3.3.3.1. ZAP-SPIDER (Zero-additional-phase spectral interferometry for direct 
 electric-field reconstruction) 
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 During initial pulse characterization, we did not have proven, low-dispersion, broadband 
beam splitters.  Thus, a characterization technique that does not require pulse replicas of the 
unknown pulse was necessary.  ZAP-SPIDER [40, 41], a variant of traditional SPIDER [39], 
satisfies this condition and provides a full electric field through (typically) upconverted spectral 
interferometry and algorithmic processing.  While SPIDER requires the splitting of the ultrashort 
pulse, ZAP-SPIDER only requires the splitting of the chirped, auxiliary pulse.  
 Uncompressed, 360-ps Ti:Sapphire pulses from the regenerative amplifier are split into 
two replicas, referred to as auxiliary pulses in SPIDER.  Their path lengths incorporate ~13 m of 
delay so that they temporally overlap the IR pulses (after compressor, NOPA, telescope, 
compressor); the auxiliary pulses and IR pulse are focused into a thin (20- or 50-µm) BBO 
crystal with a lens and curved mirror, respectively (Fig. 3.4).  Therefore, the IR pulse passes 
through no material after the PPSLT crystal.  The strong chirp (-0.03 nm/ps) of these 10-nm wide, 
800-nm centered auxiliary pulses enables a quasi-monochromatic slice of each to upconvert the 
short IR pulse.  A delay between the two auxiliary pulses (typically ~200 fs) generates a spectral 
shear, Ω, on the upconverted pulses, which is measured by determining the spectral shift between 
sharp features in the upconverted spectrum.  Collection of upconverted spectral interferograms 
[Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15)] at Ω ≈ ∆ω/50 (1/50 of bandwidth of IR pulse) and Ω = 0, FTSI 
processing from Chapter 2 of this thesis [49], and Eq. (3.16) enable the reconstruction of spectral 
phase at Ω steps (code in appendix of thesis).  After down-converting this reconstructed spectral 
phase axis to the IR, a Fourier transform of square root of the simultaneously collected IR 
spectrum (field) with its spectral phase yields a temporal field, which is squared to generate a 
temporal intensity profile. 
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 Performing (ZAP)-SPIDER on pulses in the short-wave IR provides the practical 
advantage of easily detected upconverted interferograms.  Generally, 800-nm and sum frequency 
generation (SFG) are used for simplicity; however, initial demonstrations of SPIDER involved 
characterization of visible pulses, resulting in UV upconverted wavelengths.  Here, the 
upconverted wavelengths fall in the range of the well-characterized spectrometer and CCD array 
(Chapter 2).  Additionally, future SPIDER characterization of the visible light source could 
employ DFG (ZAP)-SPIDER with chirped 400-nm light.  The resulting downconverted 
interferograms would be in the spectral range of an InGaAs array detector, now characterized for 
interferometry (remaining chapters of thesis). 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4. Schematic of ZAP-SPIDER.  Uncompressed, strongly chirped, 360-ps Ti:Sapphire 
pulses from the regenerative amplifier are split into two replicas.  A time delay between these 
pulses corresponds to a spectral shear, Ω, between the quasi-monochromatic slices that 
frequency sum with the IR pulse.  Upconverted interferograms at a post-BBO-controlled delay, τ, 
are coupled into a single-mode fiber with a microscope objective and collected with a visible 
spectrograph; the fundamental IR spectrum is collected with an IR spectrograph.       
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 3.3.3.2. Autocorrelation and FROG (Frequency-resolved optical gating) 
 In subsequent chapters of this thesis, metallic thin-film beam splitters used at the air-glass 
interface Brewster’s angle to minimize extra-surface reflections are introduced for broadband 
splitting of pulses.  Briefly, dielectric beam-splitter coatings and dielectric antireflection coatings 
are generally too narrowband for the application here.  The metallic thin-film beam splitters have 
enabled nonlinear spectroscopies and pulse characterization techniques involving multiple beams.  
A Brewster’s angle pump-probe setup with variable delay and beam-splitter compensation 
allows for intensity autocorrelation and SHG FROG.  A variation of the four-beam 
interferometer for 2D spectroscopy [50] is constructed for noncollinear TG FROG 
characterization (and future noncollinear geometry 2D spectroscopy).  Currently, a sapphire 
window is used at the sample position for TG FROG; however, YAG or vanadate (YVO4) are 
expected to give stronger signals due to higher nonlinear indices of refraction [51].      
 
3.4. RESULTS AD DISCUSSIO 
3.4.1. Pulse spectra and durations 
 The IR NOPA with PPSLT crystal has been used to produce broad bandwidth spectra of 
1-2.5 µJ pulses that have been compressed to as short as 10 fs.  Comparison of Fig. 3.5 with the 
spectum in Ref. [20] illustrates how this current work extends the spectral range of this NOPA to 
longer wavelengths.  In both cases, the spectra are structured, which is discussed further in 
Section 3.4.2.  While this structure likely corresponds to sharp features in the spectral phase, 
some of the structure could introduce measurement artifacts that cause the smoothness of the 
spectral phase to be compromised.  Specifically, spectral fringes in ZAP-SPIDER interferograms 
could be blurred by the structure (peaks and valleys) of the spectrum nearly overlapping with 
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interference oscillations.  Also, the weak upconversion and interference at spectral valleys create 
phase recovery difficulties.  To simplify the interferograms for SPIDER processing with a 
Fortran code modified from our FTSI code (Chapter 2, [49]), the structured interferograms of 
Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) are divided by the ideal fringe depth.  This step serves to magnify the 
interference in the regions of low spectral intensity or poor upconversion, which extends the 
spectral range with acceptable signal/noise for FTSI phase recovery.  The result of this division 
is then multiplied by a Gaussian to produce an overall interferogram shape that smoothly decays 
for ideal Fourier processing. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.5. Short-wave IR NOPA spectra.  The spectrum of the IR NOPA signal for two different 
alignments (pump delay, crystal position, crossing angle) is collected in a spectrograph with an 
InGaAs array detector.  Note one spectrum extends beyond the degeneracy point (1600 nm) of 
the 800-nm pumped NOPA.  One spectrum (dark line) corresponds to transform-limited pulses 
of 6.0 fs.  
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 Representative spectral phases recovered from ZAP-SPIDER are presented in Figs. 3.6 
and 3.7 along with the associated IR spectra and the temporal profiles.  The broadest spectrum 
approaches 10 fs FWHM duration with pre- and post-pulses.  Brida, et al. reports a nearly 
transform-limited pulse duration of 8.5 fs using SHG FROG [20]; however, pre- and post-pulses 
do exist, and the FROG-recovered intensity spectrum does not fully agree with the measured 
spectrum.  In the present work, the spectral phases recovered by ZAP-SPIDER have some 
structure that translates to pulse durations slightly longer than the transform limits and additional 
low-intensity pulses.   
 In light of the FTSI processing difficulties with structured spectra, other methods of pulse 
characterization are employed to verify the ZAP-SPIDER measurements.  All other 
characterization techniques introduce new dispersive material in the beam path for which 
precompensation is necessary; therefore, the pulses characterized are not identical to those with 
ZAP-SPIDER.  Still, experimentally relevant characterization techniques of FROG and even 
intensity autocorrelation are employed and give similar temporal profiles.  The promising 
difference in autocorrelation or SHG-FROG traces is the reduction of pre- and post-pulse 
amplitude while still maintaining 11-fs pulses for the broadest frequency-doubled spectra. 
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Fig. 3.6. ZAP-SPIDER spectrum 1.  The InGaAs array-detected NOPA spectrum (top panel, thin 
line) corresponds to the Fourier transform-limited intensity time profile (10.9 fs FWHM) (bottom 
panel, thin line).  The full frequency-domain electric field including the ZAP-SPIDER recovered 
spectral phase (top panel, dark line) transforms to the measured intensity time profile (16.5 fs 
FWHM) (bottom panel, dark line).   
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Fig. 3.7. ZAP-SPIDER spectrum 2.  The InGaAs array-detected NOPA spectrum (top panel, thin 
line) corresponds to the Fourier transform-limited intensity time profile (8.9 fs FWHM) (bottom 
panel, thin line).  The full frequency-domain electric field including the ZAP-SPIDER recovered 
spectral phase (top panel, dark line) transforms to the measured intensity time profile (10.7 fs 
FWHM) (bottom panel, dark line).   
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3.4.2. Experimental limitations 
 Structured spectra seem nearly unavoidable as the signal output of this periodically poled 
crystal NOPA.  Brida, et al. briefly explained the spectral dip at 1.16 µm in their signal spectrum 
as a parasitic second-order SFG process between the signal and 800-nm pump [20].  
Characterizations of various PPSLT properties discuss quasi-phase-matching for higher orders 
[up to m = 11 in Eq. (3.12)] of the periodically poled crystal [22, 23].  In the present work, a 
careful analysis of SFG and SHG processes explains the parasitic results in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9.  
For a few different NOPA pump delays, Fig. 3.8 shows the narrow visible spectral components 
that copropagate with the IR signal.  Additionally, residual 800-nm pump intensity exists along 
with the PPSLT-doubled 400 nm.  To assign the peak numbers in Fig. 3.8 that correspond to 
spectral dips (numbered) in Fig. 3.9, SFG of amplified signal with pump and SHG of amplified 
signal are investigated at higher order quasi-phase matching in a collinear beam approximation 
(Fig. 3.10).  The red and green lines in Fig. 3.10 represent the maximum and minimum poling 
period, Λ, in this fan-out design PPSLT; the orange curve is the optimal period for first-order 
quasi-phase matching for an OPA as a function of signal wavelength.  The SFG (dark blue 
triangles) and SHG (light blue diamonds) of the amplified signal have several favorable higher 
orders of quasi-phase matching in the PPSLT Λ  range.  Each diagonal line is a specific order m; 
from left to right, the SFG orders decrease from 8 through 3, and the SHG orders decrease from 
4 through 1.  For instance, the depleted IR spectrum at 1.16 µm is actually from a 7th-order quasi-
phase matched SFG interaction.  Excellent correspondence exists between these SFG-OPA or 
SHG-OPA intersections and both the IR signal spectral dips (Fig. 3.9) and higher-order process 
visible light produced (Fig. 3.8).  Finally, a first-order quasi-phase-matched visible OPA process 
enables the doubled pump to amplify seed leakage at ~700 nm. 
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Fig. 3.8. Visible wavelength range spectra of signal of short-wave-IR noncollinear optical 
parametric amplifier (NOPA).  A long-pass filter (1000 nm) inserted in the seed path before the 
NOPA still allows some leakage of fundamental (800 nm) and 2nd harmonic after crystal (400 
nm) (purple line).  Three pump delays yield different strengths of peaks in the visible wavelength 
range.  Numbered peaks correspond to cutouts in IR signal from competing interactions 
(frequency doubling of the seed and sum-frequency generation with amplified seed and residual 
pump) within the crystal.  The peak at 700 nm is quasi-phase-matched for a visible NOPA 
process of unfiltered 700 nm seed and the doubled pump within the crystal. 
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Fig. 3.9. Representative infrared signal of noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA).  
The numbered spectral cutouts generally correspond to competing processes in the PPSLT 
crystal, namely sum frequency generation (SFG) of amplified near-IR seed (signal) with residual 
800-nm pump.  The SFG with residual pump of each numbered cutout spectral region results in 
the correspondingly numbered visible spectral peaks in Fig. 3.8.  Broader spectral dips near 1230 
nm and 1660 nm could be explained by, in addition to SFG, second-harmonic generation of 
amplified near-IR seed (signal) within the crystal.  Broad peaks in 600 ̵ 650 nm range in Fig. 3.  
have roughly twice the energy of IR spectral cutout 2; IR cutout 8 may be overwhelmed by the 
original fundamental continuum near 800 nm. 
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Fig. 3.10. Calculation of competitive nonlinear processes in the PPSLT crystal with collinear 
approximation.  The orange curve denotes the poling period of optimal quasi-phase matching for 
an OPA process at each wavelength of signal (seed).  A poling period of ~22 µm has broadest 
gain bandwidth and is in the middle of our fan-out PPSLT’s poling period range, which extends 
from 20.5 µm (green line) through 23.7 µm (red line).  Other processes, such as sum-frequency 
generation (SFG, dark blue triangles) of amplified signal and pump, and second-harmonic 
generation (SHG, light blue diamonds) of the amplified signal, have favorable higher-order 
quasi-phase matching for the desired OPA poling period.  Each diagonal line is a specific order 
[m in Eq. (3.11)] of the quasi-phase-matching process.  From left to right, the SFG orders 
decrease from 8 through 3, and the SHG orders decrease from 4 through 1.  All intersections of 
these SFG and SHG lines with the (orange) OPA curve correspond to cutouts in the IR spectrum 
(Fig. 3.9). 
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 Several options exist to improve the continuity of the short-wave IR NOPA spectra.  First, 
given that this parasitic SFG process is dependent on both the pump and the signal (amplified by 
the pump), caution should be used with this quadratic nature of the pump.  One solution could be 
to create a stronger seed beam at the desired amplified signal wavelengths and reduce the pump 
power to maintain a strong but cleaner signal.  Replacing the sapphire window with one of 
higher nonlinear refractive index such as YAG or vanadate (as discussed in regard to TG FROG) 
should generate a stronger IR continuum.  Alternately, a more broadband seed has been created 
through difference frequency generation in a BBO of continuum pulses generated via 
filamentation (in krypton gas) of 800-nm pulses [25].  Another way to increase the seed strength 
is to create a two-stage amplification process that uses, for example, the signal from a BBO OPA, 
as a stronger seed for the PPSLT NOPA.  Note that other competing quasi-phase-matched 
processes such as SHG arise from the amplified signal propagating through the remainder of the 
crystal.  While the SHG processes are not as destructive nor as frequent throughout the signal 
wavelength range as the SFG processes, they also do not offer a simple solution.  Increased 
signal translates to increased depletion of regions of signal due to SHG.  As previously 
mentioned, other groups are moving to BIBO crystals for short-wave IR OPAs [25]; calculated 
gain bandwidths are broadband and smooth, but achieved spectra still contain significant 
structure.  
 
3.5. COCLUSIO 
 Nearly octave-spanning, short-wave IR pulses have been created with a PPSLT NOPA 
and characterized with multiple techniques for use in ultrafast nonlinear spectroscopy.  The 
bandwidth of these pulses covers a suitable spectral range for probing dynamics in low-bandgap 
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semiconductor nanocrystals.  Furthermore, the potential for multioctave-spanning pulses 
motivates an extremely broadband form of 2D spectroscopy to provide information on both 
vibrational and electronic transitions in a system.  Characterization of the pulses from the PPSLT 
NOPA includes the extension of ZAP-SPIDER to the short-wave IR and the implementation of 
broadband beam splitters without additional surface reflections for FROG techniques.  Pulses as 
short as 10 fs with the potential for sub-10 fs will provide the time resolution necessary for 
understanding the fast cooling and exciton dephasing rates in semiconductor nanocrystals using 
one- and two-dimensional nonlinear spectroscopies.     
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CHAPTER 4 
BROADBAD, LOW-DISPERSIO, BREWSTER’S AGLE 
ITERFEROMETERS 
 
 We have designed and demonstrated the use of a low-dispersion, multiple-octave, 
Brewster’s angle interferometer that spans the visible and short-wave infrared (1-2 µm) spectral 
regions.  Stabilization of the adjustable interferometer time delay and time-domain Fourier 
transformation of spectral interferograms enable the recovery of an interferometer spectral phase 
difference range of <0.3 rad over 1.2–1.7 rad/fs.  Such an interferometer generates pulse pairs 
with no additional pulses from multiple reflections for ultrashort pulse characterization and 
broadband spectroscopies.  
 
4.1. ITRODUCTIO  
 A low-dispersion, multioctave-spanning interferometer has many potential applications, 
such as the creation of broadband pulse pairs for time-resolved nonlinear spectroscopies.  An 
interferometer, such as a Michelson, Sagnac, or Mach-Zehnder, with typical 45º incidence 
dielectric-coated beam splitters [1] can be adapted to a broadband design with appropriate 
Brewster’s angle beam splitters.  Such beam splitters can be used to exploit the rather frequency-
invariant Brewster’s angle of many transparent substrate-air interfaces, e.g., glass-air, to prevent 
additional surface reflections that could cause interference.  Thus, a narrowband dielectric 
antireflection coating on the second surface is replaced with an intrinsic, broadband 
minimization of reflection.  Here, a first-surface beam splitter coating of chromium or a 
chromium-containing alloy such as inconel on glass maintains fairly balanced reflection and 
transmission splitting over the visible and near-infrared wavelengths [2, 3].  To this point, 
interferometry with octave-spanning visible and short-wave IR light has relied on the use of f-to-
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2f interferometers [4, 5].  In these carrier-envelope phase studies, lower-energy spectral regions 
are frequency doubled to interfere with the fundamental frequencies in the next octave.  In other 
broadband applications, Brewster’s angle gold-coated germanium wafers have been introduced 
for splitting THz pulses (~13 µm wavelength, spanning one octave) [Leitenstorfer, unpublished]; 
however, whether or not this setup contains a Mach-Zehnder interferometer is unclear. 
 While Brewster’s angle beam splitters can be incorporated into all types of 
interferometers, a symmetrical, low-dispersion interferometer becomes increasingly important 
for broad bandwidth light sources in nonlinear optics and spectroscopy.  However, the creation 
of a symmetrical path in some interferometers, such as the Michelson, requires the inclusion of 
additional dispersive material (Fig. 4.1).  A Mach-Zehnder interferometer has a lower-dispersion 
bright output consisting of beams with symmetrical paths (each having one beam-splitter first-
surface reflection and one beam-splitter transmission) and a nominal central white fringe at zero 
delay [6].  These mutually coherent beams each only have one glass transmission; thus, the 
Mach-Zehnder (Fig. 4.1) is the ideal choice for demonstrating a broadband, low-dispersion, 
Brewster’s angle interferometer.  
 Thin-film coatings of inconel and chromium have been used in beam splitters and 
interferometers to exploit the equal reflected and transmitted intensities at a sacrifice of 
absorptive losses in the film [2-4, 7-9]; however, the polarization and incident-angle dependence 
(previously treated at normal or 45º incidence) of this coating are important here.  The use of s-
polarized light at any angle or p-polarized light away from Brewster’s angle results in second-
surface reflections.  At Brewster’s angle for the air-glass interface, an inconel film thickness can 
be found to yield approximately equal thirds of p-polarized transmission, reflection, and 
absorption from the metal interfaces; nearly equal real and imaginary components in the complex 
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refractive index of inconel, or ( ) ( )n kω ω≅  in ˆ( ) ( ) ( )n n ikω ω ω= + , assure these intensities 
remain constant over a broad spectral range.  Exploiting the air-glass Brewster’s angle in a thin, 
low-dispersion beam splitter prevents multiple reflections from the glass-air interface, which 
would be spatially overlapped with a potential for interference.  Regardless of the ratio of 
transmission-to-reflection splitting of the first-surface beam splitter coating, all reflections in an 
ideal Brewster’s angle interferometer arise from coated surfaces only, i.e., no additional-surface, 
interfering reflections exist. 
 
θB
θB
M
M
RR
BS
BS
input
Mach-Zehnder
RR
dark output     
(TT, RTa-gR'Tg-a)
bright output 
(RT', TR)
θB
BS
input,          
dark output 
(RTWTWR, TT')
bright output         
(TTa-gR'Tg-a, RTWTWT)
Michelson
M
M W
 
Fig. 4.1. Brewster’s angle, θB, Mach-Zehnder and Michelson interferometers.  All transmissions, 
T, have no phase shift; transmissions in uncoated optics are lossless.  Front- and back-surface 
transmissions, T and T', are equal at all angles of incidence and polarization.  For front- and 
back-surface reflections, R = R' and r = r' only for Brewster’s angle geometry.  RR: retroreflector, 
BS: beam splitter, W: window, M: mirror; g-a: glass-air interface, a-g: air-glass interface. 
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4.2. THEORY 
The complete propagation of reflection and transmission complex amplitudes through an 
interferometer provides the real-valued intensities of transmission (T), reflection (R), and thus 
absorption (A), as well as phase shift information from all interfaces.  Such phase shifts are 
specific to material indices of refraction, which are complex in the case of metals.  A thin film 
introduces the complication of an infinite series of Fresnel coefficients for thin-film reflection 
and transmission [10].  The reflection and transmission from an air-film-glass or glass-film-air 
interface are crucial to understanding the four different paths that light can take in the 
interferometer.  Additionally, reflections off silver mirrors cause phase shifts, and treatment of 
all glass-air transmissions (and possible reflections) should be considered in the analysis. 
4.2.1. Reflection and transmission in thin-film beam splitters   
First, the amplitude of a reflection off a thin film between glass and air (air-film-glass or 
glass-film-air) can be approximated from an infinite sum, which results in the expression,   
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where subscripts 1, 2, and 3 denote the material, subscript p denotes the polarization of light, XˆYr  
represents the complex amplitude of a simple reflection between the indicated material layers, 
and βˆ  describes the phase shift and attenuation from two traversals of the thin film (layer 2).  
The specific single-surface reflection amplitudes are the Fresnel coefficients,  
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where media 1 and 3 are air and glass (assuming a first-surface, thin-film reflection), and 
medium 2 is the conductive film with both a complex index of refraction, nˆ n ik= + , and angle 
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of refraction, θˆ .  Preceding and subsequent equations are general for all thin films but simplify 
in the case of a nonconductive thin film with only real-valued refractive indices, angles, and 
Fresnel coefficients.    
 Second, the amplitude of a transmission through a thin film on a glass substrate can be 
approximated from an infinite sum in the following way: 
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where subscripts 1 (air), 2 (thin film), and 3 (glass) denote the material, and XˆYt  and XˆYr  
represent the complex transmission and reflection amplitudes, respectively, across the XY 
interface.  Here, unlike in Ref. [10], the transmission amplitudes are propagated entirely through 
the optic to the initial medium for mathematical simplification.   The transmission amplitudes 
between adjacent layers are given by  
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 where media 1 and 3 are air and glass (again assuming a first-surface, thin-film reflection), and 
medium 2 is the conductive film with both a complex index of refraction, nˆ n ik= + , and angle 
of refraction, θˆ .  In Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3), βˆ , which describes the phase shift and attenuation from 
the thin film, is given by 
 2 2
ˆ ˆˆ2 cosd n
c
ω
β θ= , (4.5) 
where d is the thickness of the thin film, ω is the frequency (suppressed in prior equations), and c 
is the speed of light in vacuum.  The real component of βˆ  contains the phase shift imparted by 
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the thin film, and the imaginary component gives the attenuation from two traversals of the thin 
film [10].  The intensities for reflected and transmitted light are given by     
 *123 123 123ˆ ˆR r r= , (4.6) 
 
*
1231 1231 1231
ˆ ˆT t t= . (4.7) 
The phase shifts and beam-splitting intensity ratios of interferometers depend on the 
direction and angle that the beams propagate through each optic and on the optical coatings.  The 
real-valued transmission intensity from Eq. (4.7) and the complex amplitude [Eq. (4.3)] and 
associated phase shift are independent of the order of propagation within the optic, or 1231 1321T T=  
[2].  Note that Eq. (4.7) would require a multiplicative prefactor without full light propagation, 
which would assure that 123 321T T=  even though 1231 1321ˆ ˆp pt t≠ .  Here, we manipulate Eqs. (4.2), 
(4.3), and (4.4), by interchanging subscripts 1 and 3, to prove transmission amplitude and 
intensity to be independent of direction of light.  Expansion of 12 23ˆ ˆp pr r  and 32 21ˆ ˆp pr r  algebraically 
yields equal denominators for 1231ˆ pt  and 1321ˆ pt  in Eq. (4.3) regardless of incident angle; the 
exponential term in Eq. (4.3) is dependent on the unchanged film and no other layers of the optic 
[from Eq. (4.5)].  In the numerators of 1231ˆ pt  and 1321ˆ pt , the exponential terms are again 
insensitive to direction of light and only dependent on the film’s properties.  Finally, algebraic 
expansion of 12 23 31ˆ ˆ ˆp p pt t t  and 13 32 21ˆ ˆ ˆp p pt t t  confirms equality.  Thus, the transmission intensity and 
phase shifts are independent of the direction of travel through the optic.  A similar proof can be 
given for s-polarized light.   
Unlike the properties of transmission, the intensity and phase shifts of reflection are 
sensitive to the direction of travel through a beam splitter.  Here, manipulations of Eqs. (4.1) and 
(4.2) by interchanging subscripts 1 and 3 yield the dependence of reflection on direction of light.  
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Again, expansion of 12 23ˆ ˆp pr r  and 32 21ˆ ˆp pr r  algebraically confirms equal denominators – this time 
for 123ˆ pr  and 321ˆ pr  [Eq. (4.1)].  The numerators, 12 23ˆ ˆ
i
p pr r e
β+  and 32 21ˆ ˆ
i
p pr r e
β+ , are crucial for 
understanding the intricacies of the thin-film reflection.  For the case of a dielectric (real-valued 
n2) thin film, Eq. (4.6) gives the following relationship for the reflection intensity numerators 
(some exponential terms cancel): 
 2 2 2 2123 12 12 23 23 32 32 21 21 321( ) ( )
i i i i
p p p p p p p p p pR r r r e e r r r r e e r R
β β β β− −∝ + + + = + + + ∝  (4.8) 
by algebraic expansion.  Thus, for a dielectric thin-film beam splitter, 123 321p pR R=  independent 
of incident angle; a similar proof can be shown for s-polarized light.  For illustrative purposes, 
we will introduce a recurring numerical example in which 1100-nm light propagates through an 
air-film-BK7 glass beam splitter in either direction and with a film (dielectric or metal) thickness 
and index appropriate for even splitting given the incident angle.  Here, a dielectric film 
( 2 4.5n = , d = 48.54 nm) yields 50% R ( 123 pR  or 321pR ) and 50% T for the air-glass Brewster’s 
angle of incidence (~56.6º); the same film satisfies the equal splitting criteria at 45º incidence 
with d = 34.76 nm.  For the case of a metal thin-film (complex 2nˆ ), the reflection intensities 
differ with direction of light, as seen in the expansion, 
 
* *
* *
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ* * * * ( )
123 12 12 12 23 23 12 23 23
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ* * * * ( )
321 32 32 32 21 21 32 21 21
,
,
i i i
p p p p p p p p p
i i i
p p p p p p p p p
R r r r r e r r e r r e
R r r r r e r r e r r e
β β β β
β β β β
− −
− −
∝ + + +
∝ + + +
 (4.9) 
in which the cross terms of 123 pR  and 321pR  are not equal in general, i.e., 
* *
12 23 32 21
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
p p p pr r r r≠  and 
* *
23 12 21 32
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
p p p pr r r r≠ .  Continuing the numerical example with 1100-nm light, a 34.22-nm metal film 
( 2ˆ 2 3n i= + ) on a glass substrate at the commonly used 45º incidence yields equal T and 123 pR  
(both 27.6%, 1 = air, 3 = glass); however, 321pR  is 19.2%, which demonstrates the inequality of 
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cross terms in Eq. (4.9).  This same metal film, deposited at 41.51-nm thickness and used at 
Brewster’s angle, assures that the two types of reflection intensities are equal to each other and 
also equal to the % T:  all are 24.5%.  Finally, the complex amplitudes of reflection in all thin 
films are dependent on direction of light except for the case of Brewster’s angle of incidence.  
Even in the example of the dielectric-coated beam splitter at 45º incidence (n2 = 4.5, 34.76-nm 
film), the reflection amplitudes are different and give phase shifts of either -30.4º or -26.8º while 
123 321 50%p pR R= = .  Brewster’s angle is the only angle for which the 123ˆ pr  and 321ˆ pr  numerators 
are equal, or 12 23 32 21ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
i i
p p p pr r e r r e
β β+ = + ; the proof follows.  By Snell’s Law and the definition of 
Brewster’s angle (here, 1 3 / 2θ θ π+ = , or 1 3sin cosθ θ= ), the following equalities hold: 
 1 3 1 1 3 3 3 1cos sin sin cosn n n nθ θ θ θ= = = , (4.10) 
Substitution of 1cosθ  with 
1
3
3
cos
n
n
θ  and multiplication of both the numerator and denominator 
of Eq. (4.2) by 3 1/n n  in the case of 12ˆ pr  (or reciprocal treatment in the case of 23ˆ pr ) preserves the 
interchangeability of all subscripts 1 and 3 in Eq. (4.1), and 123 321ˆ ˆp pr r= .  Thus, without loss of 
generality, for real or complex n2, Brewster’s angle is the only incidence angle at which the 
reflection complex amplitude, the associated phase shifts, and real-valued intensities are 
independent of whether the reflection is from the first or second surface of the optic. 
4.2.2. Reflection and transmission in an interferometer 
The final components to characterization of interferometer paths are the amplitudes of a 
reflection off a conducting metal mirror and the transmission amplitude through an air-glass 
interface.  For a metallic mirror reflection at angle of incidence 1θ in air, the complex reflection 
amplitude, rˆ , is equal to 12ˆ  pr in Eq. (4.2); the reflection intensity is given by Eq. (4.6).  For an 
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air-glass interface, the real-valued transmission amplitude, t, is equal to 12ˆRe[ ]pt  in Eq. (4.4); 
however, here both media have strictly real-valued refractive indices and angles.  A similar 
treatment to transmission would give a real-valued reflection amplitude, 12ˆRe[ ]pr r= from Eq. 
(4.2) with all real-valued indices and angles.  The reflection and transmission intensities are then 
simplified from Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7),  
 R rr= , (4.11) 
 2 2
1 1
cos
cos
n
T tt
n
θ
θ
= , (4.12) 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote air and glass media in either order, depending on the 
orientation of the optic.  Note that, for the central Brewster’s angle frequency, both pr r=  and 
R rr= are zero for the Brewster’s angle in a glass-air interface.   
 Four different paths exist for light through an interferometer; two are paired in each of 
two outputs.  Limiting the expansion to beam-splitter interactions (and not additional matched 
mirror and compensating window interactions), the bright output of a Mach-Zehnder (or Sagnac) 
interferometer has the symmetrical beam paths 
 
- -
ˆˆ ,
ˆ ˆ ,
air film glass air glass glass film air
air film glass glass air air film glass
r t t
t t r
− − −
− − − − −
 (4.13) 
where the subscripts define direction of travel of light in the thin-film (3 media) beam splitters or 
the air and glass interface (2 media) of the beam splitter optic.  The dark output has the beam 
paths, with similar notation,  
 
ˆ ˆ ,
ˆ ˆ .
air film glass air glass glass film air glass air
air film glass glass air air film glass glass air
r t r t
t t t t
− − − − − −
− − − − − −
 (4.14) 
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Michelson interferometer outputs are given with reduced notation (only beam-splitter 
interactions) by the following expressions for the bright output, 
 
- -
ˆˆ ,
ˆ ˆ ,
air film glass air film glass glass air
air film glass glass air air glass glass film air glass air
r t t
t t t r t
− − −
− − − − − − −
 (4.15) 
and dark outputs,  
 
- - - -
ˆ ˆ ,
ˆ ˆ .
air film glass air film glass
air film glass glass air air glass glass film air
r r
t t t t− − − − − −
 (4.16) 
 A crucial difference between types of interferometers is whether or not the interferometer output 
beams are made up of both types of thin-film reflections, aˆir film glassr − −  and gˆlass film airr − − , which have 
different complex amplitudes away from Brewster’s angle (by Section 2.1).  A transmission between air 
and glass imparts no phase shift and, by Section 2.1, transmission phase shifts are independent of 
direction of beam propagation.  In the case of a Mach-Zehnder (or Sagnac) interferometer [Eqs. (4.13) 
and (4.14)], the two bright output beams have identical reflections, while one dark output beam has both 
types of reflection and the other has none.  When either 0n =  or 0k = in the film’s refractive index, 
these reflection combinations yield, for any incidence angle, the expected in-phase bright output beams 
and π out-of-phase dark output beams.  In general, the average phase shift of the two types of reflections 
is π/2 out of phase with either transmission, even though these two types of phase shifts are not equal to 
each other nor are they guaranteed to be π/2 from transmission.  Returning to the example of a dielectric 
beam splitter not at Brewster’s angle (nfilm = 4.5, incidence angle = 45º, 34.76-nm film), the reflection 
phase shifts differ (-30.4º and -26.8º) while the transmission phase shift (61.4º) is π/2 from their average.  
Thus ˆ ˆair film glass glass film airr r− − − −  is π out of phase with two beam splitter transmissions, but generally 
ˆ ˆ
air film glass air film glassr r− − − −  is not.  The exception is Brewster’s angle of incidence, in which the two reflection 
amplitudes are equal; for nfilm = 4.5 (incidence angle = 56.6º, 48.54-nm film), both reflection phase shifts 
are -13.8º, which is π/2 from the transmission phase shift of 76.2º.  Note that beam splitters with complex 
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refractive indices complicate matters for phase shifts in interferometer paths that are not symmetric.  A 
Michelson interferometer with thin-film beam splitters, defined by Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16), does not have a 
π phase shift between the infrequently used dark output beams even for zero n or k if Brewster’s angle 
beam splitters are not used.  Unless ˆ ˆair film glass glass film airr r− − − −= (assured at Brewster’s angle), then 
ˆ ˆ
air film glass air film glassr r− − − −  is not π out of phase with the beam of two transmissions.  More importantly, the 
bright output is not as symmetrical as in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer:  the two beams have different 
types of reflections [Eq. (4.15)] with different phase shifts (by Section 2.1) unless using a sandwich beam 
splitter.  Thus, except at Brewster’s angle, this bright Michelson interferometer output does not have a 
zero phase shift; its nominal bright central fringe occurs at a small, different time delays for each 
wavelength. 
 
4.3. EXPERIMETAL METHODS 
 In the experiment, a pulse train from a Ti:sapphire-pumped, short-wave infrared 
noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) (1–2 µm wavelength range) enters a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer.  The interferometer generates mutually coherent pulse pairs from each 
pulse in the train.  Since a smaller area enclosed by the separated beams in the interferometer 
allows increased stability, the area is reduced to ~10 cm2.  A previous stabilized Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer design [1] included dielectric s-polarized beam splitters at 45º incidence; however, 
the dielectric beam-splitter and antireflection coatings are not broadband enough to be effective 
in an interferometer for light spanning the visible and short-wave infrared regions. 
 The broadband, low-dispersion Mach-Zehnder interferometer has inconel-coated, 1-mm 
thick Corning 7059 glass substrates at Brewster’s angle as beam splitters.  A predominantly 
nickel and chromium alloy, inconel has a relatively consistent reflectance-to-transmittance 
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intensity ratio across the wavelength range of 500–2000 nm.  The Corning 7059 glass has a 
Brewster’s angle of ~56.5º in the near infrared.  This angle varies by only 0.25º over the range 
from 1–2 µm and by 0.5º from 0.5–2 µm; therefore, a multioctave spectral range has little or no 
reflected light off nonmetallic surfaces.  Linearly polarized continuous-wave (CW) and pulsed 
lasers are p-polarized with respect to the plane of incidence of the two Brewster’s angle Mach-
Zehnder beam splitters.  The delay between arms of the interferometer is controlled roughly by 
computerized translation stages.  A piezoelectric transducer (PZT) attached to one interferometer 
arm’s retroreflector then finely adjusts and stabilizes the delay with feedback from a red CW 
laser.  A yellow CW laser provides an out-of-loop check of stabilization and is crucial in 
determining zero time delay and in verifying correct red CW period steps along the time axis.  
Time-domain or spectral-domain Fourier transform interferometry can be performed by 
transforming with respect to this delay axis or the array detector’s pixel (frequency) axis, 
respectively.  Each interferometer arm has a home-built dihedral, as opposed to trihedral, 
retroreflector to maintain the horizontal polarization and spatial ordering of vertically stacked 
CW and pulsed laser beams.  Spatially separated beams are important for stabilizing a broadband, 
low-dispersion interferometer and eliminate the need for dispersive and narrowband spectral 
filters.  In this experiment, short-wave IR interferograms are detected using single-mode fiber 
coupling to a 0.15-m Czerny-Turner spectrometer (Princeton Instruments SP-2150) and a 1024x1 
pixel InGaAs array (Princeton Instruments OMAV:1024-2.2). 
 
4.4. RESULTS AD DISCUSSIO 
 Structured spectra and interferograms with small time delays present challenges to 
traditional Fourier transform spectral interferometry processing and filtering techniques [1, 11-
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14], thus motivating the implementation of time-domain interferometry.  An example of 
unavoidable small interferometric delays is in the recovery of the spectral phase or amplitude of 
a small third-order signal that is interference detected with a reference at a fixed signal-to-
reference delay of approximately zero.  This scenario takes place in the partially collinear 
geometry of two-dimensional spectroscopy [15], which is an application of this Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer.  Therefore, the spectral phase difference characterization of this interferometer is 
also performed in the time domain after collecting Mach-Zehnder interferograms at stepwise 
delays on both sides of time zero.  The active stabilization and verification with red and yellow 
CW lasers provides the accurate (10-7 fs error from calculation and inversion of the red-yellow 
frequency difference) and precise delays (time steps stabilized to 0.6 nm) required for accurate 
time-domain interferometry.   
 Experimental Mach-Zehnder interferograms at consecutive time delays can then be 
Fourier transformed at each pixel with respect to the stabilized time axis to yield a 2D map that 
simultaneously characterizes both the interferometer and the spectrograph in amplitude and 
phase (Fig. 4.2).  Projections of the 2D FT absolute value and phase difference onto the vertical, 
transformed frequency axis yield 1D plots of the pulse spectrum and of the spectral phase 
difference (<0.3 rad range over 1.2-1.7 rad/fs) imparted by the Mach-Zehnder, respectively (Fig. 
4.3).  The bandwidth of the IR NOPA limits the single-measurement characterization of 
interferometer phase; however, phase shifts and intensity splitting of the visible-wavelength CW 
lasers used for stabilization confirm the multioctave span of this Brewster’s angle interferometer.   
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Fig. 4.2. Interferometer resolution and spectral phase difference: 10 fs pulses, < 4 nm spectral 
resolution, < 0.3 rad range of spectral phase (Nyquist ω = 1.488 rad/fs). 
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Fig. 4.3. One-dimensional projections onto the Fourier-transformed excitation frequency axis.  Spectral 
phase difference is shown in the top panel; and intensity (red) is plotted with noninterfering intensities 
(green and blue spectra) in bottom panel.  In the upper panel, a discontinuity in phase difference recovery 
is seen near the Nyquist frequency (ω = 1.488 rad/fs) due to aliasing. The other discontinuity (~1.37 rad/fs 
or 1377 nm) is a result of poor interference in that local frequency range. 
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4.5. COCLUSIO 
 A multioctave-spanning, low-dispersion interferometer is a useful tool in performing 
broadband, ultrafast spectroscopy, pulse characterization, or other interferometric techniques.  
Careful consideration of the composition and orientation of interferometer beam splitters is 
important.  First, exploiting Brewster’s angle eliminates spurious second-surface reflections 
without the requirement of a narrowband antireflection coating or thick, more dispersive beam 
splitter substrates.  Second, a metallic (chromium or inconel thin film on glass) beam splitter can 
create pulse replicas via transmission and reflection that retain the original spectrum and are 
equal to each other in intensity.  Last, a substrate other than glass could be used to extend the 
wavelength range of the beam splitter beyond ~2.5 µm.  In a Brewster’s angle interferometer, the 
bright output phase shift is confirmed to be zero, i.e., the bright output produces coherent beams 
of light.  Still, the dark output phase shifts motivate further study of light-absorbing (metallic 
beam splitter) interferometers.  Since the two outputs are not complementary in a spectral or 
intensity sense, the total light out of the interferometer is dependent on time delay.    
 A Mach-Zehnder provides the lowest dispersion bright output among interferometers 
with path length delay control.  Furthermore, its bright output is completely symmetric unlike 
that of the Michelson; thus, the Mach-Zehnder can be used for narrowband applications with 
antireflection-coated beam splitters at an angle of incidence other than Brewster’s angle.  With a 
dielectric or metallic beam splitter, a Michelson must either have a sandwich-style beam splitter 
(thicker and thus more dispersive than one-sided beam splitter) or a Brewster’s angle beam 
splitter to avoid the blurring between time delay vs. phase shift.  If not perfectly pathwise 
symmetrical, a Michelson interferometer requires a time delay to obscures the fact that it does 
not produce mutually coherent beams of light.  Finally, the Brewster’s angle Mach-Zehnder 
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interferometer presented here is relatively simple and affordable to construct and imparts 
minimal dispersion and dispersion imbalance across the visible and short-wave infrared regions.  
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CHAPTER 5 
EHACED ITERFEROMETRIC DETECTIO I 2D SPECTROSCOPY WITH 
A SAGAC ITERFEROMETER 
 
 An intrinsically phase-stable Sagnac interferometer is introduced for optimized 
interferometric detection in partially collinear two-dimensional spectroscopy.  With a pump-
pulse pair from an actively stabilized Mach-Zehnder interferometer, the Sagnac scheme is 
demonstrated in broadband, short-wave infrared (1-2 µm), 2D electronic spectroscopy of IR-26 
dye. 
 
5.1. ITRODUCTIO  
 Optical analogs of 2D magnetic resonance experiments enable studies of electronic 
motion with high frequency and time resolution [1].  Multiple experimental beam geometries – 
including fully noncollinear and partially collinear – exist in 2D optical spectroscopy, with 
advantages and disadvantages for each.  In any geometry, a sequence of short pulses excites a 
spectrum, thus generating a nonlinear signal field that decays after the third pulse (free induction 
decay).  The fully noncollinear 2D geometry produces a background-free signal field that is 
measured through interference with a local oscillator pulse that can be optimally attenuated and 
delayed (by t) from the signal [1].  In contrast, a fundamental practical limitation of partially 
collinear 2D spectroscopy is that the third pulse (at delay, T, from the second pulse) and 
potentially much weaker third-order signal copropagate [2], which can make their interference 
more difficult to detect.  Fully noncollinear 2D spectroscopy is the more sensitive technique; 
however, it suffers from the directional filtering effect [3, 4], which arises from crossing angle 
smearing between noncollinear beams and which limits the off-diagonal range of a 2D spectrum.  
In recent years, several research groups have demonstrated the partially collinear, pump-probe 
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geometry [5-8], which also has the advantage of selectively detecting the real (absorptive) part of 
the 2D spectrum [2].  The new method presented here combines the advantages of both 
geometries in a relatively compact and simple design: a partially collinear 2D spectrometer with 
a Sagnac interferometer creates a nearly background-free signal (still with fixed delay, t ≈ 0).   
 
5.2. BACKGROUD  
 In an interferometer, one beam of light is split into two beams that propagate along 
distinct optical paths before being recombined by a beam splitter to generate a spectrum,  
 2 21 2 1 2( ) ( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) cos[ ( )]I e e e eω ω ω ω ω φ ω= + + ∆ , (5.1) 
 
where ω is the angular frequency, 2( )  ( 1, 2)ie iω =  is a real-valued amplitude for each beam, and 
1 2( ) ( ) ( )φ ω φ ω φ ω∆ = −  is the phase difference [9].  The intrinsic stability and ease of alignment 
of a Sagnac interferometer [10] arise from the fact that the two optical paths are identical – just 
oppositely directed.  This common-path interferometer has been used for rotational speed 
measurements and in ring lasers [11].  However, its two inseparable paths prevent the 
conventional use of an interferometer in which an object is interposed in one beam for 
measurements and analyses of interference fringe patterns [11].  The two output beams from a 
lossless interferometer have complementary interference fringe patterns [12] and are termed 
bright and dark outputs.  The Sagnac output that returns light to the source has a symmetrical 
path (one beam splitter reflection and one beam splitter transmission for each beam), which 
makes it the bright output with a nominal central white fringe [13].  The more accessible, dark 
output of a Sagnac interferometer has a π phase shift ( ( ) ,  0tφ ω π∆ = ≡ ) between beams; thus, 
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the spectrum in Eq. (4.1) becomes 1 2 1 2( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( )e e e eω ω ω ω+ − , given an ideal fringe depth of 
1 24 ( ) ( )e eω ω  (by Ref. [9]) in a properly aligned, lossless Sagnac with no time delay. 
 The same benefits of stability and alignment are appealing in more unconventional uses 
of Sagnac interferometers, such as pump-probe dispersion spectroscopy [14] and ultrafast phase 
spectroscopy [15].  Femtosecond time-resolved phase spectroscopy experiments are of particular 
interest here; they involve the insertion of a sample in the interferometer, crossing an external 
pump pulse at the sample, and detecting the dark output [15, 16].  This chapter details the 
adaptation of such a Sagnac interferometer to a Brewster’s angle design [17] and its introduction 
for 2D spectroscopy.  Within the Sagnac interferometer (Fig. 5.1), the counterpropagating beams 
are labeled the reference and probe; the reference passes through the sample well before the off-
axis pump (here, a pulse pair with delay τ from an actively stabilized Brewster’s angle Mach-
Zehnder interferometer [9, 17]).  The probe impinges on the sample at delay T after the second 
pump pulse, thus generating the signal; the only beam splitter in the Sagnac then combines the 
probe and reference, which are out of phase with each other.  Destructive interference between 
the probe and reference forms an attenuated local oscillator, which copropagates with the signal. 
 For optimized interferometric detection of the signal [2, 18], the aligned Sagnac 
interferometer must have an appropriate beam splitter for optimal destructive interference 
between the probe and reference.  Beyond having an exactly π phase shift, the dark output beams 
should also have nearly equal intensities over the full spectrum, thus creating an almost entirely 
attenuated local oscillator (approaching 2 21 1 1 1( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) 0e e e eω ω ω ω+ − =  where reference and 
probe fields both equal 1e ).  A beam splitter in a Sagnac interferometer (Fig. 5.1) produces two 
dark output beams: one has a first-surface reflection and a second-surface reflection from the 
beam splitter, and the other has two transmissions.  A dielectric beam splitter assures the 
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necessary π phase shift between the two dark-output beams [17] for potentially fully destructive 
interference.  However, only the use of a beam splitter at the air-glass Brewster’s angle assures 
that reflections off first- or second-surface optical reflective coatings have equal amplitudes – not 
just intensities – and that no reflections exist from uncoated or narrowband antireflection-coated 
surfaces [17].  Even splitting in the short-wave infrared necessitates a coating of relatively high 
index such as a metallic thin film.  Also, balanced splitting over a broader frequency range 
(spanning visible and short-wave IR) requires a metallic beam splitter (again at Brewster’s angle) 
with contributions from both n and k [ ( ) ( )n kω ω≅ ] in the amorphous metal’s refractive index, 
nˆ n ik= + ; however, the dark-output phase shift of a light-absorbing interferometer only 
approaches π for short-wave IR light when either n k≫ , e.g., dielectrics, or k n≫ , e.g., gold 
[17]. 
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Fig. 5.1. Partially collinear 2D spectrometer.  Pulses a and b, separated by delay τ, exit the Mach-
Zehnder’s bright output.  The probe pulse c follows at delay T within the Brewster’s angle 
Sagnac interferometer.  The nonlinear signal (sig.) copropagates with pulse c, which 
destructively interferes with the reference (ref.) pulse (currently 2/3 the intensity of c) to form an 
attenuated local oscillator (L.O.).  The signal and local oscillator are fiber coupled to an IR 
spectrograph for interference detection.  Each of pulses a, b, and c passes through two metallic 
beam splitters (BS: inconel-coated beam splitter, BS': gold-coated beam splitter) at oppositely 
signed Brewster’s angles for matched dispersion and spatial compensation.  Continuous wave 
(CW) lasers (dashed line beam paths) used to stabilize delay τ travel a path below the pulsed 
laser beam.  Pickoff mirrors are labeled MCW; all other protected silver mirrors are unlabeled.  
PD: photodiode (CW or IR reference measurements), RR: dihedral retroreflector, RR': trihedral 
retroreflector, PZT: piezoelectric transducer, BB: beam block, L: plano-convex lens, f = 7.5 cm.  
Protected silver mirrors are unlabeled. 
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5.3. EXPERIMETAL DESIG  
 In this experiment, pulses from a 1 kHz Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier pump a 
single-pass, short-wave IR noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) with a PPSLT 
crystal [19, 20].  The wavelength-tunable NOPA generates vertically polarized, 1-2.5 µJ pulses 
that pass through a reflective collimating telescope and polarization-rotating periscope before 
entering a grating compressor.  The pulses are compressed with a deformable mirror using 
second-harmonic generation (SHG) feedback in a genetic algorithm [21].  After the compressor, 
the beam is spatially filtered with a 150-µm pinhole to remove any frequency-dependent angular 
deviations from the deformable mirror.  Pulse durations as low as 10 fs have been measured; 
here, the narrower spectrum is 30 fs as determined by zero-additional-phase spectral phase 
interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction (ZAP-SPIDER) [22] and SHG frequency-
resolved optical gating (FROG) [23].  All spectral infrared detection uses single-mode fiber 
coupling (ThorLabs 1060XP, numerical aperture NA = 0.14) to a 0.15-m Czerny-Turner 
spectrometer (Princeton Instruments SP-2150) and a liquid nitrogen cooled 1024x1 pixel InGaAs 
array (Princeton Instruments OMAV:1024-2.2). 
 The 2D spectrometer (Fig. 5.1) consists of an actively stabilized Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer and a Sagnac interferometer.  A broadband, inconel-coated, glass beam splitter 
[17, 24, 25] divides the pump beam(s) from the probe.  All beam splitters and windows in this 
apparatus exploit the rather frequency-invariant Brewster’s angle of glass to prevent additional 
surface reflections and their interference.  The Brewster’s angle Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
with inconel beam splitters creates a pump-pulse pair (pulses a and b, from the bright output), 
with a delay, τ, controlled roughly by computerized translation stages.  The symmetrical-path, 
bright-output beams have no theoretical phase shift between them and have nearly equal spectral 
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intensities; furthermore, their spectra match the incident light spectrum across the visible and 
short-wave infrared.  A piezoelectric transducer (PZT) attached to one interferometer arm’s 
retroreflector finely adjusts and stabilizes τ with feedback from a red continuous-wave (CW) 
laser [9].  A yellow CW laser is used to measure stabilization out-of-loop, to determine the zero τ 
delay, and to verify accurate steps of one red CW wavelength to be Fourier transformed to the 
excitation axis, ωτ, of the 2D spectrum.  The pulsed and CW laser beams are offset vertically, 
and each arm of the Mach-Zehnder has a home-built dihedral retroreflector to maintain this 
spatial beam order and horizontal polarization.  These spatially offset beams eliminate the need 
for spectral filters to separate the CW beams from the pumps.  This interferometer improves 
upon other active stabilization 2D schemes [26] by providing two outputs for increased 
monitoring and noise-corrected stabilization; an added advantage is the minimal dispersion of the 
bright output of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer [9, 13, 17].  The precision of the PZT lock at a 
given delay during the collection of one interferogram is 0.6 nm, which corresponds to a stability 
of 1200 / 2000nmλ .  The FT of the yellow CW output is fit to a Gaussian with a width (precision) 
of 0.3 nm (1 as) and center position (accuracy of step) that differs from the calculated red-yellow 
frequency difference by <10-6 rad/fs.  Such uniform time steps in τ are crucial in performing 
accurate Fourier-transform time-domain interferometry using spectral interferograms recorded at 
a fixed detection time, t ≈ 0, in the partially collinear geometry. 
 The probe path of the 2D spectrometer has an adjustable delay and a split into 
counterpropagating probe (pulse c) and reference pulse pairs in a Brewster’s angle Sagnac 
interferometer with a gold-coated beam splitter (Fig. 5.1).  Before the sample, all three pulses (a, 
b, and c) pass through two metallic beam splitters (inconel- or gold-coated, all same glass 
thickness) at oppositely signed Brewster’s angles for matched dispersion and spatial 
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compensation.  The pumps (pulses a and b) and probe intersect at the sample within the Sagnac 
interferometer ~1.5 ns after the reference passes through the sample.  At the beam splitter, the 
probe and reference fields recombine and destructively interfere to reduce the local oscillator; the 
interference between the local oscillator and transmitted signal is detected in the dark output.  A 
gold beam splitter provides a smaller frequency range of even splitting than other metals such as 
inconel offer [17]; however, the refractive index, nˆ n ik= + , of amorphous gold has 25k n≈ ×  to 
assure a nearly π phase shift (>170º) between Sagnac dark output pulses.  The beam splitter (BS' 
in Fig. 5.1) in these experiments is a 15-nm thin film of gold deposited on a 1-mm thick BK7 
substrate and oriented at Brewster’s angle for the air-BK7 interface.  Although about 1/3 of 
~1100 nm light is absorbed, the splitting is fairly balanced with a reflection-to-transmission ratio 
of 2:3.     
 
5.4. RESULTS AD DISCUSSIO  
 The heptamethine cyanine infrared dye IR-26 has been previously characterized with 
steady-state absorption and photoluminescence [27, 28].  Here, a 30-fs pulse with spectral center 
of 1100 nm is used to excite and probe dynamics at the red edge of the IR-26 spectrum in 
dichloroethane (Fig. 5.2) using degenerate, partially collinear 2D spectroscopy (flowing sample, 
200-µm path length, maximum O.D. ≈ 0.7).  All experimental real (absorptive) 2D spectra are 
phased using the following procedure.  Vertical slices of 2D spectra at each ωt pixel are 
multiplied by a linear spectral phase to correct for the lack of a 0τ =  point in the PZT locking 
scheme.  Since the dominant spectral phase difference, ( )φ ω∆ , in this experiment is that 
between pump pulses, characterization of the Mach-Zehnder is performed [17].  Pump-pulse 
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interferometry yields a ( )φ ω∆  that is primarily linear in frequency with a slope equal to the 
closest τ delay to zero:  min  / 2red CW cτ λ< .  For a given T at each ωt  pixel, the products 
 ( )2 2
ˆ ˆ( , , ) ( , , ) irawD t D tS T S T e
τφ ω
τ τω ω ω ω
∆= i , (5.2) 
where min( )τ τφ ω τ ω∆ = − , collectively produce a 2D spectrum corrected for the phase due to the 
time centering issue; all information is now purely in the real (absorptive) 2D spectrum.  The 
properly phased, real 2D correlation spectra of IR-26 display the expected behavior for such a 
saturable absorber.  In the T = 0 fs spectrum (Fig. 5.3), the diagonally elongated positive peak 
reflects the strong correlation between excitation frequency, ωτ, and detection frequency, ωt.  
Also, a low amplitude, off-diagonal, negative (blue) region is indicative of vibration and solvent 
frequency memory [2].  The slight deviation from diagonal of the positive peak and the depth of 
the negative region are discussed further in Chapter 6 of this thesis.  As early as T = 100 fs 
relaxation time, nearly all correlation between ωτ and ωt is lost:  the peak is purely positive, 
approaches a product lineshape, and is shifted from the diagonal by the Stokes’ shift (Fig. 5.4).  
The performance of the 2D spectrometer is tested by comparing experimental 2D spectra to those 
predicted at large relaxation times T using absorption line shapes, emission line shapes, and 
propagation-corrected pulse spectra [29].  Qualitative agreement exists between the T = 100 fs 
experimental 2D spectrum and the theoretical 2D spectrum constructed from the independently 
measured 1D spectra (Fig. 5.4). 
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Fig. 5.2. IR-26 dye in dichloroethane:  Absorption spectrum with 200-µm path length (dotted-
dashed line) and emission spectrum (thick solid line) plotted with the spectrum of the 30-fs laser 
pulse (thin solid line). 
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Fig. 5.3. Real T = 0 fs 2D correlation spectrum of IR-26 in dichloroethane with 30 fs pulses.  The 
diagonally elongated positive peak (red 10% contours, solid lines) reflects the strong correlation between 
the excitation frequency, τω , and detection frequency, tω .  A negative region (blue 10% contours, dotted 
lines) is indicative of vibration and solvent frequency memory. 
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Fig. 5.4. Experimental (left panel) and theoretical (right panel) real 2D correlation spectra of IR-
26 in dichloroethane at T = 100 fs (30-fs pulses, laser spectrum in Fig. 5.2).  The rounded 
absorption peak (positive, red 10% contours, solid lines) in the experimental spectrum shows a 
rapid loss of correlation between excitation frequency, ωτ, and signal frequency, ωt with 
increased T.  The spectrum approaches a product line shape:  (absorption spectrum)× (pulse 
intensity spectrum) in τω  and (absorption spectrum + fluorescence spectrum)× (pulse field 
amplitude) in tω .  The 2D spectrum on the right was constructed from independently measured 
absorption, fluorescence, and propagation-corrected pulse spectra. 
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5.5. COCLUSIO  
 Mach-Zehnder accurate time steps and Sagnac signal optimization highlight the 2D 
spectrometer design.  The 15-nm thin-film gold Sagnac beam splitter increases the ratio of third-
order signal to local oscillator by up to a factor of six compared to traditional pump-probe 
geometry 2D experiments.  This factor can be reduced (in the case of a large signal) by a slight 
misalignment of the Sagnac interferometer or increased (for a small signal) by using a beam-
splitter coating with more even splitting between reflection and transmission in a desired 
frequency range.  Also, a beam splitter with a different metallic coating may offer a broader 
frequency range (in the short-wave IR) of balanced splitting while maintaining the necessary 
phase shift.  While the final transmission through the Sagnac beam splitter attenuates the signal, 
it equally attenuates pulse c; the destructive interference of the reference with pulse c results in a 
local oscillator with 1/6 of both the intensity and laser power fluctuations of the attenuated pulse 
c.  The ability to control and reduce the local oscillator intensity would be especially desirable 
for 2D experiments on systems with smaller 2D signals.  The achieved signal detection 
improvement and the stability and simplicity of this 2D geometry create a powerful form of 2D 
spectroscopy. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SHORT-WAVE IFRARED, TWO-DIMESIOAL FOURIER TRASFORM 
ELECTROIC SPECTROSCOPY 
 Two-dimensional Fourier transform (2D FT) electronic spectroscopy is extended into the 
short-wave infrared (1-2 µm) spectral region.  An actively stabilized Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer creates the pump-pulse pair for partially collinear 2D spectroscopy with enhanced 
signal detection using an intrinsically phase-stable Sagnac interferometer.  Increased accuracy 
and precision of time delays between pump pulses improves the accuracy of the applied phase 
and the excitation frequency axes of 2D spectra.  Mixing time series of IR-26 dye real 2D 
correlation spectra and an analysis of solvation dynamics are presented.  
 
6.1. ITRODUCTIO  
An optical analog of two-dimensional Fourier transform (2D FT) techniques used in 
magnetic resonance experiments, 2D FT optical spectroscopy enables studies of electronic and 
vibrational motion with high time and frequency resolution [1].  2D FT spectroscopy has become 
a widely used tool in the visible, near-IR, and mid-IR spectral regions [1-16].  Limitations in 
detectors, laser sources, and low-dispersion beam splitters have prevented 2D FT spectroscopy in 
the short-wave IR region.  This area of the spectrum is rich with electronic transitions in 
biologically relevant carotenoids, heptamethine dyes with therapeutic applications, and solid-
state and molecular systems suitable for high-efficiency, third-generation photovoltaics.  Recent 
developments in broadband, ultrafast amplifiers [17-21] motivate this research and create the 
means for not only a broadband probe in a 2D experiment (thus far, by continuum [22]) but a 
broadband excitation as well.  Interferometric detection is possible with the development of 
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indium-gallium-arsenide array detectors that are efficient beyond an octave of the short-wave IR 
region and that have minimal pixel defects.  
 As discussed in Chapter 5, the partially collinear 2D beam geometry is ideal for 
extending the off-diagonal 2D spectral range [23]; this off-diagonal area is where much new 
information in 2D spectroscopy lies.  Though not as sensitive as fully noncollinear 2D 
spectroscopy, this pump-probe geometry reduces the directional filtering effect [24-26] that 
arises from crossing angle smearing between noncollinear beams.  Recently, 2D FT in the visible 
and mid-IR regions has been demonstrated in this pump-probe geometry [4, 6, 7, 10, 14].  Since 
the first two pulses are collinear, they do not create an excitation grating for diffraction of the 
third beam and collection of refractive information (imaginary part of a 2D spectrum) [23]; thus, 
this geometry detects purely real or absorptive 2D spectra.  Another benefit and the crucial 
disadvantage versus the fully noncollinear geometry result from the copropagation of the signal 
and probe beam [23].  The probe pulse acts as the local oscillator (L.O.), with which the signal is 
interferometrically detected.  Since the phase difference between the probe and L.O. is now zero, 
the ambiguity in phasing 2D spectra is reduced from a dependence on the excitation delay, τ, and 
detection delay, t, to only a τ dependence [4].  However, the signal field is no longer background 
free, which reduces the signal to noise and ability to attenuate and delay the L.O. for optimized 
interference detection [27].  As in pump-probe spectroscopy [27, 28], one route to improving the 
signal-to-background ratio uses polarization techniques [10, 15]; however, polarization-rotating 
devices such as wave plates are generally not conducive to working with broadband spectra.  We 
have introduced a Sagnac interferometer for broadband interferometric signal enhancement 
(Chapter 5).  The current work involves a thorough analysis of the time and solvation dynamics 
of IR-26, the first molecule studied with 2D FT spectroscopy in this wavelength range.  This 
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early work also helps to achieve the following practical goals:  continued development of 
broadband partially collinear 2D FT spectroscopy, further work to enhance signal detection, and 
active stabilization of excitation delay to improve the 2D excitation frequency accuracy and 
further exploit the phasing advantages of this geometry.  These advances are crucial for 
collecting 2D spectra of systems with low signals and widely spaced electronic transitions.     
 
6.2. EXPERIMETAL METHODS 
 Performing broadband, short-wave IR 2D FT electronic spectroscopy in the partially 
collinear geometry involves several components:  creation and characterization of a broadband 
short-wave IR ultrafast light source; development of broadband, stable interferometers for 
accurate 2D spectra with improved signal-to-noise ratios; time-delay stepping algorithms and 
accurate determination of zero-delay timing; filtering of 2D signal from background signal and 
L.O. fields; and a simple and robust alternative to noncollinear 2D phasing schemes for the 
purely real (absorptive) 2D spectra.  
6.2.1. Experimental setup  
 The experimental optical setup, including the 2D spectrometer, has been introduced 
previously [29] (Chapter 5 of this thesis).  Briefly, a short-wave IR noncollinear optical 
parametric amplifier (NOPA) with a PPSLT crystal [17, 18] generates wavelength-tunable, 1-2.5 
µJ pulses from a 35-µJ portion of light from a 1 kHz Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier (Spectra-
Physics Spitfire Pro).  For the work described in this chapter, the pulses are compressed to 25 fs 
with a deformable mirror using second-harmonic generation (SHG) feedback in a genetic 
algorithm [30].  After spatially filtering the beam with a 150-µm pinhole to remove any 
frequency-dependent angular deviations, the pulses are characterized by zero-additional-phase 
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spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction (ZAP-SPIDER) [31] and 
SHG frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) [32].  In this experiment, narrower spectra 
compress to near their transform limit of 30 fs (for IR-26 dye).  All spectral infrared detection 
follows this procedure:  beams are focused (ThorLabs C280TME-C, f = 18.4 mm, NA = 0.15, 
AR coating 1050-1600 nm spectral range) to a single-mode fiber (ThorLabs 1060XP, numerical 
aperture NA = 0.14, 980-1600 nm spectral range) that is coupled to a 0.15-m Czerny-Turner 
spectrograph (Princeton Instruments SP-2150) with a liquid nitrogen cooled 1024x1 pixel 
InGaAs array with response extended to 2.2 µm (Princeton Instruments OMAV:1024-2.2). 
 The 2D spectrometer (Fig. 6.1) consists of an actively stabilized Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer and a Sagnac interferometer.  Inconel thin films have been introduced as 
broadband beam splitters for replicating pulses or interferometry [33, 34].  Here, we use such a 
beam splitter at Brewster’s angle [35] to divide the pump beam(s) from the probe.  All beam 
splitters and windows in this apparatus exploit Brewster’s angle of glass (within 0.7º over 0.4-2.0 
µm) to prevent additional surface reflections and their interference.  The Brewster’s angle Mach-
Zehnder interferometer with inconel beam splitters creates a pump-pulse pair (pulses a and b, 
from the symmetrical-path, bright output), with a delay, τ, controlled roughly by computerized 
translation stages.  Section 5.3.2 details the active stabilization and stepping of delay, τ, with a 
piezoelectric transducer (PZT) and continuous-wave (CW) laser feedback [36].  This 
interferometer improves upon other active stabilization 2D schemes [37] by providing two 
outputs for increased monitoring and noise-corrected stabilization; an added advantage is the 
minimal dispersion of the bright output of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer [35, 36, 38].   
 The probe path of the 2D spectrometer has an adjustable delay and a split into 
counterpropagating probe (pulse c) and reference pulse pairs in a Brewster’s angle Sagnac 
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interferometer with a 15-nm thin-film gold-coated beam splitter (Fig. 6.1).  Each pulse (a, b, and 
c) passes through two metallic beam splitters (1 mm of BK7 each) at oppositely signed 
Brewster’s angles for matched dispersion and spatial compensation.  The pumps and probe 
intersect at the sample within the Sagnac interferometer ~1.5 ns after the reference passes 
through the sample.  At the beam splitter, the probe and reference fields recombine and 
destructively interfere to reduce the local oscillator (L.O.); the optimized interference between 
the attenuated L.O. and transmitted signal is detected in the dark output.   
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Fig. 6.1. Partially collinear 2D spectrometer.  Pulses a and b, separated by delay τ, exit the Mach-
Zehnder’s bright output.  The probe pulse c follows at delay T within the Brewster’s angle 
Sagnac interferometer.  The nonlinear signal (sig.) copropagates with pulse c, which 
destructively interferes with the reference (ref.) pulse to form an attenuated local oscillator (L.O.).  
The signal and local oscillator are fiber coupled to an IR spectrograph for interference detection.  
Each of pulses a, b, and c passes through two metallic beam splitters (BS: inconel-coated beam 
splitter, BS': gold-coated beam splitter) at oppositely signed Brewster’s angles for matched 
dispersion and spatial compensation.  Continuous-wave (CW) lasers (dashed line beam paths) 
used to stabilize delay τ travel a path below the pulsed laser beam.  Pickoff mirrors are labeled 
MCW; all other protected silver mirrors are unlabeled.  PD: photodiode (CW or IR reference 
measurements), RR: dihedral retroreflector, RR': trihedral retroreflector, PZT: piezoelectric 
transducer, BB: beam block, L: plano-convex lens, f = 7.5 cm.  Protected silver mirrors are 
unlabeled. 
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6.2.2. Stepping and locking of time delays 
 
Active stabilization of an interferometer ensures that the time delay between pulses in 
each pair is maintained at an offset (here a quarter cycle) plus an integer number of continuous 
wave (CW) laser periods.  Specifically, pulses a and b in the 2D spectroscopy experiment are 
outputs of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with evenly spaced, stabilized delays at consecutive 
CW cycles.  We actively stabilize one interferometer arm with a stiff piezoelectric transducer 
(PZT) (Piezomechanik PST 150/10x10/2, with a maximum displacement of ~1.5 µm at ~100 V) 
attached to a home-built, light-weight, dihedral retroreflector (surface flatness better than λ632.85 
nm/20, and mass of 3.2 grams).  The dihedral retroreflector, as opposed to a trihedral 
retroreflector, is necessary to maintain the linear (here, horizontal) polarization and spatial 
ordering of vertically stacked beams (pulsed laser beam ~0.5 cm above the CW lasers used for 
active stabilization or monitoring of stabilization).  Spatially separated beams are important for a 
broadband, low dispersion interferometer and eliminate the need for dispersive and wavelength-
specific spectral filters in the pulsed laser beam in the interferometer input or outputs.  
Active stabilization of the interferometer requires a feedback signal for the PZT.  In this 
case, the feedback comes from a red CW laser (Melles-Griot 25-LHP-111-249, wavelength of 
632.9911 ± 0.0007 nm in vacuum [39] and 632.8501 ± 0.0007 nm in air at local atmospheric 
pressure (~0.816 atm) and 18ºC by Ref. [40]).  After the interferometer, the average voltages 
(DC components) of the two (out of phase) CW outputs are balanced by inserting a variable 
linear attenuator into the stronger output.  Finally, these balanced outputs are focused into a 
matched pair of photodiodes; analog subtraction yields an average (DC) component of zero 
voltage, which corrects for laser power fluctuations in the vicinity of interferometer delay 
fluctuations crossing DC.  This intensity difference signal is conditioned by a loop filter [JILA 
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electronics shop [41], operated in the -9 dB/CPU servo mode [42] with the -9 dB corner set at 10 
Hz and the proportional-integral (PI) corner (where proportional gain turns into integral gain) set 
to 1kHz].  A home-built PZT-driving amplifier then sends feedback to the PZT.  The servo mode 
is switched between the -9 dB/CPU mode (to lock to a position) and ground (for unlocked 
translation stage motion).  The precision of the PZT lock is calculated by mapping an rms 
differential voltage of the red CW laser to an uncertainty in displacement; here, the precision is 
0.6 nm, which corresponds to a stability of 1200 / 2000nmλ .  A yellow CW laser (Melles-Griot 25-
LYP-173-249, vacuum wavelength of 594.1 nm, air wavelength (NIST) of 593.93154 nm, and 
air wavelength at local atmospheric pressure and 18ºC of 593.967 nm by Ref. [40]) travels 
collinearly with the red CW through the interferometer.  The analog subtraction of the two (out 
of phase) yellow interferometer outputs provides both a measurement of the lock stability out of 
loop and a verification of correct time steps.  Sampling of the yellow wavelength time-domain 
interference oscillation at step of the red wavelength results in a cosine beat pattern with a red-
yellow difference frequency, which corresponds to a period of 32.24 fs (Fig. 6.2).  The yellow 
CW output from a 2048-step (~4.3 ps) scan is Fourier transformed to measure the precision and 
accuracy of the steps.  A local Gaussian fit of the oscillatory peak has a width (corresponding to 
step precision) of 0.3 nm ( 31.5 10−×∼  rad/fs).  This fit covers a range ~5 times this width; the 
peak center (accuracy of step) differs from the calculated red-yellow frequency difference by 
<10-6 rad/fs.   
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Fig. 6.2. Undersampled yellow interferometer output difference as a function of interferometer 
displacement at multiples of the red lock wavelength.  Sampling the yellow CW laser (λ = 
593.967 nm, gray oscillations) at steps of the longer, red CW laser wavelength (632.8501 nm) 
results in a beat frequency, ∆ωred-yellow that corresponds to a period of 32.24 fs (yellow cosine).  
Yellow voltage points in this beat-frequency cycle give both an out-of-loop check of step-
locking stability and a verification of correct, evenly spaced time steps. 
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 A procedure to change the time delay stepwise between pulses a and b incorporates the 
capabilities of the translation stages, PZT, and driving electronics.  The length of each arm in the 
interferometer is roughly set with a computer-controlled stepper motor translation stage 
(Newport MFA-PPD, minimum incremental motion 0.1 µm, resolution of 0.00757 µm).  A PZT 
voltage offset of ~40 V assures that the PZT can travel a distance corresponding to several red 
CW laser cycles (~21 V/cycle from roundtrip displacement of 3 µm in 100 V).  Furthermore, the 
PZT offset should be near a lock-point voltage, such that the PZT range over one CW cycle is 
roughly symmetric, i.e., the applied PZT voltage to reach the nearest lock point is within ± 10 V.  
The stepping procedure is the same for either stage (stepping of pulse a or b).  A standard step is 
defined to move the stage by 2.11 fs (approximate red CW cycle), or 41.8 times the stage 
resolution.  From a mathematical standpoint, the stage generally overshoots (steps of 635.88 nm 
= 42 times stage resolution) and sometimes undershoots (steps of 620.74 nm = 41 times stage 
resolution) one CW cycle.  However, the actual motion of the stages differs from these 
calculations; thus, the PZT is not used just for stability but also for compensating path lengths.   
 Translation stage stepping errors fall into two categories:  redundant steps and skipped 
steps.  A redundancy occurs when the stage steps are smaller than calculated.  The PZT 
continually extends the accumulating shortened steps within its one-cycle voltage limit.  After 
reaching its local maximum, the PZT must shorten an already short step; thus, the loop filter 
locks onto one red CW cycle twice.  These redundant data points can be seen in a plot of yellow 
diode differential at sampling intervals of the red CW cycle (Fig. 6.3).  The raw data x-axis is 
stage step number; redundant steps show adjacent points with identical voltage readings and can 
be removed when creating a final time step axis.  The more insidious stepping error is a skipped 
step, which occurs if the stage steps are larger than calculated.  The PZT shortens these large 
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steps until reaching its one-cycle voltage limit; then the PZT extends the next already large step 
instead.  This error results in a missed voltage point in the expected yellow voltage sinusoid, thus 
shortening the period (Fig. 6.3).  Since no experimental data exist at skipped steps, the PZT must 
be driven in reverse beyond one red CW cycle to achieve the missing delay.  Moving the stage 
back slightly to reach the missing delay produces a backlash effect with stage position 
uncertainty; alternately a larger motion of the stage back to restart a local section of steps would 
not prevent the possibility of another skipped step. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.3. Illustration of stepping errors.  The differential red continuous-wave (CW) laser output 
(red diamonds) is zero at each locked step.  However, errors in motorized translation stage 
motion could result in a redundant step (λ ~ 5 µm) or a skipped step (λ ~ 15 µm).  In both cases, 
the differential yellow CW laser output oscillating at the red-yellow beat frequency (yellow 
cosine) is necessary to locate stepping errors otherwise undetected by the red voltage output.  
The gray cosine is the ideal yellow differential with no stepping errors.      
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 While both types of stepping errors are present in a real-time plot of the yellow CW 
output during an experiment, prevention of stepping errors eliminates the post-processing 
removal of redundancies and the intricate monitoring, PZT voltage adjustments, and redefinition 
of stage position for the case of skips.  Therefore, such stepping error prevention requires a final 
set of data – namely, the PZT voltages.  The loop filter voltage monitor divides the applied PZT 
voltage by 20; the red CW cycle becomes ~1.05 V, and the PZT offset becomes ~2 V in monitor 
voltage.  Thus, the ideal one-cycle, offset-subtracted monitor voltage range is approximately 
equal to [-0.5 V, 0.5 V].  A redundant step is defined by a discontinuity that occurs when the 
offset-corrected PZT voltage has a positive slope with respect to stage position.  When the PZT 
reaches its red CW cycle upper limit, the voltage jumps to a negative value that is in range (Fig. 
6.4).  This discontinuity is from negative to positive offset-corrected PZT voltage for a skipped 
step and occurs during a negative slope.  Generally, an uncorrected data run contains 
redundancies and skips – but not interspersed, which indicates that local regions of stage motion 
have inaccurate but self-consistent steps (Fig 6.4).  The separation of these PZT voltage 
asymptotes is, on average, 150 fs (about 70 red CW cycles).  To prevent this discontinuous step-
error behavior, we take local averages of the offset-corrected PZT monitor voltages and use these 
to alter step size.  Specifically, when three consecutive points (cycles) have monitor voltages ≥ 0 
V with average ≥ 0.1 V (upper threshold), the next stage step is (1 + δ) · 2.11 fs to make up for 
stage lag and prevent redundancies; then steps revert back to the original size.  When three 
consecutive points (cycles) have voltages ≤ 0 V with average ≤ -0.1 V (lower threshold), the 
stage is sent to (1 - δ) · 2.11 fs to slow the cumulative addition of incorrectly large steps, thus 
preventing skips.  In both cases, δ = 0.2.  A final safeguard corrects for redundant steps:  if the 
PZT voltages rapidly increase before a redundancy can be prevented and a positive-to-negative 
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discontinuity occurs, then the stage proceeds to the next position without collecting data at the 
PZT minimum voltage.  A skip correction involves driving the PZT beyond a red CW cycle to 
sample the missing delay.  In Fig. 6.5, offset-corrected PZT monitor voltages are shown for a 2D 
data run with the described dynamic step modification; while local oscillations in voltage are 
larger from frequent stage step adjustments, the voltages never extend far enough to approach 
discontinuities and thus errant steps. 
 
 
Fig. 6.4. PZT voltages associated with stepping errors.  In the range of the stepper-motor stage 
corresponding to negative delay within the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, the stage continually 
takes incorrect short steps.  These steps result in increasing PZT voltage applied until the 
required voltage exceeds the red continuous-wave cycle and quickly settles to a negative value 
within range. This positive-to-negative discontinuity defines a redundant step.  In another local 
area (positive delay, same stage), the stage continually takes incorrectly large steps, which 
require an overall downward trend of applied PZT voltage.  Following from the previous 
reasoning, the negative-to-positive discontinuities define skipped steps.  
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Fig. 6.5. PZT voltages associated with correct steps.  A dynamic adjustment of stepper-motor 
stage motion based on PZT voltage feedback results in offset-corrected PZT monitor voltages 
with no discontinuities such as those in Fig. 6.4.  The lack of discontinuities corresponds to an 
absence of redundant or skipped steps, which is verified by a simultaneously recorded time-
domain interferogram with accurate yellow-red continuous wave laser beat frequency 
oscillations.  Note that frequent adjustments are sometimes needed for inconsistent stage motion.  
These adjustments do cause slightly larger local oscillations in PZT voltage, especially in the 
stage range of motion shown in negative τ. 
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6.2.3. Finding τ = 0 and T = 0 
 The time delays in a 2D spectroscopy experiment influence the accuracy of the generated 
2D spectrum.  Previous experiments in the fully noncollinear geometry recorded symmetrical 
pump-probe transients between various off-axis beams to determine all time zeros [43]; 2D 
experiments in the pump-probe geometry have often used a programmable time delay from a 
spatial light modulator (SLM) [6, 10].  Here, we employ a combination of approaches to find 
time delays accurately.  First, the T = 0 delay is determined inside the sample cell by blocking 
one arm of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (generally, pulse b) and collecting symmetrical 
pump-probe transients as a function of T with standard and reversed roles of pump and probe 
[43].  The intersection of these symmetrical pump-probe traces (collected by lock-in detection 
with an InGaAs photodiode) or of hyperbolic tangent fits to the traces defines T = 0; the 
motorized stage can be moved to the desired delay with 0.5-fs resolution.  
 A procedure to find the delay, τ, between the first and second collinear pulses accounts 
for the sampling in the 2D spectroscopy presented here.  First, the Mach-Zehnder bright output 
of the pulsed laser is detected after the sample cell with an InGaAs diode.  The integrated short-
wave IR time-domain interference is collected as a function of τ at oversampled, sub-1 fs steps 
by moving pulse (stage) a without any PZT locking.  A comparison of this interferogram to the 
simultaneously collected red and yellow CW interference enables a location of τ = 0, which 
would fall where the maxima of the IR, red, and yellow Mach-Zehnder bright output cosines 
intersect.  Note that the CW red and yellow cosines do not decay with increasing τ and overlap 
again every 32.24 fs (red-yellow beat period).  However, while the collinear CW lasers have no 
delay between them, the optimum Mach-Zehnder alignment for IR interference may introduce a 
fraction of a cycle delay between the IR and CW maxima.  This delay is determined by these 
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simultaneously recorded interferograms.  Most importantly, the actively stabilized steps in the 
2D experiment occur once per red CW cycle at a DC point; since the 2D experimental steps are 
never at a red CW maximum, then the IR τ = 0 is generally not sampled except in a fortuitous 
instance of misalignment.  Thus, careful determination of the closest 2D sampling point to the IR 
τ = 0 involves recording the yellow differential voltages in the oversampled time-domain 
interferograms at and near the closest red DC locking point to IR τ = 0.  The difference between 
the nearest sampled point to IR τ = 0 and the true IR τ = 0 is named τmin, which is crucial in 
applying the proper phase to the resulting 2D spectra (Section 6.2.5).   
 The data collection to construct a partially collinear 2D spectrum defined by a fixed T 
requires a symmetrical scan of -τ (pulse b before pulse a) through +τ (a before b) for maximum 
resolution; however, rephasing and nonrephasing signals are collected simultaneously throughout.  
Actively stabilized steps bring pulse a closer in time to pulse b until passing it; pulse a is then 
repositioned at τmin by verification of differential yellow laser voltage (Fig. 6.6.).  Pulse b is then 
moved in the opposite direction starting with a redundantly sampled buffer, then crossing pulse a 
to provide the oppositely signed τ data points.  Following data collection, τmin is determined by 
the yellow voltage position, and the two halves of the scan are stitched together without 
redundancy (Fig. 6.6).  The buffer regions do not have the correct, constant T of the 2D spectrum 
and are deleted.    
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Fig. 6.6. 2D experimental yellow laser voltages.  The yellow continuous wave (CW) laser 
differential interferometric output is collected at steps of the red CW laser wavelength.  Steps 1 
through 305 involve motion of pulse a; a crosses b (τ ≈ 0) at step 290 (thick tick mark), as 
determined by oversampled interferograms.  After a buffer to assure a change in sign of τ, pulse 
a is moved back to τ ≈ 0 (and thus desired T) by matching yellow voltage.  An initial buffer of 
pulse b motion begins at step 306 (after marked discontinuity), τ ≈ 0 occurs at step 325 (marked), 
and b then moves earlier in time than a.  Note the following yellow voltage pattern repetitions: 
first buffer region (points 290-305) with points beginning at 325 and second buffer region (points 
306-304) with points before 290.  These repetitions help locate the τ ≈ 0 points to stitch the 
complete set of data.  However, the buffer regions must be discarded because they do not 
correspond to the selected waiting time, T, for the 2D spectrum.   
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6.2.4. Data processing 
  The processing of 2D data follows this multistep procedure:  (1) subtraction of all 
background spectral intensity on the detection frequency axis, (2) Fourier transformation from 
delay, τ, to excitation frequency, ωτ, at each pixel on ωt, (3) rearrangement of aliased interference 
peaks to true frequencies, (4) isolation of interference peaks with hyperbolic tangent filters, (5) 
applying a phase to the 2D FT spectrum.  The fifth step will be detailed in Section 6.2.5, and the 
initial steps are discussed here. 
  The intensity spectrum detected in the partially collinear geometry [23] is given by  
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, (6.1) 
where, assuming the counterpropagating Sagnac pulses (Fig. 6.1) are π out of phase, 
. .
ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( )L O t c t ref tE E Eω ω ω= − .  The signal, 
(3)
2
ˆ
DE , is the sum of rephasing and nonrephasing terms 
with different time ordering of pulses a and b.  This amplitude-modulated signal oscillates with 
delay, b at tτ = − , and copropagates with the τ-independent free induction decay of pulse c, 
(1)ˆ
cE , 
a third-order signal from three-interactions with pulse c in the sample, (3)ˆcE , and the third-order 
SRPP signals with pumps a and b, (3)ˆSRPPaE  and 
(3)ˆ
SRPPbE .  The third-order signals in Eq. (6.1) are all 
of the same type, (3) 1 2
ˆ ( , , )tE t t ω  [1]; however, the subscripts here help distinguish the roles of 
each signal in this 2D experiment.  Given b at tτ = − , assignments of ta and tb in terms of 
experimental time delays are the following:  for 0τ > , at T τ= +  and bt T= ; for 0τ < , at T=  
and bt T τ= + .  Thus, for equal amplitudes of pulses a and b, Eq. (6.1) can be simplified and 
rewritten as  
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where only one SRPP signal field and the 2D signal field are dependent on τ. 
 Careful subtraction of the background spectral intensity from Eq. (6.2) is important for 
accurate 2D spectra processing because of the structure and potential for derivative 
discontinuities in the underlying SRPP signals.  This subtraction removes all terms from the 
expansion of Eq. (6.2) that do not include (3)2
ˆ ( , , )D tE Tω τ .  Even with enhanced signal detection, 
we assume the 2D signal intensity is the weakest term in the expansion and is negligible; thus the 
dominant measured 2D signal comes from the interference term of L.O. and 2D signal fields.  
The . .( )L O tI ω  term is easily measured and subtracted.  Contributions from the free induction 
decay and third-order signal of pulse c are τ-independent and easily subtracted.  The SRPP field 
does not oscillate at the optical frequency with τ; thus, the contribution of all expansion terms 
involving SRPP fields can be fit and subtracted as well.  The reasoning for this critical SRPP 
signal subtraction follows.  Except for extremely long T delays, the SRPP signals decay as the 
magnitude of τ increases, i.e., as either of pulse a or b moves earlier in time with respect to fixed 
pulse c.  Therefore, the background is not constant for high frequency resolution scans of a long 
range of τ.  Furthermore, as T approaches 0, a derivative discontinuity exists in the SRPP signals 
at τ = 0.  Unlike a constant baseline or even the slowly decaying SRPP signal that could 
relatively easily be filtered from the interference peaks of the FT, a derivative discontinuity in 
one domain (time) creates ringing in the conjugate domain (frequency).  This oscillatory 
amplitude could be present at the frequencies of the signal in the 2D spectrum, which greatly 
reduces the effectiveness of filtering methods.  An adjustable-parameter fit of the background as 
a function of ωτ is necessary for subtraction at each pixel of all background intensity.   
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 After a Fourier transform in τ is performed, an additional prefiltering processing step is 
required for undersampled 2D data.  This step includes the rearrangement of 2D peaks from the 
aliased ωτ frequency positions to the true frequencies of the local oscillator and signal 
interference (Fig. 6.7).  A treatment of aliasing in Ref. [44] as a reflection of Fourier-domain 
amplitude about Nyquist is incorrect; a correct treatment translates this amplitude between small 
negative (positive) frequencies and large positive (negative) frequencies [45].  This 
rearrangement is crucial for accurate phasing of 2D spectra, as discussed in the next section. 
 Next, a hyperbolic tangent filter [36] is applied to each of the two oscillatory peaks of the 
Fourier transform: 
 { }
1 2
( ) tanh[( ) / 5] tanh[( ) / 5] / 2f τ τ τ τ τω ω ω ω ω= − − − , (6.3) 
where the hyperbolic tangent centers, 
1τ
ω  and 
2τ
ω , are set 10 pixels (FT grid points) wider than 
the points with 10% of the maximum amplitude on either side of the pixel with the maximum 
amplitude in ωτ.    The noise floor and proximity to the Nyquist frequency of the 2D peaks 
motivate the selection of the hyperbolic tangent centers.  Additionally, the hyperbolic tangent 
width factor of 5 has been used previously for Fourier filtering [36] and is found here to 
attenuate the signal gently yet still quickly enough to assure no amplitude at the Nyquist 
frequency. 
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Fig. 6.7. Linear phase applied to vertical slices of model 2D spectra.  Relatively wide, 
asymmetric 2D peak slices are shown on aliased (solid red) and rearranged (solid blue) 
frequency axes.  As in the experiment, ωNyquist = ±1.4885 rad/fs (thick tick marks on ωτ axis) and 
arises from the red continuous-wave laser period time step.  A linear phase extends through the 
origin for both cases such that the phase at the center of each peak is approximately ±1 rad.  
However, due to the translation of aliased to oversampled peaks across the frequency origin (as 
in Ref. [45] and not Ref. [44]), the slope, τ, of the phase changes magnitude and sign.  Therefore, 
a comparison of the phase (dotted red line) near -1.25 rad/fs (aliased 2D peak) to the phase 
(dotted blue line) near 1.75 rad/fs (oversampled 2D peak) reveals the opposite trend of phase 
applied across the peak.  This distinction is increasingly important for wide and asymmetric 2D 
peaks. 
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6.2.5. Phase corrections in 2D spectra 
 The interference detection in the partially collinear 2D geometry simplifies the process of 
phasing 2D spectra.  The accurate determination of delay, τ, and the minimal phase difference 
between excitation pulses, a and b, further reduce phasing ambiguities.  Using the projection-
slice theorem, noncollinear 2D experiments include fitting the projection of the 2D absorptive 
surface to a SRPP trace collected on ωt [23].   Since the probe acts as the L.O. in the pump-probe 
2D geometry, no time delay or spectral phase difference exists between these pulses; thus, 
interference detection of the signal with respect to this L.O. (or probe) produces the ωt axis with 
intrinsic phasing.  Here, reduction of the phasing ambiguity of the 2D spectrum removes the 
need for the projection-slice theorem:  the spectral phase difference, ( )φ ω∆  between excitation 
pulses a and b is used to correct 2D spectra.  The ( )φ ω∆  of the broadband Mach-Zehnder in this 
experiment is of the form  
 20( ) '' ( ) / 2τ τ τ τφ ω φ ω τ φ ω ω∆ = + + −i  (6.4) 
where 0φ  is a constant phase shift, "φ  is the interferometer group delay dispersion (GDD), and 
τω  is the central frequency of the spectral range of characterization.  The GDD of this 
interferometer is negligible over the range of the 2D spectra presented in this chapter [35]; in this 
work, the constant phase shift is assumed to be zero.  The spectral phase difference becomes  
 ( )τ τφ ω ω τ∆ =  (6.5) 
In both the Mach-Zehnder characterization and the 2D data processing, a time-domain FT yields 
an interferometer spectral phase with slope, τ, that equals the sampled delay closest to zero.  
Thus, applying the spectral phase difference given by Eq. (6.5) with minτ τ= −  corrects for the 
fact that the amplitude-modulated interference is not sampled at 0τ =  but rather at τmin.  
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Determination of τmin has been outlined previously (Section 6.3.3).  Applying ( ) minτ τφ ω ω τ∆ = −  
to the 2D FT at each ωt pixel slice, or  
 ( )2 2
ˆ ˆ( , , ) ( , , ) irawD t D tS T S T e
τφ ω
τ τω ω ω ω
∆= i  (6.6) 
creates the 2D spectrum that would be generated from sampling at and symmetrically about 
0τ = .  Confirmation of this symmetry is seen in Fig. 6.8 for two ωt pixel slices.  Initial time-
domain data is undersampled and asymmetric about 0τ =  (black traces in Fig. 6.8); following 
baseline subtraction, FT, frequency rearrangement, AC filtering, and phasing by the outlined 
method, an inverse FT produces symmetric oscillations about 0τ =  (red and blue traces).  
Furthermore, this result demonstrates that the same applied phase corrects all vertical slices 
simultaneously.  The increased sampling in the FT-1 corresponds to the rearrangement of the 
frequency axis of the aliased 2D signal, a necessary step for accurate phasing.  Since τmin is 
recovered from an interference of oversampled, true laser frequencies, 2D spectra must also be 
on true frequency axes for proper phasing.  Figure 6.7 presents linear spectral phases passing 
through the origin, each with the appropriate central phase for the given peak.  However, the 
linear spectral phase (blue dashed line) of interference peaks at true frequencies (solid blue 
curve) has an oppositely signed and different magnitude slope, τ, than the linear spectral phase 
(red dashed line) of interference peaks at aliased frequencies (solid red curve).  Thus, the phase 
applied to the corresponding frequency positions in a 2D peak is different in the true and aliased 
cases for all frequencies except the central one.  As interference peaks become increasingly wide 
and asymmetric with respect to both frequency axes, their frequency positions are crucial for 
proper phase correction.  A similar plot to Fig 6.8 with an approximated aliased τmin results in the 
inability to produce symmetric FT-1 traces at all pixels simultaneously.  
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Fig. 6.8. Comparison of time-domain raw data to FT-1 of phased 2D spectra.  The amplitude-
modulated 2D signal is shown as a function of excitation delay, τ, for two pixels with assigned 
detection frequencies (black traces).  These traces are not symmetric about τ = 0; this reflects that 
the interference is not sampled at the zero-point, and thus the 2D FT would not be purely real 
(absorptive).  After baseline subtraction, FT, and filtering, the application of a linear phase to the 
transformed ωτ axis that accounts for this time offset (τmin) creates a purely real 2D spectrum, as 
shown by the nearly symmetric FT-1 of the same two pixel slices (high amplitude black 
corresponds to red trace, lower amplitude black to blue trace).       
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6.3. RESULTS AD DISCUSSIO 
 A heptamethine cyanine class of dyes comprises many compounds that absorb in the 
near-IR region.  Depending on end groups, substitutions of atoms, and solvent, the absorptions of 
these dyes can be broader and pushed into the short-wave IR [46].  IR-26 dye has a peak 
absorption at 1080 nm in dichloroethane and a vibronic side band (shoulder) at higher energies; 
this dye has been previously characterized with steady-state absorption and photoluminescence 
[46, 47].  We use partially collinear 2D FT spectroscopy to probe the dynamics of the IR-26 dye 
in dichloroethane solvent.  A 30-fs pulse with spectral center of 1100 nm is used to excite and 
probe dynamics at the red edge of the IR-26 absorption spectrum in dichloroethane (flowing 
sample, 200-µm path length, maximum O.D. ≈ 0.7) (Fig. 5.2).  We have previously presented 
initial 2D spectra at early and late mixing times [29].  Here, a full mixing time series of IR-26 
dye (Fig. 6.9) and further analysis is presented.  Inertial solvation, which differs from 
exponential solvent relaxation, can be used to explain the relaxation of the 2D correlation spectra 
of IR-26 in dichloroethane (Fig. 6.9), by extension of prior work on IR-144 in methanol [48].  
Inertial solvation arises from the effect of preexisting thermal motion on the electronic transition 
energy, and its solvation dynamics have a time scale as short as ~100 fs in polar solvents [49].  
An optical excitation changes the solute charge distribution, which affects the solvent; 
stabilization of the new charge distribution reduces its frequency by the dynamic Stokes’ shift 
[48].  The rapid evolution with T of 2D correlation spectra (Fig. 6.9) from strongly frequency-
correlated to approaching a product line shape is due to this shift from both intramolecular 
vibrations and the surrounding solvent.   
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Fig. 6.9. Mixing time series for real 2D correlation spectra of IR-26 dye in dichloroethane.  The 
10 % contours of solid lines (red hues) represent decreased absorption; negative (blue) contours 
are dashed.  This sequence, from top to bottom, illustrates the rapid loss of correlation between 
excitation frequency, ωτ, and detection frequency, ωt, as the mixing time, T, is increased. 
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 The diagonally elongated positive peak (red, solid contours) in the T = 0 fs spectrum (Fig. 
6.9, top) reflects the strong correlation between excitation frequency, ωτ, and detection frequency, 
ωt.  Additionally at T = 0, a lower amplitude, off-diagonal, negative (blue) region is indicative of 
vibration and solvent frequency memory.  Previous experiments with IR-144 in methanol and 
some accompanying simulations have produced a similar region at or very near a mixing time of 
zero [23, 48, 50].  However, the negative region in the current experiments is significantly 
deeper than in the IR-144 work at 800 nm, which could be explained by a few scenarios.  The 
negative region arises from the previously discussed inertial motion due to preexisting nuclear 
motions and response to a new solute charge distribution from an optical excitation [50].  The 
amplitude of the negative region is proportional to the magnitude of the Stokes’ shift; this 
redshift of excited state emission results from solvent reorganization after excitation, which 
evolves as t2.  This so-called forced solvent reorganization is found to dominate the negative 
region [50]; solvation has contributions from intramolecular vibrations and polar and nonpolar 
solvent interactions.  For instance, Hybl, et al. compared 2D correlation spectra of IR-144 and 
HDITCP, both in methanol, and found HDITCP to have a nonpolar solute-solvent interaction 
(hence a smaller reorganization energy) and thus a weaker negative region at T = 0 [48].  Given 
the smaller Stokes’ shift of IR-26 compared to IR-144, the greater depth of the negative region 
seen in Fig. 6.9 is counter to the expected trend [50].  Another interesting characteristic of this 
deep, negative region in IR-26 is its extension above the positive peak in ωτ, which would result 
in a negative region in the projection of the 2D spectrum onto the ωτ axis. The T = 0  
experimental  IR-26 spectrum is closest in appearance to a critically damped Brownian oscillator 
model [23], which does not include inertial motion but contains a forced dynamics Stokes’ shift.  
Current work with such a model is also expected to help determine whether the slight tilt of the 
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positive peak from the diagonal results from the absorptive Sagnac beam splitter or from pulse-
propagation effects in the absorptive sample.  While existing simulations vary the pulse durations 
from impulsive to tens of femtoseconds, the simulations done so far for IR-26 do not fully 
account for the extent of overlap of the laser spectrum with both the absorption and emission 
spectra; such overlap is present for short pulses in a small Stokes’ shift system such as IR-26 
(Fig. 5.2) and may affect the depth of the negative region.    
 At early relaxation times in 2D correlation spectra of IR-26, a combination of solvent and 
vibrational motion causes the diagonally elongated positive region to lose correlation between ωτ 
and ωt; also, the negative region disappears (Fig. 6.9).  This loss of correlation on this inertial 
solvation time scale corresponds to the rapid, post-excitation equilibration of the system to the 
absorption and emission spectra in the ωt dimension.  The shift of the emission spectrum to 
lower frequency causes the resulting product line shape to be positioned above the diagonal [48], 
which can already be seen in the T = 50 fs peak centering (Fig. 6.9).  As the relaxation time is 
increased to T = 100 fs, the peak has already lost nearly all correlation between excitation and 
detection frequencies and approaches a product peak shape.  This shape is defined by taking the 
outer product of the following two projections, or ˆ ˆ( , ) ( ) ( )t tS A Bτ τω ω ω ω=  [43]: 
 
1 exp[ 2 ( ) / ]
( ) ( ) ( )
2 ( ) /
abs ab
l c
A g I
l c
τ τ
τ τ τ
τ τ
ω κ ω
ω ω ω
ω κ ω
− −
= , (6.7) 
 ˆRe[ ( )] [ ( ) ( )] ( ) exp[ ( ) / ]t abs t em t c t t tB g g e l cω ω ω ω ω κ ω= + × − , (6.8) 
where ( )absg ω  and ( )emg ω  are area-normalized Einstein B line shapes of absorption and 
emission, respectively; ( )abI τω  is the pump pulse intensity spectrum; ( )c te ω  is the pulse c field 
amplitude; and all terms involving the sample’s imaginary refractive index, κ, path length, l, and 
speed of light, c, account for absorptive effects of pulses in the sample [29, 43].  The qualitative 
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agreement of experimental and calculated T = 100 fs spectra has been presented elsewhere (Fig. 
5.4) [29]. 
 
6.4. COCLUSIO 
 Bringing 2D FT electronic spectroscopy into the short-wave IR now enables high time 
and frequency resolution studies of processes in molecular and solid-state systems.  Extending 
the bandwidth of such 2D spectroscopy could ultimately link the visible and infrared spectral 
regions to produce extremely broadband 2D spectra that simultaneously provide vibrational and 
electronic information.  Broadband interferometry with active stabilization and a partially 
collinear 2D beam geometry with enhanced interferometric signal detection are necessary for 
improving the accuracy and resolution of this new broadband form of 2D FT spectroscopy.  With 
our broadband 2D spectrometer, we have characterized the solvation dynamics of IR-26 dye in 
the short-wave infrared.  Comparisons of real 2D correlation spectra to previous work in the 
near-IR and to simulations confirm the viability of this technique for studying increasingly 
complex systems.   
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CHAPTER 7 
TWO-DIMESIOAL FOURIER TRASFORM SPECTROSCOPY OF LEAD 
CHALCOGEIDE QUATUM DOTS 
 Carrier multiplication in quantum dots is one possible route to high-efficiency third-
generation photovoltaics; however, the mechanism of carrier multiplication is not known.  Two-
dimensional Fourier transform (2D FT) electronic spectroscopy in the short-wave infrared (1-2 
µm) spectral region is introduced for probing dynamics near the bandgap of lead chalcogenide 
quantum dots.  Initial 2D FT spectra potentially show exciton coupling; further measurements of 
coupling and dephasing of different exciton states should help elucidate the mechanism and 
factors controlling efficiency in these photovoltaics. 
 
7.1. ITRODUCTIO 
 The performance improvement of third-generation versus previous generation 
photovoltaics relies on a marked increase of quantum efficiency (above unity) of photoelectron 
conversion starting at twice the bandgap, Eg.  To this end, routes to third-generation 
photovoltaics include singlet fission and exploitation of hot carriers [1].  Another route, carrier 
multiplication (CM), has been reported have quantum yields above unity starting at photon 
energies above 3Eg [2, 3].  However, because the loss of photovoltage for photons is not 
compensated for by increased photocurrent between 2Eg and 3Eg, an increase in photovoltaic 
efficiency is not expected unless the threshold for efficient CM is near 2Eg.  Detailed analysis [4] 
places the optimum bandgap of such photovoltaic systems in the short-wave IR, thus motivating 
nonlinear spectroscopies in this wavelength region.  Specifically, two-dimensional Fourier 
transform (2D FT) electronic spectroscopy in the short-wave IR can directly measure the 
electronic coupling between various single-exciton and biexciton states and well as the 
dephasing between them.  This information characterizes the final states of the CM process.  
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Recent 2D FT spectroscopy experiments of optical excitations in semiconductor quantum wells 
[5] (near-IR) and quantum dots [6] (visible) provide insight into energy transfer in many-body 
interactions.  The high time and frequency resolution of 2D FT spectroscopy enables the use of 
short, broadband pulses to probe fast dephasing information.  Thus far, multidimensional studies 
of practical photovoltaic systems near their short-wave IR bandgaps use non-FT techniques and 
lack the time resolution to quantify dephasing [7].  Therefore, our development of 2D FT 
electronic spectroscopy in the short-wave IR should provide experimental insight into the 
mechanisms of the proposed routes to high-efficiency photovoltaics such as CM.  
 
7.2. EXPERIMETAL METHODS 
 2D FT electronic spectroscopy experiments in the short-wave IR are adapted from IR-26 
(Chapter 6 of thesis) to lead sulfide quantum dots.  Again the short-wave IR output of a 
noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) [8] is tuned to the appropriate frequency range, 
compressed (Chapter 3 of thesis), and routed into the partially collinear 2D spectrometer made 
up of two stable interferometers.  An actively stabilized Brewster’s angle Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer produces a broadband pump-pulse pair, and an intrinsically stable Brewster’s 
angle Sagnac interferometer enhances the interferometric signal detection [9, 10].  All beam 
splitting outside of the Sagnac uses inconel thin-film glass beam splitters [9, 10].  A ~15-nm 
thick gold-coated beam splitter in the Sagnac generates nearly the desired phase shift for signal 
enhancement; however, the transmission and reflection become increasingly imbalanced for 
wavelengths longer than those in the IR-26 experiment, which reduces the signal enhancement 
[9].  Thus, for future studies with the low-signal producing dots [11], new metallic beam splitters 
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will be developed for balanced, broadband beam splitting that results in the expected 
interferometer dark output phase shift [9].   
 Differences in photophysical properties between lead chalcogenide quantum dots and IR-
26 dye motivate additional changes to previously presented 2D experiments [9].  The oxygen 
sensitivity and long-lived excited states (4 µs in similarly sized PbS [12]) of quantum dots 
necessitate careful treatment of samples [11].  With such an excited-state lifetime, a continued 
reduction of ground-state population exists before each pump-probe pair, which reduces the 
signal.  While a flow cell does ensure a fresh sample (except near the windows) for each set of 
pulses a, b, and c in 2D spectroscopy as in the IR-26 experiment (Chapter 6) and previous IR-
144 experiments [13], the flowing apparatus does not keep the sample air free.  Exposure of PbS 
quantum dots to oxygen causes a blue shift in the first exciton peak [11, 14], corresponding to a 
size reduction of the quantum dot; additional degradation in the presence of air includes 
increased surface trap states.  A spinning sample cell used in pump-probe spectroscopy [11] to 
refresh the quantum dot sample causes too much vibrational noise to stabilize the Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer for accurate τ delays.  Thus, our first 2D quantum dot data presented here uses a 
stationary air-free cuvette.  Subsequent experiments will use a compact, nearly noise-free 
spinning sample cell designed and fabricated within our research group. 
    
7.3. RESULTS AD DISCUSSIO 
7.3.1. Two-dimensional Fourier transform spectroscopy of PbS quantum dots 
  A real 2D correlation spectrum of 4-nm diameter, PbS quantum dots in hexane at T = 0 
provides at least qualitative exciton coupling information; a time series and a probe of coupling 
between different single excitons are needed for a complete analysis.  A 1-mm path length 
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stationary quartz cell with 4-nm PbS quantum dots in hexane yields a peak absorption for the 
lowest energy, (1Se,1Sh) exciton of 1160 nm ≈ 1.62 rad/fs.  The output of the IR NOPA is tuned 
to the red edge of this transition and compressed to 20-fs pulses (Fig 7.1) as determined by SHG 
FROG.  Partially collinear, degenerate 2D spectroscopy with minimal noise correction produces 
a preliminary T = 0 2D spectrum (Fig 7.2) with the following expected features.  First, a spectral 
bleach (positive peak, red, solid line contours) along the diagonal reflects the ground state bleach 
and excited state emission of the 1Sh-1Se transition.  Additionally, the presence of a weak 
negative peak (blue, dashed line contours) centered at ωτ = 1.62 rad/fs, ωt = 1.52 rad/fs is 
potentially an excited state absorption.  The red-shifted detection frequency is large for a 
biexciton binding energy and may reflect the width of two partially canceling contributors:  In 
the limit that partially canceling contributions are separated by a biexciton binding energy much 
smaller than the linewidth, a derivative peak shape will be obtained.  Only if this is not the case 
would the splitting enable the determination of the Coulombic coupling between excitons – here, 
the (1Se,1Sh)
2 binding energy – and is a step toward finding other exciton couplings and 
understanding carrier multiplication.  The deepest negative diagonal region in Fig. 7.2 is an 
artifact of pump reflection.  A front-surface sample reflection of the pump-pulse pair follows the 
counterpropagating Sagnac path and is coupled into the spectrograph; the 2D spectrum reflects 
the interference of the laser frequencies in the pulse pair.  A slight alignment adjustment can 
remove this artifact.  The combination of a few factors contribute to the low signal to noise of 
this 2D spectrum even after some attenuation of the L.O. in the 2D spectrometer with a gold-
beam splitter in the Sagnac interferometer (Fig. 6.1).  Despite large molar decadic extinction 
coefficients (here, 47 10×  M-1cm-1 for 4-nm PbS) quantum dots have been found to have much 
smaller than expected nonlinear signals in pump-probe spectroscopy [11].  Additionally, the 
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possibility of overlapping positive and negative signal contributions, which corresponds to a 
small biexciton binding energy, would reduce the intensity of the 2D signal.  Finally, the poorly 
resolved exciton transitions of PbS quantum dots and significant residual bleach from absence of 
sample refreshing both reduce the measured 2D signal. 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.1. 4-nm diameter PbS quantum dots in hexane.  Absorption spectrum with 1-mm path 
length (thick line) plotted with the spectrum of the 20-fs laser pulse (thin, gray line), which 
overlaps the low-energy side of the first (1Se,1Sh) exciton. 
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Fig. 7.2. Real 2D correlation spectrum at T = 0 fs of 4-nm diameter PbS quantum dots in hexane.  
The 10 % contours of solid lines (red hues) represent the decreased absorption of the ground-
state bleach at equal excitation, ωτ, and detection, ωt, frequencies.  At the same ωτ, a negative 
(blue) peak represents a possible induced absorption at a lower ωt, which may reflect a derivative 
line shape from a small biexciton binding energy.  The strong negative amplitude on the diagonal 
is a reflection artifact of pump-pulse pair interference. 
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7.2.2. 2D FT spectroscopy of PbSe quantum dots 
 A switch to a different type of lead chalcogenide quantum dots could potentially reduce 
some of the experimental difficulties in collecting a 2D spectrum.  The absorption peaks of the 
lowest energy excitons are more defined in PbSe (red and blue curves, Fig. 7.3) than in PbS 
(black line, Fig. 7.1) [15].  Thus, even for a comparable optical density of transitions in these two 
lead chalcogenides, 2D spectra of PbSe should have clearer positive and negative peaks to enable 
the extraction of definitive coupling and dephasing information.  Remaining challenges to 
broadband 2D FT spectroscopy of quantum dots include a sample refreshing method with 
minimal vibrational noise and smaller actively stabilized τ delay steps to move the Nyquist 
frequency to lower wavelengths.  Figure 7.3 includes a broad IR NOPA spectrum (gray line) and 
the absorption spectra of two sizes of PbSe quantum dots in hexane (red and blue curves) with 1-
mm path length.  The current Nyquist frequency corresponds to twice the red continuous-wave 
(CW) laser wavelength, or ~1265.7 nm; thus, broad 2D bleach and absorption peaks centered 
near this frequency have entangled true and aliased frequency peak components.  PbSe quantum 
dots with a 1Sh-1Se transition of 1120 nm (Fig. 7.3, blue curve), which is safely to the red of 
1265.7 nm, should give a less noisy version of Fig. 7.2 by using a similar 20-fs spectrum.  
However, an ultimate goal of 2D FT spectroscopy of quantum dots is to find the coupling 
between a hot single exciton state and a biexciton state to better understand the mechanism of 
multiple exciton generation; here, the potential measurement of coupling between the two 
lowest-energy excitons of the larger PbSe quantum dots (Fig. 7.3, red curve), (1Se,1Sh)
 and 
(1Se(h),1Ph(e)) [2, 15, 16], and the resulting dephasing analysis would move us one step closer to 
the overall goal.  However, the current Nyquist frequency would cause the aliased frequency 
peaks corresponding to true frequency diagonal peaks to overlap with the true frequency cross 
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peaks (and vice versa) of a 2D spectrum of larger PbSe quantum dots (red curve, Fig. 7.3).  
Locking to half cycles of the red CW laser or locking to a blue diode laser would place Nyquist 
in the visible or near-IR regions, respectively, thus enabling adequately sampled, broadband, 
short-wave IR 2D FT spectroscopy.  Locking to half cycles of a blue diode laser would enable 
extremely broadband spectroscopy, with a Nyquist frequency corresponding to near λ = 400 nm. 
 
Fig. 7.3. PbSe quantum dots in hexane.  Absorption spectra of two diameters of PbSe quantum 
dots plotted with an ideal spectrum from the short-wave IR source (gray line).  The second 
(1Se(h),1Ph(e)) exciton of the larger dots (red curve) has the same energy as the first exciton 
(1Se,1Sh) of the smaller dots (blue curve).  With the tunability of the laser spectrum and adequate 
sampling, 2D FT spectroscopy can be used to study the exciton couplings involved in the 
following biexcitons:  (1Se,1Sh)
2, (1Se(h),1Ph(e))
2, and (1Se(h),1Ph(e))(1Se,1Sh). 
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7.4. COCLUSIOS AD FUTURE WORK 
 The high time and frequency resolution of 2D FT electronic spectroscopy is important for 
the study of ultrafast processes in high-efficiency photovoltaic systems such as semiconductor 
quantum dots.  Increasingly broadband 2D FT techniques are necessary to probe the electronic 
couplings between widely spaced electronic transitions in these systems.  Accurate 2D FT 
spectroscopy over such a large spectral range motivates the use of broadband interferometry with 
active stabilization and a partially collinear 2D beam geometry.  Additionally, enhanced 
interferometric signal detection improves the signal-to-background of these low-signal quantum 
dots.  Preliminary 2D spectra of lead chalcogenide quantum dots lay the groundwork for 2D 
spectra that are vital to understanding the mechanisms in higher-efficiency photovoltaic 
processes.  Direct measurements of couplings between excitons and quantification of hot 
exciton-biexciton dephasing rates with short-wave IR 2D FT provide insights into carrier 
multiplication with visible photons in the peak of the solar spectrum.      
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APPEDIX 1 
LIE-SPREAD FUCTIO RETRIEVAL CODE FOR FOURIER TRAFORM 
SPECTRAL ITERFEROMETRY 
 
This appendix contains FORTRA code for experimental determination of the effective 
line-spread function of the pixelated detector used for the spectral restoration 
procedure discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
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program Resolution_function 
  
use DPtype,only: DP 
use numerical_libraries 
use iostandards 
use Measured_data,only: cutsize,Measured,samples,oversam 
use Sampleno,only: samnum 
use min_max,only: min,max 
use Convolution_parameters,only: conv_points,factor,break,coeff,break2,coeff2 
use Splines,only: NewX,NewY 
use true_lines,only: true,r,peaktotal 
 
implicit none 
 
integer::n,i,j,P,k,peaks,over,pix,overpix,IEqual,iter,iterations,lambda_ref,extra_over 
integer::start,last,points,clmn,length,cut,smpls,cntr,ref_type,shape1,shape2,splineshape,coeffprint
,average,phase 
real(kind=DP)::real_cntr,fitout,nreal,ireal,overreal,real_smpls,switch,edge,height_norm,fraction,
RMS1,RMS2,RMS3 
real(kind=DP)::tot1,tot2,tot3,avg1,avg2,avg3,alt1,alt2,peaks_real,const_coeff,temp,temp1,baseli
ne,switch1,edge1,y_goal 
real(kind=DP)::avg_epix,stdev_epix 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:)::calib_out(3),coeff_out(3),avg_coeff(3) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),allocatable::oneDcomposite,oneD,splinecomposite,newfinal,newfina
l_axes,Row 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),allocatable::sort2,oneDcomposite1,oneDcomposite_nm,oneDcompo
site_nm1,matrix1D,Peak_column 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),allocatable::composite,composite_pix,composite_nm,Peak_data,Sp
line_coeff 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),allocatable::Spline_coeff1,Spline_coeff2,Spline_coeff3,Spline_coeff
4,Output,Xvec_unsort 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),allocatable::Value,Value2,Peak_vec,Xvec2,Spline_break,pixvec,Xv
ec3,over_Value 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),allocatable:: matrix,Calib_peaks,Calib_peaks2 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),allocatable:: 
final,final_axes,one_set,cutcomposite,Xin,Yin,c_0,c_1,c_2,Total_peak_vec 
integer,allocatable:: ints(:),ints2(:),sort(:) 
character(len=100)::param_name,basename,name,outname,backname,flatname,breakname,coeff
name 
character(len=100)::shapename1,shapename2,splinename,name1,errorname 
character(len=3)::ext 
character(len=4)::char 
character(len=5):: number,number1 
 
! Define the base name and extension of the necessary parameter file. 
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ext='txt' 
write(6,*)"Enter the basename of the input file." 
read(5,*)param_name 
 
! Call the subroutine to read the required parameters.  
call 
Lineshape_param_read(param_name,ext,over,extra_over,start,last,iterations,switch,edge,ref_typ
e, & 
&                         
shape1,shape2,splineshape,coeffprint,fraction,lambda_ref,average,phase,basename,backname, & 
&                         
flatname,breakname,coeffname,shapename1,shapename2,splinename,name1,errorname) 
 
! Define variables and find the number of points in each spectrum. 
smpls=last-start+1 
samples=smpls 
clmn=1 
length=len(char) 
call int_char(start,char,length) 
name=trim(basename)//trim(char)//'.'//ext 
call Find_Points(name,points) 
pix=points 
overpix=over*pix 
oversam=over 
! Cutsize and peaktotal are parameters in modules Measured_data and true_lines, respectively. 
cut=cutsize 
peaks=peaktotal 
 
real_smpls=real(smpls,kind=DP) 
overreal=real(over,kind=DP) 
peaks_real=real(peaks,kind=DP) 
allocate(matrix(points,smpls)) 
allocate(matrix1D(points)) 
 
! Read in the input files for the line spectra. 
! Matrix contains the raw data at each pixel for each spectrum. 
 
call getdata_DP(points,smpls,start,last,clmn,basename,ext,matrix) 
 
! Call the subroutine (in Ar_spectra library) to correct each row of each line spectrum for 
background. 
 
call background_DP(points,smpls,matrix,backname,ext) 
 
! Call the subroutine (in Ar_spectra library) to apply the flatfield correction to each row of each 
line spectrum. 
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call flatfield_DP(points,smpls,matrix,flatname,ext) 
 
! Normalize each scan by the sum of intensities across the CCD chip. 
 
do i=1,smpls 
  nreal=0.0_DP 
  do j=1,points 
    nreal=nreal+matrix(j,i) 
  end do 
  nreal=1.0_DP/nreal 
  do j=1,points 
    matrix(j,i)=matrix(j,i)*nreal 
  end do 
end do 
 
allocate(Row(pix)) 
allocate(Peak_vec(peaks)) 
allocate(Calib_peaks(smpls,peaks)) 
allocate(Calib_peaks2(smpls,peaks)) 
allocate(composite(cut*smpls,peaks)) 
allocate(composite_pix(cut*smpls,peaks)) 
allocate(NewX(cut*smpls,peaks)) 
allocate(NewY(cut*smpls,peaks)) 
allocate(Peak_data(4*smpls,peaks)) 
allocate(Peak_column(4*smpls)) 
allocate(oneD((cut-1)*over)) 
allocate(c_0(smpls+2)) 
allocate(c_1(smpls+2)) 
allocate(c_2(smpls+2)) 
allocate(Total_peak_vec(peaktotal*iterations)) 
 
! This is the overall loop for obtaining the desired LSFs.  Each desired line from each argon 
spectrum is 'cut' 
! from the spectrum and fit to a lineshape.  Each spectrum's axis is then converted from pixels to 
nm using 
! a quadratic relationship between real-valued max intensity pixels from fitting and literature 
vacuum nm wavelengths. 
! Composites are created for each peak by interleaving data from all spectra.  These composites 
are  
! converted back to pixels (each peak centered on pixel zero = lambda_reference) and smooth 
cubic splined. 
! The spline parameters are sent back to the start of this iterative loop until the final lineshapes 
are produced 
! (after 'iterations' # of times) and splined. 
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!*****************************************************************************
*************************! 
!*****************************************************************************
*************************! 
! Start of iterative loop 
 
do iter=1,iterations 
 
!*****************************************************************************
*************************! 
! Start of peakshape-fitting loop 
 
  do P=1,peaks 
    r=P 
 
! The code in this if statement creates a spline from an initial convolution lineshape in pixels. 
! The break points and coefficients enter a module to be used by DUNLSF in FCN2. 
 
    if (iter==1) then 
      conv_points=(cut+2)*pix 
      factor=pix 
      allocate(final(conv_points)) 
      allocate(newfinal(32*conv_points)) 
      allocate(final_axes(conv_points)) 
      allocate(newfinal_axes(32*conv_points)) 
      allocate(break(conv_points)) 
      allocate(coeff(4,conv_points)) 
      call calib_convolution(final,final_axes) 
 
      IEqual=1 
      call DCSSCV(conv_points,final_axes,final,IEqual,break,coeff) 
 
! The code in this if statement creates a spline from the now-pixel lineshapes created at the end 
of the 
! previous iteration.  The break points and coefficients enter a module to be used by DUNLSF in 
FCN3. 
   
    else if (iter > 1) then 
      allocate(break2(cut*smpls)) 
      allocate(coeff2(4,cut*smpls)) 
      allocate(Xin(cut*smpls)) 
      allocate(Yin(cut*smpls)) 
 
      do i=1,cut*smpls 
        Xin(i)=NewX(cut*smpls-i+1,P) 
        Yin(i)=NewY(cut*smpls-i+1,P) 
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      end do 
    
      IEqual=0 
      call DCSSCV(cut*smpls,Xin,Yin,IEqual,break2,coeff2) 
   
    end if 
 
    allocate(Measured(cut)) 
    
! This begins the loop to collect data from all spectra for one peak. 
 
    do j=1,smpls 
      samnum=j 
 
      do i=1,points 
        matrix1D(i)=matrix(i,j) 
      end do 
      call Measured_cutting(matrix1D,points,cntr,composite) 
 
      Peak_data(j,P)=cntr     
         
! These max and min values go into the min_max module and are used for XGuess in DUNLSF.     
      if (iter == 1) then 
        max=matrix(cntr,j) 
      else if (iter /=1) then 
        max=1.0_DP 
      end if 
      min=(Measured(1)+Measured(cut))/2 
 
      real_cntr=real(cntr,kind=DP) 
 
! The calibration subroutine is called. It returns the baseline, amplitude, and offset parameters 
that 
! have been solved via nonlinear least squares.  These parameters are stored for all samples and 
peaks. 
! Calib_peaks contains the real-valued max intensity pixels for calibration. 
 
      call Calib_iterate_DP(iter,calib_out) 
       
      Calib_peaks(j,P)=real_cntr-calib_out(3) 
 
! The matrix Peak_data contains these items for all samples for all peaks: integer value of the 
pixel number 
! with max intensity, real value from Calib_peaks, and true literature line vacuum wavelength 
(converted to pixels, 
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! see below). Peak_data provides the data necessary to compare the pixel-phase error for 
iterations. 
       
      Peak_data(j,P)=real_cntr 
      Peak_data(smpls+j,P)=real_cntr-calib_out(3) 
              
! This composite_pix array contains the integer pixel numbers within the cuts for all samples and 
all peaks. 
 
      do n=1,cut 
        composite_pix((j-1)*cut+n,P)=cntr-(cut-1)/2+n-1 
      end do 
  
    end do 
  
    deallocate(Measured) 
 
    if (iter==1) then 
      deallocate(final,final_axes,newfinal,newfinal_axes,break,coeff) 
    else if (iter > 1) then 
      deallocate(break2,coeff2,Xin,Yin) 
    end if 
 
  end do 
 
  allocate(composite_nm(cut*smpls,peaks)) 
  allocate(one_set(peaks)) 
 
  tot1=0.0_DP 
  tot2=0.0_DP 
  tot3=0.0_DP 
 
! End of peakshape-fitting loop 
!*****************************************************************************
**************************!   
! Start of quadratic 'calibration' loop 
 
  do j=1,smpls 
 
! Prepare, one spectrum at a time, a peak-length array containing the real-valued pixels of max 
intensity. 
    do P=1,peaks 
      one_set(P)=Calib_peaks(j,P) 
    end do 
 
! This subroutine fits a quadratic polynomial to the relationship between real-valued pixels (x) 
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! and literature line vacuum wavelengths (y).  'coeff_out' contains the constant, linear, and 
quadratic coeffs. 
   
    call quadratic_fit(one_set,true,peaktotal,coeff_out) 
 
! Convert the pixel axes to nm using the sample-specific quadratic coefficients. This is only done 
for the regions 
! of interest, i.e. the pixels in the cuts for all peaks, all samples (from 'composite_pix'). 
 
    do P=1,peaks 
      do n=1,cut 
        composite_nm((j-1)*cut+n,P)=fitout(coeff_out,composite_pix((j-1)*cut+n,P)) 
      end do 
    end do 
 
!*************** 
! This optional statement prints out the jth line spectrum: intensity vs. current calibrated nm axis. 
    if (j==1) then 
      do i=1,pix 
        ireal=real(i,kind=DP) 
        Row(i)=fitout(coeff_out,ireal) 
        matrix1D(i)=matrix(i,j) 
      end do 
      name='spectra' 
      outname=trim(name)//'.'//ext 
!      call write_two_DP(Row,matrix1D,pix,outname) 
    end if 
!************** 
 
! Store the quadratic coefficients for all samples. 
    c_0(j)=coeff_out(1) 
    c_1(j)=coeff_out(2) 
    c_2(j)=coeff_out(3) 
! Prepare for the averaging of the non-constant coefficients.     
    tot1=tot1+coeff_out(1) 
    tot2=tot2+coeff_out(2) 
    tot3=tot3+coeff_out(3) 
 
! This do loop runs a quadratic equation to convert each literature line vacuum wavelength in nm 
of a sample 
! to pixels using the quadratic coefficients for that specific sample output by quadratic_fit. 
! This is the third column in Peak_data and is used for pixel-phase error plots. 
    do P=1,peaks 
      alt1=(-1*coeff_out(2)+sqrt(coeff_out(2)**2-(4.0_DP*(coeff_out(1)-
true(P))*coeff_out(3))))/(2.0_DP*coeff_out(3)) 
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      alt2=(-1*coeff_out(2)-sqrt(coeff_out(2)**2-(4.0_DP*(coeff_out(1)-
true(P))*coeff_out(3))))/(2.0_DP*coeff_out(3)) 
      if (alt1>((true(P)-coeff_out(1))/coeff_out(2)-0.5) .and. alt1<((true(P)-
coeff_out(1))/coeff_out(2)+0.5)) then 
        Peak_data(2*smpls+j,P)=alt1 
      else 
        Peak_data(2*smpls+j,P)=alt2 
      end if 
! The final information in Peak_data: max intensity pixels converted to nm to be compared to 
literature nm values 
!      Peak_data(3*smpls+j,P)=fitout(coeff_out,Calib_peaks(j,P)) 
      Peak_data(3*smpls+j,P)=Peak_data(smpls+j,P)-Peak_data(2*smpls+j,P) 
    end do 
 
  end do 
 
  do P=1,peaks 
    temp=0.0_DP 
    do j=1,smpls 
      temp=Peak_data(3*smpls+j,P)+temp 
    end do 
    avg_epix=temp/real_smpls 
    temp=0.0_DP 
    do j=1,smpls 
      temp=(Peak_data(3*smpls+j,P)-avg_epix)**2+temp 
    end do 
    stdev_epix=sqrt(temp/real_smpls) 
     
!    if (stdev_epix < abs(avg_epix)) then 
!      do j=1,smpls 
!        Calib_peaks2(j,P)=Calib_peaks(j,P)-avg_epix 
!      end do 
!    else 
      do j=1,smpls 
        Calib_peaks2(j,P)=Calib_peaks(j,P) 
      end do 
!    end if 
  end do 
  
  do j=1,smpls 
 
! Prepare, one spectrum at a time, a peak-length array containing the real-valued pixels of max 
intensity. 
    do P=1,peaks 
      one_set(P)=Calib_peaks2(j,P) 
    end do 
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! This subroutine fits a quadratic polynomial to the relationship between real-valued pixels (x) 
! and literature line vacuum wavelengths (y).  'coeff_out' contains the constant, linear, and 
quadratic coeffs. 
   
    call quadratic_fit(one_set,true,peaktotal,coeff_out) 
 
! Convert the pixel axes to nm using the sample-specific quadratic coefficients. This is only done 
for the regions 
! of interest, i.e. the pixels in the cuts for all peaks, all samples (from 'composite_pix'). 
 
    do P=1,peaks 
      do n=1,cut 
        composite_nm((j-1)*cut+n,P)=fitout(coeff_out,composite_pix((j-1)*cut+n,P)) 
      end do 
    end do 
! Store the quadratic coefficients for all samples. 
    c_0(j)=coeff_out(1) 
    c_1(j)=coeff_out(2) 
    c_2(j)=coeff_out(3) 
       
! This do loop runs a quadratic equation to convert each literature line vacuum wavelength in nm 
of a sample 
! to pixels using the quadratic coefficients for that specific sample output by quadratic_fit. 
! This is the third column in Peak_data and is used for pixel-phase error plots. 
    do P=1,peaks 
      alt1=(-1*coeff_out(2)+sqrt(coeff_out(2)**2-(4.0_DP*(coeff_out(1)-
true(P))*coeff_out(3))))/(2.0_DP*coeff_out(3)) 
      alt2=(-1*coeff_out(2)-sqrt(coeff_out(2)**2-(4.0_DP*(coeff_out(1)-
true(P))*coeff_out(3))))/(2.0_DP*coeff_out(3)) 
      if (alt1>((true(P)-coeff_out(1))/coeff_out(2)-0.5) .and. alt1<((true(P)-
coeff_out(1))/coeff_out(2)+0.5)) then 
        Peak_data(2*smpls+j,P)=alt1 
      else 
        Peak_data(2*smpls+j,P)=alt2 
      end if 
    end do 
 
end do 
 
!*************** 
! Printing of Pixel Phase Error information 
  if (phase==1) then 
    if (iter==1 .or. iter==iterations) then 
      do P=1,peaks 
        do i=1,4*smpls 
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          Peak_column(i)=Peak_data(i,P) 
        end do 
        call int_char(P,number,5) 
        call int_char(iter,number1,5) 
        outname=trim(errorname)//trim(number1)//'_'//trim(number)//'.'//ext 
        call write_one_DP(Peak_column,4*smpls,outname) 
      end do 
    end if 
  end if 
!*************** 
 
  deallocate(one_set) 
 
! End of quadratic 'calibration' loop 
!*****************************************************************************
**************************! 
! Start of 'quadratic averaging' loop 
 
! Average the linear coefficients (coeff_out(2) from quadratic_fit) over all spectra. 
! Average the quadratic coefficients (coeff_out(3) from quadratic_fit) over all spectra. 
  avg1=tot1/real_smpls 
  avg2=tot2/real_smpls 
  avg3=tot3/real_smpls 
 
  if (iter==iterations .and. coeffprint==1) then  
   
    tot1=0.0_DP 
    tot2=0.0_DP 
    tot3=0.0_DP 
    do j=1,smpls 
      tot1=(c_0(j)-avg1)**2+tot1 
      tot2=(c_1(j)-avg2)**2+tot2 
      tot3=(c_2(j)-avg3)**2+tot3 
    end do 
    RMS1=sqrt(tot1/samples) 
    RMS2=sqrt(tot2/samples) 
    RMS3=sqrt(tot3/samples) 
 
    c_0(smpls+1)=avg1 
    c_1(smpls+1)=avg2 
    c_2(smpls+1)=avg3 
    c_0(smpls+2)=RMS1 
    c_1(smpls+2)=RMS2 
    c_2(smpls+2)=RMS3 
 
    call int_char(start,number,5) 
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    call int_char(last,number1,5) 
    outname=trim(name1)//trim(number)//'-'//trim(number1)//'.'//ext 
    call write_three_DP(c_0,c_1,c_2,smpls+2,outname) 
 
  end if 
 
! Using the Calib_peak pixel values (x) and literature line wavelengths (y) that were used in the 
quadratic fit, along  
! with the averaged linear and quadratic coefficients, solve for the new constant coefficient that 
results from 
! using the averaged coefficients.  Then average these values for all peaks within a sample. 
  do j=1,smpls 
    temp=0.0_DP 
    do P=1,peaks 
      temp=true(P)-avg2*Calib_peaks(j,P)-avg3*Calib_peaks(j,P)**2+temp 
    end do 
    const_coeff=temp/peaks_real 
     
    avg_coeff(1)=const_coeff 
    avg_coeff(2)=avg2 
    avg_coeff(3)=avg3 
 
    if (average==1) then 
      c_0(j)=const_coeff 
      c_1(j)=avg2 
      c_2(j)=avg3 
    
! Convert the pixel axes to nm using the sample-specific constant coefficient and AVERAGED 
linear and quadratic 
! coefficients. This is only done for the regions of interest, i.e. the pixels in the cuts for all peaks, 
all samples. 
      do P=1,peaks 
        do n=1,cut 
          composite_nm((j-1)*cut+n,P)=fitout(avg_coeff,composite_pix((j-1)*cut+n,P)) 
        end do 
      end do 
 
    end if 
 
  end do 
 
! End of 'quadratic averaging' loop 
!*****************************************************************************
*************************! 
! Start of lineshape spline loop 
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  do P=1,peaks 
    r=P 
    
    allocate(Xvec3(2*over*extra_over)) 
    allocate(Value2((cut-1)*over)) 
    allocate(Value(cut*over)) 
    allocate(over_Value(2*over*extra_over)) 
    allocate(oneDcomposite(cut*smpls)) 
    allocate(oneDcomposite1(cut*smpls)) 
    allocate(oneDcomposite_nm(cut*smpls)) 
    allocate(oneDcomposite_nm1(cut*smpls)) 
    allocate(sort(cut*smpls)) 
    allocate(ints(cut*smpls)) 
    allocate(cutcomposite(cut*smpls)) 
    allocate(splinecomposite(cut*smpls)) 
 
! This subroutine builds the Xvec, or the wavelength values at which to define the cubic spline of 
the 
! data to be temporarily solved to find lambda_max.   
  
    call build_spline3_DP(extra_over,over,true(P),Xvec3) 
 
!***************** Case for final iteration *****************! 
    if (iter==iterations) then 
      allocate(ints2(cut*smpls)) 
      allocate(sort2(cut*smpls)) 
! Prepare composites (intensities and nm) of one peak at a time to sort. 
      do i=1,cut*smpls 
        oneDcomposite1(i)=composite(i,P) 
        oneDcomposite_nm(i)=composite_nm(i,P) 
        ints2(i)=i 
      end do 
! Reorder composites so the arrays reflect the interleaving (low to high wavelength).  This step is 
necessary 
! for the secondary peak correction. 
      call DSVRGP(cut*smpls,oneDcomposite_nm,sort2,ints2) 
      do i=1,cut*smpls 
        oneDcomposite_nm1(i)=sort2(i) 
        oneDcomposite(i)=oneDcomposite1(ints2(i)) 
      end do 
!***************** 
! Optional statement: Print interleaved peak with wavelengths increasing (final iteration). 
      call int_char(P,number,5) 
      outname='peakshape_'//trim(number)//'_'//'.'//ext 
!      call write_two_DP(oneDcomposite_nm1,oneDcomposite,cut*smpls,outname) 
!***************** 
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! Correct for baseline:  Average intensities of roughly pixels 3-6 and 36-39 within a peak's cut 
for all spectra. 
! Assume this is a large enough sampling without contribution from primary or secondary peaks.  
Subtract this 
! averaged baseline from entire interleaved shape. 
      temp=0.0_DP 
      do i=smpls*2+1,smpls*6 
        temp=temp+oneDcomposite(i) 
      end do 
      do i=smpls*(cut-6)+1,smpls*(cut-2) 
        temp=temp+oneDcomposite(i) 
      end do 
      real_smpls=real(smpls*8,kind=DP) 
      baseline=temp/real_smpls 
      do i=1,smpls*cut 
        oneDcomposite(i)=oneDcomposite(i)-baseline 
      end do 
 
! Call the routine to subtract out the secondary peaks present in 4 of the peaks.  Input the spline's 
! nm axis and corresponding intensity values, and output the corrected intensity values. 
      call secondary_peaks(oneDcomposite,oneDcomposite_nm1,cut*smpls,splinecomposite) 
 
! Undo the reordering of the composites for ease of conversion back to pixels with sample-
specific quadratic relations. 
      do i=1,cut*smpls 
        ints(i)=i 
      end do 
      call SVIGP(cut*smpls,ints2,sort,ints) 
      do i=1,cut*smpls 
        oneDcomposite(i)=splinecomposite(ints(i)) 
        oneDcomposite_nm(i)=oneDcomposite_nm1(ints(i)) 
      end do 
 
! Temporarily solve spline on a highly oversampled axis to find lambda_ref and store in 
Peak_vec. 
      allocate(Spline_break(cut*smpls))   
      allocate(Spline_coeff(4,cut*smpls))  
      deallocate(ints2,sort2) 
      allocate(ints2(2*over*extra_over)) 
      allocate(sort2(2*over*extra_over)) 
      IEqual=0 
! Perform spline. 
      call 
DCSSCV(cut*smpls,oneDcomposite_nm,oneDcomposite,IEqual,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
! Solve spline 
      do i=1,2*over*extra_over 
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        over_Value(i)=DCSVAL(Xvec3(i),cut*smpls-1,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
        ints2(i)=i 
      end do 
      call DSVRGP(2*over*extra_over,over_Value,sort2,ints2) 
! For this case, lambda_ref = lambda_max, or the wavelength of maximum intensity of the 
oversampled spline. 
      if (ref_type == 1) then 
        Peak_vec(P)=Xvec3(ints2(2*over*extra_over)) 
        Total_peak_vec((P-1)*iterations+iter)=Xvec3(ints2(2*over*extra_over)) 
! For this case, lambda_ref = average of wavelengths on either side of lambda_max that 
correspond to intensity of 
! a 'fraction' of lambda_max intensity. 
      else if (ref_type == 2) then 
        y_goal=fraction*over_Value(ints2(2*over*extra_over)) 
        call center_finder(extra_over,over,Xvec3,over_Value,y_goal,Peak_vec(P)) 
! For this case, lambda_ref = lambda center of mass 
      else if (ref_type == 3) then    
        temp=0.0_DP 
        temp1=0.0_DP 
        do i=1,cut*smpls 
          temp=temp+oneDcomposite(i) 
          temp1=temp1+oneDcomposite(i)*oneDcomposite_nm(i) 
        end do 
        Peak_vec(P)=temp1/temp 
      end if 
 
      deallocate(Spline_break,Spline_coeff,ints2,sort2) 
 
!***************** Case for non-final iterations *****************! 
    else if (iter /= iterations) then 
      allocate(ints2(2*over*extra_over)) 
      allocate(sort2(2*over*extra_over)) 
      allocate(Spline_break(cut*smpls)) 
      allocate(Spline_coeff(4,cut*smpls)) 
! Prepare composites (intensities and nm) of one peak at a time to sort and spline. 
      do i=1,cut*smpls 
        oneDcomposite(i)=composite(i,P) 
        oneDcomposite_nm(i)=composite_nm(i,P) 
      end do 
      IEqual=0 
      call 
DCSSCV(cut*smpls,oneDcomposite_nm,oneDcomposite,IEqual,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
 
! Temporarily solve spline on a highly oversampled axis to find lambda_max and store in 
Peak_vec. 
      do i=1,2*over*extra_over 
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        over_Value(i)=DCSVAL(Xvec3(i),cut*smpls-1,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
        ints2(i)=i 
      end do 
      call DSVRGP(2*over*extra_over,over_Value,sort2,ints2) 
! For this case, lambda_ref = lambda_max, or the wavelength of maximum intensity of the 
oversampled spline. 
      if (ref_type == 1) then 
        Peak_vec(P)=Xvec3(ints2(2*over*extra_over)) 
        Total_peak_vec((P-1)*iterations+iter)=Xvec3(ints2(2*over*extra_over)) 
! For this case, lambda_ref = average of wavelengths on either side of lambda_max that 
correspond to intensity of 
! a 'fraction' of lambda_max intensity. 
      else if (ref_type == 2) then 
        y_goal=fraction*over_Value(ints2(2*over*extra_over)) 
        call center_finder(extra_over,over,Xvec3,over_Value,y_goal,Peak_vec(P)) 
! For this case, lambda_ref = lambda center of mass 
      else if (ref_type == 3) then     
        temp=0.0_DP 
        temp1=0.0_DP 
        do i=1,cut*smpls 
          temp=temp+oneDcomposite(i) 
          temp1=temp1+oneDcomposite(i)*oneDcomposite_nm(i) 
        end do 
        Peak_vec(P)=temp1/temp 
      end if 
  
      deallocate(Spline_break,Spline_coeff,ints2,sort2) 
    end if 
!***************** End of if statement for iterations *****************! 
!***************** Begin pixel conversion and array reordering (all iterations) 
*****************! 
 
    allocate(XVec2(cut*smpls)) 
    allocate(Xvec_unsort(cut*smpls)) 
 
    do i=1,smpls 
! alt2 = real-valued pixel from a lambda_ref; one "pixel_ref" per sample per peak 
      if (iter /= iterations) then 
        alt2=(-1*c_1(i)-sqrt(c_1(i)**2-(4.0_DP*(c_0(i)-Peak_vec(P))*c_2(i))))/(2.0_DP*c_2(i)) 
! alt2 = real-valued pixel from a lambda_ref; one "pixel_ref" per sample per peak 
! Final iteration: input of lambda_ref=1 centers LSF on "pixel_literature"; lambda_ref=2 centers 
LSF on "pixel_ref" 
      else if (iter == iterations) then 
        if (lambda_ref==1) then 
          alt2=(-1*c_1(i)-sqrt(c_1(i)**2-(4.0_DP*(c_0(i)-true(P))*c_2(i))))/(2.0_DP*c_2(i)) 
        else if (lambda_ref==2) then 
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          alt2=(-1*c_1(i)-sqrt(c_1(i)**2-(4.0_DP*(c_0(i)-Peak_vec(P))*c_2(i))))/(2.0_DP*c_2(i)) 
        end if 
      end if 
 
      do k=1,cut 
! alt1 = pixel value from a given lambda 
! The back conversion to pixels using spectrum-specific quadratic equation (technically only 
constant coeff is  
! spectrum-specific) should give the same integer pixel number as that in the original 
'composite_pix' array. 
!        alt1=(-1*c_1(i)-sqrt(c_1(i)**2-(4.0_DP*(c_0(i)-oneDcomposite_nm((i-
1)*cut+k))*c_2(i))))/(2.0_DP*c_2(i)) 
        alt1=composite_pix((i-1)*cut+k,P) 
! Subtract the pixel_ref from all integer pixels within cut to center the LSF.         
        Xvec2((i-1)*cut+k)=alt1-alt2 
        
      end do 
 
    end do 
 
! Reorder composites from sets of cut # points for each sample to low to high pixel composite 
spectra. 
! This is for ease of zeroing the wings in the non-final iterations.  This is also mandatory for 
input 
! of end_fit in the final iteration. 
    allocate(ints2(cut*smpls)) 
    allocate(sort2(cut*smpls)) 
 
    do i=1,cut*smpls 
      ints2(i)=i 
! Save the un-interleaved x-axis for future reference (to be paired with oneDcomposite). 
      Xvec_unsort(i)=Xvec2(i) 
    end do 
    call DSVRGP(cut*smpls,Xvec2,sort2,ints2) 
    do i=1,cut*smpls 
      Xvec2(i)=sort2(i) 
      oneDcomposite1(i)=oneDcomposite(ints2(i)) 
      cutcomposite(i)=0.0_DP 
    end do 
 
!***************** End of pixel conversion and reordering *****************! 
 
    if (iter /= iterations) then 
! Replaces the intensities of the edges of each peak (roughly the last 5 pixels worth of 
! points on each side) with zeros (crude preventative measure for iterations without secondary 
peak correction) 
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      do i=1,(cut-10)*smpls 
        cutcomposite(smpls*5+i)=oneDcomposite1(smpls*5+i) 
      end do 
 
! The new pixel values (unevenly spaced) for each peak are stored in a module for use in next 
iteration. 
      do i=1,cut*smpls 
        NewX(i,P)=Xvec2(i) 
      end do 
! The intensities from the final shapes for each peak are stored in a module for the next iteration. 
      do i=1,cut*smpls 
        NewY(i,P)=cutcomposite(i) 
      end do 
 
    else if (iter==iterations) then 
     
      allocate(Spline_break(cut*smpls)) 
      allocate(Spline_coeff(4,cut*smpls)) 
      allocate(pixvec((cut-1)*over)) 
      allocate(Output(cut*smpls)) 
  
! Hardcoded exceptions to the generic switch and edge factor program inputs 
 
      edge1=edge 
      switch1=switch 
      if (P==7) then 
        edge1=edge*1.5_DP 
      end if 
! Call end_fit to create smooth exponential decays at edges of cuts. 
      call end_fit(cut*smpls,OneDcomposite1,Xvec2,Output,switch1,edge1)  
 
      IEqual=0 
      call DCSSCV(cut*smpls,Xvec2,Output,IEqual,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
       
      allocate(Spline_coeff1(cut*smpls)) 
      allocate(Spline_coeff2(cut*smpls)) 
      allocate(Spline_coeff3(cut*smpls)) 
      allocate(Spline_coeff4(cut*smpls)) 
       
      call int_char(P,number,5) 
! Write each peak's set of spline break parameters to its own file. 
      outname=trim(basename)//trim(breakname)//trim(number)//'.'//ext 
      call write_one_DP(Spline_break,cut*smpls,outname) 
! Write each peak's set of spline coefficients to its own file. 
      outname=trim(basename)//trim(coeffname)//trim(number)//'.'//ext 
      do i=1,cut*smpls 
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        oneDcomposite_nm(i)=oneDcomposite_nm1(cut*smpls-i+1) 
        Spline_coeff1(i)=Spline_coeff(1,i) 
        Spline_coeff2(i)=Spline_coeff(2,i) 
        Spline_coeff3(i)=Spline_coeff(3,i) 
        Spline_coeff4(i)=Spline_coeff(4,i) 
      end do 
      call 
write_four_DP(Spline_coeff1,Spline_coeff2,Spline_coeff3,Spline_coeff4,cut*smpls,outname) 
      height_norm=DCSVAL(0.0_DP,cut*smpls-1,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
      call build_spline_DP(over,cut,pixvec) 
      do i=1,(cut-1)*over 
        Value2(i)=DCSVAL(pixvec(i),cut*smpls-1,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
      end do 
 
      call DPERMU(cut*smpls,Xvec2,ints2,2,Xvec_unsort) 
      call DPERMU(cut*smpls,Output,ints2,2,oneDcomposite1) 
 
      if (shape1 == 1) then 
        call int_char(P,number,5) 
        outname=trim(basename)//trim(shapename1)//trim(number)//'_'//'.'//ext 
        call write_two_DP(Xvec_unsort,oneDcomposite1,cut*smpls,outname) 
      end if 
      if (shape2 == 1) then 
        call int_char(P,number,5) 
        outname=trim(basename)//trim(shapename2)//trim(number)//'_'//'.'//ext 
        call write_two_DP(Xvec2,Output,cut*smpls,outname) 
      end if 
      if (splineshape == 1) then 
        call int_char(P,number,5) 
        outname=trim(basename)//trim(splinename)//trim(number)//'_'//'.'//ext 
        call write_two_DP(pixvec,Value2,(cut-1)*over,outname)    
      end if 
      
      deallocate(Spline_coeff1,Spline_coeff2,Spline_coeff3,Spline_coeff4) 
      deallocate(Spline_break,Spline_coeff,pixvec,Output)  
 
    end if 
 
    deallocate(Value,Value2,Xvec2) 
    deallocate(sort,ints,sort2,ints2) 
    deallocate(Xvec_unsort) 
    deallocate(Xvec3) 
    deallocate(over_Value) 
    
deallocate(oneDcomposite,oneDcomposite1,oneDcomposite_nm,oneDcomposite_nm1,cutcompo
site,splinecomposite) 
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  end do 
 
  deallocate(composite_nm) 
 
! End of lineshape spline loop 
!*****************************************************************************
**************************! 
 
end do 
 
deallocate(c_0,c_1,c_2,Calib_peaks,Calib_peaks2,matrix,matrix1D,Peak_vec,Peak_data) 
deallocate(Peak_column,Row,composite_pix,composite,oneD,NewX,NewY) 
 
! End of iteration loop 
!*****************************************************************************
**************************! 
!*****************************************************************************
**************************! 
 
outname='peakdrift'//'.'//ext 
call write_one_DP(Total_peak_vec,iterations*peaktotal,outname) 
 
write(6,*)"Program completed.  Hit any key" 
read(5,*) 
 
end program Resolution_function 
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subroutine build_spline3_DP(extra_over,over,cutcenter,Lambda) 
 
 
    use DPTYPE,only:DP 
    use Splines,only:pixdiff 
 
    implicit none 
 
    integer,intent(in) :: extra_over,over 
    integer :: i 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::cutcenter 
    real(kind=DP) :: N,ireal,ex_over 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out) :: Lambda(2*over*extra_over) 
 
    N=real(over,kind=DP) 
     
    ex_over=real(extra_over,kind=DP) 
 
! Create an oversampled wavelength axis on which to solve temporary splines to find lambda_ref: 
! The axis has even intervals of 1/(4*over*extra_over) nm or 1/(over*extra_over) pixels, is 
symmetric 
! about the cutcenter input wavelength (straddling that point), and spans a range of ~0.5 nm. 
    do i=1,2*over*extra_over 
        ireal=real(i-1,kind=DP) 
        Lambda(i)=cutcenter-pixdiff+0.125_DP/(N*ex_over)+((ireal*pixdiff)/(N*ex_over)) 
    end do 
 
end subroutine build_spline3_DP 
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subroutine calib_convolution(final,final_axes)  
     
    use DPTYPE,only:DP 
 
    use Measured_data, only:cutsize 
    use true_lines,only:r 
    use Convolution_parameters,only:conv_points,factor,wid1,wid2 
     
    implicit none 
 
    real(kind=DP) :: j,step,real_points,real_factor 
    integer :: i,k,diff,points 
    complex(kind=DP),dimension(conv_points):: a, b, c, d, a1, b1, c1, d1 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(conv_points):: real_a, real_b, real_c, real_a1, real_b1, real_c1, 
real_d1 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(conv_points):: im_a1, im_b1, im_c1, im_d1, semi_final 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(conv_points):: real_con, im_con, convolution_, sort 
    integer,dimension(:):: ints(conv_points) 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out):: final(conv_points), final_axes(conv_points) 
 
    points=conv_points 
    real_points=real(points,kind=DP) 
    real_factor=real(factor,kind=DP) 
    step=1.0_DP/real_factor 
 
! This subroutine convolves three functions: 
! a is an positive exponential when pix<0; a=0 when pix>=0. 
! b is a gaussian centered at pix=0. 
! c is a rectangle function of width=1 pix, centered at pix=0. 
 
! These loops build the real arrays of each a,b,c solved on an oversampled axis but layed out in 
the 
! 0 through N/2,-N/2+step through -step form in order to take the FFT. 
    j=0 
    do i= 1,points/2+1 
      real_a(i) = 0 
      real_b(i) = exp(-1*(j/wid2(r))**2) 
      if (abs(j)<=0.5) then 
        real_c(i) = 1 
      else  
        real_c(i) = 0 
      end if 
      j=j+step 
    end do 
 
    j=-((cutsize-1)/2+1.5-step) 
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    do i= points/2+2,points 
      real_a(i) = exp(1*(j/wid1(r))) 
      real_b(i) = exp(-1*(j/wid2(r))**2) 
      if (abs(j)<=0.5) then 
        real_c(i) = 1 
      else  
        real_c(i) = 0 
      end if 
      j=j+step 
    end do 
 
    do i=1,points 
      a(i)=cmplx(real_a(i),0.0_DP) 
      b(i)=cmplx(real_b(i),0.0_DP) 
      c(i)=cmplx(real_c(i),0.0_DP) 
      d(i)=cmplx(0.0_DP,0.0_DP) 
    end do 
 
    call DFFTCF(points,a,a1) 
    call DFFTCF(points,b,b1) 
    call DFFTCF(points,c,c1) 
 
! Manual complex multiplication to find real and imaginary parts of product in transform space 
    do i=1,points 
      real_d1(i) = real(a1(i))*real(b1(i))*real(c1(i))-real(a1(i))*aimag(b1(i))*aimag(c1(i))- & 
      & aimag(a1(i))*aimag(b1(i))*real(c1(i))-aimag(a1(i))*real(b1(i))*aimag(c1(i)) 
      im_d1(i) = -1*aimag(a1(i))*aimag(b1(i))*aimag(c1(i))+aimag(a1(i))*real(b1(i))*real(c1(i))+ 
& 
      & real(a1(i))*aimag(b1(i))*real(c1(i))+real(a1(i))*real(b1(i))*aimag(c1(i)) 
      d1(i)=cmplx(real_d1(i),im_d1(i)) 
    end do 
 
    call DFFTCB(points,d1,d) 
 
    do i=1,points 
      real_a1(i)=real(a1(i)) 
      real_b1(i)=real(b1(i)) 
      real_c1(i)=real(c1(i)) 
      real_d1(i)=real(d1(i)) 
      im_a1(i)=aimag(a1(i)) 
      im_b1(i)=aimag(b1(i)) 
      im_c1(i)=aimag(c1(i)) 
      im_d1(i)=aimag(d1(i)) 
    end do 
 
    do i=1,points 
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      real_con(i)=real(d(i))/real_points 
      im_con(i)=aimag(d(i))/real_points 
      convolution_(i)=cmplx(real_con(i),im_con(i)) 
    end do 
 
! Rearrangement of convolution matrix back to -N/2+step through N/2 
    k=points/2 
    do i=1,points/2+1 
      semi_final(i)=real_con(k) 
      k=k+1 
    end do 
 
    k=1 
    do i=points/2+2,points 
      semi_final(i)=real_con(k) 
      k=k+1 
    end do 
 
    do i=1,points 
      ints(i)=i 
    end do 
 
! Sorting routine to find the maximum height in order to normalize the final convolution shape 
    call DSVRGP(points,semi_final,sort,ints) 
    diff=points/2-ints(points) 
 
    j=-((cutsize-1)/2+1.5-step) 
    do i=1,points 
      if ((i+diff)>points) then 
        final(i+diff-points)=0.0_DP 
      else 
        final(i+diff)=semi_final(i)/sort(points) 
      end if 
      final_axes(i)=j 
      j=j+step 
    end do 
     
end subroutine calib_convolution 
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module min_max 
 
    use DPTYPE,only:DP  
 
    real(kind=DP)::min 
    real(kind=DP)::max 
 
end module min_max 
 
 
subroutine calib_iterate_DP(iter,calib_out) 
 
    use DPTYPE,only:DP 
    use Measured_data,only:cutsize 
    use min_max,only:max,min 
 
    implicit none 
 
    integer,intent(in) :: iter 
    integer:: LDFJAC,M,N,i 
    integer,dimension(:) :: IParam(6) 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:) :: FJAC(cutsize,3),FScale(cutsize),FVec(cutsize),RParam(7),X(3) 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:) :: XGuess(3),XScale(3) 
    external:: FCN3,FCN2 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out) :: calib_out(3) 
 
    LDFJAC=cutsize 
    N=3 
    M=cutsize 
 
! Baseline guess is a rough average of intensities at edges of cut, i.e. the local baseline. 
    XGuess(1) = min 
! Amplitude guess for 1st iteration is baseline-corrected peak height from spectrum (starting 
shape is height normalized). 
    if (iter==1) then 
      XGuess(2) = max-min 
    else 
! Amplitude guess for subsequent iteration is max=1, as defined in main program.  Starting shape 
comes from interleaving 
! of similarly intense peaks. 
      XGuess(2) = max 
    end if 
! Shift guess is zero by default. 
    XGuess(3) = 0.0_DP 
 
    do i=1,cutsize 
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      FScale(i)=1.0_DP 
    end do 
 
    IParam(1)=0 
    call DU4LSF (IParam,RParam) 
    RParam(3)=RParam(3)/10.0E4 
 
! FCN2 and FCN3 fit to functions solved for with different (and different size) spline parameter 
arrays. 
    if (iter==1) then 
      call DUNLSF (FCN2, M, N, XGuess, XScale, FScale, IParam, RParam, X, FVEC, FJAC, 
cutsize) 
    else 
      call DUNLSF (FCN3, M, N, XGuess, XScale, FScale, IParam, RParam, X, FVEC, FJAC, 
cutsize) 
    end if 
 
    calib_out(1)=X(1) 
    calib_out(2)=X(2) 
    calib_out(3)=X(3) 
 
end subroutine calib_iterate_DP 
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subroutine center_finder(extra_over,over,X,Y,y_goal,center) 
 
 
    use DPTYPE,only:DP 
    use true_lines,only:peaktotal 
 
    implicit none 
 
    integer,intent(in) :: extra_over,over 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::y_goal 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in) :: X(2*extra_over*over),Y(2*extra_over*over) 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:) :: Y1(2*extra_over*over),X1(2*extra_over*over) 
    integer::i 
    real(kind=DP):: center,left,right,temp1,temp2 
 
! From left to right, find the wavelength on the right at which the intensity is closest to y_goal. 
    do i=1,2*extra_over*over-1 
      temp1=abs(Y(i)-y_goal) 
      temp2=abs(Y(i+1)-y_goal) 
      if (temp2>temp1) then 
        left=X(i) 
        exit 
      end if 
    end do 
 
    do i=1,2*extra_over*over 
      Y1(2*extra_over*over-i+1)=Y(i) 
      X1(2*extra_over*over-i+1)=X(i) 
    end do 
 
! From right to left, find the wavelength on the left at which the intensity is closest to y_goal. 
    do i=1,2*extra_over*over-1 
      temp1=abs(Y1(i)-y_goal) 
      temp2=abs(Y1(i+1)-y_goal) 
      if (temp2>temp1) then 
        right=X1(i) 
        exit 
      end if 
    end do 
 
! Average the two positions to find the lambda_ref wavelength. 
    center=(right+left)/2.0_DP 
 
end subroutine center_finder 
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module Convolution_parameters 
 
    use DPTYPE,only:DP  
    use true_lines,only:peaktotal 
 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),allocatable :: break,break2 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),allocatable :: coeff,coeff2 
    integer :: conv_points, factor 
 
! These arrays contain the width parameters for each peak for the convolution calibration. 
! wid1 contains the width for each exponential; wid2 contains the width for each gaussian.  
 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(peaktotal),parameter:: wid1 = (/ 
0.85,0.85,0.85,0.8,0.8,0.85,1.0,1.1,1.4 /) 
 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(peaktotal),parameter:: wid2 = (/ 0.4,0.5,0.5,0.5,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4 /) 
 
!    real(kind=DP),dimension(peaktotal),parameter:: alpha = (/ 
0.2,0.175,0.175,0.175,0.15,0.15,0.25,0.25,0.25 /) 
 
!    real(kind=DP),dimension(peaktotal),parameter:: delta = (/ 
0.7,0.6,0.65,0.65,0.65,0.7,0.7,0.75,0.85 /) 
 
!    real(kind=DP),dimension(peaktotal),parameter:: tau = (/ 3.0,3.0,3.0,3.0,3.0,3.0,2.5,2.5,2.5 /) 
 
end module Convolution_parameters 
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pure subroutine FCN2(M,N,X,F) 
 
    use DPTYPE,only:DP  
    use Measured_data,only:Measured,cutsize 
    use Convolution_parameters,only:break,coeff,conv_points 
    use true_lines,only:r 
     
    implicit none 
 
    integer,intent(in) :: M,N 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in) :: X(N) 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out) :: F(M) 
    integer :: i,q 
    real(kind=DP) :: real_i 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:):: Fit(cutsize) 
 
Interface 
  Pure function DCSVAL(y,nintv,break,cscoef) 
    use DPtype, only: DP 
    implicit none 
    integer,intent(in)::nintv 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::y,break(nintv+1),cscoef(4,nintv+1) 
    real(kind=DP)::DCSVAL 
  end function DCSVAL 
end Interface 
 
! This function is for the least squares problem involving experimental spectra peak fitting 
! to the initial convolution shape (called by Calib_iterate). 
 
    q=1 
    do i=-(cutsize-1)/2,(cutsize-1)/2 
      real_i=real(i,kind=DP) 
      Fit(q)=X(1)+X(2)*DCSVAL(real_i+X(3),conv_points-1,break,coeff) 
      q=q+1 
    end do 
 
    do i=1,M 
      F(i)=Fit(i)-Measured(i) 
    end do 
 
end subroutine FCN2 
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pure subroutine FCN3(M,N,X,F) 
 
    use DPTYPE,only:DP  
    use Measured_data,only:Measured,cutsize,samples 
    use Convolution_parameters,only:break2,coeff2 
    use true_lines,only:r 
     
    implicit none 
 
    integer,intent(in) :: M,N 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in) :: X(N) 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out) :: F(M) 
    integer :: i,q 
    real(kind=DP) :: real_i 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:):: Fit(cutsize) 
 
Interface 
  Pure function DCSVAL(y,nintv,break,cscoef) 
    use DPtype, only: DP 
    implicit none 
    integer,intent(in)::nintv 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::y,break(nintv+1),cscoef(4,nintv+1) 
    real(kind=DP)::DCSVAL 
  end function DCSVAL 
end Interface 
 
! This function is for the least squares problem involving experimental spectra peak fitting 
! to the previous iteration's lineshape (called by Calib_iterate). 
 
    q=1 
    do i=-(cutsize-1)/2,(cutsize-1)/2 
      real_i=real(i,kind=DP) 
      Fit(q)=X(1)+X(2)*DCSVAL(real_i+X(3),cutsize*samples-1,break2,coeff2) 
      q=q+1 
    end do 
 
    do i=1,M 
      F(i)=Fit(i)-Measured(i) 
    end do 
       
end subroutine FCN3 
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subroutine 
Lineshape_param_read(param_name,ext,over,extra_over,start,last,iterations,switch,edge,ref_typ
e, & 
&                               
shape1,shape2,splineshape,coeffprint,fraction,lambda_ref,average,phase,basename,backname, & 
&                               
flatname,breakname,coeffname,shapename1,shapename2,splinename,name1,errorname) 
 
    use DPTYPE,only:DP  
    
    implicit none 
 
    character(len=100),intent(in):: param_name 
    character(len=3),intent(in):: ext 
    integer,intent(out):: over,start,last,iterations,extra_over,ref_type,lambda_ref,shape1,shape2 
    integer,intent(out):: splineshape,coeffprint,average,phase 
    real(kind=DP),intent(out):: edge,switch,fraction 
    character(len=100),intent(out):: basename,backname,flatname,breakname,coeffname 
    character(len=100),intent(out):: shapename1,shapename2,splinename,name1,errorname 
 
    integer::j,io 
    logical::filetest1 
    character(len=100):: name 
    character(len=100),dimension(:):: Names(10) 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:):: Param(16)  
              
! Get filename. 
    name=trim(param_name)//'.'//ext 
! Check to see whether or not input file exists. 
    inquire(file=name, exist=filetest1) 
    if (.not. filetest1) then 
        write(6,*)"Input file",name," not found." 
        write(6,*)"Terminating execution." 
        read(5,*) 
        stop 
    else 
        write(6,*)name 
    end if  
           
! This loop reads paramter file into array. 
    open(81,file=name,status="old") 
        do j = 1,16 
            read(81,*,iostat=io)Param(j)             
        end do   
        do j = 1,10 
            read(81,*,iostat=io)Names(j)             
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        end do                  
        if (io < 0) then 
           write(6,*) 'Error -- file ',name,' shorter than number of parameters' 
        end if 
    close(81) 
     
! Assign integers and reals of the parameter array to their constant names. 
    over=Param(1) 
    extra_over=Param(2) 
    start=Param(3) 
    last=Param(4) 
    iterations=Param(5) 
    switch=Param(6) 
    edge=Param(7) 
    ref_type=Param(8) 
    fraction=Param(9) 
    lambda_ref=Param(10) 
    shape1=Param(11) 
    shape2=Param(12) 
    splineshape=Param(13) 
    coeffprint=Param(14) 
    average=Param(15) 
    phase=Param(16) 
       
! Assign character values of the parameter array to their names. 
    basename=Names(1) 
    backname=Names(2) 
    flatname=Names(3) 
    breakname=Names(4) 
    coeffname=Names(5) 
    shapename1=Names(6) 
    shapename2=Names(7) 
    splinename=Names(8) 
    name1=Names(9)  
    errorname=Names(10) 
       
end subroutine Lineshape_param_read      
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subroutine secondary_peaks(input_int,input_nm,points,output_int) 
 
use DPTYPE,only:DP 
use numerical_libraries 
use true_lines,only:true,small_true,r 
 
implicit none 
 
integer,intent(in)::points 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in)::input_int(points),input_nm(points) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(out)::output_int(points) 
integer::i,IEqual 
real(kind=DP)::small_max,max,delta,ratio,shift_int 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),allocatable::Spline_break,spline_in,spline_out 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),allocatable::Spline_coeff 
 
 
! Peaks 1,2,3,4,5,& 6 do not have secondary peaks needing to be subtracted. 
if (r<7) then 
  do i=1,points 
    output_int(i)=input_int(i) 
  end do 
 
! Find the indices of both the main peak and secondary peak maxima using the true_lines module 
! containing the literature line vacuum wavelengths of each. 
else 
  allocate(Spline_break(points)) 
  allocate(Spline_coeff(4,points)) 
  allocate(spline_in(points)) 
  allocate(spline_out(points)) 
  IEqual=0 
  call DCSSCV(points,input_nm,input_int,IEqual,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
   
! Take into account the difference in nm of input lineshape's spline maximum from the literature 
nm 
! value when finding the location of the secondary peak. 
 
  delta=(true(r)-small_true(r)) 
  max=DCSVAL(true(r),points-1,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
  small_max=DCSVAL(small_true(r),points-1,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
  ratio=abs(small_max/max) 
 
  do i=1,points 
    if (input_nm(i)+delta<Spline_break(1) .or. input_nm(i)+delta>Spline_break(points)) then 
      shift_int=0.0_DP 
    else 
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      shift_int=DCSVAL(input_nm(i)+delta,points-1,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
    end if 
    output_int(i)=input_int(i)-ratio*shift_int 
! Solve spline before correction for comparison purposes. 
    spline_in(i)=DCSVAL(input_nm(i),points-1,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
  end do 
 
  call DCSSCV(points,input_nm,output_int,IEqual,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
  do i=1,points 
! Solve spline after correction to compare with spline_in. 
    spline_out(i)=DCSVAL(input_nm(i),points-1,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
  end do 
     
end if 
 
! Force the edges of the arrays either to a constant positive baseline value or to zero. 
!do i=1,5*oversam 
!  if (baseline >= 0.0) then 
!    output_int(i)=baseline 
!    output_int(i+(cutsize-5)*oversam)=baseline 
!  else 
!    output_int(i)=0.0_DP 
!    output_int(i+(cutsize-5)*oversam)=0.0_DP 
!  end if 
!end do 
   
end subroutine secondary_peaks 
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APPEDIX 2 
ISTRUMET RESPOSE SIMULATIO CODE FOR FOURIER TRAFORM 
SPECTRAL ITERFEROMETRY 
 
This appendix contains FORTRA code corresponding to Chapter 2 of this thesis:  
simulations of instrumental resolution effects create spectra that are restored using the 
same technique as with experimental data.  Subroutines omitted in this appendix can be 
found in Michael Yetzbacher’s thesis (2008).   
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Program Instrument_response2 
 
 
use DPTYPE,only:DP  
use numerical_libraries 
use positions,only:true,peaktotal 
use true_lines,only:r 
 
Implicit none 
 
integer :: i,P,j,pix,points,over,peaks,cut,run,int_tau,runtotal,k 
integer :: oversam,hr,min,sec,conv_points,IEqual,factor 
real(kind=DP) :: lambda_0,sigma,tau,runreal,interval,start_tau,wid_exp,wid_gauss,center   
real(kind=DP) :: temp,temp_sum,norm_factor,overreal,quad(3) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),allocatable:: 
True1,Final,matrixrow,spline_peaks,Rows,Input_axis,weights 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),allocatable:: 
Final_int,pixvec,Output,Spline_break,True2,ireal,Rows2,conv_shape,conv_axis 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),allocatable:: break,final_conv,final_axes,each_peak 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),allocatable:: 
Final_intensities,all_peaks,Spline_coeff,dummy,temp2,coeff 
character(len=100):: 
name,param_name,final_name,input_name,true_name,breakname,coeffname,quadname,outname 
character(len=100):: name827,name795,name764,name1      
character(len=5):: number 
character(len=3):: ext 
 
 
! Define the base names and extensions of necessary data and parameter files. 
ext='txt' 
write(6,*)"Give basename of parameter file" 
read(5,*)param_name 
 
call param_read4(param_name,over,start_tau,interval,runtotal,lambda_0,sigma,cut,   & 
    &                breakname,coeffname,outname,quadname) 
 
oversam=over 
overreal=real(over,kind=DP) 
peaks=peaktotal 
input_name=trim(outname)//'_true' 
final_name=trim(outname)//'_conv' 
pix=512 
cut=pix+1 
conv_points=(cut+2)*pix 
factor=pix 
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do run=1,runtotal 
  if (run==1) then  
! Get the final lineshape spline parameters of the nine peaks. 
    allocate(pixvec((cut-1)*over)) 
    allocate(Final_intensities((cut-1)*over,peaks)) 
    allocate(output((cut-1)*over)) 
     call build_spline_DP(over,cut,pixvec) 
     if (over==1) then 
       pixvec=pixvec-0.5_DP 
     end if 
  do i=1,(cut-1)*over 
    pixvec(i)=pixvec(i)+0.5_DP/overreal 
  end do 
    allocate(weights(peaks)) 
     do P=1,peaks 
  
       call int_char(P,number,5) 
       name=trim(breakname)//'_'//trim(number)//'.'//ext 
      call Find_Points(name,points) 
      allocate(Spline_break(points)) 
      allocate(Spline_coeff(4,points)) 
 
  
       call read_one_DP(spline_Break,points,name) 
       name=trim(coeffname)//'_'//trim(number)//'.'//ext 
      allocate(dummy(points,4)) 
       call read_n_DP(4,dummy,points,name) 
       do j=1,4 
         do i=1,points 
           Spline_coeff(j,i)=dummy(i,j) 
         end do 
       end do 
      deallocate(dummy) 
       norm_factor=DCSVAL(0.0_DP,points-1,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
       weights(P)=norm_factor 
       do i=1,(cut-1)*over 
         Output(i)=DCSVAL(pixvec(i),points-1,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
       end do 
       call area_norm(output,output,(cut-1)*over,norm_factor) 
       do i=1,(cut-1)*over 
         Final_intensities(i,P)=Output(i) 
       end do 
       call int_char(P,number,5) 
       name='Peak_1lambdares_'//trim(number)//'.'//ext 
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      deallocate(Spline_break) 
      deallocate(Spline_coeff) 
     end do 
     name=trim(quadname)         !//'.'//ext 
     call Find_Points(name,pix) 
    allocate(spline_peaks(pix)) 
    allocate(all_peaks(pix,(cut-1)*over)) 
 allocate(each_peak((cut-1)*over)) 
    allocate(matrixrow(pix*over)) 
    allocate(Final_int(peaks)) 
    allocate(Rows(pix),Rows2(pix),True2(pix),Final(pix),ireal(pix)) 
    allocate(Input_axis(pix*over)) 
    allocate(True1(pix*over)) 
     do i=1,pix 
       ireal(i)=real(i,kind=DP) 
     end do 
     call read_one_DP(rows,pix,name) 
     call quadratic_fit(ireal,rows,quad,pix) 
     call build_axes(pix,over,quad,Input_axis,Rows2) 
     temp_sum=0.0_DP 
     do i=1,pix 
       temp_sum=temp_sum+abs(Rows2(i)-Rows(i)) 
     end do 
! Call the second dimension spline subroutine to interpolate (one value in the original lineshape 
! dimension at a time) across the CCD array.  Input is 9 points from Peak_vec, output is pix 
! points of spline_peaks; subroutine is called (cut-1)*over number of times. 
     CALL TIMDY (hr, min, sec) 
     write(6,*)"Begin 2D spline" 
     write(6,*)"Hour",hr 
     write(6,*)"min",min 
     write(6,*)"sec",sec 
 
!     do i=1,(cut-1)*over 
!       do P=1,peaks 
!         Final_int(P)=Final_intensities((cut-1)*over-i+1,P) 
!       end do 
!!       call second_spline(pix,Final_int,spline_peaks,Rows,true,peaktotal) 
!       call weight_spline(peaks,true,Final_int,weights,pix,Rows,spline_peaks) 
!       do j=1,pix               
!         all_peaks(j,i)=spline_peaks(j) 
!       end do 
!     end do 
 
 
    allocate(final_conv((cut-1)*over)) 
    allocate(final_axes((cut-1)*over)) 
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    allocate(break(conv_points)) 
    allocate(coeff(4,conv_points)) 
  
    name827=trim(final_name)//'925.75'//'.'//ext 
    name795=trim(final_name)//'797'//'.'//ext 
    name764=trim(final_name)//'670'//'.'//ext 
     
    j=1 
    do i=1,pix 
      temp=real(pix-i+1,kind=DP) 
   center=0.5_DP*(1.0_DP-tanh((i-512)/80.0_DP))*64.0_DP 
      wid_exp=5.0 !4.0_DP+0.5_DP*(1.0_DP-tanh((i-(pix/2))/80.0_DP))*2.0_DP  
   !0.0103171366767207*temp !0.001_DP !5.0_DP !0.0103171366767207*temp !0.001_
DP       
   temp=real(i,kind=DP) 
      if (i <= pix/2) then 
     wid_exp=3.0_DP-0.5_DP*(1.0_DP+tanh((i-(pix/2))/40.0_DP))*2.0_DP 
   else 
     wid_exp=3.0_DP-0.5_DP*(1.0_DP+tanh((i-(pix/2))/40.0_DP))*2.0_DP 
      end if 
!  if (i <= pix/2) then 
!     wid_exp=0.8_DP-0.5_DP*(1.0_DP+tanh((i-(pix/2))/200.0_DP))*0.25_DP 
!   else 
!     wid_exp=0.8_DP-0.5_DP*(1.0_DP+tanh((i-(pix/2))/200.0_DP))*0.25_DP 
!     end if 
   wid_gauss=0.75_DP !0.3_DP !0.044_DP + 
temp*(0.006_DP/256.0_DP) !2.0_DP !0.176_DP + temp*(0.024_DP/512.0_DP)  
   !0.4_DP !2.0_DP+0.5_DP*(1.0_DP+tanh((i-
512)/80.0_DP))*3.0_DP !0.00299760664293222*temp !2.0_DP + 
temp/1024.0_DP !0.2_DP !0.2_DP + temp/341.0_DP   !1.6_DP 
!      call calib_convolution(wid_exp,wid_gauss,cut,over,(cut-1)*over,(cut-
1)*over*2,final_conv,final_axes) 
   call calib_convolution(wid_exp,wid_gauss,cut,over,(cut-1)*over,(cut-
1)*over,final_conv,final_axes,center) 
      IEqual=1 
!      call DCSSCV(conv_points,final_axes,final_conv,IEqual,break,coeff) 
!   call DCSSCV((cut-1)*over,final_axes,final_conv,IEqual,break,coeff) 
      do j=1,(cut-1)*over   
!     each_peak(j)=DCSVAL(pixvec(j),points-1,break,coeff) 
!     each_peak(j)=DCSVAL(pixvec(j),(cut-1)*over-1,break,coeff) 
     each_peak(j)=final_conv(j) 
   end do 
!   if (i==377) then 
!   if (i==121) then 
      if (i==1) then 
!     call write_two_DP(final_axes,final_conv,(cut-1)*over,name764) 
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!   else if (i==501) then 
   else if (i==pix/2) then 
!       call write_two_DP(final_axes,final_conv,(cut-1)*over,name795) 
!   else if (i==629) then 
!      else if (i==921) then 
      else if (i==pix) then 
!     call write_two_DP(final_axes,final_conv,(cut-1)*over,name827) 
   end if 
! Flip the eLSFs around for matrix multiplication, which simulates the convolution.  Otherwise, 
the fringes would 
! be shifted in the wrong direction on the wavelength axis. 
   do j=1,(cut-1)*over 
     all_peaks(i,j)=each_peak((cut-1)*over-j+1) 
   end do 
    end do 
 
 
    allocate(temp2((cut-1)*over,21)) 
 
 
    k=1 
    do j=501,521 
      do i=1,(cut-1)*over 
        temp2(i,k)=all_peaks(j,i) 
      end do 
      k=k+1 
    end do 
!    call write_mat_real(temp2,21,(cut-1)*over,name795) 
 
 
!    k=1 
!    do j=489,509 
!      do i=1,(cut-1)*over 
!        temp2(i,k)=all_peaks(j,i) 
!      end do 
!      k=k+1 
!    end do 
!    call write_mat_real(temp2,21,(cut-1)*over,name795) 
 
!    k=1 
!    do j=369,389 
!      do i=1,(cut-1)*over 
!        temp2(i,k)=all_peaks(j,i) 
!      end do 
!      k=k+1 
!    end do 
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!    call write_mat_real(temp2,21,(cut-1)*over,name764) 
     
    deallocate(temp2) 
 
    deallocate(Final_intensities) 
    deallocate(Final_int) 
    deallocate(weights) 
     CALL TIMDY (hr, min, sec) 
     write(6,*)"Begin Convolution" 
     write(6,*)"Hour",hr 
     write(6,*)"min",min 
     write(6,*)"sec",sec 
  end if 
 
!   Call the subroutine to build the input data file. 
  runreal=real(run-1,kind=DP) 
  tau=start_tau+runreal*interval 
  call build_input_DP(pix*over,True1,tau,lambda_0,sigma,Input_axis) 
  call build_input_DP(pix,True2,tau,lambda_0,sigma,Rows) 
 
 
 
 
  Output=0.0_DP 
  do i=1,pix 
    do j=1,(cut-1)*over 
      Output(j)=all_peaks(i,j) 
    end do 
    call area_norm(Output,output,(cut-1)*over,norm_factor) 
!    call build_matrix(Output,pixvec,pix,matrixrow,i,cut,oversam) 
    call  matrix_mult(Output,pixvec,pix,temp,i,cut,oversam,True1) 
    Final(i)=temp 
  end do 
! These statements each write two-column files: first the 'true' input spectrum with wavelengths; 
! second the 'final' convolved spectrum with wavelengths. 
  int_tau=tau 
  call int_char(int_tau,number,5) 
! Names for input and convolved data files for an interferogram 
  name=trim(final_name)//trim(number)//'.'//ext 
  true_name=trim(input_name)//trim(number)//'.'//ext 
  call write_two_DP(Rows,Final,pix,name) 
  name1='over_true'//'.'//ext 
  call write_two_DP(Rows,True2,pix,true_name) 
  if (run==2) then 
!    call write_two_DP(Input_axis,True1,pix*over,name1) 
  end if 
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end do 
    
   do j=1,(cut-1)*over 
     Output(j)=all_peaks(pix/2,j) 
   end do 
   name='outrow'//trim(final_name)//trim(number)//'.'//ext 
   call write_two_DP(pixvec,output,(cut-1)*over,name) 
 
    
   CALL TIMDY (hr, min, sec) 
   write(6,*)"End Convolution" 
   write(6,*)"Hour",hr 
   write(6,*)"min",min 
   write(6,*)"sec",sec 
  deallocate(all_peaks,true2,each_peak) 
  deallocate(output,pixvec,input_axis,rows,spline_peaks,matrixrow,final,true1) 
 
write(6,*)"Program completed.  Hit any key" 
read(5,*) 
 
End Program 
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subroutine build_axes(points,over,quad,Input_axis,Rows) 
 
 
    use DPTYPE,only:DP 
 
    implicit none 
 
    integer,intent(in)::points,over 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in) :: quad(3) 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out) :: Input_axis(points*over),Rows(points) 
    integer :: i,j 
    real(kind=DP) :: ireal,jreal,fitout,overreal 
!    character(len=100)::name 
!    character(len=3)::ext 
 
      overreal=real(over,kind=DP) 
      do i=1,points 
        ireal=real(i,kind=DP) 
! Solve for the nm wavelength to correspond to pixels 1-pix, identifying the rows of the 
! resolution matrix. The 2D spline will be solved at these points. 
        Rows(i)=fitout(quad,ireal) 
        do j=1,over 
          jreal=real(j-1,kind=DP) 
! Solve for the nm wavelength values that correspond to the oversampled pixel axis values 
! in the resolution matrix.  This wavelength axis will be input to the input function. 
!          Input_axis((i-1)*over+j)=fitout(quad,ireal-0.5_DP+0.5_DP/overreal + jreal/overreal) 
        end do 
      end do 
 
   do j=1,points*over 
     jreal=real(j-1,kind=DP) 
!     Input_axis(j)=Rows(1)-0.5_DP*0.25_DP+0.25_DP*jreal/overreal 
!        Input_axis(j)=Rows(1)-0.5_DP*0.5_DP+0.5_DP*jreal/overreal 
     Input_axis(j)=Rows(1)-0.5_DP*1.0_DP+1.0_DP*jreal/overreal 
   end do 
 
    end subroutine build_axes 
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pure subroutine build_input_DP(points,True,tau,lambda_0,sigma,Input_axis) 
    use DPTYPE,only:DP 
    use fundconst, only:c,pi 
    implicit none 
 
    integer,intent(in)::points 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in) :: tau,lambda_0,sigma 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in) :: Input_axis(points) 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out) :: True(points) 
    integer :: i   
    real(kind=DP)::q, s1, s, l_0,qtime,fact,l_in 
 
    ! This loop fills in the true data arrays, each of dimension points. 
    ! The Lambda array is determined in the Calibration subroutine. 
    ! The True array is filled by calling the input function for each true lambda value.     
    q=2.0_DP*pi*c 
    qtime=q*tau 
    s1=sigma/(10.0_DP**8) 
    s=s1/ (10.0_DP**7) 
    l_0=lambda_0/(10.0_DP**7)  
 
    s=sqrt(250.0_DP)/(10.0_DP**7) 
!    s=0.0465_DP   
    fact=1.0_DP/(2.0_DP*s**2) 
 
    do i=1,points 
      l_in=input_axis(i)/(10.0_DP**7) 
      True(i)=(DEXP(-1*(((l_in-l_0))**2)*fact))* & 
    & (1.0_DP+DCOS(qtime/(l_in))) !+2.0_DP*dsin(q*100.0_DP/(l_in))-
2.0_DP*dsin(q*1000.0_DP/(l_in))+2.0_DP*dsin(q*3000.0_DP/(l_in)))) 
!     True(i)=(EXP(-1*(  (q*  (1.0_DP/(l_in)-1.0_DP/(l_0))  )**2  )/(2.0_DP*s**2)))* & 
!    & (1.0_DP+COS(2.0_DP*pi*c*tau/(l_in)))*(l_0/l_in)**2  
    end do 
 
 end subroutine build_input_DP 
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subroutine 
calib_convolution(wid1,wid2,cutsize,factor,conv_points,points,final_conv,final_axes,center)  
     
    use DPTYPE,only:DP 
 
!    use Measured_data, only:cutsize 
!    use true_lines,only:r 
!    use Convolution_parameters,only:conv_points,factor,wid1,wid2,shape_max 
     
    implicit none 
 
    real(kind=DP) :: j,step,real_points,real_factor,temp1,temp2,ireal,temp3,temp4,temp5 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::wid1,wid2,center 
    integer :: i,k,diff,points 
    integer,intent(in) :: factor,cutsize,conv_points 
    complex(kind=DP),dimension(points):: a, b, c, d, a1, b1, c1, d1 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(points):: real_a, real_b, real_c, real_a1, real_b1, real_c1, real_d1 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(points):: im_a1, im_b1, im_c1, im_d1, semi_final 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(points):: real_con, im_con, convolution_, sort, 
final_conv1,final_axes1,temp 
 real(kind=DP),allocatable::Ncoeffs(:),CPY(:) 
    integer,dimension(:):: ints(points) 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out):: final_conv(conv_points), final_axes(conv_points) 
    character(len=100):: name 
    character(len=3):: ext 
 
!    points=conv_points*2 
    real_points=real(points,kind=DP) 
    real_factor=real(factor,kind=DP) 
    step=1.0_DP/real_factor 
!   step=1.0_DP/real_factor/2.0_DP 
    allocate(Ncoeffs(4*points+15)) 
    allocate(CPY(2*points)) 
 
 
! This subroutine convolves three functions: 
! a is a positive exponential when pix<0; a=0 when pix>=0. 
! b is a gaussian centered at pix=0. 
! c is a rectangle function of width=1 pix, centered at pix=0. 
 
! These loops build the real arrays of each a,b,c solved on an oversampled axis but layed out in 
the 
! 0 through N/2,-N/2+step through -step form in order to take the FFT. 
!   j=step/2.0_DP 
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    j=0.0_DP 
    do i= 1,points/2+1 
      real_a(i) = 0 
      real_b(i) = exp(-1.0_DP*(j/wid2)**2) 
!      if (abs(j)<=0.5) then 
   if (abs(j)<0.5) then 
        real_c(i) = 1.0_DP 
      else if (abs(j)==0.5) then   
  real_c(i) = 0.5_DP 
   else  
        real_c(i) = 0.0_DP 
      end if 
      j=j+step 
    end do 
 
    temp5=real(-(cutsize-1)/2) 
!    j=-(cutsize-1)/2+step*1.5_DP 
    j=temp5+step 
    do i= points/2+2,points 
      real_a(i) = exp(1.0_DP*(j/wid1)) 
     real_b(i) = exp(-1.0_DP*(j/wid2)**2) 
!     real_a(i) = 0.0_DP 
!      if (abs(j)<=0.5) then 
   if (abs(j)<0.5) then 
        real_c(i) = 1.0_DP 
      else if (abs(j)==0.5) then   
  real_c(i) = 0.5_DP 
   else  
        real_c(i) = 0.0_DP 
      end if 
      j=j+step 
    end do 
 
    real_a(1)=1.0_DP 
 
!    do i=1,points 
!      a(i)=cmplx(real_a(i),0.0_DP) 
!      b(i)=cmplx(real_b(i),0.0_DP) 
!      c(i)=cmplx(real_c(i),0.0_DP) 
!      d(i)=cmplx(0.0_DP,0.0_DP) 
!    end do 
 
    do i=1,points 
      temp1=real_a(i) 
      temp2=real_b(i) 
   temp3=real_c(i) 
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      temp4=1.0_DP/(10**8)/(10**5) 
      if (abs(temp1)<temp4) then 
        temp1=0.0_DP 
      end if 
      if (abs(temp2)<temp4) then 
        temp2=0.0_DP 
      end if 
      if (abs(temp3)<temp4) then 
        temp3=0.0_DP 
   end if 
      a(i)=cmplx(temp1,0.0_DP,kind=DP) 
   b(i)=cmplx(temp2,0.0_DP,kind=DP) 
   c(i)=cmplx(temp3,0.0_DP,kind=DP) 
    end do 
 
    call DFFTCI(points,Ncoeffs) 
    call DF2TCF(points,b,b1,Ncoeffs,CPY) 
 
    call DFFTCF(points,a,a1) 
    call DFFTCF(points,b,b1) 
    call DFFTCF(points,c,c1) 
 
   do i=1,points 
     final_axes(i)=real(a1(i)) 
  final_conv(i)=aimag(a1(i)) 
   end do 
 
   ext='txt' 
  name='conv_shape-gaussFTexp'//'.'//ext 
 
!  call write_two_DP(final_axes,final_conv,conv_points,name) 
 
!    do i=1,points 
!   a1(i)=cmplx(real(a1(i)),0.0_DP,kind=DP) 
!      b1(i)=cmplx(real(b1(i)),0.0_DP,kind=DP) 
!      c1(i)=cmplx(real(c1(i)),0.0_DP,kind=DP) 
! end do 
 
 
! Manual complex multiplication to find real and imaginary parts of product in transform space 
    do i=1,points 
   temp1=real(a1(i),kind=DP) 
   temp2=real(b1(i),kind=DP) 
   temp3=real(c1(i),kind=DP) 
      real_d1(i) = real(a1(i))*real(b1(i))*real(c1(i))-real(a1(i))*aimag(b1(i))*aimag(c1(i))- & 
      & aimag(a1(i))*aimag(b1(i))*real(c1(i))-aimag(a1(i))*real(b1(i))*aimag(c1(i)) 
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!      real_d1(i) = real(a1(i))*real(b1(i))*real(c1(i)) 
      im_d1(i) = -1*aimag(a1(i))*aimag(b1(i))*aimag(c1(i))+aimag(a1(i))*real(b1(i))*real(c1(i))+ 
& 
      & real(a1(i))*aimag(b1(i))*real(c1(i))+real(a1(i))*real(b1(i))*aimag(c1(i)) 
      d1(i)=cmplx(real_d1(i),im_d1(i),kind=DP) 
    end do 
 
    call DFFTCB(points,d1,d) 
 
   do i=1,points 
     final_axes(i)=real(d1(i)) 
  final_conv(i)=aimag(d1(i)) 
   end do 
 
   ext='txt' 
   name='conv_shape-conv0'//'.'//ext 
 
!   call write_two_DP(final_axes,final_conv,conv_points,name) 
 
    do i=1,points 
      real_a1(i)=real(a1(i)) 
      real_b1(i)=real(b1(i)) 
      real_c1(i)=real(c1(i)) 
      real_d1(i)=real(d1(i)) 
      im_a1(i)=aimag(a1(i)) 
      im_b1(i)=aimag(b1(i)) 
      im_c1(i)=aimag(c1(i)) 
      im_d1(i)=aimag(d1(i)) 
    end do 
 
    do i=1,points 
      real_con(i)=real(d(i))/real_points 
      im_con(i)=aimag(d(i))/real_points 
      convolution_(i)=cmplx(real_con(i),im_con(i)) 
    end do 
 
! Rearrangement of convolution matrix back to -N/2+step through N/2 
 
    k=points/2+2 
    do i=1,points/2-1 
      semi_final(i)=real_con(k) 
      k=k+1 
    end do 
 
    k=1 
    do i=points/2,points 
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      semi_final(i)=real_con(k) 
      k=k+1 
    end do 
 
!   do i=1,points 
!     semi_final(i)=real_b(i) 
!   end do 
 
! Wrap final point back around to the beginning.  Currently axis is -(cut-1)/2+1.5*step through 
(cut-1)/2+0.5*step. 
! Want it symmetric, so -(cut-1)/2+0.5*step through (cut-1).2-0.5*step 
 
!    do i=1,points 
!     temp(i)=semi_final(i) 
!   end do 
     
!   do i=1,points-1 
!     semi_final(i+1)=temp(i) 
!   end do 
!   semi_final(1)=temp(points) 
 
 
    do i=1,points 
      ints(i)=i 
    end do 
 
! Sorting routine to find the maximum height in order to normalize the final convolution shape 
    call DSVRGP(points,semi_final,sort,ints) 
    diff=points/2-ints(points) 
 
!   diff=-32 
!   diff=0 
!   diff=diff-factor-factor 
!    diff=diff-center 
 
!    j=-(cutsize-1)/2+(step/2.0_DP) 
    j=-(cutsize-1)/2+step 
    do i=1,points 
      if ((i+diff)>points) then 
        final_conv(i+diff-points)=semi_final(i)/sort(points) 
      else if ((i+diff)<1) then 
        final_conv(i+diff+points)=semi_final(i)/sort(points) 
      else 
        final_conv(i+diff)=semi_final(i)/sort(points) 
      end if 
      final_axes(i)=j 
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      j=j+step 
    end do 
 
!   j=1 
!   do i=1,conv_points 
!     final_conv(i)=final_conv1(j) 
!     final_axes(i)=final_axes1(j) 
!     j=j+2 
!   end do 
 
!    temp1=real(((cutsize-1)/2-40)*factor,kind=DP) 
!   do i=((cutsize-1)/2-60)*factor+1,points/2 
!     temp2=real(i,kind=DP) 
!     final_conv(i)=0.5_DP*(1.0_DP+tanh((temp1-temp2)/20.0_DP))*0.0_DP+0.5_DP*(1.0_DP-
tanh((temp1-temp2)/20.0_DP))*final_conv(i) 
!   end do 
 
!   do i=1,((cutsize-1)/2-60)*factor 
 
!   real_points=real(points-1,kind=DP) 
!    temp1=(final_conv(points)-final_conv(1))/real_points 
! temp2=final_conv(1) 
!    do i=1,points 
!      ireal=real(i-1,kind=DP) 
!      final_conv(i)=final_conv(i)-ireal*temp1-temp2 
!    end do 
 
 
 
 
 
!    do i=1,((cutsize-1)/2-40)*factor 
!     final_conv(i)=0.0_DP 
!   end do 
 
!   do i=((cutsize-1)/2+40)*factor+1,points 
!    final_conv(i)=0.0_DP 
!   end do 
 
 
 
 
 
 
!    do i=1,points 
!      final_conv(i)=final_conv(i)*shape_max(r) 
 244 
!    end do 
 
   ext='txt' 
   name='conv_shape-0.2gauss'//'.'//ext 
 
!  call write_two_DP(final_axes,final_conv,conv_points,name) 
    
     
end subroutine calib_convolution 
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pure subroutine matrix_mult(Input,pixvec,pix,point,pixindex,cutsize,oversam,true) 
 
use DPTYPE,only:DP 
implicit none 
 
integer,intent(in)::pix,pixindex,cutsize,oversam 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in)::Input((cutsize-1)*oversam),pixvec((cutsize-1)*oversam) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in)::true(pix*oversam) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:)::Input_new(pix*oversam) 
real(kind=DP),intent(out)::point 
 
integer::j,i,shift 
real(kind=DP)::oversamreal,offset,ireal 
real(kind=DP)::matrixpix_1,matrixpix_last,temp 
 
!! Create the x-axis for a row of the matrix, where the peak is centered on zero. 
!! Ranges:  Row 1 (-0.5,pix-0.5) ... Row pix (-pix+0.5,0.5) 
!  oversamreal=1.0_DP/real(oversam,kind=DP) 
!  offset=0.5_DP*oversamreal 
 
!  matrixpix_1=-(pixindex-0.5_DP)+offset 
!  ireal=real(pix*oversam,kind=DP) 
!  matrixpix_last=-(pixindex-0.5_DP)+offset+ireal*oversamreal 
 
!! New method of automated filling in the y-values of the matrix in 3 cases: 
!! Case 1: Rows 1 to (cutsize-1)/2, some portion of left side of Input not in matrixrow            
!! Case 2: Rows (cutsize-1)/2+1 to pix-(cutsize-1)/2, all of Input in matrix row 
!! Case 3: Rows pix-(cutsize-1)/2+1 to pix, some portion of right side of Input not in matrixrow 
 
!temp=0.0_DP 
!if (matrixpix_1>pixvec(1)) then 
!  do i=1, (cutsize-1)*oversam/2+oversam/2+(pixindex-1)*oversam 
!    temp=temp+Input(i+((cutsize-1)/2-pixindex)*oversam+oversam/2)*true(i) 
!  end do 
!else if (matrixpix_1<=pixvec(1) .and. matrixpix_last>=pixvec((cutsize-1)*oversam)) then 
!  j=1 
!  do i=1+oversam/2+(pixindex-((cutsize-1)/2+1))*oversam,oversam/2+(pixindex-((cutsize-
1)/2+1))*oversam+(cutsize-1)*oversam 
!    temp=temp+Input(j)*true(i) 
!    j=j+1 
!  end do 
!else if (matrixpix_last<pixvec((cutsize-1)*oversam)) then 
!  j=1 
!  do i=pix*oversam+1-oversam/2-(pix-pixindex)*oversam-(cutsize-1)*oversam/2,pix*oversam 
!    temp=temp+Input(j)*true(i) 
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!    j=j+1 
!  end do 
!end if 
 
!  point=temp 
 
do j=1,pix*oversam 
  Input_new(j)=0.0_DP 
end do 
 
shift=(pixindex-(pix/2+1))*oversam+oversam/2 
 
do j=1,(cutsize-1)*oversam 
  if (j+shift < 1) then 
    Input_new(j+shift+pix*oversam)=Input(j) 
  else if (j+shift > pix*oversam) then 
    Input_new(j+shift-pix*oversam)=Input(j) 
  else 
    Input_new(j+shift)=Input(j) 
  end if 
end do 
 
temp=0.0_DP 
do j=1,pix*oversam 
  temp=temp+Input_new(j)*true(j) 
end do 
 
point=temp 
 
end subroutine matrix_mult 
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pure subroutine quadratic_fit(x,y,coeff_out,num) 
 
use DPTYPE,only:DP 
use numerical_libraries 
implicit none 
 
integer,intent(in)::num 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::x(num),y(num) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out)::coeff_out(3) 
 
Interface 
  pure subroutine sub(x,y,coeff_out,num) 
    use DPTYPE,only:DP 
    implicit none 
    integer,intent(in)::num 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::x(num),y(num) 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out)::coeff_out(3) 
  end subroutine sub 
end interface 
 
  call sub(x,y,coeff_out,num) 
 
end subroutine quadratic_fit 
 
 
pure subroutine sub(x,y,coeff_out,num) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP 
  implicit none 
 
  integer,intent(in)::num 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::x(num),y(num) 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out)::coeff_out(3) 
 
  integer::NDEG, NOBS 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:)::B(3),SSPOLY(3),STAT(10) 
 
Interface 
  Pure subroutine DRCURV(NOBS,XDATA,YDATA,NDEG,B,SSPOLY,STAT) 
    use DPtype, only: DP 
    implicit none 
    integer,intent(in)::NOBS,NDEG 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::XDATA(NOBS),YDATA(NOBS) 
    real(kind=DP),intent(out)::B(NDEG+1),SSPOLY(NDEG+1),STAT(10) 
  end subroutine DRCURV 
End Interface 
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NDEG=2 
NOBS=num 
 
 
call DRCURV(NOBS, x, y, NDEG, B, SSPOLY, STAT) 
 
coeff_out(1)=B(1) 
coeff_out(2)=B(2) 
coeff_out(3)=B(3) 
 
end subroutine sub 
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module true_lines 
 
    use DPTYPE,only:DP  
     
    integer::r,neon,doublet,flag 
    real(kind=DP)::cntr2,difference 
    integer,parameter::peaktotal=9   
    integer,parameter::neon_peaktotal=7 
    integer,parameter::doublet_peaktotal=4 
     
    real(kind=DP),dimension(peaktotal),parameter:: true = (/ 912.54713_DP, 867.03250_DP, 
852.37834_DP, 826.67943_DP, & 
    & 795.03627_DP, 763.72078_DP, 738.60145_DP, 727.49400_DP, 696.73519_DP /) 
 
!    real(kind=DP),dimension(peaktotal),parameter:: true = (/ 912.54713_DP, 852.37834_DP, 
826.67943_DP, & 
!    & 795.03627_DP, 763.72078_DP, 738.60145_DP, 727.49400_DP, 696.73519_DP /) 
   
    real(kind=DP),dimension(peaktotal),parameter:: small_true = (/ 0.0_DP, 0.0_DP, 0.0_DP, 
0.0_DP, 800.83587_DP, & 
    & 0.0_DP, 737.41492_DP, 731.37304_DP,693.95779_DP /) 
 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(neon_peaktotal),parameter:: neon_true = (/ 693.13754_DP, 
703.43488_DP, 717.59120_DP, & 
    & 724.71593_DP, 744.09435_DP, 837.99054_DP, 849.76900_DP /) 
 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(2*doublet_peaktotal),parameter:: doublet_true = (/ 750.59355_DP, 
751.67211_DP, & 
    & 801.69900_DP, 800.83589_DP, 811.75424_DP, 810.59214_DP, 842.69626_DP, 
841.05202_DP /) 
 
 
end module true_lines 
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APPEDIX 3 
FREQUECY CALIBRATIO CODE FOR FOURIER TRAFORM SPECTRAL 
ITERFEROMETRY 
 
This appendix contains FORTRA code for calibration of the pixelated detector axis 
using atomic emission lines and recovered line-spread functions, as discussed in 
Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
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Program Calibration_program 
 
use DPTYPE,only:DP  
use numerical_libraries 
use iostandards 
use Measured_data,only:cutsize,oversam,points2,samples,Measured 
use Splines,only:all_breaks,all_coeffs,check_break,check_coeff,norm 
use 
true_lines,only:true,neon_true,doublet_true,r,peaktotal,cntr2,difference,neon_peaktotal,doublet_
peaktotal 
use Sampleno,only: samnum 
  
Implicit none 
 
integer :: i,P,j,k,pix,points,over,peaks,cut,start,last,smpls,clmn,length,start1,last1,points3 
integer :: cntr,new_peaks,IEqual,neon,argon,doublet,degree 
real(kind=DP) :: max,min,real_cntr,temp1,nreal,temp2,temp 
real(kind=DP) :: norm_factor,calib_out3,fitout 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:):: quad(4),norms(peaktotal) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),allocatable:: Rows,Input_axis,Peak_vec,temp_peaks 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),allocatable:: spline_peaks,Final_int 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),allocatable:: 
Final_int2,pixvec,Output,Spline_break,matrix1D,Peak_column 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),allocatable:: 
Final_intensities,Spline_coeff,matrix,Calib_peaks,all_peaks,dummy 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),allocatable:: composite 
character(len=100):: 
name,param_name,basename,backname,breakname,coeffname,flatname,checkname,outname,na
me1,name2 
character(len=5):: number,number1 
character(len=4):: char 
character(len=3):: ext 
 
! Define the base name and extension of the necessary parameter file. 
 
ext='txt' 
write(6,*)"Enter the basename of the input file." 
read(5,*)param_name 
 
! Call the subroutine to read the required parameters.  
call Calib_param_read(param_name,ext,over,start,last,start1,last1,neon,argon,doublet,degree,    
& 
   &                        
breakname,coeffname,backname,flatname,basename,checkname,name1,name2) 
 
! Define variables and find the number of points in each scan. 
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smpls=last-start+1 
samples=smpls 
clmn=1 
length=len(char) 
call int_char(start,char,length) 
name=trim(basename)//trim(char)//'.'//ext 
call Find_Points(name,points) 
pix=points 
oversam=over 
! Cutsize and peaktotal are parameters in modules Measured_data and true_lines, respectively. 
peaks=peaktotal 
cut=cutsize 
 
allocate(matrix(points,smpls)) 
allocate(matrix1D(points)) 
 
! Read in the input files for the line spectra. 
! Matrix contains the raw data at each pixel for each spectrum. 
 
call getdata_DP(points,smpls,start,last,clmn,basename,ext,matrix) 
 
! Call the subroutine (in Ar_spectra library) to correct each row of each line spectrum for 
background. 
 
call background_DP(points,smpls,matrix,backname,ext) 
 
! Call the subroutine (in Ar_spectra library) to apply the flatfield correction to each row of each 
line spectrum. 
 
call flatfield_DP(points,smpls,matrix,flatname,ext) 
 
! Normalize each scan by the sum of intensities across the CCD chip. 
 
do i=1,smpls 
  nreal=0.0_DP 
  do j=1,points 
    nreal=nreal+matrix(j,i) 
  end do 
  nreal=1.0_DP/nreal 
  do j=1,points 
    matrix(j,i)=matrix(j,i)*nreal 
  end do 
end do 
 
allocate(Calib_peaks(smpls,peaks)) 
allocate(composite(cut*smpls,peaks)) 
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allocate(pixvec((cut-1)*over)) 
allocate(Final_intensities((cut-1)*over,peaks)) 
allocate(Final_int2((cut-1)*over)) 
allocate(Output((cut-1)*over)) 
 
call build_spline_DP(over,cut,pixvec) 
 
do P=1,peaks 
  r=P 
 
  call int_char(P,number,5) 
  name=trim(breakname)//trim(number)//'.'//ext 
  call Find_Points(name,points) 
  points2=points 
  points3=points 
 
  allocate(Spline_break(points)) 
  allocate(Spline_coeff(4,points)) 
  allocate(all_breaks(points)) 
  allocate(all_coeffs(4,points)) 
 
! Get the cubic spline parameters (breaks and coefficients) of each line's final LSF. 
 
  call read_one_DP(spline_Break,points,name) 
 
  name=trim(coeffname)//trim(number)//'.'//ext 
  allocate(dummy(points,4)) 
  call read_n_DP(4,dummy,points,name) 
  do j=1,4 
    do i=1,points 
      Spline_coeff(j,i)=dummy(i,j) 
    end do 
  end do 
  deallocate(dummy) 
 
! Obtain the height normalization factor used by DUNLSF in calib_iterate2. 
  norm_factor=DCSVAL(0.0_DP,points-1,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
  norm=norm_factor 
  norms(P)=norm_factor 
! Solve the spline to produce normalized LSFs for comparison and unnormalized LSFs for 
interpolation. 
  do i=1,(cut-1)*over 
    Final_int2(i)=DCSVAL(pixvec(i),points-1,Spline_break,Spline_coeff)/norm_factor 
    Output(i)=DCSVAL(pixvec(i),points-1,Spline_break,Spline_coeff) 
  end do 
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! Optional statement to print normalized LSFs for comparison. 
  call int_char(P,number,5) 
  name='Peak_1lambdares_'//trim(number)//'.'//ext 
!  call write_two_DP(pixvec,Final_int2,(cut-1)*over,name) 
 
! Area normalize the LSFs for iterpolation. 
  temp=0.0_DP 
  do i=1,(cut-1)*over 
    temp=temp+Output(i) 
  end do 
  do i=1,(cut-1)*over 
    Final_intensities(i,P)=Output(i)/temp 
  end do 
 
! Send all the lineshape spline parameters to the Splines module to be opened and solved by 
FCN3 
! in its fitting to spectra. 
 
  do i=1,points 
    all_breaks(i)=Spline_break(i) 
    do j=1,4 
      all_coeffs(j,i)=Spline_coeff(j,i) 
    end do 
  end do 
 
  deallocate(Spline_break) 
  deallocate(Spline_coeff) 
 
  allocate(Measured(cut)) 
    
! This begins the loop to collect data from all samples for one peak. 
 
  do j=1,smpls 
    samnum=j 
 
    do i=1,pix 
      matrix1D(i)=matrix(i,j) 
    end do 
       
    call Measured_cutting(matrix1D,pix,cntr,composite) 
             
! These max and min values go into the min_max module and are used for XGuess in DUNLSF.      
    max=matrix(cntr,j) 
    min=(Measured(1)+Measured(cut))/2 
    real_cntr=real(cntr,kind=DP) 
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! The calibration subroutine is called. It finds the baseline, amplitude, and offset parameters that 
! have been solved via nonlinear least squares.  It returns only the offset (shift) parameters and  
! the real-valued max intensity pixels for calibration (these are stored in Calib_peaks). 
 
    call Calib_iterate2_DP(min,max,real_cntr,calib_out3,temp1) 
      
    Calib_peaks(j,P)=temp1 
          
  end do 
  
  deallocate(Measured) 
  deallocate(all_breaks,all_coeffs) 
 
end do 
 
allocate(Rows(pix)) 
allocate(Input_axis(pix*over)) 
allocate(Peak_vec(peaks)) 
 
! Call the calibration routine to create one axis from a quadratic fit between one set of max 
intensity real-valued 
! pixels (averaged over number of input calibration spectra) and literature line vacuum 
wavelengths.  
 
call Calibration_sub(Calib_peaks,pix,Rows,Peak_vec,quad,degree,name1,name2,start,last) 
 
! Optional statement to print coefficients. 
name='Quad_coeffs' 
name=trim(name)//'.'//ext 
call int_char(start,number,5) 
call int_char(last,number1,5) 
!call write_one_DP(quad,4,name)  
! Optional statement to print full calibration axis (1024 pixels converted to nm). 
name='calib_axis51408_'//trim(number)//'-'//trim(number1) 
name=trim(name)//'.'//ext 
call write_one_DP(Rows,pix,name) 
 
 
 
! End of calibration...Final calibration axis has been obtained. 
!*****************************************************************************
**************************!  
!*****************************************************************************
**************************! 
! Begin interpolation of LSFs in order to check calibration accuracy with neon lines and/or argon 
doublets. 
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deallocate(Calib_peaks,matrix,matrix1D) 
allocate(spline_peaks(pix)) 
allocate(all_peaks(pix,(cut-1)*over)) 
allocate(Final_int(peaks)) 
 
! Call the second dimension spline subroutine to interpolate (one value in the original lineshape 
! dimension at a time) across the CCD array.  For every point in the first dimension: 
! Input is set of literature line vacuum wavelengths and corresponding intensities of the lines; 
output is 1024 points 
! of spline_peaks, where the intensities are solved for all nm values of the newly calibrated axis 
'Rows'. 
! The final result is 1024 different lineshapes, all on the same pixel axis on which the original 
LSFs were defined. 
 
if (neon==1 .or. argon==1 .or. doublet==1) then 
 
  do i=1,(cut-1)*over 
    do P=1,peaks 
! LSF arrays are flipped here to be consistent with interpolation method in convolution 
simulation and deconvolution. 
      Final_int(P)=Final_intensities((cut-1)*over-i+1,P) 
    end do 
! call second_spline(pix,Final_int,spline_peaks,Rows,true) 
    call weight_spline(peaktotal,true,Final_int,norms,pix,Rows,spline_peaks) 
    do j=1,pix 
      all_peaks(j,i)=spline_peaks(j) 
    end do 
  end do 
 
end if 
 
deallocate(Final_intensities) 
deallocate(Final_int) 
 
! End of interpolation 
!*****************************************************************************
**************************!  
! Beginning of calibration accuracy check with neon emission lines 
 
! Define variables and find the number of points in each spectrum. 
smpls=last1-start1+1 
samples=smpls 
clmn=1 
length=len(char) 
call int_char(start,char,length) 
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if (neon==1) then 
  name=trim(checkname)//trim(char)//'.'//ext 
     
  call Find_Points(name,points) 
  allocate(matrix(points,smpls)) 
  allocate(matrix1D(points)) 
 
! Read in the input files for the line spectra. 
! Matrix contains the raw data at each pixel for each spectrum. 
 
  call getdata_DP(points,smpls,start1,last1,clmn,checkname,ext,matrix) 
 
! Call the subroutine (in Ar_spectra library) to correct each row of each line spectrum for 
background. 
 
  call background_DP(points,smpls,matrix,backname,ext) 
 
! Call the subroutine (in Ar_spectra library) to apply the flatfield correction to each row of each 
line spectrum. 
 
  call flatfield_DP(points,smpls,matrix,flatname,ext) 
 
! Normalize each scan by the sum of intensities across the CCD chip. 
  do i=1,smpls 
    nreal=0.0_DP 
    do j=1,points 
      nreal=nreal+matrix(j,i) 
    end do 
    nreal=1.0_DP/nreal 
    do j=1,points 
      matrix(j,i)=matrix(j,i)*nreal 
    end do 
  end do 
     
  IEqual=1 
  new_peaks=neon_peaktotal 
  allocate(Calib_peaks(smpls+1,new_peaks)) 
  allocate(all_breaks((cut-1)*over)) 
  allocate(all_coeffs(4,(cut-1)*over)) 
  allocate(temp_peaks((cut-1)*over)) 
  allocate(Peak_column(new_peaks*(smpls+1))) 
 
  do P=1,new_peaks 
    r=P 
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    allocate(Measured(cut)) 
    Calib_peaks(smpls+1,P)=neon_true(P) 
    Peak_column((P-1)*(smpls+1)+smpls+1)=neon_true(P) 
    
! This begins the loop to collect data from all samples for one peak. 
 
    do j=1,smpls 
 
      do i=1,pix 
        matrix1D(i)=matrix(i,j) 
      end do 
       
      call Neon_cutting(matrix1D,pix,cntr,real_cntr) 
   
! Find the LSF for the pixel at which the spectrum has its (integer) pixel of maximum intensity. 
      do i=1,pix 
        if (i==cntr) then 
          do k=1,(cut-1)*over 
! LSF arrays are flipped back from convolution/deconvolution layout.  
            temp_peaks(k)=all_peaks(i,(cut-1)*over-k+1) 
          end do 
        end if 
      end do 
! Spline the shape and roughly find its height; store this information in 'Splines' module for use in 
DUNLSF and FCN3. 
      call DCSSCV((cut-1)*over,pixvec,temp_peaks,IEqual,all_breaks,all_coeffs) 
      norm=DCSVAL(0.0_DP,(cut-1)*over-1,all_breaks,all_coeffs) 
         
! These max and min values go into the min_max module and are used for XGuess in DUNLSF.     
      max=matrix(cntr,j) 
      min=(Measured(1)+Measured(cut))/2 
 
! The calibration subroutine is called. It finds the baseline, amplitude, and offset parameters that 
! have been solved via nonlinear least squares.  It returns only the offset (shift) parameters and  
! the real-valued max intensity pixels for calibration (these are stored in Calib_peaks). 
! Peak_column contains the calibrated wavelengths of maximum intensity and the literature line 
nm. 
 
      points2=(cut-1)*over 
      call Calib_iterate2_DP(min,max,real_cntr,calib_out3,temp1) 
      Calib_peaks(j,P)=temp1 
      Peak_column((P-1)*(smpls+1)+j)=fitout(quad,temp1-512.0_DP) 
 
    end do 
 
    deallocate(Measured) 
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  end do 
  
  call int_char(start1,number,5) 
  call int_char(last1,number1,5) 
  outname='Neon_check51408'//trim(number)//'-'//trim(number1)//'_'//'.'//ext 
  call write_one_DP(Peak_column,new_peaks*(smpls+1),outname) 
 
  deallocate(Calib_peaks,all_breaks,all_coeffs,temp_peaks,matrix,matrix1D,Peak_column) 
 
end if 
 
! End of neon line check 
!*****************************************************************************
**************************!  
! Beginning of calibration accuracy / goodness of fit check with argon emission lines 
 
if (argon==1) then 
  name=trim(basename)//trim(char)//'.'//ext 
    
  call Find_Points(name,points) 
  allocate(matrix(points,smpls)) 
  allocate(matrix1D(points)) 
 
! Read in the input files for the line spectra. 
! Matrix contains the raw data at each pixel for each spectrum. 
 
  call getdata_DP(points,smpls,start1,last1,clmn,basename,ext,matrix) 
 
! Call the subroutine (in Ar_spectra library) to correct each row of each line spectrum for 
background. 
 
  call background_DP(points,smpls,matrix,backname,ext) 
 
! Call the subroutine (in Ar_spectra library) to apply the flatfield correction to each row of each 
line spectrum. 
 
  call flatfield_DP(points,smpls,matrix,flatname,ext) 
 
! Normalize each scan by the sum of intensities across the CCD chip. 
  do i=1,smpls 
    nreal=0.0_DP 
    do j=1,points 
      nreal=nreal+matrix(j,i) 
    end do 
    nreal=1.0_DP/nreal 
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    do j=1,points 
      matrix(j,i)=matrix(j,i)*nreal 
    end do 
  end do 
     
  IEqual=1 
  new_peaks=peaktotal 
  allocate(Calib_peaks(smpls+1,new_peaks)) 
  allocate(Peak_column(new_peaks*(smpls+1))) 
  
  do P=1,new_peaks 
    r=P 
 
    Calib_peaks(smpls+1,P)=true(P) 
    Peak_column((P-1)*(smpls+1)+smpls+1)=true(P) 
     
    call int_char(P,number,5) 
    name=trim(breakname)//trim(number)//'.'//ext 
    call Find_Points(name,points) 
         
    allocate(Measured(cut)) 
    allocate(Spline_break(points)) 
    allocate(Spline_coeff(4,points)) 
    allocate(all_breaks(points)) 
    allocate(all_coeffs(4,points)) 
 
! Get the cubic spline parameters (breaks and coefficients) of each line's final LSF. 
 
    name=trim(breakname)//trim(number)//'.'//ext       
    call read_one_DP(spline_Break,points,name) 
 
    name=trim(coeffname)//trim(number)//'.'//ext 
    allocate(dummy(points,4)) 
    call read_n_DP(4,dummy,points,name) 
    do j=1,4 
      do i=1,points 
        Spline_coeff(j,i)=dummy(i,j) 
      end do 
    end do 
    deallocate(dummy) 
 
! Send all the lineshape spline parameters to the Splines module to be opened and solved by 
FCN3 
! in its fitting to spectra. 
    do i=1,points 
      all_breaks(i)=Spline_break(i) 
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      do j=1,4 
        all_coeffs(j,i)=Spline_coeff(j,i) 
      end do 
    end do 
 
    deallocate(Spline_break) 
    deallocate(Spline_coeff) 
    
! This begins the loop to collect data from all samples for one peak. 
 
    do j=1,smpls 
      samnum=j 
 
      do i=1,pix 
        matrix1D(i)=matrix(i,j) 
      end do 
       
      call Measured_cutting(matrix1D,pix,cntr,composite) 
      real_cntr=real(cntr,kind=DP)      
         
! These max and min values go into the min_max module and are used for XGuess in DUNLSF.     
 
      max=matrix(cntr,j) 
      min=(Measured(1)+Measured(cut))/2 
      norm=norms(P) 
 
! The calibration subroutine is called. It finds the baseline, amplitude, and offset parameters that 
! have been solved via nonlinear least squares.  It returns only the offset (shift) parameters and  
! the real-valued max intensity pixels for calibration (these are stored in Calib_peaks). 
! Peak_column contains the calibrated wavelengths of maximum intensity and the literature line 
nm. 
 
      points2=points3 
      call Calib_iterate2_DP(min,max,real_cntr,calib_out3,temp1) 
      Calib_peaks(j,P)=temp1 
      Peak_column((P-1)*(smpls+1)+j)=fitout(quad,temp1-512.0_DP) 
 
    end do 
 
    deallocate(Measured,all_breaks,all_coeffs) 
 
  end do 
  
  call int_char(start1,number,5) 
  call int_char(last1,number1,5) 
  outname='Argon_check51408'//trim(number)//'-'//trim(number1)//'_'//'.'//ext 
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  call write_one_DP(Peak_column,new_peaks*(smpls+1),outname) 
 
  deallocate(Calib_peaks,matrix,matrix1D,Peak_column) 
 
end if 
 
! End of argon singlet line check 
!*****************************************************************************
**************************!  
! Beginning of calibration accuracy check with argon doublet emission lines 
 
if (doublet==1) then 
  name=trim(basename)//trim(char)//'.'//ext 
 
  call Find_Points(name,points) 
  allocate(matrix(points,smpls)) 
  allocate(matrix1D(points)) 
 
! Read in the input files for the line spectra. 
! Matrix contains the raw data at each pixel for each spectrum. 
 
  call getdata_DP(points,smpls,start1,last1,clmn,basename,ext,matrix) 
 
! Call the subroutine (in Ar_spectra library) to correct each row of each line spectrum for 
background. 
 
  call background_DP(points,smpls,matrix,backname,ext) 
 
! Call the subroutine (in Ar_spectra library) to apply the flatfield correction to each row of each 
line spectrum. 
 
  call flatfield_DP(points,smpls,matrix,flatname,ext) 
 
! Normalize each scan by the sum of intensities across the CCD chip. 
  do i=1,smpls 
    nreal=0.0_DP 
    do j=1,points 
      nreal=nreal+matrix(j,i) 
    end do 
    nreal=1.0_DP/nreal 
    do j=1,points 
      matrix(j,i)=matrix(j,i)*nreal 
    end do 
  end do 
     
  IEqual=1 
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  new_peaks=doublet_peaktotal 
  allocate(Calib_peaks(smpls+1,new_peaks*2)) 
  allocate(check_break((cut-1)*over)) 
  allocate(check_coeff(4,(cut-1)*over)) 
  allocate(temp_peaks((cut-1)*over)) 
  allocate(Peak_column(new_peaks*2*(smpls+1))) 
 
  do P=1,new_peaks 
    r=P 
     
    allocate(Measured(cut)) 
    Calib_peaks(smpls+1,P+P-1)=doublet_true(P+P-1) 
    Calib_peaks(smpls+1,P+P)=doublet_true(P+P) 
    Peak_column((2*P-2)*(smpls+1)+smpls+1)=doublet_true(2*P-1) 
    Peak_column((2*P-1)*(smpls+1)+smpls+1)=doublet_true(2*P) 
 
! This begins the loop to collect data from all samples for one peak. 
 
    do j=1,smpls 
 
      do i=1,pix 
        matrix1D(i)=matrix(i,j) 
      end do 
       
      call Doublet_cutting(matrix1D,pix,cntr,real_cntr,cntr2,difference)         
 
! Find the LSF for the pixel at which the spectrum has its (integer) pixel of maximum intensity.        
      do i=1,pix 
        if (i==cntr) then 
          do k=1,(cut-1)*over 
! LSF arrays are flipped back from convolution/deconvolution layout. 
            temp_peaks(k)=all_peaks(i,(cut-1)*over-k+1) 
          end do 
        end if 
      end do 
! Spline the shape and roughly find its height; store this information in 'Splines' module for use in 
DUNLSF and FCN3. 
      call DCSSCV((cut-1)*over,pixvec,temp_peaks,IEqual,check_break,check_coeff) 
      norm=DCSVAL(0.0_DP,(cut-1)*over-1,check_break,check_coeff) 
         
! These max and min values go into the min_max module and are used for XGuess in DUNLSF.     
 
      max=matrix(cntr,j) 
      min=(Measured(1)+Measured(cut))/2 
 
! The calibration subroutine is called. It finds the baseline, amplitude, and offset parameters that 
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! have been solved via nonlinear least squares.  It returns only the offset (shift) parameters and   
! the real-valued max intensity pixels for  
! calibration for each peak in the doublet (these are stored in Calib_peaks). 
! Peak_column contains the calibrated wavelengths of maximum intensity and the literature line 
nm. 
 
      call Calib_iterate_new_DP(min,max,real_cntr,temp1,temp2) 
      Calib_peaks(j,(P-1)*2+1)=temp1 
      Calib_peaks(j,(P-1)*2+2)=temp2 
      Peak_column((2*P-2)*(smpls+1)+j)=fitout(quad,temp1-512.0_DP) 
      Peak_column((2*P-1)*(smpls+1)+j)=fitout(quad,temp2-512.0_DP) 
 
    end do 
 
    deallocate(Measured) 
       
  end do 
 
  call int_char(start1,number,5) 
  call int_char(last1,number1,5) 
  outname='Doublets_check'//trim(number)//'-'//trim(number1)//'_'//'.'//ext 
  call write_one_DP(Peak_column,new_peaks*2*(smpls+1),outname) 
  
  deallocate(Calib_peaks,temp_peaks,matrix,matrix1D) 
 
end if 
 
! End of argon doublet check 
!*****************************************************************************
**************************!  
 
write(6,*)"Program completed.  Hit any key" 
read(5,*) 
 
 
! End of program 
!*****************************************************************************
**************************! 
!*****************************************************************************
**************************! 
 
End Program Calibration_program 
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subroutine calib_iterate2_DP(min,max,cntr,calib_out3,temp) 
 
use DPTYPE,only:DP 
use Measured_data,only:cutsize 
use numerical_libraries 
use true_lines,only:neon 
use Splines,only:norm 
implicit none 
 
real(kind=DP),intent(in)::min,max,cntr 
real(kind=DP),intent(out)::calib_out3,temp 
integer:: LDFJAC,M,N,i 
integer,dimension(:) :: IParam(6) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:) :: FJAC(cutsize,3),FScale(cutsize),FVec(cutsize),RParam(7),X(3) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:) :: XGuess(3),XScale(3) 
external::FCN3 
 
LDFJAC=cutsize 
N=3 
M=cutsize 
 
! Baseline guess is a rough average of intensities at edges of cut, i.e. the local baseline. 
XGuess(1) = min 
! Amplitude guess is approximately the height of the peak in the spectrum divided by the height 
of the fit function. 
XGuess(2) = (max-min)/norm 
! Shift guess is zero by default. 
XGuess(3) = 0.0_DP 
 
do i=1,cutsize 
  FScale(i)=1.0_DP 
end do 
 
IParam(1)=0 
call DU4LSF (IParam,RParam) 
RParam(3)=RParam(3)/10.0E3 
 
! Calib_iterate2 and FCN3 are used for argon singlet (calibration and check) and neon singlet 
fitting procedures. 
 
call DUNLSF (FCN3, M, N, XGuess, XScale, FScale, IParam, RParam, X, FVEC, FJAC, cutsize) 
 
calib_out3=X(3) 
temp=cntr-calib_out3 
 
end subroutine calib_iterate2_DP 
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subroutine calib_iterate_new_DP(min,max,cntr,temp1,temp2) 
 
use DPTYPE,only:DP 
use Measured_data,only:cutsize 
use numerical_libraries 
use true_lines,only:cntr2 
use Splines,only:norm 
implicit none 
 
real(kind=DP),intent(in)::min,max,cntr 
real(kind=DP),intent(out)::temp1,temp2 
integer:: LDFJAC,M,N,i 
integer,dimension(:) :: IParam(6) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:) :: FJAC(cutsize,5),FScale(cutsize),FVec(cutsize),RParam(7),X(5) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:) :: XGuess(5),XScale(5) 
external::FCN2 
 
LDFJAC=cutsize 
N=5 
M=cutsize 
 
! Baseline guess is a rough average of intensities at edges of cut, i.e. the local baseline. 
XGuess(1) = min 
! Amplitude guess is approximately the height of the peak in the spectrum divided by the height 
of the fit function. 
XGuess(2) = (max-min)/norm 
XGuess(3) = (max-min)/norm 
! Shift guess is zero by default. 
XGuess(4) = 0.0_DP 
XGuess(5) = 0.0_DP 
 
do i=1,cutsize 
  FScale(i)=1.0_DP 
end do 
 
IParam(1)=0 
call DU4LSF (IParam,RParam) 
RParam(3)=RParam(3)/10.0E4 
 
! Calib_iterate_new and FCN2 are used only for the argon doublet fitting procedure. 
 
call DUNLSF (FCN2, M, N, XGuess, XScale, FScale, IParam, RParam, X, FVEC, FJAC, cutsize) 
 
temp1=real(cntr,kind=DP)-X(4) 
temp2=cntr2-X(5) 
end subroutine calib_iterate_new_DP 
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subroutine 
Calib_param_read(param_name,ext,over,start,last,start1,last1,neon,argon,doublet,degree,     & 
   &                        
breakname,coeffname,backname,flatname,basename,checkname,name1,name2) 
 
    use DPTYPE,only:DP  
    
    implicit none 
 
    character(len=100),intent(in):: param_name 
    character(len=3),intent(in):: ext 
    integer,intent(out):: over,start,last,start1,last1,neon,argon,doublet,degree 
    character(len=100),intent(out):: 
breakname,coeffname,backname,flatname,basename,checkname,name1,name2 
 
 
 
    logical::filetest1 
    integer::j,io 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:):: Param(9) 
    character(len=100),dimension(:):: Names(8) 
    character(len=100):: name 
 
      
    ! Get filename. 
    name=trim(param_name)//'.'//ext 
    !check to see whether or not input file exists 
    inquire(file=name, exist=filetest1) 
    if (.not. filetest1) then 
        write(6,*)"Input file",name," not found." 
        write(6,*)"Terminating execution." 
        read(5,*) 
        stop 
    else 
        write(6,*)name 
    end if  
           
    ! This loop reads paramter file into array. 
    open(81,file=name,status="old") 
        do j = 1,9 
            read(81,*,iostat=io)Param(j)             
        end do       
        do j = 1,8 
            read(81,*,iostat=io)Names(j)             
        end do   
        if (io < 0) then 
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           write(6,*) 'Error -- file ',name,' shorter than number of parameters' 
        end if 
    close(81) 
     
! Assign integers of the parameter array to their constant names. 
    over=Param(1) 
    start=Param(2) 
    last=Param(3) 
    start1=Param(4) 
    last1=Param(5) 
    neon=Param(6) 
    argon=Param(7) 
    doublet=Param(8) 
    degree=Param(9) 
 
! Assign character values of the parameter array to their constant names. 
    breakname=Names(1) 
    coeffname=Names(2) 
    backname=Names(3) 
    flatname=Names(4) 
    basename=Names(5) 
    checkname=Names(6) 
    name1=Names(7) 
    name2=Names(8) 
      
end subroutine Calib_param_read 
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subroutine 
Calibration_sub(Calib_peaks,pix,Rows,Peak_vec,coeff_out,degree,coeffname,centername,start,l
ast) 
use DPtype,only: DP 
use Measured_data,only: samples,oversam 
use true_lines,only: true,peaktotal 
 
implicit none 
 
integer,intent(in)::pix,degree,start,last 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in)::Calib_peaks(samples,peaktotal) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out)::Rows(pix),coeff_out(4),Peak_vec(peaktotal) 
character(len=100),intent(in)::coeffname,centername 
integer::i,j,P 
real(kind=DP)::ireal,overreal,samreal,temp0,temp1,temp2,temp3,avg0,avg1,avg2,avg3,RMS0,R
MS1,RMS2,RMS3 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),allocatable::Temp,one_set,total_coeff,true1,one_set1,c0,c1,c2,c3,ce
nters 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),allocatable::total_vec 
character(len=100)::outname 
character(len=5):: number,number1 
character(len=3)::ext 
 
Interface 
 
  Pure function fitout1(coeff,pixel) 
    use DPtype, only: DP 
    implicit none 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::pixel,coeff(2) 
    real(kind=DP)::fitout1 
  end function fitout1 
 
  Pure function fitout(coeff,pixel) 
    use DPtype, only: DP 
    implicit none 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::pixel,coeff(3) 
    real(kind=DP)::fitout 
  end function fitout 
 
  Pure function fitout3(coeff,pixel) 
    use DPtype, only: DP 
    implicit none 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::pixel,coeff(4) 
    real(kind=DP)::fitout3 
  end function fitout3 
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  Pure subroutine linear_fit(pix_peaks,nm_peaks,peaktotal,coeff) 
    use DPtype, only: DP 
    implicit none 
    integer,intent(in)::peaktotal 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::pix_peaks(peaktotal),nm_peaks(peaktotal) 
    real(kind=DP),intent(out)::coeff(2) 
  end subroutine linear_fit 
 
  Pure subroutine quadratic_fit(pix_peaks,nm_peaks,peaktotal,coeff) 
    use DPtype, only: DP 
    implicit none 
    integer,intent(in)::peaktotal 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::pix_peaks(peaktotal),nm_peaks(peaktotal) 
    real(kind=DP),intent(out)::coeff(3) 
  end subroutine quadratic_fit 
 
  Pure subroutine cubic_fit(pix_peaks,nm_peaks,peaktotal,coeff) 
    use DPtype, only: DP 
    implicit none 
    integer,intent(in)::peaktotal 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::pix_peaks(peaktotal),nm_peaks(peaktotal) 
    real(kind=DP),intent(out)::coeff(4) 
  end subroutine cubic_fit 
 
end Interface 
 
allocate(one_set(peaktotal)) 
allocate(Temp(peaktotal)) 
allocate(total_vec(samples*peaktotal,2)) 
allocate(centers(samples*peaktotal)) 
allocate(true1(peaktotal-1)) 
allocate(one_set1(peaktotal-1)) 
allocate(c0(samples+2)) 
allocate(c1(samples+2)) 
allocate(c2(samples+2)) 
allocate(c3(samples+2)) 
 
do P=1,peaktotal 
  Temp(P)=0.0_DP 
end do 
 
! For each peak separately, average the true pixel values for the peak over the number 
! of sample spectra taken (in one grating position). 
 
do j=1,samples 
  do P=1,peaktotal 
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! 'Temp' holds the sum of real-valued pixels (centered at 512) of max intensity for each peak over 
all spectra. 
    Temp(P)=Temp(P)+Calib_peaks(j,P) 
! For each sample, 'one_set' holds the real-valued pixels of max intensity (centered at pixel 512) 
of each peak. 
    one_set(P)=Calib_peaks(j,P)-512.0_DP 
  end do 
! Each individual spectrum's calibration law is determined. 
  if (degree==1) then 
    allocate(total_coeff(samples*2)) 
    call linear_fit(one_set,true,peaktotal,coeff_out) 
    do i=1,2 
      total_coeff((j-1)*2+i)=coeff_out(i) 
    end do 
    c0(j)=coeff_out(1) 
    c1(j)=coeff_out(2) 
  else if (degree==2) then 
    allocate(total_coeff(samples*3)) 
    call quadratic_fit(one_set,true,peaktotal,coeff_out) 
    do i=1,3 
      total_coeff((j-1)*3+i)=coeff_out(i) 
    end do 
    c0(j)=coeff_out(1) 
    c1(j)=coeff_out(2) 
    c2(j)=coeff_out(3) 
  else if (degree==3) then 
    allocate(total_coeff(samples*4)) 
    call cubic_fit(one_set,true,peaktotal,coeff_out) 
    do i=1,4 
      total_coeff((j-1)*4+i)=coeff_out(i) 
    end do 
    c0(j)=coeff_out(1) 
    c1(j)=coeff_out(2) 
    c2(j)=coeff_out(3) 
    c3(j)=coeff_out(4) 
  end if 
 
  deallocate(total_coeff) 
 
! The array 'total_vec' holds the values to test for goodness of fit, i.e. the y values (literature nm) 
! and the y(x) values (x values substituted in that spectrum's calibration equation). 
  do P=1,peaktotal 
    total_vec((j-1)*peaktotal+P,1)=one_set(P) 
    centers((j-1)*peaktotal+P)=one_set(P) 
    if (degree==1) then 
      total_vec((j-1)*peaktotal+P,2)=fitout1(coeff_out,one_set(P)) 
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    else if (degree==2) then 
      total_vec((j-1)*(peaktotal)+P,2)=fitout(coeff_out,one_set(P)) 
    else if (degree==3) then 
      total_vec((j-1)*(peaktotal)+P,2)=fitout3(coeff_out,one_set(P)) 
    end if 
 
  end do 
end do 
 
temp0=0.0_DP 
temp1=0.0_DP 
temp2=0.0_DP 
temp3=0.0_DP 
do j=1,samples 
  temp0=c0(j)+temp0 
  temp1=c1(j)+temp1 
  temp2=c2(j)+temp2 
  temp3=c3(j)+temp3 
end do 
avg0=temp0/samples 
avg1=temp1/samples 
avg2=temp2/samples 
avg3=temp3/samples 
 
temp0=0.0_DP 
temp1=0.0_DP 
temp2=0.0_DP 
temp3=0.0_DP 
do j=1,samples 
  temp0=(c0(j)-avg0)**2+temp0 
  temp1=(c1(j)-avg1)**2+temp1 
  temp2=(c2(j)-avg2)**2+temp2 
  temp3=(c3(j)-avg3)**2+temp3 
end do 
RMS0=sqrt(temp0/samples) 
RMS1=sqrt(temp1/samples) 
RMS2=sqrt(temp2/samples) 
RMS3=sqrt(temp3/samples) 
 
c0(samples+1)=avg0 
c1(samples+1)=avg1 
c2(samples+1)=avg2 
c3(samples+1)=avg3 
c0(samples+2)=RMS0 
c1(samples+2)=RMS1 
c2(samples+2)=RMS2 
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c3(samples+2)=RMS3 
 
ext='txt' 
call int_char(start,number,5) 
call int_char(last,number1,5) 
outname=trim(coeffname)//trim(number)//'-'//trim(number1)//'.'//ext 
if (degree==1) then 
  call write_two_DP(c0,c1,samples+2,outname) 
else if (degree==2) then 
!  call write_three_DP(c0,c1,c2,samples+2,outname) 
else if (degree==3) then 
  call write_four_DP(c0,c1,c2,c3,samples+2,outname) 
end if 
 
outname=trim(centername)//trim(number)//'-'//trim(number1)//'.'//ext 
!call write_one_DP(centers,samples*peaktotal,outname) 
 
! Now, 'one_set' contains the averaged real-valued pixels (centered at 512) of max intensity for 
each peak. 
samreal=real(samples,kind=DP) 
do P=1,peaktotal 
  one_set(P)=Temp(P)/samreal-512.0_DP 
end do 
 
! Find THE CALIBRATION RELATIONSHIP between the nine (averaged) real-valued pixels 
of maximum intensity 
! (centered at pixel 512), and the literature line vacuum wavelength in nm. 
 
if (degree==1) then 
  call linear_fit(one_set,true,peaktotal,coeff_out) 
else if (degree==2) then 
  call quadratic_fit(one_set,true,peaktotal,coeff_out) 
else if (degree==3) then 
  call cubic_fit(one_set,true,peaktotal,coeff_out) 
end if 
 
overreal=real(oversam,kind=DP) 
 
! Solve for the nm wavelength to correspond to pixels 1-1024, identifying the rows of the 
! resolution matrix. This is THE CALIBRATION AXIS. 
do i=1,pix 
  ireal=real(i,kind=DP)-512.0_DP 
!  ireal=real(i,kind=DP) 
  Rows(i)=fitout(coeff_out,ireal) 
end do 
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! The array 'Peak_vec' holds the values to to be compared with literature nm to test for goodness 
of fit, 
! i.e. the y(x) values (x values substituted in THE CALIBRATION RELATIONSHIP equation). 
do P=1,peaktotal 
  Peak_vec(P)=fitout(coeff_out,one_set(P)) 
end do 
 
end subroutine Calibration_sub 
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module cutparameters_neon 
 
  
    use DPTYPE,only:DP 
    use true_lines,only:neon_peaktotal 
 
    integer,parameter::peak=neon_peaktotal 
 
 
  ! These arrays are determined from the fact that, though the absolute position of a peak on a 
pixel 
  ! axis changes with grating position, the relative positions of peaks remain constant in the 
samples. 
 
    integer,dimension(neon_peaktotal),parameter:: low = (/ -21, 20, 76, 104, 180, 550, 596 /) 
 
    integer,dimension(neon_peaktotal),parameter:: high = (/ -61, -20, 36, 64, 140, 510, 556 /) 
   
   
  ! Low cut and high cut are taken as the values needed to subtract from the center in order 
  ! to obtain the range of 20 points on either side of that peak. 
     
!  peak #     nm     relative center   low cut      high cut 
!    1      849.8         -576           596          556 
!    2      838.0         -530           550          510 
!    3      744.1         -160           180          140 
!    4      724.7         -84            104           64 
!    5      717.6         -56             76           36 
!    6      703.4          0              20          -20 
!    7      693.1          41            -21          -61 
 
    
end module cutparameters_neon 
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subroutine Doublet_cutting(matrix,points,cntr3,real_cntr3,cntr2,diff) 
 
use DPtype,only: DP 
use Measured_data,only: samples,Measured,cutsize 
use true_lines,only: peaktotal,r,doublet 
use cutparameters300,only: low2,high2 
 
implicit none 
 
integer,intent(in)::points 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in)::matrix(points) 
integer,intent(out)::cntr3 
real(kind=DP),intent(out)::real_cntr3,cntr2,diff 
integer::cntr,i,l,n,temp 
integer,dimension(:),allocatable::ints 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:)::clipmat(cutsize) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),allocatable::raw,sort 
 
Interface 
  Pure subroutine DSVRGP(N,RA,RB,IPERM) 
    use DPtype, only: DP 
    implicit none 
    integer,intent(in)::N 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::RA(N) 
    real(kind=DP),intent(out)::RB(N) 
    integer,intent(inout)::IPERM(N) 
  end subroutine DSVRGP 
end Interface 
 
allocate(raw(points)) 
allocate(sort(points)) 
allocate(ints(points)) 
 
clipmat=real(0.0,kind=DP) 
 
do i=1,points 
  ints(i)=i 
end do 
raw=real(0.0,kind=DP) 
do i=400,800 
  raw(i)=matrix(i)   
end do 
 
! DSVRGP orders an array of size 'points' in increasing order of y-component. 
! 'ints' gives the x-component (pixel number) of the newly ordered array. 
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! ints(points) gives the integer pixel number of the tallest peak in the given range of the spectrum 
(763.7 nm). 
! The 912 nm peak, depending on grating position, has the potential not to be in the spectrum and 
thus is not 
! used as the reference point. 
 
call DSVRGP(points,raw,sort,ints) 
cntr=ints(points) 
   
deallocate(raw) 
deallocate(ints) 
deallocate(sort) 
allocate(raw(points)) 
allocate(sort(points)) 
allocate(ints(points)) 
     
! These loops refill the ints matrix with the integer pixel numbers. 
! They define the raw matrix of length 'points' or 'pixel number' as zero everywhere except for 
values 
! within the cuts specified for the given peak.  At these points it fills in the values of the  
! background and flatfield corrected matrix for each sample. 
 
do l=1,points 
  ints(l)=l 
end do 
raw=real(0.0,kind=DP) 
do l=cntr-(low2(r)+2),cntr-(high2(r)-2)   !  These '2' terms allow some extra values to be defined 
in raw 
  raw(l)=matrix(l)                        !  matrix in case the peaks are not exactly centered in the cut. 
end do 
  
! The DSVRGP program is called again to identify the positions of the desired peaks within the 
cut. 
 
call DSVRGP(points,raw,sort,ints) 
! cntr3 is defined as the max intensity pixel of the taller of the doublet lines. 
cntr3=ints(points) 
real_cntr3=real(cntr3,kind=DP) 
temp=ints(points-1) 
! cntr2 is defined as the max intensity pixel of the shorter of the doublet lines. 
! diff is the integer pixel difference between the two maxima and is used in FCN3 as a reference 
for the shift 
! needed to find the real-valued pixel of max intensity. 
cntr2=real(temp,kind=DP) 
diff=real_cntr3-cntr2 
! Generally, the two higest intensities in the cut come from the separate lines in the doublet. 
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! In case one of the peaks has adjacent pixels both with intensity greater than the other line's max 
intensity, 
! the next greatest intensity in the cut is assigned to the shorter line.  (No doublets are spaced less 
than 0.75 nm, 
! roughly 3 pixels, apart.) 
if (abs(diff)<3) then 
  temp=ints(points-2) 
  cntr2=real(temp,kind=DP) 
  diff=real_cntr3-cntr2 
end if 
 
! This loop creates a matrix 'clipmat' with a column for each sample, but with only as many rows 
! as there are points in the cut.   
 
n=1 
do l=cntr3-(cutsize-1)/2,cntr3+(cutsize-1)/2 
  clipmat(n)=raw(l) 
  n=n+1 
end do 
  
! This loop creates a new one dimensional array (size 'cut') from clipmat for each sample to use 
in 
! the calibration subroutine that calls DUNLSF. 
! It also creates a composite of intensities for all scans for every peak to be paired with calibrated 
axes. 
 
do n=1,cutsize 
  Measured(n)=clipmat(n) 
end do 
 
deallocate(raw) 
deallocate(ints) 
deallocate(sort) 
 
end subroutine Doublet_cutting 
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pure subroutine FCN2(M,N,X,F) 
 
    use DPTYPE,only:DP  
    use Measured_data,only:cutsize,oversam,Measured 
    use Splines,only:check_break,check_coeff 
    use true_lines,only:r,neon,doublet,difference 
     
    implicit none 
 
    integer,intent(in) :: M,N 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in) :: X(N) 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out) :: F(M) 
    integer :: i,q 
    real(kind=DP) :: real_i 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:):: Fit(cutsize) 
 
Interface 
  Pure function DCSVAL(y,nintv,break,cscoef) 
    use DPtype, only: DP 
    implicit none 
    integer,intent(in)::nintv 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::y,break(nintv+1),cscoef(4,nintv+1) 
    real(kind=DP)::DCSVAL 
  end function DCSVAL 
end Interface 
 
! This function is for the least squares problem which fits argon doublets to the nearest pixel's 
lineshape 
! in order to check the accuracy of the calibration (called by Calib_iterate_new). 
 
  q=1 
  do i=-(cutsize-1)/2,(cutsize-1)/2 
    real_i=real(i,kind=DP) 
    Fit(q)=X(1)+X(2)*DCSVAL(real_i+X(4),(cutsize-
1)*oversam,check_break,check_coeff)+X(3)*DCSVAL(difference+real_i+X(5),(cutsize-
1)*oversam,check_break,check_coeff) 
    q=q+1 
  end do 
   
do i=1,M 
  F(i)=Fit(i)-Measured(i) 
end do 
       
end subroutine FCN2 
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pure subroutine FCN3(M,N,X,F) 
 
    use DPTYPE,only:DP  
    use Measured_data,only:cutsize,points2,Measured 
    use Splines,only:all_breaks, all_coeffs 
    use true_lines,only:r 
     
    implicit none 
 
    integer,intent(in) :: M,N 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in) :: X(N) 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out) :: F(M) 
    integer :: i,q 
    real(kind=DP) :: real_i 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:):: Fit(cutsize) 
 
Interface 
  Pure function DCSVAL(y,nintv,break,cscoef) 
    use DPtype, only: DP 
    implicit none 
    integer,intent(in)::nintv 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::y,break(nintv+1),cscoef(4,nintv+1) 
    real(kind=DP)::DCSVAL 
  end function DCSVAL 
end Interface 
 
! This function is for the least squares problem involving singlet peak fitting to the lineshape 
calculated 
! from spline parameters from Lineshape Determination program (called by Calib_iterate2). 
 
    q=1 
    do i=-(cutsize-1)/2,(cutsize-1)/2 
      real_i=real(i,kind=DP) 
      Fit(q)=X(1)+X(2)*DCSVAL(real_i+X(3),points2-1,all_breaks,all_coeffs) 
      q=q+1 
    end do 
     
    do i=1,M 
      F(i)=Fit(i)-Measured(i) 
    end do 
 
       
end subroutine FCN3 
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subroutine Neon_cutting(matrix,points,cntr3,real_cntr3) 
 
use DPtype,only: DP 
use Measured_data,only: samples,Measured,cutsize 
use true_lines,only: r 
use cutparameters_neon,only: low,high 
 
implicit none 
 
integer,intent(in)::points 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in)::matrix(points) 
integer,intent(out)::cntr3 
real(kind=DP),intent(out)::real_cntr3 
integer::cntr,i,l,n 
integer,dimension(:),allocatable::ints 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:)::clipmat(cutsize) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),allocatable::raw,sort 
 
Interface 
  Pure subroutine DSVRGP(N,RA,RB,IPERM) 
    use DPtype, only: DP 
    implicit none 
    integer,intent(in)::N 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::RA(N) 
    real(kind=DP),intent(out)::RB(N) 
    integer,intent(inout)::IPERM(N) 
  end subroutine DSVRGP 
end Interface 
 
allocate(raw(points)) 
allocate(sort(points)) 
allocate(ints(points)) 
 
clipmat=real(0.0,kind=DP) 
 
do i=1,points 
  ints(i)=i 
end do 
raw=real(0.0,kind=DP) 
do i=800,1000 
  raw(i)=matrix(i)   
end do 
 
! DSVRGP orders an array of size 'points' in increasing order of y-component. 
! 'ints' gives the x-component (pixel number) of the newly ordered array. 
! ints(points) gives the integer pixel number of the tallest peak in the spectrum (763.7 nm). 
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call DSVRGP(points,raw,sort,ints) 
cntr=ints(points) 
   
deallocate(raw) 
deallocate(ints) 
deallocate(sort) 
allocate(raw(points)) 
allocate(sort(points)) 
allocate(ints(points)) 
     
! These loops refill the ints matrix with the integer pixel numbers. 
! They define the raw matrix of length 'points' or 'pixel number' as zero everywhere except for 
values 
! within the cuts specified for the given peak.  At these points it fills in the values of the  
! background and flatfield corrected matrix for each sample. 
 
do l=1,points 
  ints(l)=l 
end do 
raw=real(0.0,kind=DP) 
do l=cntr-(low(r)+2),cntr-(high(r)-2)  !  These '2' terms allow some extra values to be defined in 
raw 
  raw(l)=matrix(l)                     !  matrix in case the peaks are not exactly centered in the cut. 
end do 
 
! The DSVRGP program is called again to identify the position of the desired peak within the cut. 
 
call DSVRGP(points,raw,sort,ints) 
cntr3=ints(points) 
real_cntr3=real(cntr3,kind=DP) 
 
! This loop creates a matrix 'clipmat' with a column for each sample, but with only as many rows 
! as there are points in the cut.   
 
n=1 
do l=cntr3-(cutsize-1)/2,cntr3+(cutsize-1)/2 
  clipmat(n)=raw(l) 
  n=n+1 
end do 
  
! This loop creates a new one dimensional array (size 'cut') from clipmat for each sample to use 
in 
! the calibration subroutine that calls DUNLSF. 
! It also creates a composite of intensities for all scans for every peak to be paired with calibrated 
axes. 
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do n=1,cutsize 
  Measured(n)=clipmat(n) 
end do 
 
deallocate(raw) 
deallocate(ints) 
deallocate(sort) 
 
end subroutine Neon_cutting 
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APPEDIX 4 
FOURIER TRAFORM SPECTRAL ITERFEROMETRY CODE FOR SPIDER 
ITERFEROGRAM PROCESSIG 
 
This appendix contains FORTRA code for phase retrieval of structured experimental 
(ZAP-)SPIDER interferograms and subsequent determination of temporal pulse 
profiles, as discussed in Chapter 3 of this thesis.  Subroutines omitted in this appendix 
can be found in Michael Yetzbacher’s thesis (Appendix 2) (2008). 
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program specint062711 
 
use DPTYPE,only:DP          !user supplied module for 14 digit precision 
use numerical_libraries     !IMSL 
!use iostandards, only: int_char 
use fundconst,only:c,pi 
implicit none 
 
character(len=100)::inpname,backname,ref1basename,ref2basename,secondref1basename,secon
dref2basename,resname,IRbackname,name 
character(len=100)::basename,secondbasename,flatname,outfile,newname,wavebasename,waver
efname,IRbasename,IRwavebasename,IRflatname 
character(len=3)::ext 
character(len=5)::no1,no2,no3,no4 
integer::flat,res,jake,filt,phasefirst,phaselast,first,last,zero,clmn 
integer::samples,ref,pts,outcnst,cntr,cntr2,pulse1,pulse2,nobs,a,b,DCpoint,DCpoint2,opt,pts2,ma
x_pos,IEqual 
integer::phasefilt1,phasefilt1_2,phasefilt2,phasefilt2_2,phasemax,phasemax_2,ndly,ndly2,pos,ref
side,weight,left,right 
integer::i,j,n 
integer,allocatable,dimension(:)::pcntr 
logical::flag 
real(kind=DP)::filwidth,lshift,intensity1,intensity2,dum1,dum2,gaussian_center,gaussian_width,i
_real,real_x,j_real 
real(kind=DP)::filtpt,noisept,scalar,scalar2,oneavg,twoavg,avgrefcontrast,avgrefcontrast2,hshift,
pulsept,max,time_step 
real(kind=DP)::phaseloss,phaseloss_2,refdly,refdly2,lrgst,lrgst2,smlst,smlst2,avgfreq,avg1,avg2,
avgreffreq,real_pts2,temp1 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:)::bkgrnd,bkgrnd2,oneDref1,oneDref2,flatfield,flatfield2,
waveref,oneDwave,oneDradfs 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:)::one,two,dummy,sumref,sumref2,refcontrast,clipradfsref,
second_oneDref1,second_oneDref2 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:)::qtmax,qtmax2,clipphase,clipphase2,avgphase,avgphase
2,refqtmax,refqtmax2,dummy2,oneD_pulse 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:)::contrast,contrast2,absdly,absdly2,dlys,dlys2,refpowercut
,refpowercut2,radfsref,shear 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:)::notwopis,notwopis2,ints,powercut,powercut2,realone,on
eDmaxcontrast,temp,minima,gauss_cen 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:)::oneD_shearfreq,oneD_deltaphi,breaks,aux_freq,oneD_I
Rspectra,oneD_IRwave,oneD_IRfreq 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:)::envelope,oneD_IRshearfreq,refavg,refavg2,reftemp,reft
emp2,shear_l,shear_r 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:,:)::wave,radfs,clipradfs,redata,redata2,reref,reref2,endpoi
nts,endpoints2,spline_envelope_sqrt 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:,:)::refendpts,refendpts2,regmatrix,regmatrix2,pde,pde2,cli
pwave,gaussian,clipref,clipref2 
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real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:,:)::ref1,ref2,secondref1,secondref2,maxcontrast,G_Dresid
uals2,avgs2,stdevs2,time_axis,totalref,totalref2 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:,:)::refclip,refclip2,clipdat,clipdat2,avgs,stdevs,reconst,G_
D,G_D2,G_Dresiduals,final_TL 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:,:)::calib_deltaphi,spline_deltaphi,shear_freq,coeffs,IRshe
ar_freq,IRwave,IRfreq,spline_envelope 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:,:)::real_timefield,imag_timefield,pulse_time,pulse_TL,IR
spectra,concat_phase,quasitime,final_pulse 
complex(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:)::cmplxone,resfxn,cmplxsumref,cmplxsumref2 
complex(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:,:)::cmplxdata,cmplxdata2,cmplxref,cmplxref2,cmplx
DC,cmplxdc2,PSF,PSF_T,jacob 
complex(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:,:)::cmplx_concat,full_efield,cmplx_envelope 
 
INTERFACE 
pure subroutine phase_delay_error(pts,phase,dly,m,freq,pde) 
  use DPtype,only:DP 
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::pts 
  real(kind=DP),intent(in)::phase(pts),freq(pts),dly,m 
  real(kind=DP),intent(out)::pde(pts) 
end subroutine phase_delay_error 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine get_GVD_GDD(pts,phase,freq,centerfreq,GVD,GDD,residual) 
  use DPtype,only:DP 
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::pts 
  real(kind=DP),intent(in)::phase(pts),freq(pts),centerfreq 
  real(kind=DP),intent(out)::GVD,GDD,residual(pts) 
end subroutine get_GVD_GDD 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine interpolate_phase(pts,inaxis,inphase,outaxis,outphase) 
  use DPtype,only:DP 
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::pts 
  real(kind=DP),intent(in)::inaxis(pts),inphase(pts),outaxis(pts) 
  real(kind=DP),intent(out)::outphase(pts) 
end subroutine interpolate_phase 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine backFFT(datamatrix,points,interferograms) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in):: points, interferograms                          
  complex(kind=DP), dimension(:,:),intent(inout)::datamatrix(interferograms,points)  
end subroutine backFFT 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine clipdata(datamatrix,clipdatamatrix,interferograms,finish,start,points,nobs) 
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  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in):: interferograms, points, nobs      
  integer,intent(in):: start,finish                      
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::datamatrix(interferograms,points)    
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(out)::clipdatamatrix(interferograms,nobs)    
end subroutine clipdata 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine calccontrast(datamatrix,contrast,maxcontrast,points,interferograms) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::points,interferograms 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(inout)::datamatrix(interferograms,points) 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out)::contrast(interferograms) 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in)::maxcontrast 
end subroutine calccontrast 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine countdly(regmatrix,ndly,interferograms) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(out)::ndly 
  integer,intent(in)::interferograms 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::regmatrix(11,interferograms+1) 
end subroutine countdly 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine filtertanh(datamatrix,points,interferograms,filwidth,powercut,endpoints) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  real(kind=DP),intent(in)::filwidth 
  integer,intent(in):: interferograms,points 
  complex(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(inout)::datamatrix(interferograms,points) 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out)::powercut(interferograms) 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::endpoints(interferograms,2) 
end subroutine filtertanh 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine flat_smooth(spectrum,points,flatfield) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::points 
  real(kind=DP),intent(in)::spectrum(points) 
  real(kind=DP),intent(out)::flatfield(points) 
end subroutine flat_smooth 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine forFFT(datamatrix,points,interferograms) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none              
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  integer,intent(in):: points, interferograms                          
  complex(kind=DP), dimension(:,:),intent(inout)::datamatrix(interferograms,points)   
end subroutine forFFT 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine getfreq(wave,radfs,points) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in):: points                                          
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out):: radfs(points) 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in):: wave(points)                               
end subroutine getfreq 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine getlambda(datamatrix,dlys,notwopis,points,interferograms) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::points,interferograms 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(inout)::datamatrix(interferograms,points) 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in)::dlys(interferograms),notwopis(interferograms) 
end subroutine getlambda 
! INTERFACE 
subroutine 
input(inpname,basename,secondbasename,ext,flatname,resname,backname,ref1basename,ref2ba
sename, & 
      & 
secondref1basename,secondref2basename,wavebasename,waverefname,IRbasename,IRwavebas
ename,IRflatname,IRbackname, & 
      & 
flat,res,filt,jake,weight,zero,refdly,first,last,phasefirst,phaselast,pulsept,filtpt,noisept,lshift,hshift,
filwidth) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  character(len=100),intent(inout) :: inpname 
  character(len=100),intent(out) :: 
basename,secondbasename,flatname,resname,backname,ref1basename,ref2basename,IRbasenam
e 
  character(len=100),intent(out) :: 
secondref1basename,secondref2basename,wavebasename,waverefname,IRwavebasename,IRflat
name,IRbackname     
  character(len=3),intent(out) :: ext 
  integer, intent(out) :: flat,res,filt,jake,weight,zero,refdly,first,last,phasefirst,phaselast 
  real(kind=DP), intent(out):: pulsept,filtpt,noisept,lshift,hshift,filwidth      
end subroutine input 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine phase(cmplxdatamatrix,points,interferograms,zero,first,realdatamatrix) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
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  integer,intent(in)::points,interferograms,zero,first 
  complex(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::cmplxdatamatrix(interferograms,points) 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(out)::realdatamatrix(interferograms,points) 
end subroutine phase 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine pulsepoints(pulse,a,b,points,cntr,pulsept) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(out)::cntr 
  integer,intent(out)::a,b   
  integer,intent(in):: points                            
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in):: pulse(points)    
  real(kind=DP),intent(in)::pulsept 
end subroutine pulsepoints 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine qtpulsepoints(pulse,a,b,points,cntr,filtpt,noisept) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in):: points                            
  complex(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in):: pulse(points)    
  real(kind=DP),intent(in)::filtpt,noisept 
  integer,intent(out)::cntr 
  integer,intent(out)::a,b 
end subroutine qtpulsepoints 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine regression(clipdatamatrix,points,interferograms,clipradfs,regmatrix,nobs) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in):: points, interferograms, nobs       
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in):: clipradfs(nobs)    
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(inout)::clipdatamatrix(nobs,interferograms)   
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(out)::regmatrix(11,interferograms+1)  
end subroutine regression 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine 
weightregress(clipdatamatrix,points,interferograms,clipradfs,clipref,regmatrix,nobs) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in):: points, interferograms, nobs       
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in):: clipradfs(nobs),clipref(nobs)    
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(inout)::clipdatamatrix(nobs,interferograms)   
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(out)::regmatrix(11,interferograms+1)  
end subroutine weightregress 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine residuals(regmatrix,clipdatamatrix,radfs,points,interferograms) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
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  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in):: points, interferograms                         
  real(kind=DP), dimension(:),intent(in):: radfs(points)            
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(out)::clipdatamatrix(interferograms,points)   
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::regmatrix(11,interferograms+1)    
end subroutine residuals 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine stat(regmatrix,interferograms,ndly,avgs,stdevs) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::ndly,interferograms 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::regmatrix(11,interferograms+1) 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(out)::avgs(12,ndly),stdevs(12,ndly) 
end subroutine stat 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine unwrap(datamatrix,points,interferograms,cntr) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::points,interferograms 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(inout):: datamatrix(interferograms,points) 
  integer,dimension(:),intent(in)::cntr(interferograms) 
end subroutine unwrap 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine deconmulti(redata,pts,smpls,resmatrix,opt) 
  use DPtype,only: DP 
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::pts,smpls,opt 
  complex(kind=DP),intent(in)::resmatrix(pts,pts) 
  real(kind=DP),intent(inout)::redata(pts,smpls) 
end subroutine deconmulti 
END INTERFACE 
 
write(6,*)"Enter the name of the input file:  " 
read(5,*)inpname 
 
call 
input(inpname,basename,secondbasename,ext,flatname,resname,backname,ref1basename,ref2ba
sename, & 
      & 
secondref1basename,secondref2basename,wavebasename,waverefname,IRbasename,IRwavebas
ename,IRflatname,IRbackname, & 
      & 
flat,res,filt,jake,weight,zero,refside,first,last,phasefirst,phaselast,pulsept,filtpt,noisept,lshift,hshift
,filwidth) 
 
flag=.false. 
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!check to make sure options are allowable 
if(flat<0.or.res<0.or.jake<0.or.weight<0.or.refside<0)then 
  write(6,*)"One or more options read as negative numbers.  Execution terminated." 
  flag=.true. 
end if 
if(flat>2)then 
  write(6,*)"Flatfield option not allowed.  Execution terminated." 
  flag=.true. 
end if 
if(res>2)then 
  write(6,*)"Resfxn option not allowed.  Execution terminated." 
  flag=.true. 
end if 
if(filt>1)then 
  write(6,*)"Filter option not allowed.  Execution terminated." 
  flag=.true. 
end if 
if(jake>1)then 
  write(6,*)"Jacobian option not allowed.  Execution terminated." 
  flag=.true. 
end if 
if(weight>2)then 
  write(6,*)"Weighting option not allowed.  Execution terminated." 
  flag=.true. 
end if 
if(refside>1)then 
  write(6,*)"Reference delay option not allowed.  Execution terminated." 
  flag=.true. 
end if 
 
!fix variables determined directly from input 
samples=last-first+1 
ref=phaselast-phasefirst+1 
!make sure at least 1 sample and reference are requested 
if(samples<1.or.ref<1)then 
  write(6,*)"Check first,last in set/reference.  Execution terminated." 
  flag=.true. 
end if 
 
if(flag)then 
 read(5,*) 
 stop 
end if 
 
call Find_Points(waverefname,pts) 
write(6,*)"points = ",pts 
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!Gets desired output from user.  Outcnst will be used to determine which files are written 
!and when execution is terminated. 
write(6,*)"Enter the desired output: 1-inputs, 2-AC terms, 3-quasitime, 4-complex, " 
write(6,*)"5-phase, 6-linear fits, 7-averaged fits, 8-wavelength axes " 
read(5,*)outcnst 
 
if(outcnst<1)then 
  write(6,*)"No output requested." 
  write(6,*)"Program will not execute.  Hit Enter." 
  read(5,*) 
  stop 
end if 
 
if((outcnst)>8)then 
  write(6,*)"No output requested." 
  write(6,*)"Program will not execute.  Hit Enter." 
  read(5,*) 
  stop 
end if 
 
!This block reads and processes reference spectra, flatfield, background and wavelength axis 
!^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^ 
! Read background spectra and wavelength axis                                         !^ 
allocate(waveref(pts),bkgrnd(pts),dummy(pts),bkgrnd2(pts))                            !^ 
bkgrnd=0.0_DP                                                                         !^ 
bkgrnd2=0.0_DP 
allocate(wave(pts,samples),IRwave(pts,samples))                                       !^ 
wave=0.0_DP                                                                           !^ 
IRwave=0.0_DP 
call getdata1_DP(pts,samples,first,last,wavebasename,ext,wave)                        !^ 
call getdata1_DP(pts,samples,first,last,IRwavebasename,ext,IRwave)                    !^ 
call read_two_DP(dummy,bkgrnd,pts,backname)                                           !^ 
call read_two_DP(dummy,bkgrnd,pts,IRbackname)                                           !^ 
call read_one_DP(waveref,pts,waverefname)                                             !^ 
deallocate(dummy)                                                                     !^ 
                                                                                      !^ 
! Read reference spectra                                                              !^ 
if((outcnst)>1 .or. flat==2)then                                                      !^ 
  allocate(ref1(pts,samples),ref2(pts,samples)) 
  allocate(secondref1(pts,samples),secondref2(pts,samples))                           !^ 
  allocate(oneDref1(pts),oneDref2(pts),dummy(pts),second_oneDref1(pts),second_oneDref2(pts)) 
  ref1=0.0_DP                                                                         !^ 
  ref2=0.0_DP                                                                         !^ 
  dummy=0.0_DP 
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  secondref1=0.0_DP 
  secondref2=0.0_DP 
  oneDref1=0.0_DP 
  oneDref2=0.0_DP                                                                   !^ 
  second_oneDref1=0.0_DP 
  second_oneDref2=0.0_DP 
  clmn=1      !reads second column of two column files                              !^ 
  call getdata_DP(pts,samples,first,last,clmn,ref1basename,ext,ref1)                  !^ 
  call getdata_DP(pts,samples,first,last,clmn,ref2basename,ext,ref2)                  !^ 
  call getdata_DP(pts,samples,first,last,clmn,secondref1basename,ext,secondref1)      !^ 
  call getdata_DP(pts,samples,first,last,clmn,secondref2basename,ext,secondref2)      !^ 
  allocate(temp(samples),pcntr(samples),minima(4)) 
  do j=1,samples 
    do i=1,pts 
      oneDref1(i)=ref1(i,j) 
      oneDref2(i)=ref2(i,j) 
      second_oneDref1(i)=secondref1(i,j) 
      second_oneDref2(i)=secondref2(i,j) 
    end do 
    call V_V_subtract_r_DP(oneDref1,bkgrnd,pts,oneDref1)                              !^ 
    call V_V_subtract_r_DP(oneDref2,bkgrnd,pts,oneDref2)                              !^ 
    call V_V_subtract_r_DP(second_oneDref1,bkgrnd,pts,second_oneDref1) 
    call V_V_subtract_r_DP(second_oneDref2,bkgrnd,pts,second_oneDref2) 
 
    call V_min_r_DP(oneDref1,pts,minima(1)) 
    call V_min_r_DP(oneDref2,pts,minima(2)) 
    call V_min_r_DP(second_oneDref1,pts,minima(3)) 
    call V_min_r_DP(second_oneDref2,pts,minima(4)) 
    call V_min_r_DP(minima,4,temp(j)) 
 
    do i=1,pts 
      oneDref1(i)=oneDref1(i)-temp(j)+1.0_DP 
      oneDref2(i)=oneDref2(i)-temp(j)+1.0_DP 
      second_oneDref1(i)=second_oneDref1(i)-temp(j)+1.0_DP 
      second_oneDref2(i)=second_oneDref2(i)-temp(j)+1.0_DP      
    end do 
    do i=1,pts   
      ref1(i,j)=oneDref1(i) 
      ref2(i,j)=oneDref2(i) 
      secondref1(i,j)=second_oneDref1(i) 
      secondref2(i,j)=second_oneDref2(i) 
    end do 
  end do 
   
  allocate(sumref(pts),sumref2(pts),reftemp(pts),reftemp2(pts)) 
  allocate(totalref(pts,samples),totalref2(pts,samples)) 
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  allocate(shear_l(samples),shear_r(samples))                                                               !^ 
  allocate(maxcontrast(pts,2),refavg(samples),refavg2(samples))     
  do j=1,samples 
 
    do i=1,pts 
      oneDref1(i)=ref1(i,j) 
      oneDref2(i)=ref2(i,j) 
      second_oneDref1(i)=secondref1(i,j) 
      second_oneDref2(i)=secondref2(i,j) 
    end do 
    call V_V_sum_r_DP(oneDref1,oneDref2,pts,sumref)                                             !^ 
    call 
V_V_sum_r_DP(second_oneDref1,second_oneDref2,pts,sumref2)                                             !^ 
    call V_avg_r_DP(sumref,pts,refavg(j))                                                  !^ 
    call V_avg_r_DP(sumref2,pts,refavg2(j))                                                  !^ 
    !calculate theoretical contrast                                                     !^ 
    call V_max_r_DP(oneDref1,pts,intensity1)                                                !^ 
    call V_max_r_DP(oneDref2,pts,intensity2)                                                !^ 
    maxcontrast(j,1)=4*SQRT(intensity1*intensity2)                                           !^ 
    call V_max_r_DP(second_oneDref1,pts,intensity1)                                                !^ 
    call V_max_r_DP(second_oneDref2,pts,intensity2)                                                !^ 
    maxcontrast(j,2)=4*SQRT(intensity1*intensity2)                                           !^ 
    call V_max_index_r_DP(sumref,pts,cntr) 
    call V_max_index_r_DP(sumref2,pts,cntr2)                                                 !^ 
    reftemp=0.0_DP 
    reftemp2=0.0_DP 
    do i=cntr2-50,cntr2+50 
      reftemp(i)=second_oneDref1(i) 
      reftemp2(i)=second_oneDref2(i) 
    end do     
    call V_max_index_r_DP(reftemp,pts,left) 
    call V_max_index_r_DP(reftemp2,pts,right) 
    shear_l(j)=real(left,kind=DP) 
    shear_r(j)=real(right,kind=DP)                                                 !^ 
    !Find points that reference spectrum covers                                        !^ 
    call pulsepoints(sumref,pulse1,pulse2,pts,pcntr(j),pulsept)                            !^ 
    nobs=pulse2-pulse1+1                                                                !^ 
!    ! Clip spectrum to be used for weighting fit                                        !^ 
!    
allocate(clipref(nobs,samples),clipref2(nobs,samples))                                                             !^ 
!    if (weight==2)then                                                                  !^ 
!      do n=1,nobs                                                                       !^ 
!        clipref(n,j)=abs(sumref(n+pulse1-1))                                              !^ 
!        clipref2(n,j)=abs(sumref2(n+pulse1-1))                                              !^ 
!      end do                                                                            !^ 
!    else if(weight==1)then                                                              !^ 
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!      do n=1,nobs                                                                       !^ 
!        clipref(n,j)=sumref(n+pulse1-1)**2                                                !^ 
!        clipref2(n,j)=sumref2(n+pulse1-1)**2                                                !^ 
!      end do                                                                            !^ 
!    else                                                                                !^ 
!      do n=1,nobs                                                                       !^ 
!        clipref(n,j)=1.0_DP                                                               !^ 
!        clipref2(n,j)=1.0_DP                                                               !^ 
!      end do                                                                            !^ 
!    end if   
    do i=1,pts 
      totalref(i,j)=sumref(i) 
      totalref2(i,j)=sumref2(i) 
    end do 
  end do    
  deallocate(dummy)                                                                         !^ 
end if                                                                                !^ 
 
!nobs=pts                                                                                      !^ 
! Convert wavelength to frequency                                                     !^ 
allocate(oneDwave(pts),oneDradfs(pts),radfsref(pts),clipradfsref(nobs))               !^ 
allocate(radfs(pts,samples),clipradfs(nobs,samples)) 
do i=1,samples  
  do j=1,pts 
    oneDwave(j)=wave(j,i) 
  end do 
  call getfreq(oneDwave,oneDradfs,pts) 
  do j=1,pts 
    radfs(j,i)=oneDradfs(j) 
  end do 
  a=int(shear_l(i)) 
  b=int(shear_r(i)) 
  shear_l(i)=radfs(a,i) 
  shear_r(i)=radfs(b,i) 
end do                                                          !^ 
call getfreq(waveref,radfsref,pts)                                                    !^ 
do n=1,nobs                                                                           !^ 
  clipradfsref(n)=radfsref(n+pulse1-1)                                                !^ 
end do                                                                                !^ 
do i=1,samples 
  do n=1,nobs 
    clipradfs(n,i)=radfs(n+pulse1-1,i)                                                      !^ 
  end do 
end do 
                                                                                      !^ 
allocate(flatfield(pts),flatfield2(pts))                                                              !^ 
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if ((flat)==0) then    !FLAT                                                          !^ 
flatfield=1.0_DP                           !No flatfield correction                   !^ 
else if((flat)==1) then                                                               !^ 
  call read_one_DP(flatfield,pts,flatname) !exptal flatfield                          !^ 
  call read_one_DP(flatfield2,pts,IRflatname) !exptal flatfield                          !^ 
else                                                                                  !^ 
  call flat_smooth(sumref,pts,flatfield)   !Fourier flatfield from reference          !^ 
end if    !FLAT                                                                       !^ 
!^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^ 
 
!prepares sample and reference data for algorithm by correcting for read errors 
!++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+ 
                                                                    !+ 
! open samples and put into matrix                                  !+ 
allocate(redata(pts,samples),redata2(pts,samples),IRspectra(pts,samples))       !+ 
redata=0.0_DP 
redata2=0.0_DP                                                       !+ 
IRspectra=0.0_DP                                                       !+ 
clmn=1      !reads second column of two column files                !+ 
call getdata_DP(pts,samples,first,last,clmn,basename,ext,redata) 
call getdata_DP(pts,samples,first,last,clmn,secondbasename,ext,redata2)    !+ 
call getdata_DP(pts,samples,first,last,clmn,IRbasename,ext,IRspectra)    !+ 
                                                                    !+ 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
  allocate(reref(pts,ref)) 
  allocate(reref2(pts,ref))                                              !*   ! 
  reref=0.0_DP 
  reref2=0.0_DP                                                          !*   ! 
  call getdata_DP(pts,ref,phasefirst,phaselast,clmn,basename,ext,reref) 
  call getdata_DP(pts,ref,phasefirst,phaselast,clmn,secondbasename,ext,reref2) !*   !open & read                             
end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
 
!background subtraction                                             !+ 
call M_V_subtract_r_DP(redata,bkgrnd,pts,samples,redata)            !+ 
call M_V_subtract_r_DP(redata2,bkgrnd,pts,samples,redata2)            !+ 
call M_V_subtract_r_DP(IRspectra,bkgrnd2,pts,samples,IRspectra)            !+ 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
  call M_V_subtract_r_DP(reref,bkgrnd,pts,ref,reref)                    !*   !bkg subtract 
  call M_V_subtract_r_DP(reref2,bkgrnd,pts,ref,reref2)                    !*   !bkg subtract 
end if                   !ref   
do j=1,samples                                         !*   ! 
  do i=1,pts 
    redata(i,j)=redata(i,j)-temp(j)+1.0_DP 
    redata2(i,j)=redata2(i,j)-temp(j)+1.0_DP 
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    if ((outcnst)>4) then 
      reref(i,j)=reref(i,j)-temp(j)+1.0_DP 
      reref2(i,j)=reref2(i,j)-temp(j)+1.0_DP      
    end if 
  end do 
end do 
 
deallocate(bkgrnd)                                                  !+ 
                                                                    !+ 
if(outcnst>1)then                                                   !+ 
! reference spectrum flatfielding                                   !+ 
  do j=1,samples 
    do i=1,pts                                                        !+ 
      ref1(i,j)=ref1(i,j)/flatfield(i) 
      ref2(i,j)=ref2(i,j)/flatfield(i) 
      secondref1(i,j)=secondref1(i,j)/flatfield(i) 
      secondref2(i,j)=secondref2(i,j)/flatfield(i) 
    end do 
  end do                                                          !+ 
end if                   !outcnst>1                                 !+ 
                                                                    !+ 
! flatfield interferograms (& reference interferograms)             !+ 
call M_V_divide_r_DP(redata,flatfield,pts,samples,redata)           !+ 
call M_V_divide_r_DP(redata2,flatfield,pts,samples,redata2)           !+ 
call M_V_divide_r_DP(IRspectra,flatfield2,pts,samples,IRspectra)           !+ 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
  call M_V_divide_r_DP(reref,flatfield,pts,ref,reref)                   !*   !divide by flatfield 
  call M_V_divide_r_DP(reref2,flatfield,pts,ref,reref2)                   !*   !divide by flatfield 
end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
deallocate(flatfield)                                               !+ 
                                                                    !+ 
!find contrast for each sample                                      !+ 
allocate(contrast(samples)) 
allocate(contrast2(samples)) 
allocate(oneDmaxcontrast(samples)) 
do j=1,samples 
  oneDmaxcontrast(j)=maxcontrast(j,1) 
end do                                         !+ 
call calccontrast(redata,contrast,oneDmaxcontrast,pts,samples)          !+ 
do j=1,samples 
  oneDmaxcontrast(j)=maxcontrast(j,2) 
end do 
call calccontrast(redata2,contrast2,oneDmaxcontrast,pts,samples)          !+ 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
  allocate(refcontrast(ref)) 
  do j=1,samples 
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    oneDmaxcontrast(j)=maxcontrast(j,1) 
  end do 
  call calccontrast(reref,refcontrast,oneDmaxcontrast,pts,ref)              !*   !compare to theoretical 
  avgrefcontrast=0.0_DP                                                 !*   !contrast 
  do j=1,ref                                                            !*   ! 
    avgrefcontrast=avgrefcontrast+refcontrast(j)                        !*   !avg contrast 
  end do                                                                !*   !over all samples 
  avgrefcontrast=avgrefcontrast/ref                                     !*   ! 
  do j=1,samples 
    oneDmaxcontrast(j)=maxcontrast(j,2) 
  end do 
  call calccontrast(reref2,refcontrast,oneDmaxcontrast,pts,ref)              !*   !compare to theoretical 
  avgrefcontrast=0.0_DP                                                 !*   !contrast 
  do j=1,ref                                                            !*   ! 
    avgrefcontrast2=avgrefcontrast2+refcontrast(j)                        !*   !avg contrast 
  end do                                                                !*   !over all samples 
  avgrefcontrast2=avgrefcontrast2/ref                                     !*   ! 
 
  deallocate(refcontrast)                                               !*   !  
end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
!End of data correction block+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
!Mapping of structured interferograms onto Gaussians $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
 
!Division of interferograms by full interference envelope 
 
allocate(gaussian(pts,samples),gauss_cen(samples)) 
do j=1,samples 
  do i=1,pts 
    oneDref1(i)=ref1(i,j) 
  end do 
  call V_max_r_DP(oneDref1,pts,intensity1)  
  intensity1=intensity1*pulsept 
  do i=1,pts 
    if (oneDref1(i)>=intensity1) then 
      pulse1=i 
      exit 
    end if 
  end do 
  do i=pts,1,-1 
    if (oneDref1(i)>=intensity1) then 
      pulse2=i 
      exit 
    end if 
  end do 
  gaussian_center=real((pulse1+pulse2)/2) 
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  gaussian_center=gaussian_center !-36.0_DP 
  real_x=real(pulse1,kind=DP) 
  gaussian_width=abs(sqrt(-1.0_DP*(real_x-
gaussian_center)**2.0_DP/(2.0_DP*log(pulsept*4.0_DP)))) 
  do i=1,pts 
    i_real=real(i,kind=DP) 
    gaussian(i,j)=exp(-1.0_DP*(i_real-
gaussian_center)**2.0_DP/(2.0_DP*gaussian_width**2.0_DP)) 
  end do 
  gauss_cen(j)=gaussian_center 
end do 
 
allocate(envelope(pts)) 
do j=1,samples 
  do i=1,pts 
    envelope(i)=4*SQRT(ref1(i,j)*ref2(i,j)) 
    redata(i,j)=redata(i,j)/envelope(i)  
    if((outcnst)>4)then 
      reref(i,j)=reref(i,j)/envelope(i) 
    end if 
  end do 
  do i=1,pts 
    envelope(i)=4*SQRT(secondref1(i,j)*secondref2(i,j)) 
    redata2(i,j)=redata2(i,j)/envelope(i) 
    if((outcnst)>4)then 
      reref2(i,j)=reref2(i,j)/envelope(i) 
    end if 
  end do 
end do 
 
do j=1,samples 
  do i=1,pts 
    redata(i,j)=redata(i,j)*gaussian(i,j) 
    redata2(i,j)=redata2(i,j)*gaussian(i,j) 
    reref(i,j)=reref(i,j)*gaussian(i,j) 
    reref2(i,j)=reref2(i,j)*gaussian(i,j) 
    ref1(i,j)=gaussian(i,j)/4.0_DP 
    ref2(i,j)=gaussian(i,j)/4.0_DP 
    secondref1(i,j)=gaussian(i,j)/4.0_DP 
    secondref2(i,j)=gaussian(i,j)/4.0_DP 
  end do 
end do 
 
do j=1,samples 
  do i=1,pts 
    oneDref1(i)=ref1(i,j) 
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    oneDref2(i)=ref2(i,j) 
    second_oneDref1(i)=secondref1(i,j) 
    second_oneDref2(i)=secondref2(i,j) 
  end do 
  call V_V_sum_r_DP(oneDref1,oneDref2,pts,sumref)                                             !^ 
  call V_V_sum_r_DP(second_oneDref1,second_oneDref2,pts,sumref2)  
  call V_avg_r_DP(sumref,pts,refavg(j))                                                  !^ 
  call V_avg_r_DP(sumref2,pts,refavg2(j)) 
!calculate theoretical contrast                                                     !^ 
  call V_max_r_DP(oneDref1,pts,intensity1)                                                !^ 
  call V_max_r_DP(oneDref2,pts,intensity2)                                                !^ 
  maxcontrast(j,1)=4*SQRT(intensity1*intensity2)                                           !^ 
  call V_max_r_DP(second_oneDref1,pts,intensity1)                                                !^ 
  call V_max_r_DP(second_oneDref2,pts,intensity2)                                                !^ 
  maxcontrast(j,2)=4*SQRT(intensity1*intensity2)                                           !^ 
  call V_max_index_r_DP(sumref,pts,cntr) 
  call V_max_index_r_DP(sumref2,pts,cntr2) 
  call pulsepoints(sumref,pulse1,pulse2,pts,pcntr(j),pulsept)                            !^ 
  do i=1,pts 
    totalref(i,j)=sumref(i) 
    totalref2(i,j)=sumref2(i) 
  end do 
end do 
 
nobs=pulse2-pulse1+1 
deallocate(clipradfsref,clipradfs) 
allocate(clipradfsref(nobs),clipradfs(nobs,samples)) 
allocate(clipref(nobs,samples),clipref2(nobs,samples))                                                            !^ 
do j=1,samples 
  if (weight==2)then                                                                  !^ 
    do n=1,nobs                                                                       !^ 
      clipref(n,j)=abs(2.0_DP*ref1(n+pulse1-1,j))                                              !^ 
      clipref2(n,j)=abs(2.0_DP*secondref1(n+pulse1-1,j))                                              !^ 
    end do                                                                            !^ 
  else if(weight==1)then                                                              !^ 
    do n=1,nobs                                                                       !^ 
      clipref(n,j)=(2.0_DP*ref1(n+pulse1-1,j))**2                                                !^ 
      clipref2(n,j)=(2.0_DP*secondref1(n+pulse1-1,j))**2                                                !^ 
    end do                                                                            !^ 
  else                                                                                !^ 
    do n=1,nobs                                                                       !^ 
      clipref(n,j)=1.0_DP                                                               !^ 
      clipref2(n,j)=1.0_DP                                                               !^ 
    end do                                                                            !^ 
  end if 
end do 
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do i=1,samples  
  do j=1,pts 
    oneDwave(j)=wave(j,i) 
  end do 
  call getfreq(oneDwave,oneDradfs,pts) 
  do j=1,pts 
    radfs(j,i)=oneDradfs(j) 
  end do 
end do                                                          !^ 
call getfreq(waveref,radfsref,pts)                                                    !^ 
do n=1,nobs                                                                           !^ 
  clipradfsref(n)=radfsref(n+pulse1-1)                                                !^ 
end do                                                                                !^ 
do i=1,samples 
  do n=1,nobs 
    clipradfs(n,i)=radfs(n+pulse1-1,i)                                                      !^ 
  end do 
end do 
 
 
 
!Resolution function 
correction@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
@@ 
if(res==2)then                                                      !@ 
  opt=0                                                             !@ 
  allocate(PSF(pts,pts),PSF_T(pts,pts))                             !@ 
  call read_mat_cmplx(PSF_t,pts,pts,resname)                        !@ 
  do n=1,pts                                                        !@ 
    do j=1,pts                                                      !@ 
      PSF(j,n)=cmplx(real(PSF_T(n,j),kind=DP),+aimag(PSF_T(n,j)),kind=DP)    !@ 
    end do                                                          !@ 
  end do                                                            !@ 
  deallocate(PSF_T)                                                 !@ 
  call deconmulti(redata,pts,samples,PSF,opt)                       !@ 
  call deconmulti(redata2,pts,samples,PSF,opt)                       !@ 
  if((outcnst)>4)then    !ref                                           !*   ! 
    call deconmulti(reref,pts,ref,PSF,opt)                              !*   ! 
    call deconmulti(reref2,pts,ref,PSF,opt)                              !*   ! 
  end if                 !ref                                           !*   ! 
  deallocate(PSF)                                                   !@ 
else if (res==1) then                                               !@ 
  ! convert to complex matrix before FFT                            !@ 
  allocate(cmplxdata(pts,samples))                                  !@ 
  allocate(cmplxdata2(pts,samples))                                  !@ 
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  call M_M_makerealcmplx_DP(redata,pts,samples,cmplxdata)           !@ 
  call M_M_makerealcmplx_DP(redata2,pts,samples,cmplxdata2)           !@ 
  call forFFT(cmplxdata,pts,samples)  ! fft to quasi time           !@ 
  call forFFT(cmplxdata2,pts,samples)  ! fft to quasi time           !@ 
  if((outcnst)>1)then      !reference spectrum                           !# 
    allocate(cmplxsumref(pts))                                           !# 
    allocate(cmplxsumref2(pts))                                           !# 
    call M_M_makerealcmplx_DP(sumref,pts,1,cmplxsumref)                  !#  !make complex for 
FFT  
    call forFFT(cmplxsumref,pts,1)                                       !#  !FFT to quasi time  
    call M_M_makerealcmplx_DP(sumref2,pts,1,cmplxsumref2)                  !#  !make complex for 
FFT  
    call forFFT(cmplxsumref2,pts,1)                                       !#  !FFT to quasi time  
  end if                   !reference spectrum                           !# 
  if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref phase                                    !* 
    allocate(cmplxref(pts,ref),cmplxref2(pts,ref))                                          !* 
    call M_M_makerealcmplx_DP(reref,pts,ref,cmplxref)                    !*  !make complex for FFT  
    call forFFT(cmplxref,pts,ref)                                        !*  !FFT to quasi time  
    call M_M_makerealcmplx_DP(reref2,pts,ref,cmplxref2)                    !*  !make complex for 
FFT  
    call forFFT(cmplxref2,pts,ref)                                        !*  !FFT to quasi time  
  end if                   !ref phase                                    !* 
  allocate(dummy(pts),dummy2(pts),resfxn(pts))                      !@ 
  call read_two_DP(dummy,dummy2,pts,resname)                        !@ 
  do j=1,pts                                                        !@ 
    resfxn(j)=cmplx(dummy(j),dummy2(j),kind=DP)                             !@ 
  end do                                                            !@   
  deallocate(dummy,dummy2)                                          !@ 
  call M_V_divide_c_DP(cmplxdata,resfxn,pts,samples,cmplxdata)      !@ 
  call backFFT(cmplxdata,pts,samples)  ! fft from quasi time        !@ 
  call M_V_divide_c_DP(cmplxdata2,resfxn,pts,samples,cmplxdata2)      !@ 
  call backFFT(cmplxdata2,pts,samples)  ! fft from quasi time        !@ 
! convert back to real matrix                                       !@ 
  do n=1,samples                                                    !@ 
    do j=1,pts                                                      !@ 
      redata(j,n)=real(cmplxdata(j,n),kind=DP)                      !@ 
      redata2(j,n)=real(cmplxdata2(j,n),kind=DP)                      !@ 
    end do                                                          !@ 
  end do                                                            !@ 
  deallocate(cmplxdata,cmplxdata2)                                             !@ 
  if((outcnst)>1)then    !reference spectrum                            !#   ! 
    call M_V_divide_c_DP(cmplxsumref,resfxn,pts,1,cmplxsumref)          !#   ! 
    call backFFT(cmplxsumref,pts,1)                                     !#   !FFT from quasi time  
    call M_V_divide_c_DP(cmplxsumref2,resfxn,pts,1,cmplxsumref2)          !#   ! 
    call backFFT(cmplxsumref2,pts,1)                                     !#   !FFT from quasi time  
  ! convert back to real matrix                                         !#   ! 
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    do j=1,pts                                                          !#   ! 
      sumref(j)=real(cmplxsumref(j),kind=DP)                            !#   ! 
      sumref2(j)=real(cmplxsumref2(j),kind=DP)                            !#   ! 
    end do                                                              !#   ! 
    deallocate(cmplxsumref,cmplxsumref2)                                             !#   ! 
  end if                 !reference spectrum                            !#   ! 
  if((outcnst)>4)then    !ref                                           !*   ! 
    call M_V_divide_c_DP(cmplxref,resfxn,pts,ref,cmplxref)              !*   ! 
    call backFFT(cmplxref,pts,ref)                                      !*   !FFT from quasi time  
    call M_V_divide_c_DP(cmplxref2,resfxn,pts,ref,cmplxref2)              !*   ! 
    call backFFT(cmplxref2,pts,ref)                                      !*   !FFT from quasi time  
  ! convert back to real matrix                                         !*   ! 
    do n=1,ref                                                          !*   ! 
      do j=1,pts                                                        !*   ! 
        reref(j,n)=real(cmplxref(j,n),kind=DP)                          !*   ! 
        reref2(j,n)=real(cmplxref2(j,n),kind=DP)                          !*   ! 
      end do                                                            !*   ! 
    end do                                                              !*   ! 
    deallocate(cmplxref,cmplxref2)                                                !*   ! 
  end if                 !ref                                           !*   ! 
  deallocate(resfxn)                                                !@ 
else                                                                !@ 
end if                                                              !@ 
!End of Resolution function 
correction@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
if(outcnst>1)then                                                   !+ 
! reference spectrum subtraction                                    !+ 
  allocate(one(pts),two(pts))                                                !+ 
  allocate(dummy(pts))                                              !+ 
  do n=1,samples                                                    !+  
    if(refavg(n)>0.0_DP .and. refavg2(n)>0.0_DP)then 
      do j=1,pts                                                      !+ 
        one(j)=redata(j,n)                                            !+ 
        two(j)=redata2(j,n) 
        sumref(j)=totalref(j,n) 
        sumref2(j)=totalref2(j,n) 
      end do                                                          !+ 
      call V_avg_r_DP(one,pts,oneavg)                                 !+ 
      call V_avg_r_DP(two,pts,twoavg)                                 !+ 
      scalar=oneavg/refavg(n)                                            !+ 
      scalar2=twoavg/refavg2(n) 
      call V_s_multiply_r_DP(sumref,scalar,pts,dummy)                 !+ 
      call V_V_subtract_r_DP(one,dummy,pts,one)                       !+ 
      do j=1,pts                                                      !+ 
        redata(j,n)=one(j)                                            !+ 
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      end do                                                          !+ 
      call V_s_multiply_r_DP(sumref2,scalar2,pts,dummy)                 !+ 
      call V_V_subtract_r_DP(two,dummy,pts,two)                       !+ 
      do j=1,pts                                                      !+ 
        redata2(j,n)=two(j)                                            !+ 
      end do                                                            !+ 
    end if 
  end do 
  deallocate(one,two,dummy) 
end if 
     
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                         !*   ! 
  allocate(one(pts),two(pts)) 
  allocate(dummy(pts)) 
  do n=1,ref                                                          !*   ! 
    dummy=0.0_DP                                                      !*   ! 
    one=0.0_DP                                                        !*   ! 
    two=0.0_DP 
    do j=1,pts                                                        !*   ! 
      one(j)=reref(j,n)                                               !*   ! 
      two(j)=reref2(j,n) 
      sumref(j)=totalref(j,n) 
      sumref2(j)=totalref2(j,n) 
    end do                                                            !*   ! 
    call V_avg_r_DP(one,pts,oneavg)                                   !*   !avg sample 
    call V_avg_r_DP(two,pts,twoavg)                                   !*   !avg sample 
    scalar=oneavg/refavg(n)                                              !*   !scale for ref 
    call V_s_multiply_r_DP(sumref,scalar,pts,dummy)                   !*   !ref scaling 
    call V_V_subtract_r_DP(one,dummy,pts,one)                         !*   !ref subtract 
    do j=1,pts                                                        !*   ! 
      reref(j,n)=one(j)                                               !*   ! 
    end do                                                            !*   ! 
    call V_s_multiply_r_DP(sumref2,scalar2,pts,dummy)                   !*   !ref scaling 
    call V_V_subtract_r_DP(two,dummy,pts,two)                         !*   !ref subtract 
    do j=1,pts                                                        !*   ! 
      reref2(j,n)=two(j)                                               !*   ! 
    end do                                                            !*   ! 
  end do 
  deallocate(dummy,one,two)                                             !+ 
end if 
deallocate(sumref,sumref2)                                                !+ 
 
 
 
!Writes the first,last and phasefirst,phaselast  to a file and reads them back in as characters  
!so they can be used in naming 
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call int_char(first,no1,5) 
call int_char(last,no2,5) 
call int_char(phasefirst,no3,5) 
call int_char(phaselast,no4,5) 
pos=len_trim(inpname) 
pos=pos-4 
newname=inpname( :pos) 
newname=trim(newname)//trim(no1)//'-'//trim(no2) 
 
!Writes appropriate outputs to file if necessary 
if(outcnst<3 .or. outcnst==4 .or. outcnst==8)then 
  outfile='o-lambda'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
  call write_mat_real(wave,samples,pts,outfile) 
end if 
if(outcnst>4)then 
  outfile='o-freq'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
  call write_mat_real(radfs,samples,pts,outfile) 
  outfile='o-clipfreq'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
  call write_mat_real(clipradfs,samples,nobs,outfile) 
end if 
if(outcnst<3)then 
  if(outcnst==1)then 
    outfile='o-input'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
    call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile) 
    outfile='o-input'//'-2-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
    call write_mat_real(redata2,samples,pts,outfile) 
  else 
    outfile='o-AC'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
    call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile) 
    outfile='o-AC'//'-2-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
    call write_mat_real(redata2,samples,pts,outfile) 
    outfile='o-precontrast'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
    call write_one_DP(contrast,samples,outfile) 
    outfile='o-precontrast'//'-2-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
    call write_one_DP(contrast2,samples,outfile) 
    deallocate(contrast,contrast2,clipref) 
  end if 
  deallocate(redata,radfs,clipradfs,wave) 
  write(6,*)"Program completed. Hit enter." 
  read(5,*) 
  stop 
end if 
 
! convert to complex matrix before FFT 
allocate(cmplxdata(pts,samples)) 
call M_M_makerealcmplx_DP(redata,pts,samples,cmplxdata) 
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allocate(cmplxdata2(pts,samples)) 
call M_M_makerealcmplx_DP(redata2,pts,samples,cmplxdata2) 
outfile='newredata'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                       != 
!call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile)  
outfile='newredata2'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                       != 
!call write_mat_real(redata2,samples,pts,outfile)  
 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           ! 
  allocate(cmplxref(pts,ref))                                           ! 
!  call M_M_makerealcmplx_DP(reref,pts,ref,cmplxref)                     !make complex for FFT  
  allocate(cmplxref2(pts,ref))                                           ! 
!  call M_M_makerealcmplx_DP(reref2,pts,ref,cmplxref2)                     !make complex for FFT  
end if                   !ref                                           ! 
 
! Phase recovery Algorithm============================================= 
                                                                     != 
! Apply Fourier transform                                            != 
call forFFT(cmplxdata,pts,samples)  ! fft to quasi time              != 
call forFFT(cmplxdata2,pts,samples)  ! fft to quasi time             != 
if(outcnst==3)then                                                   != 
  outfile='o-QT'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                       != 
  call write_mat_absofcmplx(cmplxdata,samples,pts,outfile)           != 
  outfile='o-QT'//'-2-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                     != 
  call write_mat_absofcmplx(cmplxdata2,samples,pts,outfile)          != 
end if                                                               != 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
  call forFFT(cmplxref,pts,ref)                                         !*   !FFT to quasi time  
  call forFFT(cmplxref2,pts,ref)                                        !*   !FFT to quasi time  
  outfile='o-QT'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                       != 
!  call write_mat_absofcmplx(cmplxref,samples,pts,outfile)           != 
  outfile='o-QT'//'-2-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                     != 
!  call write_mat_absofcmplx(cmplxref2,samples,pts,outfile)   
end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
 
                                                                     != 
allocate(endpoints(samples,2))                                       != 
allocate(endpoints2(samples,2)) 
allocate(qtmax(samples))                                             != 
allocate(qtmax2(samples)) 
! Find points to apply filter                                        != 
! but ignore any amplitude before QT pixel 10                        != 
if(filt>0)then                                                       != 
  allocate(cmplxone(pts))                                            != 
  avg1=0.0_DP                                                        != 
  avg2=0.0_DP                                                        != 
  do n=1,samples                                                     != 
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    cmplxone=0.0_DP                                                  != 
    do j=10,pts                                                      != 
      cmplxone(j)=cmplxdata(j,n)                                     != 
    end do                                                           != 
    call qtpulsepoints(cmplxone,a,b,pts,cntr,filtpt,noisept)         != 
    endpoints(n,1)=real(a,kind=DP)-lshift                            != 
    endpoints(n,2)=real(b,kind=DP)+hshift                            != 
    avg1=avg1+real(endpoints(n,1),kind=DP)                           != 
    avg2=avg2+real(endpoints(n,2),kind=DP)                           != 
    qtmax(n)=cntr                                                    != 
  end do                                                             != 
  avg1=avg1/samples                                                  != 
  avg2=avg2/samples                                                  != 
  DCpoint=avg2-avg1-lshift                                           != 
  deallocate(cmplxone)                                               != 
else          ! No filtering, so set filter parameters wide          != 
  do n=1,samples                                                     != 
    endpoints(n,1)=-10000                                            != 
    endpoints(n,2)=10000                                             != 
  end do                                                             != 
  filwidth=0.1                                                       != 
  allocate(realone(20))                                              != 
  do n=1,10                                                          != 
    realone(n)=abs(cmplxdata(n,1))                                   != 
  end do                                                             != 
  call V_max_index_r_DP(realone,20,cntr)                             != 
  do n=cntr,20                                                       != 
    if (realone(n)<realone(cntr)*filtpt)then                         != 
    exit                                                             != 
    end if                                                           != 
    DCpoint=n                                                        != 
  end do                                                             != 
  deallocate(realone)                                                != 
end if 
if(filt>0)then                                                       != 
  allocate(cmplxone(pts))                                            != 
  avg1=0.0_DP                                                        != 
  avg2=0.0_DP                                                        != 
  do n=1,samples                                                     != 
    cmplxone=0.0_DP                                                  != 
    do j=10,pts                                                      != 
      cmplxone(j)=cmplxdata2(j,n)                                     != 
    end do                                                           != 
    call qtpulsepoints(cmplxone,a,b,pts,cntr,filtpt,noisept)         != 
    endpoints2(n,1)=real(a,kind=DP)-lshift                            != 
    endpoints2(n,2)=real(b,kind=DP)+hshift                            != 
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    avg1=avg1+real(endpoints(n,1),kind=DP)                           != 
    avg2=avg2+real(endpoints(n,2),kind=DP)                           != 
    qtmax2(n)=cntr                                                    != 
  end do                                                             != 
  avg1=avg1/samples                                                  != 
  avg2=avg2/samples                                                  != 
  DCpoint2=avg2-avg1-lshift                                           != 
  deallocate(cmplxone)                                               != 
else          ! No filtering, so set filter parameters wide          != 
  do n=1,samples                                                     != 
    endpoints2(n,1)=-10000                                            != 
    endpoints2(n,2)=10000                                             != 
  end do                                                             != 
  filwidth=0.1                                                       != 
  allocate(realone(20))                                              != 
  do n=1,10                                                          != 
    realone(n)=abs(cmplxdata2(n,1))                                   != 
  end do                                                             != 
  call V_max_index_r_DP(realone,20,cntr)                             != 
  do n=cntr,20                                                       != 
    if (realone(n)<realone(cntr)*filtpt)then                         != 
    exit                                                             != 
    end if                                                           != 
    DCpoint2=n                                                        != 
  end do                                                             != 
  deallocate(realone)                                                != 
end if                                                               != 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
  allocate(refendpts(ref,2))                                            !*   ! 
  allocate(refendpts2(ref,2))                                            !*   ! 
  allocate(refqtmax(ref),refpowercut(ref))                              !*   ! 
  allocate(refqtmax2(ref),refpowercut2(ref))                              !*   ! 
  if(filt>0)then                                                        !*   !determine filter option 
    allocate(cmplxone(pts))                                             !*   ! 
    do n=1,ref 
      cmplxone=0.0_DP                                                               !*   ! 
      do j=10,pts                                                        !*   ! 
        cmplxone(j)=cmplxref(j,n)                                       !*   !take single vector 
      end do                                                            !*   ! 
       call qtpulsepoints(cmplxone,a,b,pts,cntr,filtpt,noisept)         !*   !find points for filter, max 
      refendpts(n,1)=real(a,kind=DP)-lshift                             !*   ! 
      refendpts(n,2)=real(b,kind=DP)+hshift                             !*   ! 
      refqtmax(n)=cntr                                                  !*   ! 
    end do                                                              !*   ! 
    do n=1,ref                                                          !*   ! 
      cmplxone=0.0_DP      
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      do j=10,pts                                                        !*   ! 
        cmplxone(j)=cmplxref2(j,n)                                       !*   !take single vector 
      end do                                                            !*   ! 
       call qtpulsepoints(cmplxone,a,b,pts,cntr,filtpt,noisept)         !*   !find points for filter, max 
      refendpts2(n,1)=real(a,kind=DP)-lshift                             !*   ! 
      refendpts2(n,2)=real(b,kind=DP)+hshift                             !*   ! 
      refqtmax2(n)=cntr                                                  !*   ! 
    end do  
    deallocate(cmplxone)                                                !*   ! 
  else                                                                  !*   !Filter is set wide (data is unaffected) 
    do n=1,ref                                                          !*   ! 
      refendpts(n,1)=-10000                                             !*   ! 
      refendpts(n,2)=10000                                              !*   ! 
    end do                                                              !*   ! 
    do n=1,ref                                                          !*   ! 
      refendpts2(n,1)=-10000                                             !*   ! 
      refendpts2(n,2)=10000                                              !*   ! 
    end do                                                              !*   ! 
    filwidth=0.1                                                        !*   ! 
  end if 
end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
                                                                     != 
! use separate matrix for DC peak                                    != 
allocate(cmplxDC(pts,samples),cmplxDC2(pts,samples))                 != 
cmplxDC=0.0_DP 
cmplxDC2=0.0_DP                                                      != 
do n=1,DCpoint                                                       != 
  do j=1,samples                                                     != 
    cmplxDC(n,j)=cmplxdata(n,j)                                      != 
  end do                                                             != 
end do 
do n=1,DCpoint2                                                       != 
  do j=1,samples                                                     != 
    cmplxDC2(n,j)=cmplxdata2(n,j)                                    != 
  end do                                                             != 
end do                                                             != 
                                                                     != 
! Apply filter                                                       != 
allocate(powercut(samples),powercut2(samples))                       != 
call filtertanh(cmplxdata,pts,samples,filwidth,powercut,endpoints)   != 
call filtertanh(cmplxdata2,pts,samples,filwidth,powercut2,endpoints2)!= 
if(outcnst==3)then                                                   != 
  outfile='o-QTfilt'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                   != 
  call write_mat_absofcmplx(cmplxdata,samples,pts,outfile)           != 
  outfile='o-QTfilt'//'-2-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                 != 
  call write_mat_absofcmplx(cmplxdata2,samples,pts,outfile)          != 
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end if                                                               != 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
  call filtertanh(cmplxref,pts,ref,filwidth,refpowercut,refendpts)      !*   !apply filter 
  call filtertanh(cmplxref2,pts,ref,filwidth,refpowercut2,refendpts2)   !*   !apply filter 
  phasefilt1=0.0_DP                                                     !*   ! 
  phasefilt2=0.0_DP                                                     !*   ! 
  phasemax=0.0_DP                                                       !*   ! 
  phaseloss=0.0_DP                                                      !*   ! 
  do n=1,ref                                                            !*   ! 
    phasefilt1=phasefilt1+refendpts(n,1)                                !*   ! 
    phasefilt2=phasefilt2+refendpts(n,2)                                !*   ! 
    phasemax=phasemax+qtmax(n)                                          !*   ! 
    phaseloss=phaseloss+powercut(n)                                     !*   ! 
  end do                                                                !*   ! 
  phasefilt1=phasefilt1/real(ref,kind=DP)                               !*   !average filt position 
  phasefilt2=phasefilt2/real(ref,kind=DP)                               !*   !for references 
  phasemax=phasemax/real(ref,kind=DP)                                   !*   !avg qt max for refs 
  phasefilt1_2=0.0_DP                                                     !*   ! 
  phasefilt2_2=0.0_DP                                                     !*   ! 
  phasemax_2=0.0_DP                                                       !*   ! 
  phaseloss_2=0.0_DP                                                      !*   ! 
  do n=1,ref                                                            !*   ! 
    phasefilt1_2=phasefilt1_2+refendpts2(n,1)                                !*   ! 
    phasefilt2_2=phasefilt2_2+refendpts2(n,2)                                !*   ! 
    phasemax_2=phasemax_2+qtmax2(n)                                          !*   ! 
    phaseloss_2=phaseloss_2+powercut2(n)                                     !*   ! 
  end do                                                                !*   ! 
  phasefilt1_2=phasefilt1_2/real(ref,kind=DP)                               !*   !average filt position 
  phasefilt2_2=phasefilt2_2/real(ref,kind=DP)                               !*   !for references 
  phasemax_2=phasemax_2/real(ref,kind=DP)                                   !*   !avg qt max for refs 
  deallocate(refendpts,refendpts2,refqtmax,refqtmax2,refpowercut,refpowercut2)       !*   ! 
end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
                                                                     != 
if(outcnst==3)then                                                   != 
  outfile='o-QTmax'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                    != 
  call write_one_DP(qtmax,samples,outfile)                           != 
  outfile='o-QTmax'//'-2-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                  != 
  call write_one_DP(qtmax2,samples,outfile)                          != 
  outfile='o-powercut'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                 != 
  call write_one_DP(powercut,samples,outfile)                        != 
  outfile='o-powercut'//'-2-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext               != 
  call write_one_DP(powercut2,samples,outfile)                       != 
  outfile='o-endpts'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                   != 
  call write_mat_real(endpoints,2,samples,outfile)                   != 
  outfile='o-endpts'//'-2-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                 != 
  call write_mat_real(endpoints2,2,samples,outfile)                  != 
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  deallocate(powercut,powercut2,redata,redata2,cmplxdata,cmplxdata2) !=  
  deallocate(contrast,contrast2,cmplxdc,cmplxdc2       )             != 
  deallocate(endpoints,endpoints2,qtmax,qtmax2,radfs,clipradfs)      != 
  deallocate(wave,clipref)                                           != 
  write(6,*)"Program completed. Hit enter."                          != 
  read(5,*)                                                          != 
  stop                                                               != 
else                                                                 != 
deallocate(endpoints,endpoints2,qtmax,qtmax2)                        != 
end if                                                               != 
                                                                     != 
! Apply inverse Fourier transform                                    != 
call backFFT(cmplxdata,pts,samples)  ! back fft to wavelength space  != 
call backFFT(cmplxdata2,pts,samples)  ! back fft to wavelength space != 
call backFFT(cmplxDC,pts,samples)                                    != 
call backFFT(cmplxDC2,pts,samples)                                   != 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
  call backFFT(cmplxref,pts,ref)                                        !*   !back fft to wavelength space         
  call backFFT(cmplxref2,pts,ref)                                        !*   !back fft to wavelength space         
end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
                                                                     != 
!recalculate contrast                                                != 
allocate(reconst(pts,samples))                                       != 
do n=1,samples                                                       != 
  do j=1,pts                                                         != 
    reconst(j,n)=2.0_DP*real(cmplxdata(j,n))                         != 
  end do                                                             != 
  oneDmaxcontrast(n)=maxcontrast(n,1)                                != 
end do                                                               !=   
call calccontrast(reconst,contrast,oneDmaxcontrast,pts,samples)      != 
do n=1,samples                                                       != 
  do j=1,pts                                                         != 
    reconst(j,n)=2.0_DP*real(cmplxdata2(j,n))                        != 
  end do                                                             != 
  oneDmaxcontrast(n)=maxcontrast(n,2)                                != 
end do                                                               != 
call calccontrast(reconst,contrast2,oneDmaxcontrast,pts,samples)     != 
                                                                     != 
                                                                     !=  
if(outcnst==4)then                                                   != 
  outfile='o-cmplx'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                    !=  
  call write_mat_cmplx(cmplxdata,samples,pts,outfile)                != 
  outfile='o-cmplx'//'-2-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                  !=  
  call write_mat_cmplx(cmplxdata2,samples,pts,outfile)               != 
  outfile='o-postcontrast'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext             != 
  call write_one_DP(contrast,samples,outfile)                        != 
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  outfile='o-postcontrast'//'-2-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext           != 
  call write_one_DP(contrast2,samples,outfile)                       != 
  do n=1,samples                                                     != 
    do j=1,pts                                                       != 
      redata(j,n)=real(cmplxDC(j,n))                                 !=  
      redata(j,n)=real(cmplxDC2(j,n))                                != 
    end do                                                           !=   
  end do                                                             != 
  outfile='o-ACerror'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                  != 
  call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile)                    != 
  outfile='o-ACerror'//'-2-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                != 
  call write_mat_real(redata2,samples,pts,outfile)                   != 
  call phase(cmplxdata,pts,samples,zero,first,redata)                != 
  call unwrap(redata,pts,samples,pcntr)                           != 
  call phase(cmplxdata2,pts,samples,zero,first,redata2)              != 
  call unwrap(redata2,pts,samples,pcntr)                          != 
  outfile='o-ACerrorphase'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext             != 
  call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile)                    != 
  outfile='o-ACerrorphase'//'-2-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext           != 
  call write_mat_real(redata2,samples,pts,outfile)                   != 
  deallocate(redata,redata2,cmplxdata,cmplxdata2)                    != 
  deallocate(contrast,contrast2,radfs,clipradfs)                     != 
  deallocate(wave,powercut,powercut2,clipref)                        != 
  write(6,*)"Program completed. Hit enter."                          !=  
  read(5,*)                                                          != 
  stop                                                               !=   
end if                                                               !=  
deallocate(reconst,cmplxDC)                                          !=      
                                                                     != 
if (jake==0)then                                                     != 
  !multiply by jacobian before calc. phase and fitting to freq model != 
  allocate(jacob(pts,samples))                                       != 
  jacob=0.0_DP                                                       != 
  do j=1,samples 
    do n=1,pts                                                         != 
      jacob(n,j)=cmplx(wave(n,j)**2,0.0_DP)                                != 
    end do 
  end do                                                             != 
  call M_M_multiply_c_DP(cmplxdata,jacob,pts,samples,cmplxdata)      !=    
  call M_M_multiply_c_DP(cmplxdata2,jacob,pts,samples,cmplxdata2)    !=    
  deallocate(jacob)                                                  != 
  if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                         !*   ! 
    allocate(jacob(pts,samples))                                                !*   ! 
    jacob=0.0_DP                                                        !*   ! 
    do j=1,samples 
      do n=1,pts                                                         != 
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        jacob(n,j)=cmplx(wave(n,j)**2,0.0_DP)                                != 
      end do 
    end do                                                             != 
    call M_V_multiply_c_DP(cmplxref,jacob,pts,ref,cmplxref)             !*   !    
    call M_V_multiply_c_DP(cmplxref2,jacob,pts,ref,cmplxref2)             !*   !    
    deallocate(jacob)                                                   !*   ! 
  end if                   !ref                                         !*   ! 
end if                                                               != 
                                                                     != 
! Calculate and unwrap phase                                         != 
redata=0.0_DP                                                        != 
redata2=0.0_DP 
call phase(cmplxdata,pts,samples,zero,first,redata)                  != 
call phase(cmplxdata2,pts,samples,zero,first,redata2)                  != 
call unwrap(redata,pts,samples,pcntr)                               != 
call unwrap(redata2,pts,samples,pcntr)                               != 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
  call phase(cmplxref,pts,ref,ref,1,reref)                              !*   !calculate and unwrap phase 
  call unwrap(reref,pts,ref,pcntr)                                      !*   !unwrap phase 
  call phase(cmplxref2,pts,ref,ref,1,reref2)                              !*   !calculate and unwrap phase 
  call unwrap(reref2,pts,ref,pcntr)                                      !*   !unwrap phase 
  deallocate(cmplxref,cmplxref2)                                        !*   ! 
  if (refside==1)then                                                   !*   ! 
    do j=1,ref                                                          !*   ! 
      do n=1,pts                                                        !*   ! 
        reref(n,j)=-reref(n,j)                                          !*   ! 
        reref2(n,j)=-reref2(n,j)                                          !*   ! 
      end do                                                            !*   ! 
    end do                                                              !*   ! 
  end if                                                                !*   ! 
  allocate(clipphase(nobs),clipphase2(nobs),avgphase(pts),avgphase2(pts))!*   ! 
  allocate(refclip(nobs,ref),refclip2(nobs,ref))                        !*   ! 
  call clipdata(reref,refclip,ref,pulse2,pulse1,pts,nobs)               !*   !clip data for fit region 
  call clipdata(reref2,refclip2,ref,pulse2,pulse1,pts,nobs)               !*   !clip data for fit region 
  allocate(regmatrix(11,ref+1),regmatrix2(11,ref+1))                    !*   ! 
  if (weight==0)then                                                    !*   ! 
    clipref=1.0_DP                                                      !*   ! 
    clipref2=1.0_DP                                                      !*   ! 
    call weightregress(refclip,pts,ref,clipradfs,clipref,regmatrix,nobs)!*   !get absolute delays 
    call weightregress(refclip2,pts,ref,clipradfs,clipref,regmatrix2,nobs)!*   !get absolute delays 
  else                                                                  !*   ! 
    call weightregress(refclip,pts,ref,clipradfs,clipref,regmatrix,nobs)!*   ! 
    call weightregress(refclip2,pts,ref,clipradfs,clipref,regmatrix2,nobs)!*   ! 
  end if                                                                !*   ! 
  refdly=0.0_DP 
  refdly2=0.0_DP                                                        !*   ! 
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  do j=1,ref                                                            !*   ! 
    refdly=refdly+regmatrix(4,j)                                        !*   ! 
    refdly2=refdly2+regmatrix2(4,j) 
  end do                                                                !*   ! 
  refdly=refdly/real(ref,kind=DP)                                       !*   !avg absolute dlys  
  deallocate(regmatrix,regmatrix2)                                      !*   !for refs 
  call M_avg_V_r_DP(refclip,ref,nobs,clipphase)                         !*   !avg clipped phases 
  call M_avg_V_r_DP(refclip2,ref,nobs,clipphase2)                       !*   !avg clipped phases 
  call V_avg_r_DP(clipradfsref,nobs,avgreffreq)                         !*   !avg frequency for fit region 
  call V_avg_r_DP(clipradfs,nobs,avgfreq)                               !*   !avg frequency for fit region 
  call M_avg_V_r_DP(reref,ref,pts,avgphase)                             !*   !avg full phases 
  call M_avg_V_r_DP(reref2,ref,pts,avgphase2)                           !*   !avg full phases 
  deallocate(refclip,reref,reref2)                                      !*   ! 
  call interpolate_phase(nobs,clipradfsref,clipphase,clipradfs,clipphase) !*   ! 
  call interpolate_phase(nobs,clipradfsref,clipphase2,clipradfs,clipphase2) !*   ! 
  call interpolate_phase(pts,radfsref,avgphase,radfs,avgphase)          !*   ! 
  call interpolate_phase(pts,radfsref,avgphase2,radfs,avgphase2)          !*   ! 
end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
!End phase recovery algorithm ========================================= 
 
! SPIDER block !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
pts2=4*pts 
allocate(calib_deltaphi(pts,samples),spline_deltaphi(pts2,samples)) 
allocate(shear_freq(pts2,samples),oneD_shearfreq(pts2),oneD_deltaphi(pts),shear(samples)) 
allocate(oneD_IRwave(pts),aux_freq(samples)) 
allocate(IRfreq(pts,samples),oneD_IRfreq(pts)) 
allocate(breaks(pts)) 
allocate(coeffs(4,pts)) 
 
! TEMPORARY 
shear(1)=0.003 
!shear(2)=0.003 
!do i=1,samples 
!  shear(i)=shear_l(i)-shear_r(i) 
!end do 
 
aux_freq(1)=2.3385 
!aux_freq(2)=2.3385 
!aux_freq(2)=2.3341 
 
do i=1,samples 
  n=int(gauss_cen(i)) 
  shear_freq(pts2/2,i)=radfs(n,i) 
  do j=pts2/2+1,pts2 
    shear_freq(j,i)=shear_freq(j-1,i)+shear(i) 
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  end do 
  do j=pts2/2-1,1,-1 
    shear_freq(j,i)=shear_freq(j+1,i)-shear(i) 
  end do 
end do 
    
!    shear_freq(j)= 
!  call SPIDER_freq( ) 
 
 
 
! Subtract the no-shear Igram phase difference from the sheared Igram phase difference to get 
calibrated delta phi ! 
! Spline calibrated phase difference and build on evenly spaced shear-step frequency axis ! 
call M_M_subtract_r_DP(redata2,redata,pts,samples,calib_deltaphi) 
 
!!!!! 
name='calibrated_deltaphi'//'.'//ext 
!call read_one_DP(calib_deltaphi,pts,name)  
 
do i=1,samples 
  do j=1,pts 
    oneDradfs(j)=radfs(j,i) 
    oneD_deltaphi(j)=calib_deltaphi(j,i) 
  end do 
  do j=1,pts2 
    oneD_shearfreq(j)=shear_freq(j,i) 
  end do 
  IEqual=0  ! This is zero if original frequency axis is unevenly spaced; one if it's evenly spaced.   
  call DCSSCV(pts,oneDradfs,oneD_deltaphi,IEqual,breaks,coeffs) 
! Solve for the final shape 
  do j=1,pts2 
    spline_deltaphi(j,i)=DCSVAL(oneD_shearfreq(j),pts-1,breaks,coeffs) 
  end do 
end do 
 
! Convert IR spectra's wavelength axes to frequency ! 
! Perform further baseline subtraction to force the wings down to zero; replace negative 
intensities with zeros ! 
do i=1,samples 
  do j=1,pts 
    oneD_IRwave(j)=IRwave(j,i) 
  end do 
  call getfreq(oneD_IRwave,oneD_IRfreq,pts) 
  do j=1,pts 
    IRfreq(j,i)=oneD_IRfreq(j) 
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  end do 
  temp1=0.0_DP 
  do j=1,20 
    temp1=temp1+IRspectra(j,i) 
  end do 
  do j=pts-19,pts 
    temp1=temp1+IRspectra(j,i) 
  end do 
  temp1=temp1/40.0_DP 
  do j=1,pts 
    IRspectra(j,i)=IRspectra(j,i)-temp1 
  end do 
  do j=1,pts 
    if (IRspectra(j,i) < 0) then 
      IRspectra(j,i) = 0.0_DP 
    end if 
  end do 
end do 
 
! Downconvert the shear-step frequency axis with no-shear auxiliary pulse frequency slice ! 
! Spline the intensity envelope of the IR spectrum on this downconverted shear-step axis ! 
allocate(IRshear_freq(pts2,samples),oneD_IRspectra(pts),spline_envelope(pts2,samples)) 
allocate(oneD_IRshearfreq(pts2)) 
do i=1,samples 
  do j=1,pts2 
    IRshear_freq(j,i)=shear_freq(j,i)-aux_freq(i) 
    oneD_IRshearfreq(j)=IRshear_freq(j,i) 
  end do 
  do j=1,pts 
    oneD_IRfreq(j)=IRfreq(j,i) 
    oneD_IRspectra(j)=IRspectra(j,i) 
  end do 
  IEqual=0  ! This is zero if original frequency axis is unevenly spaced; one if it's evenly spaced.   
  call DCSSCV(pts,oneD_IRfreq,oneD_IRspectra,IEqual,breaks,coeffs) 
! Solve for the final shape 
  do j=1,pts2 
    spline_envelope(j,i)=DCSVAL(oneD_IRshearfreq(j),pts-1,breaks,coeffs) 
    if (spline_envelope(j,i) < 0) then 
      spline_envelope(j,i) = 0.0_DP 
    end if 
  end do 
end do 
 
! Concatenate the SPIDER phase ! 
allocate(concat_phase(pts2,samples)) 
!spline_deltaphi=spline_deltaphi-(2.0_DP*pi) 
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do i=1,samples 
  concat_phase(pts2/2,i)=0.0_DP 
  do j=pts2/2+1,pts2 
    concat_phase(j,i)=concat_phase(j-1,i)+spline_deltaphi(j,i) 
  end do 
  concat_phase(pts2/2-1,i)=-1.0_DP*spline_deltaphi(pts2/2-1,i) 
  do j=pts2/2-2,1,-1 
    concat_phase(j,i)=concat_phase(j+1,i)-spline_deltaphi(j,i) 
  end do 
end do 
 
! Force to zero all splined phase and envelope values outside of the ranges of original IR and 
upconverted freq axes ! 
do i=1,samples 
  do j=1,pts2 
    if (shear_freq(j,i) < radfs(1,i) .or. shear_freq(j,i) > radfs(pts,i)) then 
      concat_phase(j,i)=0.0_DP 
    end if 
    if (IRshear_freq(j,i) > IRfreq(1,i) .or. IRshear_freq(j,i) < IRfreq(pts,i)) then 
      spline_envelope(j,i) = 0.0_DP 
    end if 
  end do 
end do 
 
outfile='concat_phase'//'-'//newname 
!call write_mat_real(concat_phase,samples,pts2,outfile) 
outfile='IR_envelope'//'-'//newname 
!call write_mat_real(spline_envelope,samples,pts2,outfile) 
outfile='IR_shearfreq'//'-'//newname 
!call write_mat_real(IRshear_freq,samples,pts2,outfile) 
 
allocate(cmplx_concat(pts2,samples),full_efield(pts2,samples),cmplx_envelope(pts2,samples),sp
line_envelope_sqrt(pts2,samples)) 
allocate(real_timefield(pts2,samples),imag_timefield(pts2,samples),pulse_time(pts2,samples),pul
se_TL(pts2,samples)) 
! Build the full frequency electric field of the pulse ! 
cmplx_concat=0.0_DP 
call M_M_makerealcmplx2_DP(concat_phase,pts2,samples,cmplx_concat) 
do i=1,samples 
  do j=1,pts2 
    spline_envelope_sqrt(j,i)=sqrt(spline_envelope(j,i)) 
    cmplx_concat(j,i)=cmplx(cos(concat_phase(j,i)),sin(concat_phase(j,i)),kind=DP) 
  end do 
end do 
call M_M_makerealcmplx_DP(spline_envelope_sqrt,pts2,samples,cmplx_envelope) 
call M_M_multiply_c_DP(cmplx_envelope,cmplx_concat,pts2,samples,full_efield)     
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! Fourier tranform the frequency e-field to time e-field ! 
call forFFT(full_efield,pts2,samples) 
call forFFT(cmplx_envelope,pts2,samples) 
 
call M_M_realofcmplx_DP(full_efield,pts2,samples,real_timefield) 
call M_M_imagofcmplx_DP(full_efield,pts2,samples,imag_timefield) 
do i=1,samples 
  do j=1,pts2 
    pulse_time(j,i)=sqrt(real_timefield(j,i)**2.0_DP+imag_timefield(j,i)**2.0_DP) 
  end do 
end do 
call M_M_realofcmplx_DP(cmplx_envelope,pts2,samples,real_timefield) 
call M_M_imagofcmplx_DP(cmplx_envelope,pts2,samples,imag_timefield) 
do i=1,samples 
  do j=1,pts2 
    pulse_TL(j,i)=sqrt(real_timefield(j,i)**2.0_DP+imag_timefield(j,i)**2.0_DP) 
  end do 
end do 
 
! Square result to get pulse intensity as function of time; normalize to maximum ! 
allocate(oneD_pulse(pts2),quasitime(pts2,samples),time_axis(pts2,samples),final_TL(pts2,sampl
es),final_pulse(pts2,samples)) 
real_pts2=real(pts2,kind=DP) 
do i=1,samples 
  do j=1,pts2 
    oneD_pulse(j)=pulse_time(j,i) 
  end do 
  call V_max_r_DP(oneD_pulse,pts2,max) 
  call V_max_index_r_DP(oneD_pulse,pts2,max_pos) 
  do j=1,pts2 
    oneD_pulse(j)=pulse_TL(j,i) 
  end do 
  call V_max_r_DP(oneD_pulse,pts2,temp1) 
   
  do j=1,pts2 
    j_real=real(j-pts2/2,kind=DP) 
    quasitime(j,i)=j_real 
  end do 
  final_pulse(pts2/2,i)=pulse_time(max_pos,i) 
  do j=pts2/2+1,pts2 
    if ((j-pts2/2+max_pos) <= pts2) then 
      final_pulse(j,i)=pulse_time(max_pos+j-pts2/2,i) 
    else 
      final_pulse(j,i)=pulse_time(j-(pts2+pts2/2-max_pos),i) 
    end if 
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  end do 
  do j=pts2/2-1,1,-1 
    if ((pts2/2-j) < max_pos) then 
      final_pulse(j,i)=pulse_time(max_pos+j-pts2/2,i) 
    else 
      final_pulse(j,i)=pulse_time(max_pos+pts2/2+j,i) 
    end if 
  end do 
 
  final_TL(pts2/2,i)=pulse_TL(1,i) 
  do j=pts2/2+1,pts2 
    final_TL(j,i)=pulse_TL(j-pts2/2+1,i) 
  end do 
  do j=pts2/2-1,1,-1 
    final_TL(j,i)=pulse_TL(pts2-pts2/2+j+1,i) 
  end do 
  time_step=(1.0_DP/(shear(i)/(2.0_DP*pi)))/real_pts2 
  do j=1,pts2 
    final_TL(j,i)=(final_TL(j,i)/temp1)**2.0_DP 
    final_pulse(j,i)=(final_pulse(j,i)/max)**2.0_DP 
    time_axis(j,i)=quasitime(j,i)*time_step 
  end do 
end do 
 
outfile='time_intensity'//'-'//newname 
call write_mat_real(final_pulse,samples,pts2,outfile) 
outfile='time_axis'//'-'//newname 
call write_mat_real(time_axis,samples,pts2,outfile) 
outfile='TL_intensity'//'-'//newname 
call write_mat_real(Final_TL,samples,pts2,outfile) 
 
 
!final block clips data, performs regressions and gives stastitics as commanded 
 
!uses points dertermined in previous subroutine to truncate phases where the pulse is  
!above a specified value, also exchanges complex matrix for real one 
allocate(clipdat(nobs,samples),clipdat2(nobs,samples)) 
call clipdata(redata,clipdat,samples,pulse2,pulse1,pts,nobs) 
call clipdata(redata2,clipdat2,samples,pulse2,pulse1,pts,nobs) 
deallocate(cmplxdata) 
 
! get GVD and GDD 
allocate(G_D(2,samples),G_Dresiduals(nobs,samples)) 
allocate(G_D2(2,samples),G_Dresiduals2(nobs,samples)) 
allocate(dummy(nobs),dummy2(nobs)) 
do i=1,samples 
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  do j=1,nobs 
    dummy(j)=clipdat(j,i) 
  end do 
  call get_GVD_GDD(nobs,dummy,clipradfs,avgfreq,dum1,dum2,dummy2) 
  G_D(1,i)=dum1 
  G_D(2,i)=dum2 
  do j=1,nobs 
    G_Dresiduals(j,i)=dummy2(j) 
  end do 
end do 
do i=1,samples 
  do j=1,nobs 
    dummy(j)=clipdat2(j,i) 
  end do 
  call get_GVD_GDD(nobs,dummy,clipradfs,avgfreq,dum1,dum2,dummy2) 
  G_D2(1,i)=dum1 
  G_D2(2,i)=dum2 
  do j=1,nobs 
    G_Dresiduals2(j,i)=dummy2(j) 
  end do 
end do 
deallocate(dummy,dummy2) 
 
newname=trim(newname)//'('//trim(no3)//','//trim(no4)//')'//'.'//ext 
if(outcnst==5)then 
  outfile='o-phase'//'-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile) 
  outfile='o-phase'//'-2-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(redata2,samples,pts,outfile) 
  outfile='o-clipphase'//'-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(clipdat,samples,nobs,outfile) 
  outfile='o-clipphase'//'-2-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(clipdat2,samples,nobs,outfile) 
  outfile='o-avgphase'//'-'//newname 
  call write_one_DP(avgphase,pts,outfile) 
  outfile='o-avgphase'//'-2-'//newname 
  call write_one_DP(avgphase2,pts,outfile) 
  outfile='o-clipavgphase'//'-'//newname 
  call write_one_DP(clipphase,nobs,outfile) 
  outfile='o-clipavgphase'//'-2-'//newname 
  call write_one_DP(clipphase2,nobs,outfile) 
  outfile='o-GVD_GDD'//'-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(G_D,samples,2,outfile) 
  outfile='o-GVD_GDD'//'-2-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(G_D2,samples,2,outfile) 
  outfile='o-GVD_GDDresiduals'//'-'//newname 
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  call write_mat_real(G_Dresiduals,samples,nobs,outfile) 
  outfile='o-GVD_GDDresiduals'//'-2-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(G_Dresiduals2,samples,nobs,outfile) 
end if         
! gets absolute time delays for phases without taking difference 
allocate(regmatrix(11,samples+1),regmatrix2(11,samples+1)) 
call weightregress(clipdat,pts,samples,clipradfs,clipref,regmatrix,nobs) 
allocate(absdly(samples)) 
do j=1,samples 
  absdly(j)=regmatrix(4,j) 
end do 
call weightregress(clipdat2,pts,samples,clipradfs,clipref2,regmatrix2,nobs) 
allocate(absdly2(samples)) 
do j=1,samples 
  absdly2(j)=regmatrix2(4,j) 
end do 
!find largest,smallest absolute delays 
call V_max_r_DP(absdly,samples,lrgst) 
call V_min_r_DP(absdly,samples,smlst) 
call V_max_r_DP(absdly2,samples,lrgst2) 
call V_min_r_DP(absdly2,samples,smlst2) 
!get phase differences 
call M_V_subtract_r_DP(clipdat,clipphase,nobs,samples,clipdat) 
call M_V_subtract_r_DP(redata,avgphase,pts,samples,redata) 
call M_V_subtract_r_DP(clipdat2,clipphase2,nobs,samples,clipdat2) 
call M_V_subtract_r_DP(redata2,avgphase2,pts,samples,redata2) 
deallocate(avgphase,clipphase) 
 
if(outcnst==5)then 
  outfile='o-diffphase'//'-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile) 
  outfile='o-diffphase'//'-2-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(redata2,samples,pts,outfile) 
  deallocate(contrast,contrast2,radfs,clipradfs,absdly,absdly2,clipref,clipref2) 
  deallocate(wave,redata,redata2,clipdat,clipdat2,powercut,powercut2,regmatrix,regmatrix2) 
  deallocate(G_D,G_D2,G_Dresiduals,G_Dresiduals2) 
  write(6,*)"Program completed. Hit enter." 
  read(5,*) 
  stop 
end if 
 
! gets phase shift and time delays for clipped interval 
regmatrix=0.0_DP 
regmatrix2=0.0_DP 
call weightregress(clipdat,pts,samples,clipradfs,clipref,regmatrix,nobs) 
call weightregress(clipdat2,pts,samples,clipradfs,clipref,regmatrix2,nobs) 
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allocate(dummy(nobs),dummy2(nobs),pde(nobs,samples),pde(nobs,samples)) 
do i=1,samples 
  do j=1,nobs 
    dummy(j)=clipdat(j,i) 
  end do 
  call phase_delay_error(nobs,dummy,regmatrix(4,i),regmatrix(7,i),clipradfs,dummy2) 
  do j=1,nobs 
    pde(j,i)=dummy2(j) 
  end do 
end do 
do i=1,samples 
  do j=1,nobs 
    dummy(j)=clipdat2(j,i) 
  end do 
  call phase_delay_error(nobs,dummy,regmatrix2(4,i),regmatrix2(7,i),clipradfs,dummy2) 
  do j=1,nobs 
    pde2(j,i)=dummy2(j) 
  end do 
end do  
deallocate(clipradfs,clipref,clipref2) 
 
allocate(ints(samples)) 
do j=1,samples 
  regmatrix(1,j)=absdly(j) 
  regmatrix2(1,j)=absdly2(j) 
  regmatrix(9,j)=contrast(j) 
  regmatrix2(9,j)=contrast2(j) 
  regmatrix(10,j)=powercut(j) 
  regmatrix2(10,j)=powercut2(j) 
  ints(j)=nint(regmatrix(6,j)) 
  regmatrix(11,j)=regmatrix(6,j)-real(ints(j),kind=DP) 
  ints(j)=nint(regmatrix2(6,j)) 
  regmatrix2(11,j)=regmatrix2(6,j)-real(ints(j),kind=DP) 
end do 
deallocate(absdly,absdly2,ints,contrast,contrast2,powercut,powercut2) 
 
if(outcnst==6)then 
  !writes stats, fit parameters from all regressions to output file 
  outfile='o-regress'//'-'//newname 
  open(61,file=outfile,status="unknown") 
    write(61,100)"abs_dly","intcpt", "intcpt_err", "dly", "dly_err", "dly_waves", & 
                    &"no_of_2_pi", "chi2", "cntrst", "pwr_lost","int_dev" 
  100 format (a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x) 
    write(61,300)regmatrix 
  300 format (ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,& 
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             &ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x) 
  close(61) 
  write(6,*)outfile 
  outfile='o-regress'//'-2-'//newname 
  open(61,file=outfile,status="unknown") 
    write(61,100)"abs_dly","intcpt", "intcpt_err", "dly", "dly_err", "dly_waves", & 
                    &"no_of_2_pi", "chi2", "cntrst", "pwr_lost","int_dev" 
    write(61,300)regmatrix2 
   
  close(61) 
  write(6,*)outfile 
 
  !writes stats from overall run to output file 
  outfile='o-stat'//'-'//newname 
  open(64,file=outfile,status="unknown") 
    write(64,700)"total_interferograms", "phases_averaged", "largest_delay", "smallest_delay", 
"reference_delay",& 
                  & "reference_contrast", "points_in_fit", "start_fit", "end_fit", "avg_freq" 
  700 format(a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x) 
    
write(64,900)real(samples,kind=DP),real(ref,kind=DP),lrgst,smlst,refdly,avgrefcontrast,real(nob
s,kind=DP),& 
                  &  real(pulse1,kind=DP),real(pulse2,kind=DP),avgfreq 
  900 format 
(ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3
x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x) 
  close(64) 
  write(6,*)outfile 
  outfile='o-stat'//'-2-'//newname 
  open(64,file=outfile,status="unknown") 
    write(64,700)"total_interferograms", "phases_averaged", "largest_delay", "smallest_delay", 
"reference_delay",& 
                  & "reference_contrast", "points_in_fit", "start_fit", "end_fit", "avg_freq" 
    
write(64,900)real(samples,kind=DP),real(ref,kind=DP),lrgst2,smlst2,refdly2,avgrefcontrast2,real
(nobs,kind=DP),& 
                  &  real(pulse1,kind=DP),real(pulse2,kind=DP),avgfreq 
    close(64) 
  write(6,*)outfile 
 
  ! gives phases without linear term  
  call residuals(regmatrix,redata,radfs,pts,samples) 
  call residuals(regmatrix,redata2,radfs,pts,samples) 
  outfile='o-resid'//'-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile) 
  outfile='o-resid'//'-2-'//newname 
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  call write_mat_real(redata2,samples,pts,outfile) 
  ! write out phase delay error 
  outfile='o-dly_error'//'-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(pde,samples,nobs,outfile) 
  outfile='o-dly_error'//'-2-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(pde2,samples,nobs,outfile) 
   
  deallocate(radfs,clipdat,clipdat2,wave,redata,redata2,regmatrix,regmatrix2,pde,pde2) 
  write(6,*)"Program completed. Hit enter." 
  read(5,*) 
  stop 
end if 
 
if(outcnst==7)then 
  call countdly(regmatrix,ndly,samples) 
  call countdly(regmatrix2,ndly2,samples) 
  write(6,*)ndly 
  write(6,*)ndly2 
  allocate(avgs(12,ndly)) 
  allocate(avgs(12,ndly2)) 
  allocate(stdevs(12,ndly)) 
  allocate(stdevs(12,ndly2)) 
  call stat(regmatrix,samples,ndly,avgs,stdevs) 
  call stat(regmatrix2,samples,ndly2,avgs2,stdevs2) 
  !writes avgs, fit parameters from groups of regressions to output file 
  outfile='o-regressavgs'//'-'//newname 
  open(63,file=outfile,status="unknown") 
    write(63,400)"abs_dly","intcpt", "intcpt_err", "dly", "dly_err", "dly_waves", & 
                  &"no_of_2_pi", "chi2", "cntrst", "pwr_lost","int_dev","no_avgd" 
400 
format(a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x) 
    write(63,600)avgs 
600 format(ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,& 
           &ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x) 
  close(63) 
  write(6,*)outfile 
  outfile='o-regressavgs'//'-2-'//newname 
  open(63,file=outfile,status="unknown") 
    write(63,400)"abs_dly","intcpt", "intcpt_err", "dly", "dly_err", "dly_waves", & 
                  &"no_of_2_pi", "chi2", "cntrst", "pwr_lost","int_dev","no_avgd" 
    write(63,600)avgs2 
 
  close(63) 
  write(6,*)outfile    
  !writes stdevs, fit parameters from groups of regressions to output file 
  outfile='o-regressstdevs'//'-'//newname 
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  open(63,file=outfile,status="unknown") 
    write(63,400)"abs_dly","intcpt", "intcpt_err", "dly", "dly_err", "dly_waves", & 
                  &"no_of_2_pi", "chi2", "cntrst", "pwr_lost","int_dev","no_avgd" 
      write(63,600)stdevs 
  close(63) 
  write(6,*)outfile 
  outfile='o-regressstdevs'//'-2-'//newname 
  open(63,file=outfile,status="unknown") 
    write(63,400)"abs_dly","intcpt", "intcpt_err", "dly", "dly_err", "dly_waves", & 
                  &"no_of_2_pi", "chi2", "cntrst", "pwr_lost","int_dev","no_avgd" 
      write(63,600)stdevs2 
  close(63) 
  write(6,*)outfile 
 
  !writes stats from overall run to output file 
  outfile='o-stat'//'-'//newname 
  open(64,file=outfile,status="unknown") 
    write(64,700)"total_interferograms", "phases_averaged", "largest_delay", "smallest_delay", 
"reference_delay",& 
                  & "reference_contrast", "points_in_fit", "start_fit", "end_fit", "avg_freq" 
    
write(64,900)real(samples,kind=DP),real(ref,kind=DP),lrgst,smlst,refdly,avgrefcontrast,real(nob
s,kind=DP),& 
                  &  real(pulse1,kind=DP),real(pulse2,kind=DP),avgfreq 
  close(64) 
  write(6,*)outfile 
    outfile='o-stat'//'-2-'//newname 
  open(64,file=outfile,status="unknown") 
    write(64,700)"total_interferograms", "phases_averaged", "largest_delay", "smallest_delay", 
"reference_delay",& 
                  & "reference_contrast", "points_in_fit", "start_fit", "end_fit", "avg_freq" 
    
write(64,900)real(samples,kind=DP),real(ref,kind=DP),lrgst2,smlst2,refdly2,avgrefcontrast2,real
(nobs,kind=DP),& 
                  &  real(pulse1,kind=DP),real(pulse2,kind=DP),avgfreq 
  close(64) 
  write(6,*)outfile 
 
 
  deallocate(avgs,avgs2,stdevs,stdevs2,radfs) 
  deallocate(clipdat,clipdat2,wave,redata,redata2,regmatrix,regmatrix2) 
  write(6,*)"Program completed. Hit enter." 
  read(5,*) 
  stop 
end if 
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allocate(dlys(samples),dlys2(samples)) 
allocate(notwopis(samples),notwopis2(samples)) 
allocate(clipwave(nobs,samples)) 
do n=1,samples 
  dlys(n)=regmatrix(4,n) 
  dlys2(n)=regmatrix(4,n) 
  notwopis(n)=regmatrix(7,n) 
  notwopis(n)=regmatrix(7,n) 
end do 
deallocate(regmatrix,regmatrix2) 
do j=1,samples 
  do n=1,nobs 
    clipwave(n,j)=wave(n+pulse1-1,j) 
  end do 
end do 
 
 
call getlambda(redata,dlys,notwopis,pts,samples) 
call getlambda(redata2,dlys,notwopis,pts,samples) 
outfile='o-lambda'//'-'//newname 
call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile) 
outfile='o-lambda'//'-2-'//newname 
call write_mat_real(redata2,samples,pts,outfile) 
call M_M_subtract_r_DP(redata,wave,pts,samples,redata) 
call M_M_subtract_r_DP(redata2,wave,pts,samples,redata2) 
outfile='o-difflambda'//'-'//newname 
call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile) 
outfile='o-difflambda'//'-2-'//newname 
call write_mat_real(redata2,samples,pts,outfile) 
deallocate(clipdat,clipdat2,wave,dlys,dlys2,notwopis,notwopis2,redata,redata2,radfs,clipwave) 
 
write(6,*)"Program completed. Hit enter." 
read(5,*) 
 
end program specint062711 
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pure subroutine clipdata(datamatrix,clipdatamatrix,interferograms,finish,start,points,nobs) 
! this subroutine cuts phases and one frequency axis to area of significant pulse energy 
 
use DPTYPE,only:DP  
 
implicit none 
 
integer:: n, j, k                                       ! indices 
integer,intent(in):: interferograms, points, nobs      ! size of data set, read/calc from input 
integer,intent(in):: start,finish                                   ! fit points found from reference 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::datamatrix(points,interferograms)    ! data matrix carried 
throughout  
real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(out)::clipdatamatrix(nobs,interferograms)    ! data matrix for 
regressions  
 
 
!cuts phase to size of fit region 
do n=1,interferograms 
  k=1 
  do j=start,finish,1 
    clipdatamatrix(k,n)=datamatrix(j,n) 
    k=k+1 
   end do 
end do 
 
end subroutine clipdata 
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subroutine getdata1_DP(points,samples,start,last,basename,ext,datamatrix) 
 
use DPTYPE,only:DP  
 
implicit none 
 
integer,intent(in):: points, samples, start, last 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(out):: datamatrix(points,samples) 
integer::k,n,j,io 
character(len=100):: name 
character(len=100),intent(in):: basename 
character(len=3),intent(in)::ext 
character(len=5)::number   
logical::filetest1    
 
k=1 
 
!this loop gets files and writes to matrix 
do n=start,last,1 
  call int_char(n,number,5) 
  ! get filename 
  name=trim(basename)//trim(number)//'.'//ext 
  !check to see whether or not input file exists 
  inquire(file=name, exist=filetest1) 
  if (.not. filetest1) then 
    write(6,*)"Input file",name," not found." 
    write(6,*)"Terminating execution." 
    read(5,*) 
    stop 
  else 
    write(6,*)name 
  end if 
 !reads interferogram file into array 
  open(81,file=name,status="old") 
    do j = 1,points,1 
      read(81,*,iostat=io)datamatrix(j,k)         
    end do       
    if (io < 0) then 
       write(6,*) 'Error -- file ',name,' shorter than ',points 
    end if 
  close(81) 
  k=k+1 
end do 
 
 
end subroutine getdata1_DP 
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pure subroutine getlambda(datamatrix,dlys,notwopis,points,interferograms) 
 
use DPTYPE,only:DP  
use fundconst,only:c,pi 
use HeNe,only:lamdavac     ! user supplied module with wavelength and vacum wavelength of  
                            ! primary Ne emission line 
implicit none 
 
integer,intent(in)::points,interferograms 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(inout)::datamatrix(points,interferograms) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in)::dlys(interferograms),notwopis(interferograms) 
 
!this subroutine takes difference phases and determines absolute wavelengths 
!this information can then be used to correct the calibration axis 
!assumption is that interferograms are at a multiple of the HeNe period 
 
integer::j,n 
real(kind=DP)::nT,omega 
 
     do n=1,interferograms,1 
       nT=real(nint(dlys(n)*c/lamdavac))*lamdavac/c 
       do j=1,points,1 
           omega=(datamatrix(j,n)-2.0_DP*pi*notwopis(n))/nT 
           datamatrix(j,n)=2.0_DP*pi*c*10**7/omega 
       end do !j 
     end do !n 
 
end subroutine getlambda 
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pure subroutine get_GVD_GDD(pts,phase,freq,centerfreq,GVD,GDD,residual) 
 
use DPtype,only:DP 
implicit none 
 
integer,intent(in)::pts 
real(kind=DP),intent(in)::phase(pts),freq(pts),centerfreq 
real(kind=DP),intent(out)::GVD,GDD,residual(pts) 
 
interface 
  pure subroutine DRLINE(pts,x,y,b0,b1,stat) 
  use DPtype,only:DP 
  implicit none 
    integer,intent(in)::pts 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::x(pts),y(pts) 
    real(kind=DP),intent(out)::b0,b1,stat(12) 
  end subroutine 
  pure subroutine DRCURV(pts,x,y,deg,B,SSPoly,stat) 
  use DPtype,only:DP 
  implicit none 
    integer,intent(in)::pts,deg 
    real(kind=DP),intent(in)::x(pts),y(pts) 
    real(kind=DP),intent(out)::B(deg+1),SSPoly(deg+1),stat(10) 
  end subroutine 
end interface 
 
integer::i 
integer,parameter::order=3 
real(kind=DP)::b0,b1,stat(12),B(order+1),SSPoly(order+1),stat2(10)  !appropriate for 3rd order 
polynomial 
real(kind=DP),allocatable::shiftfreq(:),shiftphase(:) 
 
     allocate(shiftfreq(pts)) 
      !shift frequency axis 
      do i=1,pts 
        shiftfreq(i)=freq(i)-centerfreq 
      end do 
      !determine linear term 
      call DRLINE(pts,shiftfreq,phase,b0,b1,stat) 
      allocate(shiftphase(pts)) 
      !subtract linear term 
      do i=1,pts 
        shiftphase(i)=phase(i)-b1*shiftfreq(i)-b0 
      end do 
      !determine quadratic term 
      call DRCURV(pts,shiftfreq,shiftphase,order,B,SSPoly,stat2) 
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      GVD=B(3) 
      GDD=B(4) 
      !subtract off fit to get residual 
      do i=1,pts 
        residual(i)=shiftphase(i) -B(4)*shiftfreq(i)**3 - B(3)*shiftfreq(i)**2 - B(2)*shiftfreq(i) - 
B(1) 
      end do 
     deallocate(shiftfreq,shiftphase) 
 
end subroutine 
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subroutine 
input(inpname,basename,secondbasename,ext,flatname,resname,backname,ref1basename,ref2ba
sename, & 
      & 
secondref1basename,secondref2basename,wavebasename,waverefname,IRbasename,IRwavebas
ename,IRflatname,IRbackname, & 
      & 
flat,res,filt,jake,weight,zero,refdly,first,last,phasefirst,phaselast,pulsept,filtpt,noisept,lshift,hshift,
filwidth) 
use DPtype,only:DP 
 
!input/output 
character(len=100),intent(in) :: inpname 
character(len=100),intent(out) :: 
basename,secondbasename,flatname,resname,backname,ref1basename,ref2basename,IRbasenam
e 
character(len=100),intent(out) :: 
secondref1basename,secondref2basename,wavebasename,waverefname,IRwavebasename,IRflat
name,IRbackname     
character(len=3),intent(out) :: ext 
integer, intent(out) :: flat,res,filt,jake,weight,zero,refdly,first,last,phasefirst,phaselast 
real(kind=DP), intent(out):: pulsept,filtpt,noisept,lshift,hshift,filwidth      
 
    !internal     
    logical::filetest1 
    integer::j,io 
    integer,parameter::numnames=16,numreals=6,numints=11 
    character(len=100),dimension(:):: Names(numnames) 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:):: reals(numreals)  
    integer,dimension(:)::Ints(numints) 
              
    !check to see whether or not input file exists 
    inquire(file=inpname, exist=filetest1) 
    if (.not. filetest1) then 
        write(6,*)"Input file",inpname," not found." 
        write(6,*)"Terminating execution." 
        read(5,*) 
        stop 
    else 
        write(6,*)inpname 
    end if  
           
    ! This loop reads paramter file into array. 
    open(81,file=inpname,status="old") 
        do j = 1,numnames 
            read(81,*,iostat=io)Names(j)             
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        end do   
        do j = 1,numreals 
            read(81,*,iostat=io)Reals(j)             
        end do  
        do j=1,numints 
            read(81,*,iostat=io)Ints(j)             
        end do                 
        if (io < 0) then 
           write(6,*) 'Error -- file ',inpname,' shorter than number of parameters' 
        end if 
    close(81) 
     
     
! Assign values of the character array to their names. 
    basename           =       trim(Names(1)) 
    secondbasename     =       trim(Names(2)) 
    ext                =       trim(Names(3)) 
    flatname           =       trim(Names(4)) 
    resname            =       trim(Names(5)) 
    backname           =       trim(Names(6)) 
    ref1basename       =       trim(Names(7)) 
    ref2basename       =       trim(Names(8)) 
    secondref1basename =       trim(Names(9)) 
    secondref2basename =       trim(Names(10)) 
    wavebasename       =       trim(Names(11)) 
    waverefname        =       trim(Names(12)) 
    IRbasename         =       trim(Names(13)) 
    IRwavebasename     =       trim(Names(14)) 
    IRflatname         =       trim(Names(15)) 
    IRbackname         =       trim(Names(16)) 
 
! Assign values of the real array to their names. 
    pulsept      =     Reals(1) 
    filtpt       =     Reals(2) 
    noisept      =     Reals(3) 
    lshift       =     Reals(4) 
    hshift       =     Reals(5) 
    filwidth     =     Reals(6) 
 
! Assign values of the integer array to their names 
    flat         =     Ints(1) 
    res          =     Ints(2) 
    filt         =     Ints(3) 
    jake         =     Ints(4) 
    weight       =     Ints(5) 
    zero         =     Ints(6) 
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    refdly       =     Ints(7) 
    first        =     Ints(8) 
    last         =     Ints(9) 
    phasefirst   =     Ints(10) 
    phaselast    =     Ints(11) 
 
 
    20    close(81) 
 
end subroutine 
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!fit.for  The routine from "Numerical Recipes in Fortran 77 and Fortran 90 2nd ed.   
!         diskette v. 2.08 produced incorrect results 
! the following routine was modeled after formulas in their text  
! statistics siga,sigb are only approximate.  wt is set to have a sum equal to ndata (average of 1) 
! q is correlation of errors (positive indicates same sign, negative indicates opposite sign 
! range of q is from -1 to 1  
 
pure SUBROUTINE line_fit(x,y,ndata,wt,a,b,siga,sigb,chi2,q) 
 
use DPTYPE,only:DP  
IMPLICIT NONE 
 
INTEGER,intent(IN):: ndata 
REAL(kind=DP),intent(OUT):: a,b,chi2,q,siga,sigb 
real(kind=DP),intent(IN)::wt(ndata),x(ndata),y(ndata) 
INTEGER:: i 
REAL(kind=DP):: sx,sy,sxy,sxx,swt,mult,dummy 
REAL(kind=DP),allocatable::wt2(:) 
 
sx=0.0_DP 
sy=0.0_DP 
sxy=0.0_DP 
sxx=0.0_DP 
swt=0.0_DP 
a=0.0_DP 
b=0.0_DP 
siga=0.0_DP 
sigb=0.0_DP 
q=0.0_DP 
dummy=0.0_DP 
do i=1,ndata 
  dummy=dummy+wt(i) 
end do 
mult=real(ndata,kind=DP)/dummy 
allocate(wt2(ndata)) 
do i=1,ndata 
  wt2(i)=wt(i)*mult 
end do 
 
do i=1,ndata 
  sx=sx+x(i)*wt2(i) 
  sy=sy+y(i)*wt2(i) 
  sxx=sxx+(x(i)**2)*wt2(i) 
  sxy=sxy+x(i)*y(i)*wt2(i) 
  swt=swt+wt2(i) 
end do       
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mult=1.0_DP/(swt*sxx-sx**2) 
a=(sxx*sy-sx*sxy)*mult 
b=(swt*sxy-sx*sy)*mult 
 
chi2=0.0_DP 
do i=1,ndata 
  chi2=chi2+((y(i)-a-b*x(i))*wt2(i))**2 
end do 
deallocate(wt2) 
siga=sxx*mult*SQRT(chi2/real(ndata-2,kind=DP)) 
sigb=swt*mult*SQRT(chi2/real(ndata-2,kind=DP)) 
q=-sx/sqrt(swt*sxx) 
 
END SUBROUTINE line_fit 
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APPEDIX 5 
ISTRUMET RESPOSE SIMULATIO CODE FOR FOURIER TRAFORM 
SPECTRAL ITERFEROMETRY 
 
This appendix contains FORTRA code for the processing of partially collinear 2D 
interferograms as discussed in Chapters 5-7 of this thesis.  Subroutines omitted in this 
appendix can be found either in Appendix 4 or in Michael Yetzbacher’s thesis (2008).  
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program specint012408 
 
use DPTYPE,only:DP          !user supplied module for 14 digit precision 
use numerical_libraries     !IMSL 
!use iostandards, only: int_char 
use fundconst,only:c,pi 
implicit none 
 
character(len=100)::inpname,backname,ref1name,ref2name,resname 
character(len=100)::basename,flatname,outfile,newname,wavename,waverefname,noisename 
character(len=3)::ext 
character(len=5)::no1,no2,no3,no4 
integer::flat,res,jake,filt,phasefirst,phaselast,first,last,zero,clmn 
integer::samples,ref,pts,outcnst,cntr,pulse1,pulse2,nobs,a,b,DCpoint,opt,samples2 
integer::phasefilt1,phasefilt2,phasemax,ndly,pos,pcntr,refside,weight,IEqual 
integer::i,j,n 
logical::flag 
integer,allocatable,dimension(:)::iperm 
real(kind=DP)::filwidth,lshift,refavg,intensity1,intensity2,maxcontrast,dum1,dum2,real_i,real_sa
mples2 
real(kind=DP)::filtpt,noisept,scalar,oneavg,avgrefcontrast,hshift,pulsept,realsamples2,realsample
s,delay,factor 
real(kind=DP)::phaseloss,refdly,lrgst,smlst,avgfreq,avg1,avg2,avgreffreq,temp,average,temp2 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:)::wave,bkgrnd,ref1,ref2,radfs,flatfield,waveref,slice,final_
slice,sorted,noise 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:)::clipradfs,one,dummy,sumref,refcontrast,clipradfsref,fina
l_slice1,final_slice2 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:)::qtmax,clipphase,avgphase,refqtmax,dummy2,radfsref,fi
nal_slice3,final_slice4 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:)::contrast,absdly,dlys,clipwave,refpowercut,breaks,spline
_phase,Fourier_freq 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:)::notwopis,ints,powercut,clipref,realone,MZphase 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:,:)::redata,reref,endpoints,refendpts,regmatrix,pde,redata3,
absdata,coeffs 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:,:)::twoD_spline_phase 
real(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:,:)::refclip,clipdat,avgs,stdevs,reconst,G_D,G_Dresiduals,i
magdata5,realdata5 
complex(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:)::cmplxone,jacob,resfxn,cmplxsumref,cmplxMZphas
e 
complex(kind=DP),allocatable,dimension(:,:)::cmplxdata,cmplxref,cmplxDC,PSF,PSF_T,cmplx
data2,cmplxdata2avg,cmplxdata3,cmplxdata4,cmplxdata5 
 
 
INTERFACE 
pure subroutine phase_delay_error(pts,phase,dly,m,freq,pde) 
  use DPtype,only:DP 
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  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::pts 
  real(kind=DP),intent(in)::phase(pts),freq(pts),dly,m 
  real(kind=DP),intent(out)::pde(pts) 
end subroutine phase_delay_error 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine get_GVD_GDD(pts,phase,freq,centerfreq,GVD,GDD,residual) 
  use DPtype,only:DP 
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::pts 
  real(kind=DP),intent(in)::phase(pts),freq(pts),centerfreq 
  real(kind=DP),intent(out)::GVD,GDD,residual(pts) 
end subroutine get_GVD_GDD 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine interpolate_phase(pts,inaxis,inphase,outaxis,outphase) 
  use DPtype,only:DP 
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::pts 
  real(kind=DP),intent(in)::inaxis(pts),inphase(pts),outaxis(pts) 
  real(kind=DP),intent(out)::outphase(pts) 
end subroutine interpolate_phase 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine backFFT(datamatrix,points,interferograms) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in):: points, interferograms                          
  complex(kind=DP), dimension(:,:),intent(inout)::datamatrix(interferograms,points)  
end subroutine backFFT 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine clipdata(datamatrix,clipdatamatrix,interferograms,finish,start,points,nobs) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in):: interferograms, points, nobs      
  integer,intent(in):: start,finish                      
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::datamatrix(interferograms,points)    
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(out)::clipdatamatrix(interferograms,nobs)    
end subroutine clipdata 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine calccontrast(datamatrix,contrast,maxcontrast,points,interferograms) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::points,interferograms 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(inout)::datamatrix(interferograms,points) 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out)::contrast(interferograms) 
  real(kind=DP),intent(in)::maxcontrast 
end subroutine calccontrast 
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! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine countdly(regmatrix2,ndly,interferograms) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(out)::ndly 
  integer,intent(in)::interferograms 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::regmatrix2(11,interferograms+1) 
end subroutine countdly 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine filtertanh(datamatrix,points,interferograms,filwidth,powercut,endpoints) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  real(kind=DP),intent(in)::filwidth 
  integer,intent(in):: interferograms,points 
  complex(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(inout)::datamatrix(interferograms,points) 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out)::powercut(interferograms) 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::endpoints(interferograms,2) 
end subroutine filtertanh 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine flat_smooth(spectrum,points,flatfield) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::points 
  real(kind=DP),intent(in)::spectrum(points) 
  real(kind=DP),intent(out)::flatfield(points) 
end subroutine flat_smooth 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine forFFT(datamatrix,points,interferograms) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none              
  integer,intent(in):: points, interferograms                          
  complex(kind=DP), dimension(:,:),intent(inout)::datamatrix(interferograms,points)   
end subroutine forFFT 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine getfreq(wave,radfs,points) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in):: points                                          
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out):: radfs(points) 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in):: wave(points)                               
end subroutine getfreq 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine getlambda(datamatrix,dlys,notwopis,points,interferograms) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::points,interferograms 
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  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(inout)::datamatrix(interferograms,points) 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in)::dlys(interferograms),notwopis(interferograms) 
end subroutine getlambda 
! INTERFACE 
subroutine 
input(inpname,basename,ext,flatname,resname,backname,ref1name,ref2name,wavename,wavere
fname,noisename, & 
      & flat,res,filt,jake,weight,zero,refside,first,last,phasefirst,phaselast, &   
      & pulsept,filtpt,noisept,lshift,hshift,filwidth) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  character(len=100),intent(inout) :: inpname 
  character(len=100),intent(out) :: 
basename,flatname,resname,backname,ref1name,ref2name,wavename,waverefname,noisename 
  character(len=3),intent(out) :: ext 
  integer, intent(out) :: flat,res,filt,jake,weight,zero,refside,first,last,phasefirst,phaselast 
  real(kind=DP), intent(out)::pulsept,filtpt,noisept,lshift,hshift,filwidth 
end subroutine input 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine phase(cmplxdatamatrix,points,interferograms,zero,first,realdatamatrix) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::points,interferograms,zero,first 
  complex(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::cmplxdatamatrix(interferograms,points) 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(out)::realdatamatrix(interferograms,points) 
end subroutine phase 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine pulsepoints(pulse,a,b,points,cntr,pulsept) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(out)::cntr 
  integer,intent(out)::a,b   
  integer,intent(in):: points                            
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in):: pulse(points)    
  real(kind=DP),intent(in)::pulsept 
end subroutine pulsepoints 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine qtpulsepoints(pulse,a,b,points,cntr,filtpt,noisept) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in):: points                            
  complex(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in):: pulse(points)    
  real(kind=DP),intent(in)::filtpt,noisept 
  integer,intent(out)::cntr 
  integer,intent(out)::a,b 
end subroutine qtpulsepoints 
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! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine regression(clipdatamatrix,points,interferograms,clipradfs,regmatrix,nobs) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in):: points, interferograms, nobs       
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in):: clipradfs(nobs)    
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(inout)::clipdatamatrix(nobs,interferograms)   
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(out)::regmatrix(11,interferograms+1)  
end subroutine regression 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine 
weightregress(clipdatamatrix,points,interferograms,clipradfs,clipref,regmatrix,nobs) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in):: points, interferograms, nobs       
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(in):: clipradfs(nobs),clipref(nobs)    
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(inout)::clipdatamatrix(nobs,interferograms)   
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(out)::regmatrix(11,interferograms+1)  
end subroutine weightregress 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine residuals(regmatrix,clipdatamatrix,radfs,points,interferograms) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in):: points, interferograms                         
  real(kind=DP), dimension(:),intent(in):: radfs(points)            
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(out)::clipdatamatrix(interferograms,points)   
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::regmatrix(11,interferograms+1)    
end subroutine residuals 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine stat(regmatrix2,interferograms,ndly,avgs,stdevs) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::ndly,interferograms 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::regmatrix2(11,interferograms+1) 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(out)::avgs(12,ndly),stdevs(12,ndly) 
end subroutine stat 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine unwrap(datamatrix,points,interferograms,cntr) 
  use DPTYPE,only:DP  
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::points,interferograms 
  real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(inout):: datamatrix(interferograms,points) 
  integer,intent(in)::cntr 
end subroutine unwrap 
! INTERFACE 
pure subroutine deconmulti(redata,pts,smpls,resmatrix,opt) 
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  use DPtype,only: DP 
  implicit none 
  integer,intent(in)::pts,smpls,opt 
  complex(kind=DP),intent(in)::resmatrix(pts,pts) 
  real(kind=DP),intent(inout)::redata(pts,smpls) 
end subroutine deconmulti 
END INTERFACE 
 
write(6,*)"Enter the name of the input file:  " 
read(5,*)inpname 
 
call 
input(inpname,basename,ext,flatname,resname,backname,ref1name,ref2name,wavename,wavere
fname,noisename, & 
      & flat,res,filt,jake,weight,zero,refside,first,last,phasefirst,phaselast, &   
      & pulsept,filtpt,noisept,lshift,hshift,filwidth) 
 
flag=.false. 
!check to make sure options are allowable 
if(flat<0.or.res<0.or.jake<0.or.weight<0.or.refside<0)then 
  write(6,*)"One or more options read as negative numbers.  Execution terminated." 
  flag=.true. 
end if 
if(flat>2)then 
  write(6,*)"Flatfield option not allowed.  Execution terminated." 
  flag=.true. 
end if 
if(res>2)then 
  write(6,*)"Resfxn option not allowed.  Execution terminated." 
  flag=.true. 
end if 
if(filt>1)then 
  write(6,*)"Filter option not allowed.  Execution terminated." 
  flag=.true. 
end if 
if(jake>1)then 
  write(6,*)"Jacobean option not allowed.  Execution terminated." 
  flag=.true. 
end if 
if(weight>2)then 
  write(6,*)"Weighting option not allowed.  Execution terminated." 
  flag=.true. 
end if 
if(refside>1)then 
  write(6,*)"Reference delay option not allowed.  Execution terminated." 
  flag=.true. 
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end if 
 
!fix variables determined directly from input 
samples=last-first+1 
ref=phaselast-phasefirst+1 
!make sure at least 1 sample and reference are requested 
if(samples<1.or.ref<1)then 
  write(6,*)"Check first,last in set/reference.  Execution terminated." 
  flag=.true. 
end if 
 
if(flag)then 
 read(5,*) 
 stop 
end if 
 
call Find_Points(ref1name,pts) 
!pts=512 
write(6,*)"points = ",pts 
 
!Gets desired output from user.  Outcnst will be used to determine which files are written 
!and when execution is terminated. 
write(6,*)"Enter the desired output: 1-inputs, 2-AC terms, 3-quasitime, 4-complex, " 
write(6,*)"5-phase, 6-linear fits, 7-averaged fits, 8-wavelength axes " 
read(5,*)outcnst 
 
if(outcnst<1)then 
  write(6,*)"No output requested." 
  write(6,*)"Program will not execute.  Hit Enter." 
  read(5,*) 
  stop 
end if 
 
if((outcnst)>8)then 
  write(6,*)"No output requested." 
  write(6,*)"Program will not execute.  Hit Enter." 
  read(5,*) 
  stop 
end if 
 
!This block reads and processes reference spectra, flatfield, background and wavelength axis 
!^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^ 
! Read background spectra and wavelength axis                                         !^ 
allocate(waveref(pts),wave(pts),bkgrnd(pts),dummy(pts))                               !^ 
wave=0.0_DP                                                                           !^ 
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bkgrnd=0.0_DP                                                                         !^ 
call read_two_DP(dummy,bkgrnd,pts,backname)                                           !^ 
call read_one_DP(wave,pts,wavename)                                                   !^ 
call read_one_DP(waveref,pts,waverefname)                                             !^ 
deallocate(dummy)                                                                     !^ 
 
!! Convert wavelength to frequency  ---  FOR SIMULATION                                !^ 
!allocate(radfs(pts),clipradfs(nobs),radfsref(pts),clipradfsref(nobs))                 !^ 
!call getfreq(wave,radfs,pts)                                                          !^ 
!call getfreq(waveref,radfsref,pts)                                                    !^ 
!do n=1,nobs                                                                           !^ 
!  clipradfs(n)=radfs(n+pulse1-1)                                                      !^ 
!  clipradfsref(n)=radfsref(n+pulse1-1)                                                !^ 
!end do                
                                                                                      !^ 
! Read reference spectra                                                              !^ 
if((outcnst)>=1 .or. flat==2)then                                                      !^ 
  allocate(ref1(pts),ref2(pts),dummy(pts))                                            !^ 
  ref1=0.0_DP                                                                         !^ 
  ref2=0.0_DP                                                                         !^ 
  dummy=0.0_DP                                                                        !^ 
  call read_two_DP(dummy,ref1,pts,ref1name)                                           !^ 
  call read_two_DP(dummy,ref2,pts,ref2name)                                           !^ 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! SIMULATION OF GAUSSIAN REF AND SIG !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
  do i=1,pts 
!    ref1(i)=0.0_DP 
!    ref2(i)=0.0_DP 
!    ref1(i)=0.9*exp(-1.0_DP*(radfs(i)-radfs(459))**2/(2.0_DP*(radfs(459)-radfs(372))**2)) 
!    ref2(i)=0.1*exp(-1.0_DP*(radfs(i)-radfs(459))**2/(2.0_DP*(radfs(459)-radfs(372))**2)) 
  end do 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
  call V_V_subtract_r_DP(ref1,bkgrnd,pts,ref1)                                        !^ 
  call V_V_subtract_r_DP(ref2,bkgrnd,pts,ref2)                                        !^ 
  allocate(sumref(pts))                                                               !^ 
  call V_V_sum_r_DP(ref1,ref2,pts,sumref)                                             !^ 
  call V_avg_r_DP(sumref,pts,refavg)                                                  !^ 
  !calculate theoretical contrast                                                     !^ 
  call V_max_r_DP(ref1,pts,intensity1)                                                !^ 
  call V_max_r_DP(ref2,pts,intensity2)                                                !^ 
  maxcontrast=4*SQRT(intensity1*intensity2)                                           !^ 
  deallocate(dummy) !,ref1,ref2)                                                         !^ 
  call V_max_index_r_DP(sumref,pts,cntr)                                              !^ 
  ! Find points that reference spectrum covers                                        !^ 
  call pulsepoints(sumref,pulse1,pulse2,pts,pcntr,pulsept)                            !^ 
  nobs=pulse2-pulse1+1                                                                !^ 
  ! Clip spectrum to be used for weighting fit                                        !^ 
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  allocate(clipref(nobs))                                                             !^ 
  if (weight==2)then                                                                  !^ 
    do n=1,nobs                                                                       !^ 
      clipref(n)=abs(sumref(n+pulse1-1))                                              !^ 
    end do                                                                            !^ 
  else if(weight==1)then                                                              !^ 
    do n=1,nobs                                                                       !^ 
      clipref(n)=sumref(n+pulse1-1)**2                                                !^ 
    end do                                                                            !^ 
  else                                                                                !^ 
    do n=1,nobs                                                                       !^ 
      clipref(n)=1.0_DP                                                               !^ 
    end do                                                                            !^ 
  end if                                                                              !^ 
end if                                                                                !^ 
                                                                                      !^ 
! Convert wavelength to frequency                                                     !^ 
allocate(radfs(pts),clipradfs(nobs),radfsref(pts),clipradfsref(nobs))                 !^ 
call getfreq(wave,radfs,pts)                                                          !^ 
call getfreq(waveref,radfsref,pts)                                                    !^ 
do n=1,nobs                                                                           !^ 
  clipradfs(n)=radfs(n+pulse1-1)                                                      !^ 
  clipradfsref(n)=radfsref(n+pulse1-1)                                                !^ 
end do                                                      
                                                                                      !^ 
allocate(flatfield(pts))                                                              !^ 
if ((flat)==0) then    !FLAT                                                          !^ 
flatfield=1.0_DP                           !No flatfield correction                   !^ 
else if((flat)==1) then                                                               !^ 
  call read_one_DP(flatfield,pts,flatname) !exptal flatfield                          !^ 
else                                                                                  !^ 
  call flat_smooth(sumref,pts,flatfield)   !Fourier flatfield from reference          !^ 
end if    !FLAT                                                                       !^ 
!^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^ 
 
!prepares sample and reference data for algorithm by correcting for read errors 
!++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+ 
!samples=2048                                                                    !+ 
! open samples and put into matrix                                  !+ 
allocate(redata(pts,samples))                                       !+ 
redata=0.0_DP                                                       !+ 
clmn=1      !reads second column of two column files                !+ 
call getdata_DP(pts,samples,first,last,clmn,basename,ext,redata)    !+ 
                                                                    !+ 
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!do j=1,samples 
!  realsamples=real(-1*(samples/2-1)+j-1,kind=DP) 
!  delay=realsamples*2.110793594_DP 
!  factor=exp(-1.0_DP*(delay+20.0_DP)**2/(2.0_DP*500.0_DP**2)) 
!  if (factor>=0.0_DP) then 
!    do i=1,pts 
!      redata(i,j)=ref1(i)+ref2(i)+2.0_DP*factor*sqrt(ref1(i)*ref2(i))*cos(radfs(i)*delay) 
!    end do 
!  else 
!    do i=1,pts 
!      redata(i,j)=ref1(i)+ref2(i) 
!    end do 
!  end if 
!end do  
 
!do j=1,samples 
!  realsamples=real(-1*(samples/2-1)+j-1,kind=DP) 
!  delay=realsamples*2.110793594_DP 
!  factor=30.0_DP  
!  do i=1,pts 
!    sigphase(i)=delay*radfs(i) 
!    cmplxsigphase(i)=cmplx(cos(MZphase(n)),sin(MZphase(n)),kind=DP) 
!    cmplxref1(i)=1.0_DP*cmplxsigphase(i)*sqrt(ref1(i))*exp(-
1.0_DP*delay**2/(2.0_DP*factor**2)) 
!    cmplxref2(i)=1.0_DP*complex(sqrt(ref2(i)),0.0_DP,kind=DP) 
!    
cmplxref12(i)=complex(real(cmplxref1(i)+real(cmplxref2(i),aimag(cmplxref1(i)+aimag(cmplxre
f2(i),kind=DP) 
! cmplxdata(i,j)=call V_V_multiply_c_DP(cmplxref12(i),cmplxref12(i)) 
!    end do 
!  else 
!    do i=1,pts 
!      redata(i,j)=ref1(i)+ref2(i) 
!    end do 
!  end if 
!end do  
 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
  allocate(reref(pts,ref))                                              !*   ! 
  reref=0.0_DP                                                          !*   ! 
  call getdata_DP(pts,ref,phasefirst,phaselast,clmn,basename,ext,reref) !*   !open & read                              
end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
 
!background subtraction                                             !+ 
call M_V_subtract_r_DP(redata,bkgrnd,pts,samples,redata)            !+ 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
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  call M_V_subtract_r_DP(reref,bkgrnd,pts,ref,reref)                    !*   !bkg subtract 
end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
deallocate(bkgrnd)                                                  !+ 
                                                                    !+ 
if(outcnst>1)then                                                   !+ 
! reference spectrum flatfielding                                   !+ 
  do j=1,pts                                                        !+ 
    sumref(j)=sumref(j)/flatfield(j)                                !+ 
  end do                                                            !+ 
end if                   !outcnst>1                                 !+ 
                                                                    !+ 
! flatfield interferograms (& background)                           !+ 
call M_V_divide_r_DP(redata,flatfield,pts,samples,redata)           !+ 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
  call M_V_divide_r_DP(reref,flatfield,pts,ref,reref)                   !*   !divide by flatfield 
end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
deallocate(flatfield)                                               !+ 
 
! noise correction over time 
allocate(noise(samples))   
call read_one_DP(noise,samples,noisename) 
call M_V_divide2_r_DP(redata,noise,pts,samples,redata) 
deallocate(noise) 
                                                                    !+ 
!find contrast for each sample                                      !+ 
allocate(contrast(samples))                                         !+ 
call calccontrast(redata,contrast,maxcontrast,pts,samples)          !+ 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
  allocate(refcontrast(ref))                                            !*   ! 
  call calccontrast(reref,refcontrast,maxcontrast,pts,ref)              !*   !compare to theoretical 
  avgrefcontrast=0.0_DP                                                 !*   !contrast 
  do j=1,ref                                                            !*   ! 
    avgrefcontrast=avgrefcontrast+refcontrast(j)                        !*   !avg contrast 
  end do                                                                !*   !over all samples 
  avgrefcontrast=avgrefcontrast/ref                                     !*   ! 
  deallocate(refcontrast)                                               !*   !  
end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
!End of data correction block+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
 
 
!Resolution function 
correction@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
@@ 
if(res==2)then                                                      !@ 
  opt=0                                                             !@ 
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  allocate(PSF(pts,pts),PSF_T(pts,pts))                             !@ 
  call read_mat_cmplx(PSF_t,pts,pts,resname)                        !@ 
  do n=1,pts                                                        !@ 
    do j=1,pts                                                      !@ 
      PSF(j,n)=cmplx(real(PSF_T(n,j),kind=DP),+aimag(PSF_T(n,j)),kind=DP)    !@ 
    end do                                                          !@ 
  end do                                                            !@ 
  deallocate(PSF_T)                                                 !@ 
  call deconmulti(redata,pts,samples,PSF,opt)                       !@ 
  if((outcnst)>4)then    !ref                                           !*   ! 
    call deconmulti(reref,pts,ref,PSF,opt)                              !*   ! 
  end if                 !ref                                           !*   ! 
  deallocate(PSF)                                                   !@ 
else if (res==1) then                                               !@ 
  ! convert to complex matrix before FFT                            !@ 
  allocate(cmplxdata(pts,samples))                                  !@ 
  call M_M_makerealcmplx_DP(redata,pts,samples,cmplxdata)           !@ 
  call forFFT(cmplxdata,pts,samples)  ! fft to quasi time           !@ 
  if((outcnst)>1)then      !reference spectrum                           !# 
    allocate(cmplxsumref(pts))                                           !# 
    call M_M_makerealcmplx_DP(sumref,pts,1,cmplxsumref)                  !#  !make complex for 
FFT  
    call forFFT(cmplxsumref,pts,1)                                       !#  !FFT to quasi time  
  end if                   !reference spectrum                           !# 
  if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref phase                                    !* 
    allocate(cmplxref(pts,ref))                                          !* 
    call M_M_makerealcmplx_DP(reref,pts,ref,cmplxref)                    !*  !make complex for FFT  
    call forFFT(cmplxref,pts,ref)                                        !*  !FFT to quasi time  
  end if                   !ref phase                                    !* 
  allocate(dummy(pts),dummy2(pts),resfxn(pts))                      !@ 
  call read_two_DP(dummy,dummy2,pts,resname)                        !@ 
  do j=1,pts                                                        !@ 
    resfxn(j)=cmplx(dummy(j),dummy2(j),kind=DP)                             !@ 
  end do                                                            !@   
  deallocate(dummy,dummy2)                                          !@ 
  call M_V_divide_c_DP(cmplxdata,resfxn,pts,samples,cmplxdata)      !@ 
  call backFFT(cmplxdata,pts,samples)  ! fft from quasi time        !@ 
! convert back to real matrix                                       !@ 
  do n=1,samples                                                    !@ 
    do j=1,pts                                                      !@ 
      redata(j,n)=real(cmplxdata(j,n),kind=DP)                      !@ 
    end do                                                          !@ 
  end do                                                            !@ 
  deallocate(cmplxdata)                                             !@ 
  if((outcnst)>1)then    !reference spectrum                            !#   ! 
    call M_V_divide_c_DP(cmplxsumref,resfxn,pts,1,cmplxsumref)          !#   ! 
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    call backFFT(cmplxsumref,pts,1)                                     !#   !FFT from quasi time  
  ! convert back to real matrix                                         !#   ! 
    do j=1,pts                                                          !#   ! 
      sumref(j)=real(cmplxsumref(j),kind=DP)                            !#   ! 
    end do                                                              !#   ! 
    deallocate(cmplxsumref)                                             !#   ! 
  end if                 !reference spectrum                            !#   ! 
  if((outcnst)>4)then    !ref                                           !*   ! 
    call M_V_divide_c_DP(cmplxref,resfxn,pts,ref,cmplxref)              !*   ! 
    call backFFT(cmplxref,pts,ref)                                      !*   !FFT from quasi time  
  ! convert back to real matrix                                         !*   ! 
    do n=1,ref                                                          !*   ! 
      do j=1,pts                                                        !*   ! 
        reref(j,n)=real(cmplxref(j,n),kind=DP)                          !*   ! 
      end do                                                            !*   ! 
    end do                                                              !*   ! 
    deallocate(cmplxref)                                                !*   ! 
  end if                 !ref                                           !*   ! 
  deallocate(resfxn)                                                !@ 
else                                                                !@ 
end if                                                              !@ 
!End of Resolution function 
correction@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
if(outcnst>1)then                                                   !+ 
! reference spectrum subtraction                                    !+ 
  if(refavg>0.0_DP)then 
    allocate(one(pts))                                                !+ 
    allocate(dummy(pts))                                              !+ 
    do n=1,samples                                                    !+  
      do j=1,pts                                                      !+ 
        one(j)=redata(j,n)                                            !+ 
      end do                                                          !+ 
      call V_avg_r_DP(one,pts,oneavg)                                 !+ 
      scalar=oneavg/refavg                                            !+ 
      call V_s_multiply_r_DP(sumref,scalar,pts,dummy)                 !+ 
      call V_V_subtract_r_DP(one,dummy,pts,one)                       !+ 
      do j=1,pts                                                      !+ 
        redata(j,n)=one(j)                                            !+ 
      end do                                                          !+ 
    end do                                                            !+ 
    if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                         !*   ! 
      do n=1,ref                                                          !*   ! 
        dummy=0.0_DP                                                      !*   ! 
        one=0.0_DP                                                        !*   ! 
        do j=1,pts                                                        !*   ! 
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          one(j)=reref(j,n)                                               !*   ! 
        end do                                                            !*   ! 
        call V_avg_r_DP(one,pts,oneavg)                                   !*   !avg sample 
        scalar=oneavg/refavg                                              !*   !scale for ref 
        call V_s_multiply_r_DP(sumref,scalar,pts,dummy)                   !*   !ref scaling 
        call V_V_subtract_r_DP(one,dummy,pts,one)                         !*   !ref subtract 
        do j=1,pts                                                        !*   ! 
          reref(j,n)=one(j)                                               !*   ! 
        end do                                                            !*   ! 
      end do                                                              !*   ! 
    end if                   !ref                                         !*   ! 
    deallocate(dummy,one)                                             !+ 
  end if 
  deallocate(sumref)                                                !+ 
end if                   !outcnst>1                                 !+ 
 
 
!Writes the first,last and phasefirst,phaselast  to a file and reads them back in as characters  
!so they can be used in naming 
call int_char(first,no1,5) 
call int_char(last,no2,5) 
call int_char(phasefirst,no3,5) 
call int_char(phaselast,no4,5) 
pos=len_trim(inpname) 
pos=pos-4 
newname=inpname( :pos) 
newname=trim(newname)//trim(no1)//'-'//trim(no2) 
 
!Writes appropriate outputs to file if necessary 
if(outcnst<3 .or. outcnst==4 .or. outcnst==8)then 
  outfile='o-lambda'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
  call write_one_DP(wave,pts,outfile) 
end if 
if(outcnst>4)then 
  outfile='o-freq'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
  call write_one_DP(radfs,pts,outfile) 
  outfile='o-clipfreq'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
  call write_one_DP(clipradfs,nobs,outfile) 
end if 
if(outcnst<3)then 
  if(outcnst==1)then 
    outfile='o-input'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
    call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile) 
  else 
    outfile='o-AC'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
    call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile) 
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    outfile='o-precontrast'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
    call write_one_DP(contrast,samples,outfile) 
    deallocate(contrast,clipref) 
  end if 
  deallocate(redata,radfs,clipradfs,wave) 
  write(6,*)"Program completed. Hit enter." 
  read(5,*) 
  stop 
end if 
 
! convert to complex matrix before FFT 
allocate(cmplxdata(pts,samples)) 
call M_M_makerealcmplx_DP(redata,pts,samples,cmplxdata) 
outfile='redata'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                       != 
!call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile)   
 
 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           ! 
  allocate(cmplxref(pts,ref))                                           ! 
  call M_M_makerealcmplx_DP(reref,pts,ref,cmplxref)                     !make complex for FFT  
end if                   !ref                                           ! 
 
! Phase recovery Algorithm============================================= 
                                                                     != 
!! Apply Fourier transform                                            != 
!call forFFT(cmplxdata,pts,samples)  ! fft to quasi time              != 
!if(outcnst==3)then                                                   != 
!  outfile='o-QT'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                       != 
!  call write_mat_absofcmplx(cmplxdata,samples,pts,outfile)           != 
!end if                                                               != 
!if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
!  call forFFT(cmplxref,pts,ref)                                         !*   !FFT to quasi time  
!end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
 
! Apply Fourier transform                                            != 
 
samples2=512 !64 !256 !samples 
allocate(cmplxdata2(samples2,pts)) 
allocate(cmplxdata2avg(samples2,pts)) 
allocate(cmplxdata3(pts,samples)) 
allocate(cmplxdata4(samples2*2,pts)) 
allocate(cmplxdata5(samples2*2,pts)) 
allocate(redata3(samples2*2,pts)) 
allocate(absdata(samples2*2,pts),imagdata5(samples2*2,pts),realdata5(samples2*2,pts)) 
allocate(final_slice(samples2),final_slice1(samples2),final_slice2(samples2),final_slice3(sample
s2),final_slice4(samples2)) 
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cmplxdata3=0.0_DP 
cmplxdata2=0.0_DP 
cmplxdata4=0.0_DP 
cmplxdata5=0.0_DP 
do i=1,pts 
  do n=1,samples 
    cmplxdata3(i,n)=cmplxdata(i,n) 
  end do 
end do 
 
 
!realsamples2=real(samples2/4,kind=DP) 
do n=1,pts 
  temp=0.0_DP 
  average=0.0_DP 
  do i=1,samples2/2+1 
    cmplxdata2(i+samples2/2-1,n)=cmplxdata3(n,i+325) !+326) !+45) !i+129) !i+2282) 
!    cmplxdata2(i,n)=cmplxdata3(n,i+1023) 
  end do 
  do i=samples2/2+2,samples2 
    cmplxdata2(i-samples2/2-1,n)=cmplxdata3(n,i-222) !-222) !-19) !i-127) !i+234) !-1812) 
!    cmplxdata2(i,n)=cmplxdata3(n,i-1025) 
!    temp=temp+real(cmplxdata2(i,n)) 
  end do 
  temp=0.0_DP 
  do i=3,samples2-2 
    temp=real(cmplxdata2(i-2,n))+real(cmplxdata2(i-
1,n))+real(cmplxdata2(i,n))+real(cmplxdata2(i+1,n))+real(cmplxdata2(i+2,n)) 
    cmplxdata2avg(i,n)=cmplx(real(cmplxdata2(i,n))-temp/5.0_DP,0.0_DP,kind=DP) 
  end do 
  do i=1,2 
    cmplxdata2avg(i,n)=cmplxdata2(i,n) 
  end do 
  do i=samples2-1,samples2 
    cmplxdata2avg(i,n)=cmplxdata2(i,n) 
  end do 
  do i=1,samples2/2+1 
    cmplxdata2(i,n)=cmplxdata2avg(i+samples2/2-1,n) 
  end do 
  do i=samples2/2+2,samples2 
    cmplxdata2(i,n)=cmplxdata2avg(i-samples2/2-1,n) 
  end do 
     
  do i=76,256 
    temp=temp+real(cmplxdata2(i,n)) 
  end do 
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  average=0.0_DP !temp/181.0_DP 
  do i=76,256 
    cmplxdata2(i,n)=cmplx(average,0.0_DP,kind=DP) 
  end do 
  temp=0.0_DP 
  do i=257,437 
    temp=temp+real(cmplxdata2(i,n)) 
  end do 
  average=0.0_DP !temp/181.0_DP 
  do i=257,437 
    cmplxdata2(i,n)=cmplx(average,0.0_DP,kind=DP) 
  end do 
  do i=1,samples2 
    cmplxdata2(i,n)=cmplx(real(cmplxdata2(i,n))-average,0.0_DP,kind=DP) 
  end do 
!  do i=samples2/4+1,samples2 
!    cmplxdata2(i,n)=cmplx(average,0.0_DP,kind=DP) 
!  end do 
end do 
 
call forFFT(cmplxdata2,samples2,pts)  ! fft in 2nd dimension              != 
 
allocate(endpoints(pts,4))   
allocate(qtmax(pts)) 
allocate(cmplxone(samples2/2)) 
noisept=1.0_DP                                            != 
filtpt=0.1_DP 
avg1=0.0_DP                                                        != 
avg2=0.0_DP                                                        != 
do n=1,pts                                                     != 
  cmplxone=0.0_DP                                                  != 
  do j=25,samples2/2                                                      != 
    cmplxone(j)=cmplxdata2(j,n)                                     != 
  end do                                                           != 
  call qtpulsepoints3(cmplxone,a,b,samples2/2,cntr,filtpt,noisept)         != 
  endpoints(n,1)=real(a,kind=DP)-lshift                            != 
  endpoints(n,2)=real(b,kind=DP)+hshift                            != 
  avg1=avg1+real(endpoints(n,1),kind=DP)                           != 
  avg2=avg2+real(endpoints(n,2),kind=DP)                           != 
  qtmax(n)=cntr                                                    != 
end do                                                             != 
do n=1,pts                                                     != 
  cmplxone=0.0_DP                                                  != 
  do j=samples2/2+1,samples2-24                                                      != 
    cmplxone(j-samples2/2)=cmplxdata2(j,n)                                     != 
  end do                                                           != 
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  call qtpulsepoints3(cmplxone,a,b,samples2/2,cntr,filtpt,noisept)         != 
  endpoints(n,3)=real(a+samples2/2,kind=DP)-lshift                            != 
  endpoints(n,4)=real(b+samples2/2,kind=DP)+hshift                            != 
  avg1=avg1+real(endpoints(n,3),kind=DP)                           != 
  avg2=avg2+real(endpoints(n,4),kind=DP)                           != 
  qtmax(n)=cntr                                                    != 
end do                                                             != 
avg1=avg1/pts                                                  != 
avg2=avg2/pts                                                  != 
deallocate(cmplxone)    
 
allocate(powercut(pts))  
call filtertanh3(cmplxdata2,samples2,pts,filwidth,powercut,endpoints) 
 
do n=1,pts 
  temp=0.0_DP 
  temp2=0.0_DP 
  do i=1,samples2*2 
    cmplxdata4(i,n)=cmplx(temp,temp2,kind=DP) 
  end do 
  do i=1,samples2/2+1 
    cmplxdata4(i+samples2,n)=cmplxdata2(i,n) 
!    cmplxdata4(i,n)=cmplxdata2(i,n) 
  end do 
  do i=samples2/2+2,samples2 
    cmplxdata4(i,n)=cmplxdata2(i,n) 
!    cmplxdata4(i+samples2,n)=cmplxdata2(i,n) 
  end do 
end do 
 
allocate(Fourier_freq(samples2*2)) 
real_samples2=real(samples2*2,kind=DP) 
do i=1,samples2+1 
  real_i=real(i-1,kind=DP) 
  temp=0.0_DP 
  Fourier_freq(i)=temp+(1.0_DP/2.110960376_DP)/real_samples2*4.0_DP*pi*real_i 
end do 
do i=samples2+2,samples2*2 
  real_i=real(i-samples2-1,kind=DP) 
  temp=(-1.0_DP/2.110960376_DP)/real_samples2*2.0_DP*pi*real_samples2 
  Fourier_freq(i)=temp+(1.0_DP/2.110960376_DP)/real_samples2*4.0_DP*pi*real_i 
end do 
 
!do i=1,samples2/2+1 
!  real_i=real(i-1,kind=DP) 
!  temp=(-1.0_DP/2.110960376_DP)/real_samples2*2.0_DP*pi*real(samples2) 
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!!  temp=0.0_DP 
!  Fourier_freq(i)=temp+(1.0_DP/2.110960376_DP)/real_samples2*2.0_DP*pi*real_i 
!end do 
!do i=samples2/2+2,samples2 
!  real_i=real(i-samples2-1) 
!  temp=(1.0_DP/2.110960376_DP)/real_samples2*2.0_DP*pi*real(samples2) 
!!  temp=0.0_DP 
!  Fourier_freq(i)=temp+(1.0_DP/2.110960376_DP)/real_samples2*2.0_DP*pi*real_i 
!end do 
 
allocate(MZphase(samples2*2),cmplxMZphase(samples2*2)) 
!do n=1,samples2/2 
!  MZphase(n)=0.62*pi/2.0_DP !-0.0_DP*radfs(n) 
!  cmplxMZphase(n)=cmplx(cos(MZphase(n)),sin(MZphase(n)),kind=DP) 
!end do 
!do n=samples2/2+1,samples2 
!  MZphase(n)=-0.62*pi/2.0_DP !-0.0_DP*radfs(n) 
!  cmplxMZphase(n)=cmplx(cos(MZphase(n)),sin(MZphase(n)),kind=DP) 
!end do 
 
do n=1,samples2*2 
  MZphase(n)=-0.42_DP*Fourier_freq(n) 
  cmplxMZphase(n)=cmplx(cos(MZphase(n)),sin(MZphase(n)),kind=DP) 
end do 
call M_V_multiply_c_DP(cmplxdata4,cmplxMZphase,samples2*2,pts,cmplxdata4) 
 
do n=1,pts 
  do i=1,samples2*2 
    cmplxdata5(i,n)=cmplxdata4(i,n) 
  end do 
end do 
 
 
call backFFT(cmplxdata5,samples2*2,pts) 
 
do n=1,pts 
  do i=1,samples2*2 
    
cmplxdata5(i,n)=cmplx(real(cmplxdata5(i,n))*2.0_DP,aimag(cmplxdata5(i,n))*2.0_DP,kind=DP) 
  end do 
end do 
 
call phase(cmplxdata5,samples2*2,pts,zero,first,redata3) 
 
do n=1,pts 
  do i=1,samples2-1 
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    cmplxdata4(i,n)=cmplxdata5(i+samples2+1,n) 
  end do 
  do i=samples2,samples2*2 
    cmplxdata4(i,n)=cmplxdata5(i-samples2+1,n) 
  end do 
end do 
 
call M_M_imagofcmplx_DP(cmplxdata4,samples2*2,pts,imagdata5) 
call M_M_realofcmplx_DP(cmplxdata4,samples2*2,pts,realdata5) 
do n=1,pts 
  do i=1,samples2*2 
    absdata(i,n)=sqrt(imagdata5(i,n)**2+realdata5(i,n)**2) 
  end do 
end do 
 
 
 
allocate(iperm(550),sorted(550),slice(550)) 
do i=1,samples2/2 
  do n=1,550 
    slice(n)=absdata(i,n+474) 
    iperm(n)=n 
  end do 
  call DSVRGP(550,slice,sorted,iperm) 
  final_slice(i)=redata3(i,iperm(550)+474) 
!  final_slice1(i)=redata3(i,iperm(550)+474+1) 
  final_slice2(i)=redata3(i,iperm(550)+474-1) 
  final_slice3(i)=absdata(i,iperm(550)+474) 
  final_slice4(i)=Fourier_freq(i)-radfs(iperm(550)+474) 
!  final_slice(i)=(final_slice1(i)-final_slice2(i))/(radfs(iperm(550)+475)-
radfs(iperm(550)+473))*final_slice3(i)+final_slice2(i) 
end do 
deallocate(iperm,sorted,slice) 
allocate(iperm(474),sorted(474),slice(474)) 
do i=samples2/2+1,samples2 
  do n=1,474 
    slice(n)=absdata(i,n) 
    iperm(n)=n 
  end do 
  call DSVRGP(474,slice,sorted,iperm) 
  final_slice(i)=redata3(i,iperm(474)) 
  final_slice1(i)=redata3(i,iperm(474)+1) 
  final_slice2(i)=redata3(i,iperm(474)-1) 
  final_slice3(i)=absdata(i,iperm(474))  
  final_slice4(i)=Fourier_freq(i)-radfs(iperm(474)) 
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!  final_slice(i)=(final_slice1(i)-final_slice2(i))/(radfs(iperm(474)+1)-radfs(iperm(474)-
1))*final_slice3(i)+final_slice2(i) 
end do 
 
!deallocate(iperm,sorted,slice) 
!allocate(slice(pts)) 
!allocate(breaks(pts)) 
!allocate(coeffs(4,pts)) 
!allocate(spline_phase(samples2),twoD_spline_phase(samples2,samples2)) 
!do i=1,samples2 
!  do n=1,pts 
!    slice(n)=redata3(i,n) 
!  end do 
!  IEqual=0  ! This is zero if orginal x-axis is unevenly spaced; one if it's evenly spaced. 
!  call DCSSCV(pts,radfs,slice,IEqual,breaks,coeffs) 
!  do j=1,samples2 
!    spline_phase(j)=DCSVAL(Fourier_freq(j),pts-1,breaks,coeffs) 
!    twoD_spline_phase(i,j)=spline_phase(j) 
!  end do 
!end do 
 
!do i=1,samples2 
!  final_slice1(i)=twoD_spline_phase(i,i) 
!end do 
 
if(outcnst==3)then                                                   != 
  outfile='o-2D'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                       != 
  call write_mat_absofcmplx(cmplxdata4,pts,samples2*2,outfile)           != 
  outfile='o-deltaphi-2D'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
  call write_mat_real(redata3,pts,samples2*2,outfile) 
  outfile='o-real2D'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
  call write_mat_real(realdata5,pts,samples2*2,outfile) 
  outfile='o-imag2D'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
  call write_mat_real(imagdata5,pts,samples2*2,outfile) 
  outfile='o-oneD_phase'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
!  call write_one_DP(final_slice,samples2,outfile) 
  outfile='o-oneD_phase1'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
!  call write_one_DP(final_slice1,samples2,outfile) 
  outfile='o-oneD_phase2'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
!  call write_one_DP(final_slice2,samples2,outfile) 
  outfile='o-oneD_abs'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
!  call write_one_DP(final_slice3,samples2,outfile) 
   outfile='o-freq_error'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext 
!  call write_one_DP(final_slice4,samples2,outfile) 
end if                                                               != 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
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  call forFFT(cmplxref,pts,ref)                                         !*   !FFT to quasi time  
end if                   !ref           
 
                          
deallocate(endpoints,qtmax)                                                                  != 
allocate(endpoints(samples,2))                                       != 
allocate(qtmax(samples))                                             != 
! Find points to apply filter                                        != 
! but ignore any amplitude before QT pixel 10                        != 
if(filt>0)then                                                       != 
  allocate(cmplxone(pts))                                            != 
  avg1=0.0_DP                                                        != 
  avg2=0.0_DP                                                        != 
  do n=1,samples                                                     != 
    cmplxone=0.0_DP                                                  != 
    do j=10,pts                                                      != 
      cmplxone(j)=cmplxdata(j,n)                                     != 
    end do                                                           != 
    call qtpulsepoints(cmplxone,a,b,pts,cntr,filtpt,noisept)         != 
    endpoints(n,1)=real(a,kind=DP)-lshift                            != 
    endpoints(n,2)=real(b,kind=DP)+hshift                            != 
    avg1=avg1+real(endpoints(n,1),kind=DP)                           != 
    avg2=avg2+real(endpoints(n,2),kind=DP)                           != 
    qtmax(n)=cntr                                                    != 
  end do                                                             != 
  avg1=avg1/samples                                                  != 
  avg2=avg2/samples                                                  != 
  DCpoint=avg2-avg1-lshift                                           != 
  deallocate(cmplxone)                                               != 
else          ! No filtering, so set filter parameters wide          != 
  do n=1,samples                                                     != 
    endpoints(n,1)=-10000                                            != 
    endpoints(n,2)=10000                                             != 
  end do                                                             != 
  filwidth=0.1                                                       != 
  allocate(realone(20))                                              != 
  do n=1,10                                                          != 
    realone(n)=abs(cmplxdata(n,1))                                   != 
  end do                                                             != 
  call V_max_index_r_DP(realone,20,cntr)                             != 
  do n=cntr,20                                                       != 
    if (realone(n)<realone(cntr)*filtpt)then                         != 
    exit                                                             != 
    end if                                                           != 
    DCpoint=n                                                        != 
  end do                                                             != 
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  deallocate(realone)                                                != 
end if                                                               != 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
  allocate(refendpts(ref,2))                                            !*   ! 
  allocate(refqtmax(ref),refpowercut(ref))                              !*   ! 
  if(filt>0)then                                                        !*   !determine filter option 
    allocate(cmplxone(pts))                                             !*   ! 
    do n=1,ref                                                          !*   ! 
      do j=1,pts                                                        !*   ! 
        cmplxone(j)=cmplxref(j,n)                                       !*   !take single vector 
      end do                                                            !*   ! 
      call qtpulsepoints(cmplxone,a,b,pts,cntr,filtpt,noisept)          !*   !find points for filter, max 
      refendpts(n,1)=real(a,kind=DP)-lshift                             !*   ! 
      refendpts(n,2)=real(b,kind=DP)+hshift                             !*   ! 
      refqtmax(n)=cntr                                                  !*   ! 
    end do                                                              !*   ! 
    deallocate(cmplxone)                                                !*   ! 
  else                                                                  !*   !Filter is set wide (data is unaffected) 
    do n=1,ref                                                          !*   ! 
      refendpts(n,1)=-10000                                             !*   ! 
      refendpts(n,2)=10000                                              !*   ! 
    end do                                                              !*   ! 
    filwidth=0.1                                                        !*   ! 
  end if                                                                !*   ! 
end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
                                                                     != 
! use separate matrix for DC peak                                    != 
allocate(cmplxDC(pts,samples))                                       != 
cmplxDC=0.0_DP                                                       != 
do n=1,DCpoint                                                       != 
  do j=1,samples                                                     != 
    cmplxDC(n,j)=cmplxdata(n,j)                                      != 
  end do                                                             != 
end do                                                               != 
                                                                     != 
! Apply filter 
deallocate(powercut)                                                       != 
allocate(powercut(samples))                                          != 
call filtertanh(cmplxdata,pts,samples,filwidth,powercut,endpoints)   != 
if(outcnst==3)then                                                   != 
  outfile='o-QTfilt'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                   != 
  call write_mat_absofcmplx(cmplxdata,samples,pts,outfile)           != 
end if                                                               != 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
  call filtertanh(cmplxref,pts,ref,filwidth,refpowercut,refendpts)      !*   !apply filter 
  phasefilt1=0.0_DP                                                     !*   ! 
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  phasefilt2=0.0_DP                                                     !*   ! 
  phasemax=0.0_DP                                                       !*   ! 
  phaseloss=0.0_DP                                                      !*   ! 
  do n=1,ref                                                            !*   ! 
    phasefilt1=phasefilt1+refendpts(n,1)                                !*   ! 
    phasefilt2=phasefilt2+refendpts(n,2)                                !*   ! 
    phasemax=phasemax+qtmax(n)                                          !*   ! 
    phaseloss=phaseloss+powercut(n)                                     !*   ! 
  end do                                                                !*   ! 
  phasefilt1=phasefilt1/real(ref,kind=DP)                               !*   !average filt position 
  phasefilt2=phasefilt2/real(ref,kind=DP)                               !*   !for references 
  phasemax=phasemax/real(ref,kind=DP)                                   !*   !avg qt max for refs 
  deallocate(refendpts,refqtmax,refpowercut)                            !*   ! 
end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
                                                                     != 
if(outcnst==3)then                                                   != 
  outfile='o-QTmax'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                    != 
  call write_one_DP(qtmax,samples,outfile)                           != 
  outfile='o-powercut'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                 != 
  call write_one_DP(powercut,samples,outfile)                        != 
  outfile='o-endpts'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                   != 
  call write_mat_real(endpoints,2,samples,outfile)                   != 
  deallocate(powercut,redata,cmplxdata,contrast,cmplxdc)             != 
  deallocate(endpoints,qtmax,radfs,clipradfs,wave,clipref)           != 
  write(6,*)"Program completed. Hit enter."                          != 
  read(5,*)                                                          != 
  stop                                                               != 
else                                                                 != 
deallocate(endpoints,qtmax)                                          != 
end if                                                               != 
                                                                     != 
! Apply inverse Fourier transform                                    != 
call backFFT(cmplxdata,pts,samples)  ! back fft to wavelength space  != 
call backFFT(cmplxDC,pts,samples)                                    != 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
  call backFFT(cmplxref,pts,ref)                                        !*   !back fft to wavelength space         
end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
                                                                     != 
!recalculate contrast                                                != 
allocate(reconst(pts,samples))                                       != 
do n=1,samples                                                       != 
  do j=1,pts                                                         != 
    reconst(j,n)=2.0_DP*real(cmplxdata(j,n))                         != 
  end do                                                             != 
end do                                                               !=   
call calccontrast(reconst,contrast,maxcontrast,pts,samples)          != 
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                                                                     != 
                                                                     !=  
if(outcnst==4)then                                                   != 
  outfile='o-cmplx'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                    !=  
  call write_mat_cmplx(cmplxdata,samples,pts,outfile)                != 
   outfile='o-postcontrast'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext            != 
  call write_one_DP(contrast,samples,outfile)                        != 
  do n=1,samples                                                     != 
    do j=1,pts                                                       != 
      redata(j,n)=real(cmplxDC(j,n))                                 !=  
    end do                                                           !=   
  end do                                                             != 
  outfile='o-ACerror'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext                  != 
  call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile)                    != 
  call phase(cmplxdata,pts,samples,zero,first,redata)                != 
  call unwrap(redata,pts,samples,pcntr)                              != 
  outfile='o-ACerrorphase'//'-'//trim(newname)//'.'//ext             != 
  call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile)                    != 
  deallocate(redata,cmplxdata,contrast,radfs,clipradfs)              != 
  deallocate(wave,powercut,clipref)                                  != 
  write(6,*)"Program completed. Hit enter."                          !=  
  read(5,*)                                                          != 
  stop                                                               !=   
end if                                                               !=  
deallocate(reconst,cmplxDC)                                          !=      
                                                                     != 
if (jake==0)then                                                     != 
  !multiply by jacobean before calc. phase and fitting to freq model != 
  allocate(jacob(pts))                                               != 
  jacob=0.0_DP                                                       != 
  do n=1,pts                                                         != 
    jacob(n)=cmplx(wave(n)**2,0.0_DP)                                != 
  end do                                                             != 
  call M_V_multiply_c_DP(cmplxdata,jacob,pts,samples,cmplxdata)      !=    
  deallocate(jacob)                                                  != 
  if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                         !*   ! 
    allocate(jacob(pts))                                                !*   ! 
    jacob=0.0_DP                                                        !*   ! 
    do n=1,pts                                                          !*   ! 
      jacob(n)=cmplx(wave(n)**2,0.0_DP)                                 !*   ! 
    end do                                                              !*   ! 
    call M_V_multiply_c_DP(cmplxref,jacob,pts,ref,cmplxref)             !*   !    
    deallocate(jacob)                                                   !*   ! 
  end if                   !ref                                         !*   ! 
end if                                                               != 
                                                                     != 
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! Calculate and unwrap phase                                         != 
redata=0.0_DP                                                        != 
call phase(cmplxdata,pts,samples,zero,first,redata)                  != 
call unwrap(redata,pts,samples,pcntr)                                != 
if((outcnst)>4)then      !ref                                           !*   ! 
  call phase(cmplxref,pts,ref,ref,1,reref)                              !*   !calculate and unwrap phase 
  call unwrap(reref,pts,ref,pcntr)                                      !*   !unwrap phase 
  deallocate(cmplxref)                                                  !*   ! 
  if (refside==1)then                                                   !*   ! 
    do j=1,ref                                                          !*   ! 
      do n=1,pts                                                        !*   ! 
        reref(n,j)=-reref(n,j)                                          !*   ! 
      end do                                                            !*   ! 
    end do                                                              !*   ! 
  end if                                                                !*   ! 
  allocate(clipphase(nobs),avgphase(pts))                               !*   ! 
  allocate(refclip(nobs,ref))                                           !*   ! 
  call clipdata(reref,refclip,ref,pulse2,pulse1,pts,nobs)               !*   !clip data for fit region 
  allocate(regmatrix(11,ref+1))                                         !*   ! 
  if (weight==0)then                                                    !*   ! 
    clipref=1.0_DP                                                      !*   ! 
    call weightregress(refclip,pts,ref,clipradfs,clipref,regmatrix,nobs)!*   !get absolute delays 
  else                                                                  !*   ! 
    call weightregress(refclip,pts,ref,clipradfs,clipref,regmatrix,nobs)!*   ! 
  end if                                                                !*   ! 
  refdly=0.0_DP                                                         !*   ! 
  do j=1,ref                                                            !*   ! 
    refdly=refdly+regmatrix(4,j)                                        !*   ! 
  end do                                                                !*   ! 
  refdly=refdly/real(ref,kind=DP)                                       !*   !avg absolute dlys  
  deallocate(regmatrix)                                                 !*   !for refs 
  call M_avg_V_r_DP(refclip,ref,nobs,clipphase)                         !*   !avg clipped phases 
  call V_avg_r_DP(clipradfsref,nobs,avgreffreq)                         !*   !avg frequency for fit region 
  call V_avg_r_DP(clipradfs,nobs,avgfreq)                               !*   !avg frequency for fit region 
  call M_avg_V_r_DP(reref,ref,pts,avgphase)                             !*   !avg full phases 
  deallocate(refclip,reref)                                             !*   ! 
  call interpolate_phase(nobs,clipradfsref,clipphase,clipradfs,clipphase) !*   ! 
  call interpolate_phase(pts,radfsref,avgphase,radfs,avgphase)          !*   ! 
end if                   !ref                                           !*   ! 
!End phase recovery algorithm ========================================= 
 
!final block clips data, performs regressions and gives stastitics as commanded 
 
!uses points dertermined in previous subroutine to truncate phases where the pulse is  
!above a specified value, also exchanges complex matrix for real one 
allocate(clipdat(nobs,samples)) 
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call clipdata(redata,clipdat,samples,pulse2,pulse1,pts,nobs) 
deallocate(cmplxdata) 
 
! get GVD and GDD 
allocate(G_D(2,samples),G_Dresiduals(nobs,samples)) 
allocate(dummy(nobs),dummy2(nobs)) 
do i=1,samples 
  do j=1,nobs 
    dummy(j)=clipdat(j,i) 
  end do 
  call get_GVD_GDD(nobs,dummy,clipradfs,avgfreq,dum1,dum2,dummy2) 
  G_D(1,i)=dum1 
  G_D(2,i)=dum2 
  do j=1,nobs 
    G_Dresiduals(j,i)=dummy2(j) 
  end do 
end do 
deallocate(dummy,dummy2) 
 
newname=trim(newname)//'('//trim(no3)//','//trim(no4)//')'//'.'//ext 
if(outcnst==5)then 
  outfile='o-phase'//'-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile) 
  outfile='o-clipphase'//'-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(clipdat,samples,nobs,outfile) 
  outfile='o-avgphase'//'-'//newname 
  call write_one_DP(avgphase,pts,outfile) 
  outfile='o-clipavgphase'//'-'//newname 
  call write_one_DP(clipphase,nobs,outfile) 
  outfile='o-GVD_GDD'//'-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(G_D,samples,2,outfile) 
    outfile='o-GVD_GDDresiduals'//'-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(G_Dresiduals,samples,nobs,outfile) 
end if         
! gets absolute time delays for phases without taking difference 
allocate(regmatrix(11,samples+1)) 
call weightregress(clipdat,pts,samples,clipradfs,clipref,regmatrix,nobs) 
allocate(absdly(samples)) 
do j=1,samples 
  absdly(j)=regmatrix(4,j) 
end do 
!find largest,smallest absolute delays 
call V_max_r_DP(absdly,samples,lrgst) 
call V_min_r_DP(absdly,samples,smlst) 
!get phase differences 
call M_V_subtract_r_DP(clipdat,clipphase,nobs,samples,clipdat) 
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call M_V_subtract_r_DP(redata,avgphase,pts,samples,redata) 
deallocate(avgphase,clipphase) 
 
if(outcnst==5)then 
  outfile='o-diffphase'//'-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile) 
  deallocate(contrast,radfs,clipradfs,absdly,clipref) 
  deallocate(wave,redata,clipdat,powercut,regmatrix,G_D,G_Dresiduals) 
  write(6,*)"Program completed. Hit enter." 
  read(5,*) 
  stop 
end if 
 
! gets phase shift and time delays for clipped interval 
regmatrix=0.0_DP 
call weightregress(clipdat,pts,samples,clipradfs,clipref,regmatrix,nobs) 
 
allocate(dummy(nobs),dummy2(nobs),pde(nobs,samples)) 
do i=1,samples 
  do j=1,nobs 
    dummy(j)=clipdat(j,i) 
  end do 
  call phase_delay_error(nobs,dummy,regmatrix(4,i),regmatrix(7,i),clipradfs,dummy2) 
  do j=1,nobs 
    pde(j,i)=dummy2(j) 
  end do 
end do  
deallocate(clipradfs,clipref) 
 
allocate(ints(samples)) 
do j=1,samples 
  regmatrix(1,j)=absdly(j) 
  regmatrix(9,j)=contrast(j) 
  regmatrix(10,j)=powercut(j) 
  ints(j)=nint(regmatrix(6,j)) 
  regmatrix(11,j)=regmatrix(6,j)-real(ints(j),kind=DP) 
end do 
deallocate(absdly) 
deallocate(ints) 
deallocate(contrast) 
deallocate(powercut) 
 
if(outcnst==6)then 
  !writes stats, fit parameters from all regressions to output file 
  outfile='o-regress'//'-'//newname 
  open(61,file=outfile,status="unknown") 
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    write(61,100)"abs_dly","intcpt", "intcpt_err", "dly", "dly_err", "dly_waves", & 
                    &"no_of_2_pi", "chi2", "cntrst", "pwr_lost","int_dev" 
  100 format (a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x) 
    write(61,300)regmatrix 
  300 format (ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,& 
             &ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x) 
  close(61) 
  write(6,*)outfile 
 
  !writes stats from overall run to output file 
  outfile='o-stat'//'-'//newname 
  open(64,file=outfile,status="unknown") 
    write(64,700)"total_interferograms", "phases_averaged", "largest_delay", "smallest_delay", 
"reference_delay",& 
                  & "reference_contrast", "points_in_fit", "start_fit", "end_fit", "avg_freq" 
  700 format(a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x) 
    
write(64,900)real(samples,kind=DP),real(ref,kind=DP),lrgst,smlst,refdly,avgrefcontrast,real(nob
s,kind=DP),& 
                  &  real(pulse1,kind=DP),real(pulse2,kind=DP),avgfreq 
  900 format 
(ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3
x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x) 
  close(64) 
  write(6,*)outfile 
 
  ! gives phases without linear term  
  call residuals(regmatrix,redata,radfs,pts,samples) 
  outfile='o-resid'//'-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile) 
  ! write out phase delay error 
  outfile='o-dly_error'//'-'//newname 
  call write_mat_real(pde,samples,nobs,outfile) 
   
  deallocate(radfs,clipdat,wave,redata,regmatrix,pde) 
  write(6,*)"Program completed. Hit enter." 
  read(5,*) 
  stop 
end if 
 
if(outcnst==7)then 
  call countdly(regmatrix,ndly,samples) 
  write(6,*)ndly 
  allocate(avgs(12,ndly)) 
  allocate(stdevs(12,ndly)) 
  call stat(regmatrix,samples,ndly,avgs,stdevs) 
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  !writes avgs, fit parameters from groups of regressions to output file 
  outfile='o-regressavgs'//'-'//newname 
  open(63,file=outfile,status="unknown") 
    write(63,400)"abs_dly","intcpt", "intcpt_err", "dly", "dly_err", "dly_waves", & 
                  &"no_of_2_pi", "chi2", "cntrst", "pwr_lost","int_dev","no_avgd" 
400 
format(a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x,a20,3x) 
    write(63,600)avgs 
600 format(ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,& 
           &ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x,ES20.10,3x) 
  close(63) 
  write(6,*)outfile   
  !writes stdevs, fit parameters from groups of regressions to output file 
  outfile='o-regressstdevs'//'-'//newname 
  open(63,file=outfile,status="unknown") 
    write(63,400)"abs_dly","intcpt", "intcpt_err", "dly", "dly_err", "dly_waves", & 
                  &"no_of_2_pi", "chi2", "cntrst", "pwr_lost","int_dev","no_avgd" 
      write(63,600)stdevs 
  close(63) 
  write(6,*)outfile 
 
  !writes stats from overall run to output file 
  outfile='o-stat'//'-'//newname 
  open(64,file=outfile,status="unknown") 
    write(64,700)"total_interferograms", "phases_averaged", "largest_delay", "smallest_delay", 
"reference_delay",& 
                  & "reference_contrast", "points_in_fit", "start_fit", "end_fit", "avg_freq" 
    
write(64,900)real(samples,kind=DP),real(ref,kind=DP),lrgst,smlst,refdly,avgrefcontrast,real(nob
s,kind=DP),& 
                  &  real(pulse1,kind=DP),real(pulse2,kind=DP),avgfreq 
  close(64) 
  write(6,*)outfile 
 
 
  deallocate(avgs,stdevs,radfs) 
  deallocate(clipdat,wave,redata,regmatrix) 
  write(6,*)"Program completed. Hit enter." 
  read(5,*) 
  stop 
end if 
 
allocate(dlys(samples)) 
allocate(notwopis(samples)) 
allocate(clipwave(nobs)) 
do n=1,samples 
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  dlys(n)=regmatrix(4,n) 
  notwopis(n)=regmatrix(7,n) 
end do 
deallocate(regmatrix) 
do n=1,nobs 
  clipwave(n)=wave(n+pulse1-1) 
end do 
 
 
call getlambda(redata,dlys,notwopis,pts,samples) 
outfile='o-lambda'//'-'//newname 
call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile) 
call M_V_subtract_r_DP(redata,wave,pts,samples,redata) 
outfile='o-difflambda'//'-'//newname 
call write_mat_real(redata,samples,pts,outfile) 
deallocate(clipdat,wave,dlys,notwopis,redata,radfs,clipwave) 
 
write(6,*)"Program completed. Hit enter." 
read(5,*) 
 
end program specint012408 
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pure subroutine filtertanh3(datamatrix,points,interferograms,filwidth,powercut,endpoints) 
 
!This routine implements a hyperbolic tangent filter to single out one oscillatory peak in  
!the power spectrum, so that the desired parts of the spectrum can be reconstructed 
 
use DPTYPE,only:DP  
 
implicit none 
 
real(kind=DP),intent(in)::filwidth 
integer,intent(in):: interferograms,points 
complex(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(inout)::datamatrix(points,interferograms) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:),intent(out)::powercut(interferograms) 
real(kind=DP),dimension(:,:),intent(in)::endpoints(interferograms,4) 
 
integer::j,n 
real(kind=DP):: xi,xj,tot,sum,int 
real(kind=DP), dimension(:),allocatable::filt,power 
complex(kind=DP), dimension(:),allocatable::coef 
 
do n=1,interferograms,1 
 
  allocate(coef(points))    
  coef = cmplx(0.0_DP,0.0_DP) 
  allocate(power(points)) 
  power=0.0_DP 
      
  ! cut out DC peak only 
  do j=25,points-24 
    power(j)=abs(datamatrix(j,n)) 
    coef(j)=datamatrix(j,n) 
  end do !j 
  allocate(filt(points)) 
      
! calculate filter and multiply by frequency, first half:  [0, Nyquist] 
  xi=endpoints(n,1) 
  xj=endpoints(n,2)     
  do j=1,points/2+1  
    int=real(j,kind=DP)    
    filt(j)=(dtanh((j-xi)/filwidth)-dtanh((j-xj)/filwidth))/2.0_DP 
    coef(j)=filt(j)*coef(j) 
  end do !j 
 
! calculate filter and multiply by frequency data, second half: (Nyquist, 0) 
  xi=endpoints(n,3) 
  xj=endpoints(n,4)     
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  do j=points/2+2,points 
    int=real(j,kind=DP)    
    filt(j)=(dtanh((j-xi)/filwidth)-dtanh((j-xj)/filwidth))/2.0_DP 
    coef(j)=filt(j)*coef(j) 
  end do !j 
  deallocate(filt) 
 
! find fraction of power lost in filtering 
  tot=0.0_DP 
  do j=1,points 
    tot=tot+(power(j)-abs(coef(j))) 
  end do 
  sum=0.0_DP 
  do j=1,points 
    sum=sum+power(j) 
  end do 
  powercut(n)=tot/sum 
  
 ! write filtered data back into matrix 
  do j=1,points,1 
    datamatrix(j,n)=coef(j) 
  end do !j 
  deallocate(power) 
  deallocate(coef) 
      
end do !n 
 
end subroutine filtertanh3 
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subroutine 
input(inpname,basename,ext,flatname,resname,backname,ref1name,ref2name,wavename,wavere
fname,noisename, & 
      & flat,res,filt,jake,weight,zero,refdly,first,last,phasefirst,phaselast, &   
      & pulsept,filtpt,noisept,lshift,hshift,filwidth) 
use DPtype,only:DP 
 
!input/output 
character(len=100),intent(in) :: inpname 
character(len=100),intent(out) :: basename, flatname, resname, backname, ref1name, 
ref2name,wavename,waverefname,noisename     
character(len=3),intent(out) :: ext 
integer, intent(out) :: flat,res,filt,jake,weight,zero,refdly,first,last,phasefirst,phaselast 
real(kind=DP), intent(out):: pulsept,filtpt,noisept,lshift,hshift,filwidth      
 
    !internal     
    logical::filetest1 
    integer::j,io 
    integer,parameter::numnames=10,numreals=6,numints=11 
    character(len=100),dimension(:):: Names(numnames) 
    real(kind=DP),dimension(:):: reals(numreals)  
    integer,dimension(:)::Ints(numints) 
              
    !check to see whether or not input file exists 
    inquire(file=inpname, exist=filetest1) 
    if (.not. filetest1) then 
        write(6,*)"Input file",inpname," not found." 
        write(6,*)"Terminating execution." 
        read(5,*) 
        stop 
    else 
        write(6,*)inpname 
    end if  
           
    ! This loop reads paramter file into array. 
    open(81,file=inpname,status="old") 
        do j = 1,numnames 
            read(81,*,iostat=io)Names(j)             
        end do   
        do j = 1,numreals 
            read(81,*,iostat=io)Reals(j)             
        end do  
        do j=1,numints 
            read(81,*,iostat=io)Ints(j)             
        end do                 
        if (io < 0) then 
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           write(6,*) 'Error -- file ',inpname,' shorter than number of parameters' 
        end if 
    close(81) 
     
     
! Assign values of the character array to their names. 
    basename       =       trim(Names(1)) 
    ext            =       trim(Names(2)) 
    flatname       =       trim(Names(3)) 
    resname        =       trim(Names(4)) 
    backname       =       trim(Names(5)) 
    ref1name       =       trim(Names(6)) 
    ref2name       =       trim(Names(7)) 
    wavename       =       trim(Names(8)) 
    waverefname    =       trim(Names(9)) 
    noisename      =       trim(Names(10)) 
 
! Assign values of the real array to their names. 
    pulsept      =     Reals(1) 
    filtpt       =     Reals(2) 
    noisept      =     Reals(3) 
    lshift       =     Reals(4) 
    hshift       =     Reals(5) 
    filwidth     =     Reals(6) 
 
! Assign values of the integer array to their names 
    flat         =     Ints(1) 
    res          =     Ints(2) 
    filt         =     Ints(3) 
    jake         =     Ints(4) 
    weight       =     Ints(5) 
    zero         =     Ints(6) 
    refdly       =     Ints(7) 
    first        =     Ints(8) 
    last         =     Ints(9) 
    phasefirst   =     Ints(10) 
    phaselast    =     Ints(11) 
 
 
    20    close(81) 
 
end subroutine 
 
 
 
